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PREFACE
Human resource development has been the fundamental pre-requisite for the
fullest realisation of overall development of the civil societies. Indeed, education ignites and encourages the human resource development comprising better awareness,
health and nutrition, improved socio-economic condition with congenial natural environment as well as sound ecological balance. As a matter of fact, India has been
committed to erect the foundation of overall human resource development . Evidently, education especially Universalisation of Elementary Education has been the
..

·pnncipal concern of both policy makers and scholars of the field. Realisation of such
avowed commitment calls for an attentive presence of a responsive and responsible
mechanism of Public Administration. It has been widely recognised that elementary
or primary education has been one of the fundamental corner stones of democratic
edifice. Admittedly, education has been the principal parameter for determining the
pace of development of a nation which enables human kind to develop an attitude
towards life and without such attitude, no one can be integrated with overall development process. Thus, liquidation ofilliteracy and expansion of primary and elementary
education have been the principal thrust of a nation committed to development and
__ certainly, India is no exception. This expansive role of Indian political system for
overall human resource development warrants the urgency of a sound public administrative structure committed to social welfare and development. This research study
has been a maiden attempt to understand the different aspect of social welfare administration oriented public administrative structure for effectuating District Primary Education Programme as a concerted action programme for realising the national objective of universalising elementary education. Such a study is important to understand
the efficacy of existing and newly created organisational structure for primary education at the district level. An in-depth study would help in understanding multidimensional issues operating at the micro-level to relate those issues to the macro perspective of Indian body polity. Throughout this study attempt has been made to find out
answers to the fundamental question whether the present administrative arrangement
at the level of the District is adequate enough to grapple with the problems towards
achieving the objectives of universalization of primary education of the district of
__ Coach Behar. Such a district level study on administering District Primary Education
Programme has been first of its kind ever attended by any scholar of the field.

IV

The state ofWest Bengal has been brought under DPEP during 1995-96. The
district ofCooch B~..ehar is one of the five DPEP districts ofWest Bengal and also one
.
ef!vS"'
of the farthest,..districts of West Bengal bordering with Assam on one side and·
Bangladesh on the other. This is the only district in West Bengal which has majority
Scheduled Caste population as per Census 200 1. Almost the entire economy of the
district, barring a few, is dependent on agriculture. The mode of agriculture production has not undergone any significant change in the district. Industries are scarce in
--the district. A sizable section of the rural population in every block is still living below
poverty line. Thus, the study of administering DPEP in Coach Behar is a novel one,
- not-merely Tfprobes into varied aspects' .of DPEP ad~lnistration in the district of
Coach Behar but also examines society, economy, politics of the district. The study,
being largely prescriptive in nature, may help in building up desired DPEP district
administrative structure in different DPEP districts.
There are as many as eight chapters in this study

includ~~bibliography with

"

annextures as well. In the introductory chapter, concept, essence, indicator of developments and existing theories of primary education administration have been thoroughly examined. Introduction starts with a brief sketch of primary education and
includes objectives of the studies, study methodology and literature review. All these
may be perceived as attempts in presenting the principal issue of the study at the
outset. Chapter I deals with dimension of primary education and educational administration both at international, national and state level. Studies on primary education
undertaken by different eminent scholars and educationists have been thoroughly examined. The second chapter illustrates a post-colonial experience of elementary education in India. A quick search of historical antecedents on the status of elementary
education in India under British rule and also post-colonial rule, reports and recommendations of different education Commissions and Committees are discussed in this
. chapter. Chapter Ill relates with the second generation experience ofuniversalisation
of elementary education. In this chapter an overview of elementary education in India, concept, meaning and present position of universalisation of elementary education are dealt with. Chapter IV covers the status of primary education in West Bengal.
Growth of primary education and· status of DPEP in West Bengal. The fifth chapter
contains lessons on administering District Primary Education Programme in Coach
Behar. In this chapter historical perspective of primary education of the district, exist-

v

ing orgaisational structure of primary education and organisational structure ofDPEP
at the district level have been the central focus. Operationalisation of DPEP and the
field experience are taken up in sixth chapter. This chapter attempts to analyse through
micro level data, the factors and forces, issues and events associated with social welfare programme implementation process. The concluding chapter seeks to present
certain concrete suggestions for arresting the problems at the grass root level and lays
stress on redesigning the existing administrative structure of primary education to
reach near the objectives ofuniversalisation of elementary education.

Prasenjit Deb

Introduction
India is committed to the cause of overall human resource development. Education is the key to such development. It is the foundation on which rests an empowered nation. A sound national policy on education may help in removing all barriers in
a society and across nations, through understanding and appreciation of one another.
The need for a literate population and provision of elementary education has been still
recognised as a crucial input for nation building and also the indicator of development
for a nation. Unfortunately, however, after 56 years of independence, the (!onstitu-- _ _ _ __ tjol!ill_commi1ment for the basic elementary education, universalisation of such education has remained far to seek. It is regrettable that India is yet to achieve a considerable position in terms of groWth of literacy. However, the 200 1 census reveals the
literacy rate is 65.38 per cent. The literacy rate for men is 75.85 per cent while that for
women is 54.16 per cent. The highest literate state has been declared to Kerala where
- the literacy rate is 90.92 per cent. While the lowest has been Bihar where the rate of
literacy is only 47.53 per cent. In West Bengal, the overall literacy rate is 69.22 per
cent where literacy rate for men is 77.58 per cent and that for women is 60:22 per
cent _<I) The global imbalance in female-male literacy rate as well as male-female participation in formal education is basically due to imbalances in the less developed
. regions of the world. As regards of the developing countries, school life expectancies
of girls tend to be somewhat lower th~m those of boys, which is to be expected since
in many developing countries, higher proportions of girls than that of boys never get
into school at all. Southern Asian region shared equally with Sub-Saharan Africa the
largest number of out of school girls in the 6-11 years age group, and in both regions
-but more so in Southern. Asia- girls constitute a majority out of school youth in this
age group.<2)
Research on District Primary Education Programme has been scarce. However, a plethora of research studies on elementary education or primary education as
well as on related areas has been undertaken so far. Despite different intellectual exercises made by the scholars and practitioners of the field, it is observed that the studies
on Primary Education Administration have been minimum if not completely unattempted. In fact, the National Institute of Educational Planning and Administration
has been keen to devote to the studies of different tiers of education & educational
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planning, management and administration. Some important management institutes in
India especially some of their social scientists have been working on educational planning and management with reference to different programmes launched in different
states.
The recent PROBE (Public Report on Basic Education) survey of 200 villages in the four northern states of Bihar, M. P., Rajasthan and U.P. has interesting
findings (PROBE team, 1999). In the rural areas of these four states 86 per cent of
boys and 57 per cent of girls in the age group 6-14 were currently enrolled in school.<3>
There is a large gap between children who. ~nroll if} ~chool or who have ever attended,

--

.. ·-·-----··.

-·---·

and the number who actually complete school. About two-thirds of the children not in
school are girls. In India gender gaps show up in literacy and all education indicators
compared with boys, fewer girls enroll in school (though the gap is narrowing) fewer
stay in school and those who do stay learn Jess with lower achievement in language
and mathematics in some states.
In the study of Chatterjee Madhusudhan : "Flow of Students and Drop-outs,
if any, in Primary Schools of some selected Sub-divisions of West Bengal", S<;::ERT,
Calcutta, 1997 has shown that the flow of students towards rural government aided
primary schools but the said flow has reduced towards urban government aided primary schools because of mushroom growth of schools run by the Non-Government
Organisation and Private Bodies en~aged in catering to the need of primary education
in the industrial and urban belt through the medium of instruction other than Bengali
or Mother Tongue. The study also shows that drop-out rate among schedule castes or
Tribes is more than General Castes and it is acute among tribal girls where social
taboo plays the lead

role.<~>

The MAS (Midterm Assessment Survey 1999) survey in five DPEP districts
ofWest Bengal viz. Bankura, Birbhum, Murshidabad, South-24 Parganas and Coach
Behar has interesting findings on gender issues. The difference of achievements between boys and girls remained very high for urban students but strikingly rural students of Bankura and Coach Behar did very good results in class III than urban students.<5>
Most analysts and scholars have stressed the out of-school factors in the fam. ily and community are probably more important than in school factors. UNESCO's
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World Education Report, 1995 states that in the poorest regions ofthe world, women
and girls are locked into a vitiaous circles with illiterate mothers bringing up illiterate
daughters who are married of too early into yet another cycle of poverty, illiteracy,
high fert~lity and early mortality. <6) Among in school factors in a global perspective,
the educational participation of girls relative to that of boys certainly is correlated
with the presence of female teachers. Female teachers are in the minority in first level
education in Sub-Saharan African and Southern Asia, especially the latter. It is in
these two regions that the challenge to increase the school attendance of girls is most
pronounced.
In his study, Upendranadh, C : Growth of education in Andhra Pradesh : A
long Run View, Trivandrum : Centre for Development studies, 1994, pp X 1+ 15 8, has
shown the objectives of universalisation of elementary education which has not yet
been solved due to wastage and stagnation, higher drop-out rate in Telangana and
among females, financial inability of the parents, less importance given to education in
the state budgets and allocation of budgeted expenditure among different levels of
education.<'>
Provision of basic education for all continues to be a matter of serious concern in India as in several other developing countries of the world. The World Bank
Policy Paper ( 1990) on primary education, has highlighted that children's learning is a
function of family background

an~

school input while the quantitative expansion of

the system in India appears to be very impressive, the achievement of the goal of
Universalization of Primary Education has still remained elusive. (H) Non-enrolment,
-- -non-attendance, drop-out and stagnation are the major problem areas in primary education. The National Policy on Education (as upgraded in 1992) and Programme of
.. ·

.~·,.·t

Action ( 1992) in India emphasized rectification of historical inequalities. This emphasis is reflected in the objectives of primary education. The priorities are to reduce
drop-out rates, improve learning achievement and expand access for unserved stu. dents. Girls and students from SC and ST are to receive priority attention. <9>
The study of Halder, Kutubuddin : Non-Detention Policy and Drop-out in
Primary Education, Calcutta University, West Bengal, 1995 has intended to explore
. the effect of non-detention policy on drop-outs in primary schools. It was found from
the study that mere declaration of non-detention policy is not enough to reduce the
root cause ofwastage and stagnation. To make the declaration more effective par-
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ticularly in the context of universalisation of elementary education, teachers engaged
in the primary stage teaching are to be well acquainted and trained on the nature and
scope of non-detention policy. <10 >
Not surprising about 75 per cent of children who are out of school live in six
states : Andra Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal. Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal are populous states with
below average attendance ratio. <H> Some time-use studies of children in India suggest
that girls have fewer hours available for schooling than do boys. As a result, some
observational studies find that girls attend school less than boys. For example, in
South Arcot district in Tamil Nadu 41 per cent of registered grade II girls and 22 per
cent of registered grade V girls mere absent on the day the DPEP base line surveys
were carried out, compared with 3 0 per cent of registered grade II boys and 16 per
cent of registered grade V boys (Sharma and Ramakrishnan, 1994). About two-third
of the children not in school are girls. According to NFHS, 41 per cent school age
girls in India still do not attend school. More than half the school girls in Bihar (62 per
cent), Rajasthan (59 per cent) and Uttar Pradesh (51 per cent) do not attend schoo!Y 2>
The main reasons given in the National Sample Survey 42nd round ( 1986-87)
for girls not enrolling are economic activity and lack of interest. <13 > Also important are
parental attitude. In a survey in rural Maharashtra, 50 per cent of mother said that
sons should receive as much educ!ltion as they want, but only 32 per cent gave th~"'
same response for daughters (Jeejeebhoy, 1993). These differences are linked to the
way of life of parents and value education for their children. In India, families often
prefer to invest in the education of sons, since the returns to this investment will
remain with the family, while the returns to investment in a daughter's education will
typically flow to her husbands family. Nayer and Nuna ( 1994) report that the principal
reasons for girls responsibility for domestic work (75 per cent) including assisting
with household economic production and carrying for sibling (42 per cent and 35 per
cent respectively). The direct cost of schooling were also identified as a reason for
dropping, even though NCAER ( 1994) shown that the cost of boys. The probability
that girls will drop-out is also determined by the social and economic characteristics
of the house hold.
In their joint studies Govinda, R. and Varghese, N. V. : Quality of Primary
Schooling in India, A case Study ofMadhya Pradesh, Paris : IIEP, 1993 have assessed

the following points : (i) The status of primary schools in terms of facilities provided
and the local environment in which they function, (ii) making comprehensive analysis
. of the quality of .primary schools functioning in varying conditions ranging from
·urbanised locality to rural locality, (iii) measure the outcomes of schooling in terms of
achievement oflevels of the learners with specified reference to literacy and skills and
(iv) identify various inputs and process factors associated with students' achievement.<1"l
Professor Amartya Sen in his study on The Delivery of Primary Education :
. __ ·- _ ·- ... ~r~l@inary_,Ei.ndings has investigated three West. Bengal districts such as Birbhum,
Midnapur and Purulia. It has been found that 96 per cent of the respondents believed
that boys should acquire elementary education, and 82 per cent affirmed their belief
that girls too should do the same. <15l
In its study und~rtaken during July 2001 on Impact" of Students Attendance,
the State Project Office, West Bengal District Primary· Education Programme, has
identified some major issues :
(a) Majority of students' attendance is found to be between 151-200 days. T~is accounts for approximately 60% - 80% of the overall attendance for an academic year.
Overall students represented in this category is almost 60% who show a promotion
rate ranging between 88% to 90% for the different grades. These figures are found to
be varying at the district level (repr~sented as > 150) between 87% - 91% for Grade
l-11, 83% - 92% for Grade ll-Ill, and 76% --90% for Grade lil-lY.
(b) Lowest representation is found in the more than 200 days. This category has
almost 6% of student representation. The attendance category accounts for more
than 80% of student attendance in an academic year. The patterns of promotion rates
here are I 00% for all the grades and similar trends are identified for the categories
studied.
(c) A reasonable student representation is found in the 101- !50 days category. This
category accounts for a lower attendance approximately between 40-60%. The promotion rates are lower in this category as compared to 151-200 days category. The
overall promotion rates are found to be between 75%-81%. The district figures for
.this category (studied as< !50) is found to be varying 67%-72% for Grade 1-11, 67%70% for Grade II-II, and 67%-78% for Grade III-IV
(d) The attendance category < 100 days accounts for less than 40% of the overall
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. attendance in the school. This group has an overall representation of 20% approximately and accounts for lowest promotion rate varying between 24% to 40% for all
grades.
This category shows unique trends for attendance among the scheduled castes.
The group exhibits significantly higher promotion rates in the category when compared with the general caste groups and the overall findings.
(e) Gender-wise analysis of the data does not show any significant differences in trends
for attendance or promotion. But an overall picture for girls and boys shows that
i) Overall girls representation is lower in the sample studied. When studied

- ··- --· ·· · cifterldimce-·Category wise their representations are significantly low in all the attendance categories, except in 101-150 attendance days where their representation is
higher than the boys.
ii) The overall findings indicate that representations are highest in the 151-200
attendance days category, in the case of the girls and boys similar trends are identified.
iii) The girls show higher promotion rates in all attendance groups for all
.grades, when compared with the boys.
iv) The higher attendance categories have shown higher promotion rates for
both girls and boys, but the promotion rates are higher for girls in the lower attendance groups in comparison with the boys.
Caste-wise analysis for the study has brought out the following findings.
1) Scheduled caste representation· is lowest in the >200 attendance days, which is
followed by < 100 days and I 0 1-151 days, and highest representation is identified in
the 151-200 attendance days. This trend in enrolment according to the attendance
categories is similar to the trends identified at the state level.
2)Trends in promotion rates are found to vary with reasonably higher promotion
rates in the lower attendance categories when compared with the general caste groups.
Both social groups other wise show lower promotion rates at the upper primary
grades.<'6)
From the study it is revealed that higher attendance in school ensures higher
promotion rates. Higher promotion rates may in return ensure higher retention, em. phasizing qualitative retention patterns. After all parents do make reasonable expenditure on a child's primary education which they would not like to waste on additional
years in primary education.
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In a study undertaken during July, 2001 on Study on School Efficiency, the
State Project Officer, West Bengal District Primary Education Programme, has identified some major issues :
(a) The completion rate in four years time (CRF) has an increasing trend from
Cohort-! year between 1993-97 to Cohort Ill year between 1995-2000 ;
(b) With an increasing CRF the ever complete rate of five years (ECR-5) and
ever completion rate of six years (ECR-6) show lower rates, which is indicative of
lower repetition ;
( c)]_Qcreasing CRF and lowered ECR is supported by lowered Dropout (D. 0.)
rates;
(d) Gender-wise variations are low, and both girls and boys show similar patterns of increasing CRF and lowering ECR and D.O. rates in the following cohorts;
(e) Overall; in comparison to the boys the CRF is higher for the girls in all the
cohorts; and

(t) Schedule castes exhibit ECR and CRF rates which are at par with the
general caste groups for all the cohorts indicating moderate social equity for the social groups.< 17>
The District Primary Education Programme interventions have made efforts
to strengthen the process of universalisation of primary education. Along with measures to provide universal access t~ enable a school for every child, efforts have been
made to increase retention and reduce the drop-out rates. Special focus has been
given to reduce gender and social inequalities to the minimum. Accordingly strategies
have been designed to reach the targets. Efforts have been made to monitor progress
made over a period of time. Continuous efforts are therefore required to ensure that
retention with high learning outcomes for all children in the eligible age group is
achieved' at the earliest and at the same time the achievements are sustained for times
to come. Reviewing of strategies ofUPE have indicated that through overall access is
increasing, the drop-out and repetition rates continue to be of concern reflecting poor
school-efficiency & wastage. With this concern this study has been undertaken to
scientifically ascertain the school efficiency through the number of pupil years actually taken by the students to complete primary education.
The development of educational administration to address the above challenges has been the need of the hour. As a separate discipline, educational administra-
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tion is ofrecent origin. It is around 1954 that the theory of educational administration
was emerged with the research studies in the field of psychology and other social
sciences. It has been recognised that educational administration is not devoid of other
forms of administration, and has eschewed research of an empirical type in favour,
instead ofhypothetical deductive research that is rooted in theory. Broadly speaking,
principal four areas of educational administration are : (i) the nature of theory and
how it should be applied to research on administration, (ii) Substantive research on
administration, (iii) the study of the relationship between verbal and non-verbal
behaviour and (iv) reflection upon the nature of scientific inquiry and the pertinence
.. Ofthe.Se ideas. for training Of research WOrkerS in education and behavioural SCienCeS. (IN)
Before independence the nature of educational administration had a direct bearing
with political administration. After independence the nature of educational administration has peen changed and it has become more democratic, development oriented
and participatory in nature.< 19>
In fact, District Primary Education Programme has been a recent phenom~

enon and no researcher has attemp~ till date to analyse in detail the problems and
prospects of the programme at the operational level. In this sense, the study would be
a maiden attempt to find out the possible answers of the following questions :
i) ·

Whether DPEP would be able to reduce difference in enrolment, dropout and
learning achievement amon_g gender social group to considerable extent ?

ii)

Will DPEP be able to reduce overall primary dropout rate in the district ?

iii)

Can DPEP be able to raise average achievements level ?

iv)

Will DPEP be able to strengthen the District institutions for organising,
developing and managing the Primary Education of the district?

v)

What will be the institutional constraints to implement the DPEP ?

vi)

What will be the possible role of the District Primary School Council (DPSC)
and voluntary agencies in implementing DPEP ?

vii)

What are the existing institutional arrangements between Centre, state,
funding agencies and the districts in implementing DPEP ?

viii)

What exactly has been the status of community support for Primary
Education in the district ?
The study, primarily, has been an honest attempt to answers to the above

issues ofDPEP with reference to the operational experience ofDPEP in Coach Behar.
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The researcher believes that such a study at the micro..:Jevel will help augmenting a
macro model to understand DPEP as a scheme of U. E. E. both conceptually and
operationally. Such a study would be a help to the interested Academicians, Policy
Planers, Practitioners and men at work of the operational level of DPEP in Coach
Behar. Such a study with pragmatic and plausible suggestions would help, in general,
the other districts already in a take-off stage to laun the District Primary Education
Programme.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

To be precise, the objective of the study is to review the execution of the
whole plan of DPEP undertaken by the District Coach Behar. More specifically, the
proposed study will assess to the inter - organisational and intra - organisational relationship. The study will assess the physical perspective of the beneficiaries, especially,
the rural women and girl children. The study will justify and appraise the key elements
of DPEP viz Access, Enrolment, Retention and Quality intenns of the district per~cv.> b.&...,

spective .and present status of primary education. A thorough

o...rr~-r-t.L~
probe~o understand

with an insight the present status of administration and management meant for
universalising primary education in the district. The study will assess and examine the
impact of management inputs interms of progress and achievements of reaching DPEP
objectives. It will also analyse and assess the constraints (socio-psycho-economic and
environmental) in achieving the DPEP objectives. An assessment of the inter relationship and inter dependencies of different management components ofDPEP emphasising
access, enrollment, retention, and quality has been attempted
RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY

ln view of the given deliberatio·n supportive studies and logistics, the researcher
intends to go deeper with an conceptual and operational inquiry to throw some lights
on the present status of management of DPEP structure and function. DPEP as an
additional apparatus, envisages to give a fillip to the present educational management
structure and system functioning in achieving the goal of universalisation primary
education (UPE). A study of the DPEP has been of high order for certain obvious
reasons. It has been universally acknowledged that education is the principal pillar of
human resource de-v·elopment. No doubt to mention that Primary Education has been
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the principal foundation of the overall educational structure. It is intimately associated with the light of life. The indicators of physical qualities of life index such as
Literacy, Health, Family Planning, Sanitation, Environmental awareness, Nutrition,
Socio-economic opportunities can best be realised only through the universalisation
of Elementary Education. A micro level analysis of the policy planners and administrators to have a continuum such as particular to general and from microcosmos to
macro-cosmos is urgently called for. Such a study of a district will help in building a
general frame work to understand the problems, if any, both concep~ionally and operationally. Such a study at the district scale will provide opportunity to have a com.- -pa-rative estlii1ate of the other districts under DPEP of the State of W.B. and other
DPEP States of India.

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
The study is definitely having a strong empirical bias. Obviously, the scientific
method has strictly been followed to design the whole content of the study. Constraints of doing scientific social research has been strictly adhered to. Both the explanatory variables having dependent and independent quality and extraneous variables having controlled and uncontrolled features have been given due to consideration for analysing the problem. Different testing methods for identifying different
sets of relationships have also been executed. The study is both explanatory and experimental. Data have been collected through schedules and a thorough scrutiny of
the assembled data has been made. Data have been classified properly through the
process of establishment of categories. However, required tools and methodologies
have been selected and applied depending on the types and nature of work. Sqme
tools and methods were also needed to devise and develop to cater to the situational
development and design as follows :

Items
I.

Selection of local

Methods I Tools
PRA, Social Maps, Focus Group,
School Mapping.

ll

II.

Ill.

Study of Secondary

Transit walk etc. Stratified random

sources of information

sampling

Selection of respondents

Semi Structured and structured
schedule

IV.

Analytical aspect

Case studies, different statistical
methods and tools as applicable.
Correlation, Analysis of Variance,
Regression, Path Analysis,
Discriminatory statistics etc.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The study suffers from the following limitations :
1.

As the population of this study was confined to primary students, Guardians
of the primary students, primary teachers and the DPEP personnel of the CoochBehar district ofWest Bengal, the generalization of the findings will be limited
to this area only.

2.

The findings of this study are based on the ability ofthe respondents to recall
and on the verbal opinions expressed by them. Hence, the objectivity of this
study is limited to their ability to recall and also to their honesty in furnishing
the required information.

3.

Due to lack of data, the qualitative analysis could not be associated with the
quantitative measurements ofthe responses of the respondents like primary
teachers and DPEP personnels.
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CHAPTER I
A

GLIMPSE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN INDIA

Expansion of primary education through democratic and decentralized methods have been the principal concern of social welfare administration. The lexicon
meaning of social welfare administration varies from country to country reflecting the
historical development, evolution of administrative organization and socio-culture
frame work. Out of all those indicators, the principal indicator has been primary education. Primary Education or elementary.education has ·been the major thrust area.
Social welfare signifies the attempts made by governments and voluntary organizations to help families and individuals by maintaining incomes at an acceptable level by
empowering them through basic education. The concept of social welfare has been
made restricted to the provision of services individual and families who find difficult
or impossible to maintain themselves by way of food, shelter, clothing & education.
Social welfare has also been identified with improvement of conditions of both mental
and material aspects of life.
Education is at the centre of human development which is at the central place
of any viable strategy for suitable economic or sustainable social development. Several other social problems like high fertility rates. lack of health care, ignorance and
poverty would become more unmanageable with universal literacy. With this perception India had taken every possible necessary steps to achieve total literacy. The primary education system was to achieve universal access, universal participation, and
,universal achievement of minimum needs oflearning by all children of school going
age. The strategy also laid emphasis on special attention to women and disadvantaged
sections of society. UNESCO had acknowledged the efforts by awarding India the
literacy prize two years in a row to Kerala and West Bengal.
Education, had been the responsibility of individual philanthropist religious
organizations, and voluntary agencies in the past and the State has intervened to supplement their efforts at every stage. Even now the educational institutions sponsored and
supported by Private Sector out number those set up which are managed by the government. The investment in higher education- colleges and universities- has been
large in proportion to the requirements of primary and adult education. This imbal-
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ance needs to be rectified. Indian masses are still steeped in illiteracy. The percentage
of literates is 65.38 per cent in 2001<

11
•

The efforts to make literate are therefore

required to be intensified.
The government oflndia formulated the National Policy on Education in 1986
to achieve the goal of universal primary education for all children up to 14 years of
age - a goal enshrined in our Constitution as one of the Directive Principles of State
Policy, to reorient the contents and process of education at all levels, to raise its
standard and to make education a key instruction of social transformation, modernization imd economic growth as well as a powerful tool for inculcating social, moral
'.

·,..

·....

-- ·· and·cultural·values. The National Policy on Education further enjoins upon the entire
nation to pledge itself to the eradication of illiteracy particularly in the 15 to 3 5 age
group. It also aims at making programme ofliteracy meaningful by combining it with
peaceful information and skills relevant to the day-to-day needs of the learners. The
policy also provides for various conscious and facilities for scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, backward classes and other weaker sections of society including women
in enabling them to acquire education. It is hoped that these objectives ambitious
· through they look, would be realized, given the strong political will, community support and international cooperation.
Since social welfare administration is the process of transforming community
resources into a programme of community service in accordance with goal, policies
and standards which have been agreed by those involve in the enterprise, education as
a part of social welfare administration entails a larger canvas transcending both individual and family and answers basis enlightenment for all- over space and time. Social
welfare administration is primarily concerned with social problems, social service,
social security social work as well as social policy. All these areas must have to be
dealt with in a greater canvas of social education. Thus, educational administration as
an off shoot of social welfare administration entails multidimensional structures to
achieve the most fundamental objective of social enlightenment. These structures are
welfare oriented political structure both at the centre and state level; voluntary agen_cies; international social welfare organization, financial administrative structure; personnel management structure; public relations related agencies and democratic decentralized peoples participatory structures, organization, management and research
wing and POSDORB based management structure. Thus as branch of public admin-
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istration, social welfare administration concerns with the administration of social services such as education, health, food and shelter. Finally, education has been the central core of welfare administration recognizing the fact that every welfare effort ofthe
government will be jeopardised if people are not endowed and empowered with fundamental elementary education.<
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In his famous speech in India's 'tryst with destiny', on the eve of independence in August 1947, Jawaharlal Nehru reminded the· country that the task ahead
included 'the ending of poverty and ignorance and disease and inequality of opportunity'. Some achievements have indeed been made in these general areas, including the
-··

·-

'

...

. elimination-of substantial famines, fairly successful functioning of our multiparty democratic system, and the emergence of a very large and quite successful scientific community- achievements that compares favorable with what has happened in many other
parts of the world. However, it is not hard to see that much of the task that Nehru had
identified remains largely unaccomplished, and that we have fallen quite far behind
the best performers.
Nehru's list of tasks that India is well worth remembering in taking stock of
where we are, and more particularly where we are not. As Nehru pointed out, the
elimination of ignorance, of illiteracy of remediable poverty, of preventable disease,
·and of needless inequalities in opportunities must be seen as objectives that are valued
for their own sake. They expand our freedom to lead the lives we have reason to
value, and these elementary capabilities are of importance on their own. While·they
can and do contribute to economic growth and to other usual measures of economic
performance, their value does not lie only in these instrumental contributions. Economic growth is, of course, important but it is valuable precisely because it helps to
eradicate privation and to improve the capabilities and the quality of life of ordinary
people. The first and the most important aspect ofNehru's listing of what we have to
do is to make clear that the elimination of illiteracy, ill-health and other avoidable
deprivations are valuable for their own sake- they are 'the tasks' that we face.
The issue of intrinsic importance is an appropriate starting point. Because we
must assert first things first, but our analysis cannot, of course, stop at basic issues
only. Something that is of intrinsic importance can in addition, also be instrumentally
momentous, without compromising its intrinsic value. Basic education, good health
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and other human attainments are not only directly valuable as constituent elements of
our basic capabilities, these capabilities can also help in generating economic success
~of

a mere standard kind, which in turn can contribute to enhancing the quality of

human life even more. Many of the ingredients of good quality oflife including instrumental roles in making us more productive and helping us to generate more outputs
(3)
.
an d mcomes.
In view of the remarkable expansion of higher education in India (we send
about six times as many people to the universities and other higher educational estab·-· Ji~_ents as._.~hina does, relative to its pqpulation), i! is,t:xtraordinary how little we
have progressed in basic education. Professor Amartya Sen argues that there have
been deep- seated class base pressures that have determined Indian educational priorities, and that the inequalities in education are, in fact, a reflection of inequalities of
economic and social powers of different groups in India. The educational inequalities
both reflect and help to sustain social disparities and for a real break, much more
determined political action would be needed than has been provided so far by either
those in officers, or by the parties that have led the opposition. The weakness, in this
· field, of even parties of the 'left' is particularly striking, given the fact that elementary
education has been one of the few really solid achievements of the countries led by
communist parties - in places as diverse as China, Cuba and Vietnam and Russia.
The traditionally dominant tendencies of the ruling cultural and religious traditions in India may have been added to the political problem here. Both Hinduism
and Islam have, in different ways, had considerable inclination towards religious elitism, with realization respectively on Bralm1in priests movements against each (the
medieval poet Kabir tought against both simultaneously), the elitist hold is quite strong
in both these religious. This contrasts with the moral egalitarian and populist traditions of say, Buddhism. Indeed, Buddhist countries have typically had much higher
levels of basic literacy than societies dominated by Hinduism or Islam. Thailand, Sri
Lanka and Myanmer (Burma) are good examples. There is even some evidence that
when western imperialists concurred countries in Asia and Africa, they tended to
_expand rather than counteract - the biases that had already existed in the local cultures. For example, the British in India took little interest in elementary education, but
were quite keen on creating institutions of higher learning in the good, old Brahminical
• mode, whereas the same British in Buddhist Burma gave much enco ..-'ageAme_ . to the
~0 .t .
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expansion of elementary teaching, even though they tended to do rather little for
higher education.
The point of this passing though is not to argue that India must remain imprisoned by its past, but only to indicate the necessity of explicitly addressing the questions of both ancient and modern biases that shape Indja as educational polity reflecting prejudices of divisions as well as of traditional cultures. The difficulty in
getting even 'left-wing' parties interested in combating inequalities in education relates to _the general social atmosphere in India (including the nature of the leadership
..~(the diff~r.~nt parties) which takes so rue major disparities as simple 'given' and not
particularly worth rating against (in view of other - perceived to be more 'pressing' challenges). There is, however, some encouraging information in the remarkable
heterogeneties that characterizes India in the field of elementary education. Advances
of basic education have often come from forces that have railed against traditional
· politics (including protests against the historical hold of cast practices), or against
traditional cultures (some in the form of missionary activities). While the latter may
explain the higher achievements in elementary education in, say Goa or Mizoram,
Kerala has had the benefit ofboth types ofbreaks (education- oriented lower- class
movements as well as missionary activities), in addition to the good fortune of having
royal families in Travancore and Cochin that happened to be atypically in favour of
elementary education.
In drawing policy lessons from Kerala's experience of public action, note must
be taken of two particularly instructive features. First, a real difference has been made
by political activism in the direction of educational expansion for the lower-caste and lower class- groups. ln the general picture of political apathy towards elementary
education that is characteristic of much of India, Kerala is a big exception, and the
results vindicate the attention that has been pointed to this. There is, thus, much
evidence here of the importance of political leadership and initiative and of popular
involvement in making a real difference in the realization of basic capabilities of the
people at large. The lessons to draw are of relevance not only for policy makers and
policy holders in oftice, but also for opposition parties and the politically - conscious
public at large.
Second, the historical heterogeneity within Kerala itself is also quite instructive. When the state of Kerala was created in independent India, it was made up, on
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linguistic grounds, of the erstwhile native states of Travancore and Co chin, and the
region of Malabar from the old province of Madras in British India (What is now
mostly Tamil t-Jadu). The Malabar region, transferred from the Raj, was very much
being Travancore and Cochin in social development (including literacy and life expectancy- and mortality rates generally). But by the eighties, Malabar had so much
'caught up' with the rest of Kerala that it could not large be seen in· divergent terms.
The initiatives that the state governments of Kerala took, under different 'managements' (led by the Communist Party as well as by the Congress), succeeded in transforming Malabar into being basically at par with the rest of Kerala. Since Kerala has

--· ·- -· ·na.·a·a rather-special history, is important to note that much depends not be imprisoned
in the fixity of history, and much depends on what is done here and now. In this too
Kerala itself offers a lesson for the rest of India on what can be done by determined
public action, even without having the favorable historical circumstances ofTravancore
and Cochin.
Table 1. Literacy and Scholarship: India (1987-88)
India
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

-

---------~----------

Kerala

UP

---------~--------

Rural literacy rate
(Children 10-14)
Males Females

73
52

98
98

68
39

Percentage of rural
children attending school
Males Age S-9:
Females
Age 10-14: Males Females

52
40
66
42

87
83
93
91

45
28
64
31

Percentage of Children
12-14 ever enrolled
Rural:
Males Females
Males Urban
Females

74
49
89
81

100
98
100
99

73
32
81
61

I.

II.

Ill.

Source: Based 011 Ce11sus National Sample Survey Data.

The heterogeneity within India is illustrated and empowered in Table I which
gives information on the literacy rates of rural children in India as a whole and in the
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two states of Kerala and Uttar Pradesh. It turns out that while nearly all the children
in the age group of 10 to 14 years are literate in Kerala, one - third of the UP male
children and more than three-fifths of the UP female children of that age group are
clearly illiterate. The picture is similarly applicable for India and even more so far U.P.
Evidently, in rural India in the age group of 12 to 14 years, more than a quar--ter of the boys never enrolled in any school and more than half of the boys never been
enrolled either. As expected in Kerala nearly all the boys and girls of this age group
have had some schooling and on the other side, in Uttar Pradesh the percentage of
rural children of this age group have been totally a mess. In fact more than two-thirds
':'"-·

-- .-orihe UP g{ris between

·;·

12 and 14 have riever had the benefit of any schooling at all.

'This is an appalling picture of neglect of basic education, and shows how very backward the bulk oflndia is - in terms of an important element of 'the tasks' that Nehru
identified in 194 7- and furthermore, now abysmal the failure is in India's largest state.
With more than 140 million people, had Uttar Pradesh been a country, on its own, it
would have been one of the largest countries in the world and would have been - or
close to being - the lowest terms of school education in the entire world.

Table 2. Adult Literacv rates, 1990 : Developing Countries
Total

Female

lndiaa -

52.

39

China -

78

68

excluding China & India

55

44

Zimbabwe

67

60

Botswana

65

Keneya

74
69

58

Nigeria

51

39

Ghana-·

60

51

Average oflow-in come countries

Note: a Age 7+, 1999
Source: World Developmeut Report, /994

Indeed, in the field of elementary education India is not only bel_1ind China or
Sri Lanka or South Korea, but also worse than the average of' low income countries,
---the comparative data for which are given in Table 2. Even in comparison with sub-
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Saharan Africa- perhaps the most problematic region in the world now with its record
of recurrent famines - India does not shine. While it just about matches the literacy
rates of Nigeria, it falls well behind the achievements of many of the African states,
-·including Botswana, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Ghana (Table 2.) If India's relative performance is 'meddling' in many fields of economic and social development, its record
is far below that- close to the very bottom - in the fields of literacy and elementary
•

educatiOn.

(4)

While education and development of human ability and skill must not be val____ lledonly as_j_~struments to other ends, t~1eir instr.ument.al importance must also be
acknowledged. In the analysis of 'growth-mediated' soc.ial growth (through expensing the opportunities of economic expansion) and favoured by economic growth
(through generating more resources for such support). The economic role of education, learning by doing technical progress; and even economics of scale can all be seen
as contributing- in different ways- to the centrally directed human agency in generating economic expansion. Recent work on economic gruWth has brought out sharply
the role oflabour, education, and ex.periences and the so called 'human capital'. This
has helped to fill the large gap identified as a 'residual' in the basic neoclassical to
bring out the function of direct human agency in economic growth over and above the
contribution made through the accumulation of physical capital. Our attempts to learn
from the experiences of 'the east Asian miracle' and other cases of growth-mediated
progress cannot ignore the wealth of insights that the recent theoretical and empirical
analysis have provided.
The crucial role of education and ~kill makes it all more essential to pay attention to public policy to expand basic edlication and to promote skill formation. The
role of widespread basic education has been quite crucial in countries that have successfully grown fast making excellent use of world markets; for example, the socalled four 'tiger' in East Asia (namely South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapure and
Taiwan) and more recently, China and also Thailand. The modern industries in which
theses countries have particularly excelled demand many basic skills for which elementary education is essential and secondary education most helpful while some
__ studies have emphasized the productive contribution oflearning by doing and on-thejob training, rather than the direct impact of formal education, the ability to achieve
such training and learning is certainly helped greatly by basic education in schools
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prior to taking up jobs. In the context of learning from the experiences of the fast
growing economics of East Asia ,it is important to recognize that all these countriesSouth Korea, Hong Kong, Singapure, Taiwan, Thailand and post-reform china-had
enormously higher levels of elementary education at the time they went for fast economic growth and greater integration with the world economy. The point is not that
these countries have a much higher base of elementary education now than India
currently has, but that they already had radically higher levels of elementary education
in the nineteen seventies, when they went rapidly ahead, compared with what India
has now.
There has been an astonishing failure of adequate public action in expanding
elementary and secondary education in India. While "too much" government has been
identified, with some plausibility, as a problem of past policies in India, in fact in the
field ofbasic education (and also those of elementary health care, land reforms, and
social security), 'too little' government action -rather than 'too-much'- has been the
basic problem. The social opportunities offered by market- based economic growth,
particularly of integration with modern world market, are severely limited when a
very large part of the community cannot read or write, cannot follow printed or hand.written instruction, cannot cope easily with contemporary. technology, and so on. The
objective of integration with the world market-important as it is-is deeply hampered
by India's ·unusually low level of basic educational development. The inequality in
Indian educational policies and achievements, thus translates into inequalities in making use of new economic opportunities. The distributive failure supplements the effect
of educational backwardness in restricting the over all scale of expansion of employment-generating modern production.
The persistence of endemic illiteracy and educational backwardness in India
has many adverse effects. It limits, in general, the freedom and well-being of the India
masses, and has a direct role in the relative deprivation of women in particular. It
sustains high levels of mortality and fertility rates. It contributes to the comparative
lack of pressure for social change, and to the moderateness of political demand and
pressure for efTective public attention in such fields as health care.

~ut

in addition, the

lack of elementary education also makes the goals of economic expansion very much
harder to realize. We have to face here two quite distinct but interrelated problems
that limit the attainment and use of economic growth. First elementary education is
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extremely important for successful integration with the world market. The nature and
range of the commodities soldby, say, South Korea since the seventies or China from
the eighties bring out clearly how crucial basic education is for catering to the world
market, with production to specification and reliable quality control. Second, the wider
the coverage of the population that takes part in the integration with the world
market, the more 'participatory' the process of the growth would tend to be ,raising
the income-earning power of large parts of the nation. Even than India were to grow
very fast with its highly technical industries (making use of special skills that India has
cultivated and drawing on the trained middle class labour force ),such as modern
computer software or engineering products, the bulk of the Indians may still receive
little reward from it.(S)
· Planning and Implementation of Education through Decentralisation
Discussions made above lead us to the fact that a concerted programme of
action for operationalising the principle of universalisation of elementary education
through decentralised planning has been a crying need. Like other developing countries, India has been straggling hard to adopt a nature of economy having " neither
here nor there" connotation in the midst of liberalisation and globalisation impact.
The statist perspective of Indian state has been accommodating changes and challenges geared out of world wide trend of liberalisation. Despite the fact, states in
. India has still been the major actor to translate the general welfare and basic development policies. However, private sectors are also encouraged to join hands with the
state in materialising the basic development programmes. The Indian state still continues to play the most dominant role both inten11S of planning and financing of major
development activities. Indian's development experience suggests that ever since India's
. independence, planning decisions were almost centralised. This is certainly a kind of
imperial hang over which our national planners had to succumb to. However, even
when planning decisions were almost centralised, many programmes had decentralised
implementation procedures. In the subsequent years, there was an earnest effort to
develop planning machinery and mechanism at the state levels. In fact, a three tier ·
system ofpanchayat raj institutions based on the Balwant Ray Committee recommendations was visualised to facilitate developmental efforts. In 1969 the Planning Commission issued guidelines for preparation of district plans. Realising that planning
machinery and competency were not developed at the district level, efforts were redi-
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rected to strengthen state level planning process. In the early eighties a Working Group
under the Chairmanship of Professor Hanumantha Rao was constituted to develop
guidelines for district plans. Based on the recommendations of this committee, the
seventh five year plan adopted decentralised planning as one of the major strategies to
achieve plan targets. With the recent constitutional amendment, the panchayat raj
institutions are going to play an important role in shaping the local level development
efforts.
Efforts to decentralise planning and management of education in India needs
_. _ ·----·· .to..n.e..seen in .. this broader context of decentralisation taking place in the country.
Education in India continues to be an area dominantly funded and managed by the
public auti1orities. While policies are formulated at the national level, educational
plans are developed at the state and district levels. Upto the mid-seventies, education
co'ntinued to be an area of state subject. Although education is a concurrent subject at
present, for all practical purposes, the development in this sector depends on the
initiatives by the state governments. From the late sixties onwards, educational plans
became more targeted towards educationally backward regions and groups. In the
late seventies it was realised that more than three fourths of the non-enrolled children
are accounted by a few selected states and these states were categorised as educationally backward states. In the subsequent period, planning etTorts were focused on these
states. However, efforts to decentralise educational planning to the district levels continued even during this period. The i-Ianumanta Rao Committee clearly identified the
purview of district planning as: i) elementary education; ii) secondary education; and
iii) polytechnics and industrial training institutes( 6 l.
De.centralised planning at the district level "is a kind of area based sub-state
'

planning that arises from the need to supplement the national and state plans with a
more detailed examination ofthe resources, problems and potential of local areas ( i.
e. districts ), so that investment programmes more specifically tailored to the particular needs or each district could be evolved and implemented"('l. The Working Group
Report further elaborates that district planning implies evolving a development scenario at the district level based on (a) speci fie needs of the people; (b) growth potential of the area;,_and (c) budgetary allocations and resources available. The concept of
decentralised district planning, as indicated in the Working Group Report is based on
a multifold planning framework where the district is treated as a sub-state decision
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making unit. The district plans have necessarily to be within the framework of national policies and state priorities. This link with other planning process to strengthen
national developmental efTorts by encouraging autonomy to the local units for preparing plans within the national confines.
Decentralisation is very often confused with deconcentration and delegation
of powers. Deconcentration demarcates m:d assigns some duties to lower level planning units without power, authority and responsibility in planning. It is nothing but an
administrative

conven~ence

whereby authority rests with higher level planning agen-

- __ ·-·-- ...cies..and lower level units are depended upon for implementation of the plans.
Deconcentration entails in creation of more number of administrative units at lower
spatial units without actual power and authority in the formulation of plans. Delegation consists of granting of authority from a higher level planning unit to a lower
planning unit for a specified period and that too, very often, in certain specified areas.
In this case, lower level planning units are not acting according to their own rights but
on the basis of power granted to them by the higher authority. In this sense the authority enjoyed by the lower level unit is treated as a derived concession rather than a
statutory right. Therefore. delegation is nothing but a diffusion of authority in an
administrative sense.
A plan is really decentralised when: i) the lower spatial unit of planning, say a
district, is given authority to formul~te its own targets and evolve strategies to achieve
them. However, it is to be noted that the targets cannot be fixed totally independent of
. national concerns. Hence guidelines from central level planning agencies may become
essential and helpful to fix targets at the district level. This guidelines need not necessarily adversely affect the autonomy of the districts. On the other hand, such guide. lines help strengthening the multi fold planning framework. Absence of such guidelines may lead to anarchy, individualism and parochialism which weakens national
polity a11d multi-level planning framework; ii) the district is given power and authority
to mobilise additional resources, if necessary, and reallocate the resources already
allocated to it by the state and central government. This will entail a change in the
present pattern of budgetary procedures. Formulation of own budgets by the district
becomes very important; so also the idea of untied funds. In the initial phases, when
the competencies and planning machinery are not well developed, the district may be
given only limited authority so far as the allocation and mobilisation of resources are
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concerned. However, they will be given these authorities on a wider scale with further advances in decentralisation; and iii) planning becomes deceritralised when the
district participates in the planning process with the higher level planning units, say
state, on more equal terms . The authority of the district is not based on a derived
concession but on the basis of the statutory power it enjoys. The districts do not
subordinate to the state but works on a partnership basis based on the statutory power
·· it enjoys.< 81

District as the Unit for Decentralised Planning
Educational planning in India, at present, has a multi-level frame work with
planning efforts initiated and carried out at the national, state and district levels. One
· can see a process of evolution of planning efforts from top to bottom levels in an
effort towards decentralisation. At the national level the Planning Commission and
the Ministry of education provide the leadership and guidance to plan education. The
Planning Commission develops five year and annual plans at the national level. At the
. state level education has a secretariat and a directorate. Secretariat is responsible for
policy making and directorate is responsible for direction and regulation of activities.
Over the years, all the states have developed planning cells at the state level. Although
these planning cells are supposed to undertake the responsibility of developing educational plans, such efforts are rarely attempted with seriousness partly due to the lack
of planning competencies at the state level.
District as a viable unit for planning was under discussion for fairly long period in India. Perhaps, Professor Gadgil is one of the first to advocate planning at the
district level. Professors V.K.R.V. Rao and S. Chakravarty also considered district as
a viable unit for planning. Professor K.N. Raj ( 1971) also agreed with choice of district as a viable unit for decentralised planing. However, it is to be noted that there
were attempt to seek the possibilities and feasibilities of planning at the block level.
Dantwala committee ( 1977) provided guidelines for block level planning. Professor
Y.K. Alagh while agreeing with the choice of district as a viable unit for planning
preferred a grouping of the economy into 10-12 blocks for planning purposes. The
Economic Advisory Council (EAC) of the Prime Minister in its second report (1974)
. has recommended creation of 94 development divisions in the country for purposes
of planning. Accordingly each division will consists of a cluster of districts with similar or identical agro-climatic conditions.
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Choice of unit for planning depends upon the existing administrative structure
and also the level of development of the planning machinery. Information-wise, the
district is the ultimate reducible unit for which data collection machinery exists in the
India. At this level, administrative structure is also fairly well developed. There is a
collectorate at district level and below the state level collectorate is the most well
developed administrative structure. More importantly, at district level we have relatively better trained or trainable staff who can undertake the responsibility of develop- ing district plans. Block level may become a viable unit perhaps in the coming years
_________ ...when.planning-machinery and competency at the district level are well developed. But
at present, at least in the majority of the instances, block is not a viable unit for decentralised planning in India.
As we have noted earlier, efforts to make planning effective at the district
level were initiated in the sixties. The Planning Commission ( 1969) even issues guideline for district planning. The recent report of the Working Group (Planning Commission: 1984) is a restatement and re-afiirmation of the factthat district is the viable unit
for decentralised planning in India at the present level of development. Theref9re, in
the present context while one talks about decentralised planning one is taking about
. district level planning. According to the Working Group definition, district planning is
seen as a sub-system in the multi-level planning framework. All planning activities at
the district level will be with a sing!~ planning body at the district level. This body will
be in line with Planning Boards at the state level and Planning Commission at the
national level. The report stresses that the planning function will

no~

be fragmented

among numerous departments and agencies. In other words, planning at the district
level will .be integrated and it will dovetail with plans at the lower and higher spatial
units. The working group report conceives the progress of district planning in three
district stages: Stage-! initiating; Stage-ll Limited Decentralisation; Stage-Ill Final
stage representing full decentralisation. It is expected that stage I and II will be completed by the end of seventh plan and stage III will be achieved by the year 2000 A.D.
The developments in the field of education in terms of decentralisation are
perhaps more positive. Following the Working Group Report the National Policy on
Education ( 1986) and the Programme of action ( 1992) envisaged setting up of District Board of Education to facilitate educational planning at the district level.( 9 l The
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Working Group of Elementary Education set up in the context of the eighth five year
plan ( 1992-1997) noted that there are educationally advanced districts in educationally backward states and there are educationally backward districts even in educationally advanced states. Hence, the Working Group argued for keeping district as the
unit for developing realistic decentralised planning in education. 110 l The NDC Committee on literacy and elementary education (Planning Commission : 1992a) and the
eighth five year plan (Planning commission: 1992b) categorised the districts for purposes of planning education into three : i) high literacy districts where enrolment is
universal and retention rates are high and hence the emphasis need to be on quality
improvement programmes; ii) Total Literacy Campaign districts where campaign has
produced an increased demand for primary education and conditions are conductive
to increase the pace of expansion of primary education ; and iii) low literacy districts
where provision of facilities are poor, delivery mechanisms inadequate and commu~

nity awareness at very low levels. The CABE committee on decentralised management of education emphasised the need for integrating educational planning and management efforts with the panchayat raj institutions. The District Primary Education
Programme (DPEP) is the most recent effort to translate the idea of decentralised
planning into an operational practice.
District Primary Education Programmes is an effort to facilitate decentralised
disaggregated target setting to make the plans local specific. These plans are prepared
at the local level by people at the local level . The districts are given authority to fix
their targets, evolve relevant strategies and resources are provided as per the projected requirements. The logic and the logistic of the programme show various efforts
to develop planning competencies at the district levei.< 11 l
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CHAPTER

II

PosT- CoLONiAL EXPERiENCE OF ELEMENTARY EnucATlON lN INDIA.

A mere depiction on the status of post colonial elementary education in India
devoid of history will create polemics to understand the present position of elementary education in its correct perspective. Thus, a quick search of historical antecedents on the status of elementary education in India under British rule will be in order.
-- - .,

At the end of eighteenth century Indian society was essentially a feudal society con~-----

.

'

.

sisting of several classes and a very large number of castes and tribes. The princely
governments of the day had not accepted any responsibility for the education of the
people and all their educational effort was limited to the provision of some financial
support to learned persons and institutions of higher learning, mainly on religious
considerations. The society itself had little use for a formal system of education.
Before the British came to India there was a network of indigenous schools in the
name of Maktabs and Pathshalas. The indigenous educational institutions of this period were divided into four main types as follows :<I>

Indigenous Institutions

I
Schools of learning

Elementary Schools

I

I
Pathshalas

Madrassahs

Persian

Schools teaching through the

of Hindus

ofthe Muslims

School

Modern Indian Languages

The Education Policy of the British Raj developed through three marked
stages between the battle ofPlassey ( 1757) and the middle of the nineteenth century
viz. through the transformation of the British from merchants to rulers, ii) consolidation of the British power in India and iii) the expansion of British power led to the
foundation of an educational system in India which coqtributed greatly to the emergence of modern India. With the arrival of Warren Hastings ( 1750 ) as Governor
General of Bengal, the educational channel opened. In this reign, Nathaniel Hathed
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wrote A Code of Gentoo Laws in I 776 and Bengali Grammar in I 778 and in I 779
Charles Wilkins brought out his Sanskrit Grammar and Francis Gladwin Institutes of
the Emperor Akbar in 1783.c2 >
Two new factors appeared on the scene now and together they exerted the
most profound influence in shaping the education policy of the British Raj. Those
were the utilitarians and the enlightened Indians. The present Education system originated in the earlier of nineteenth century. In 1813 British Parliament inserted a clause
in the charter ofthe company. "To the effect that, after defraying all civil and military
......

~Kp.enses,

a ..s_um of not less than one lakh of rupees. in each year shall be set a past and

applied to the revival and improvement of literature and encouragement of learned
natives oflndia and for the introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the science
among the inhabitants of the British territories in India." CJ>
In 1835, Lord Macaulay, Law member of Governor General's Council
gave his views for rectification of Indian Education System which was known as
Macaulay's Minute. The main objective of the Minute was to defuse European Learning with. vernacular education. Consequently schools were established on the~e lines,
teaching European Literature and science. These schools became popular because
great interest was shown in English education by teachers like Raja Ram Mohan Roy,
Radha Kanta Dev and others, also because education imparted in these schools became a passport for entrance into. Government services. co~>
In I 83 8 William Adam was the first British Officer to suggest for introducing
compulsory primary education. Captain Wingate ( 1852 ) suggested that 5% of the
Land revenue be utilized to provide compulsory primary education to the agriculturists. The forty years between the Charter Act of I 8 I 3 which merely compelled the
East India Company to accept responsibility for the Indian people and the Despatch
of 1854 which prescribed an educational policy for Indian during the British RuleY>
ln 1853, the British territories in India were divided into f1ve Provinces of Bengal,
Bombay, Madras, and the Provinces ofU.P and the Punjub. The principal landmarks
in official educational enterprise in India between I 823 and I 853 can, therefore, be
conveniently stated according to Provinces.
The Presidency ofBengal was the first Province to take up the work of educational recognition which was made possible by the liberal attitude which the court of

·.·.·,.
--.·
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Directors adopted by about 1823. In a resolution dated 17th July 1823, the GovernorGeneral-in-Council appointed a General Committee of Public Instruction for the Ben. gal Presidency. The grant of one lakh of rupees provided by the Charter Act of 1813
was also placed at the disposal ofthe committee between 1823 and 1833, the Committee
a)

reorganised the Calcutta Madrassah and the Banaras Sanskrit
College;

b)

established a Sanskrit College at Calcutta in 1824;

c)

undertook the printing and publication of Sanskrit and Arabic books
---on a large scale; and

d)

employed oriental scholars to translate English books containing
useful knowledge into the oriental classical languages. (6l

The net achievements were insignificant as compared with the vastness ofthe
population and the backwardness of its education. Even· as late as 1855, the total
number of its educational institutions managed, aided or inspected by the Company
~as

as small as I ,475 with only 67,569 pupils, and the total expenditure on education

was not even one per cent of the total revenue. The redeeming features of the situation were two .: the large expansion of missionary educatioi1al
enterprise and the small
'
.
but valuable beginning of Indian private enterprise! in the modern system of education.(7) The occasion for the Despatch was provided by the renewal of the company's
charter in 1853. At this time, as at "the earlier renewals of the Charter in 1813 and
1833, a Select Committee of the house of Commons held a very thorough enquiry
into educational developments in India. On the basis of this enquiry, the Court of
Directors sent down their greatest Educational Despatch on 19th July 1854. This
document of immense historical importance is sometimes described as Wood's educational Despatch because it was probably written at the instance of Charles Wood who
was then the President of the Board of Control. tHJ
On the basis of the Chief recommendations, the British Government was taken
the following actions :
I.

A Department of.Education was created in each state.

2.

D.P.l was appointed to head each Department.

The Despatch as so suggests certain general considerations in the light of
which each Provincial Government was expected to frame its own rules of grant -in-
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aid. For instance, aid was to be given to all schools which i) impart a good secular
education, any religious instruction which they may impart being simply ignored; ii)
possess good local management ; iii) agree to submit to inspection by Government
officers and to abide by such other conditions as may be prescribed; and iii) levy

a

9

fee, however small, from the pupils.< >
During the years 1854 .- 1882 it was found that mother -tongue was completely neglected as a medium of instruction. Martriculation Examination began to
dominate, not only secondary education , but even the ed~cation imparted in primary
scbooJs.<'o> lnJ858, Mr. T.C Hope proposed that.local areas should tax themselves
for the running of schools for their benefit. The history of primary education during
this period can be conveniently studied under four heads: (a) the Despatch of 1859,
(b) events ofthe period 1859-82, (c) recommendations ofthe Indian Education Commission (1882-83) and (d) events of the period 1882-1902.
Despatch of 1859

The Despatch of 1854 had recommended, (a) that the indigenous school should
be incorporated in the oflicial system of education, (b) that larger amounts should be
spent on primary education, and (c) that a system of grants-in-aid should be evolved
for private primary schools on which alone should Government mainly rely for the
spread of education among the masses. But as early as 1859, another Despatch reversed these orders, directed that )ocal rates should be levied for educational purposes, and observed that the Department should rely mainly on Government schools
.

for the spread of mass educatiOn.

(II)

In Bengal, on the other hand, the system of primary education had been early

built up on the indigenous schools. The following statistics of 1881-82 speak for
themselves :
1.

Number of Departmental Schools

28

2.

Number of pupils in Departmental Schools

47,374

.),

"

Number of Aided Schools

916

4.

Number of pupils in Aided Schools

835,435

5.

Number of Unaided Indigenous Schools

6.

known to the Department

3,265

Number of pupils in the above

49,238
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7.

Number of Unaided but Inspected Schools

4,376

8.

Number of pupils in the above

62,038

The one defect of the system, however, was the small amount of aid afforded.
In 1881-82, this V{as only Rs.11 a year per school. (Ill The proportion of pupils both
male and female, to the population of school going age, is shown in the figure below:
Table 3. The proportion of pupils to the population of school going age.

Province
·---··--

·--- ---

-~----

Percentage of
males

Percentage of
females

17.78

1.48

(British Districts)

24.96

1.85

(Native States )

17.85

0.93

Bengal

20.82

0.80

North-Western Provinces & oudh

8.25

0.28

Punjab

12.11

0.72

Central Provinces

10.49

0.44

Assam

14.61

0.46

Coorg

22.44

2.86

17.10

0.22

16.28

0.84

..

Madras
Bombay

Hyderabad Assigned
Total for India

District~

To further review the position of education in the country, another
Commission known as Hunter Commission ( 1882-83 ) went round the Country,
surveyed the whole picture and recommended that the Government should take the
entire responsibility of primary education. But unfortunately, the British Government
did not appreciate their recommendation in those days.( 13 > Another Chief recommendations of Indian Education Commission ( 1881-83 ) was that the responsibility, control and administration of Primary Education should be transferred to local bodies,
the District Boards or Councils in rural areas. (t 4 > The failure of Government to extend
primary education was due to several wrong decisions on administrative and financial
issues, among which the following may be mentioned :
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(a)

Failure to introduce compulsory education ;

(b)

Transfer of primary education to the control of local bodies ; and

(c)

Neglect ofthe indigenous schools.<' 5 >

National awakening, establishment of Indian National Congress, appearance
of leaders like Swami Vivekananda gave a fillip to the movement of compulsory edu---cation. There was a rapid growth oflndian Education since Hunter Commission (1882).
The qualitative aspects of primary education where, however, the official attempts
did score a number of minor successes. The main official achievements in this direc..... J~OJl.were the.Jollowing :
(a) Construction of school buildings,
(b) Improvement in the Training and Qualifications ofTeachers,
(c) Admission of girls and pupils of low-castes,
(c) Use of printed books,
(d) Adoption of new methods of teaching, and
(e) Framing of school curriculum·
In 1902, Lord Curzon had appointed an Educational Commission wjth the
following objectives :
(a)
_ (b)

To improve the quality of Indian education and
6

To raise the control of the Govt.<' >
Turning to the field of primary education, we find that Curzon's policy was

slightly different. In higher education, he emphasized quality as against quantity. But
in primary education he emphasized expansion side by side with improvement .As
regards expansion of primary education Curzon held two views - (a) The need for
·expansion was greater than any time in the past, and (b) the principal cause of the
slow progress of primary education was the in adequacy of grants from Govt. He,
therefore, sanctioned both large non-recurring grants for primary education. He also
enabled the Provincial Governments. To raise the rate of Government-in-aids to local
expenditure Govt. admitted irs responsibility in the expansion of primary education in
the resolution on Education Policy. The most important duties ofthe State will be i)
. training of primary teachers for quality upgrading and ii) revision of curriculum interms
ofquality.<' 7 >This liberal policy at once led to a large increase in the number of primary
schools and pupils. The following statistics compare the enrolment in primary schools
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for the years 1881-82, 190 1-02 and 1911-12 :
Table 4.·Enrolment in primary schools fo1· the yem·s 1881-82, 1901-02 and 1911-12.
1881-82

11901-02

1911-12

193,604

I, 18,262

I

Nwnber of recognised primary schools 82,916

I

Nwnber of scholars in above

20,61,541

130,76,671

48,06,736

N.B- Figures of all years include some Indian States and exclude Burma. 11ze year1911-----

--·-· . .12..istaken because tlze full effect of Curzon 's po/iq· was noticeable on()' by this time.

It will be seen that the increase ;in the enrolment of primary schools in the
years from 190 I -02 to 1911-12 was nearly twice the increase in the enrolment during
the twenty years following the report of the Indian Education Commission. Gokhale's
Resolution in the Imperial Legislative Council on Primary Education (March 19, I 91 0)
'that a beginning should be made in the direction of making elementary education free

and compulsory throughout the count~' is t.o be considered the-next important document in the development of primary education, though unfortunately for India his bill
was turned down after a fierce debate that raged for ten days in the council. The
-

I

report of the Hartog Committee ( 1929 ) provided another important

d~cument.

It

found cause to lament the sheer waste and ineffectiveness throughout the whole educational system. 'In the primary system, which from our point of view should be
designed to produce literacy and the capacity to exercise an intelligent vote, the waste
is appalling for only a small proportion of those who are at the primary stage reach
class iv, in which the attainment of literacy may be expected.'
Quantitative Position of Primary Education (1921-22) : Owing partly to the absence of compulsion and partly to the official predilection for quality rather than quantity, the expansion of primary education after 1911-12 was relatively slow and in
192 I -22, the quantitative position of primary education in India was far from happy.

The number of children at school was only 2. 6 per cent of the population (instead of
the expected 15 per cent ) and the statistics of literacy of the census of 1921 were
equally disappointing. Commenting on them, the Hartog Committee observes :
Between 1892 and I 922, the percentage of male literates of five years and
over in British India increased by only 1.4 per cent ( 13.0 to 14.4 ) and that of female
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literates by 1.3 per cent (from 0.7 to 2.0 ). The percentage of literates ofboth sexes
and all ages was only 7.2 in 1921. Progress has been extremely slow.
Qualitative Improvements in Primat-y Education ( 1905-22 ) : lf Government
thus failed to bring about a rapid expansion of primary education, it would have been
some compensation at least if the official drive to improve quality had borne material
success. But even this did not happen. By far, the best qualitative achievement ofthis
period was the improvement in the training of primary teachers. Even since the momentous directions given by the Indian Education Commission (1882-83 ), the prob---- Jem_ofthe training of primary teachers hadreceived considerable attention, especially
in the period 190 1 to 1921. The following statistics of trained and untrained teachers
working in recognized primary schools in 1921-22 (excluding the teachers of English
or classical languages) in British India including Burma are available<

111

>:

Table 5. Statistics of trained and untrained teachers working in recognized pri
marv schools in 1921-22

· Primary Schools managed by

Trained teachers

Untrained teachers Total

Government

I, !55

888

2,043

Local boards

38,757

31,002

69,759

Municipalities

5,898

5,767

11,665

Aided

20,689

65,229

85,918

Unaided

1' 114

10,787

11 '90 1

Total

67,613

113,673

181,286

--------

-- - - - - - - - - - - -

~---------------------------

-------

The year 193 7 saw the submission of two ill!portant documents- the AbbotWood Report in June and the Zakir Husain Committee Report in December. The
Abbot-Wood Report emphasized that the education of children in the primary school
should be based more upon the natural interests and activities of young children and
less upon book-learning, that the mother tongue should as far as possible be the medium of instruction and that the pre-service education course of Teachers and primary
schools.
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The scheme of 'Basic Education' enunciated by Mahatma Gandhi remains
undoubtedly the most epoch-making event in the history of primary education in modem
.. Jndia. When the Congress Ministries assumed office in 193 7 in seven provinces they
had to face the problem of introducing universal free and compulsory primary education, in the shortest time possible, without adequate resources for it. A solution to the
problem came into sight as Mahatma Gandhi put forth his proposal of self-supporting
free primary education of seven years through the help ofuseful and productive craft.
A storm of controversies over several aspects of the revolutionary proposals ushered
. in the First Conference of National Education at Wardha on 22nd and 23rd October
· ··· · 1937to consider the new system of education. Th~ Conference resolved that : free
and compulsory education be provided for seven years; the medium of instruction be
the mother tongue ; the process of education should centre round some form of manual
productive work. The conference expected that this system of education would be
gradually able to cover the remuneration of teachers. A Committee was then appointed under the presidentship of Dr. Zakir Husain to prepare a detailed syllabus on
the lines of the resolution: The Zakir Husain Committee submitted a detailed report (
_pee. 1937) which has since became a fundamental document on basic education.
In the history of education thought, Sargent Report ( 1944 ) occupies
a very prominent place, since it gives very bold recommendations towards primary ·
education during British regime. The report recommended for the first time a system
of universal compulsory and free education for all boys and girls between ages of 6
;and 14. Even in free India, we have been craving for it and have not been able to
succeed so far.< 19 > The Kher Committee ( 1948 ) recommended the introduction of
universal compulsory basic education for the children between the ages of 6-11 within
a period often years (i.e by 1958) and the children between the ages of 6-14 within
16 years ( i.e by 1964 ).
Article 45 of the Indian Constitution directed that free and compulsory education for all children until the age of 14 years should be provided by 1960. For the first
three Five Year Plan , the substantial development in respect of involvement of children of group 6-11 and the number of primary schools. In forth Plan ( 1969-7 4 ), the
..

major programmes included were :
1.

To provide primary schools within easy walking distance from all
villages.
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2.

To increase the enrolment of girls and of children of Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections of the community.

3.

To reduce wastage and stagnation.

4.

To initiate pilcit projects for the organization of part-time schools for
those children who cannot attend on a whole time basis.

In classes I-V, the target of enrolment was to increase from 539 lakhs or
75.1% of the age group to 686lakhs or 85.3% of the age group. Before 1976, education was exclusively the responsibility of states, the central government was only
. concerned. with certain areas like coordination and determination of standards in technical and higher education, etc. In 1976, through a constitution amendment, education become a joint responsibility of states and centre. Decisions regarding the organisation and structure of education were largely the concern of the states. However, the
union government had a clear responsibility regarding the quality and character of
education.
In addition to policy formulation, the Ministry of Human Resource Development, the Department of Education, shares with the states the responsibility for educational planning. The Central Advisory Board of Education (CABE),, set up during
the pre-Independence period in 1935, continues to play a leading role in the evolution
and monitoring of educational policies and programmes. <20 > There is a provision for
periodic appraisal of plan perfor~ance and every year 'Annual Plans' are drawn up
with due modifications but within the frame work of the Five-Year Plan. The first four
years of independence witnessed great educational expansion on a year to year budg- ·
etary planning till the birth of the National Planning Commission in 1951, the year of
launching the First Five-Year Plan.

First Five-Year Plan (1951-52 to 1955-56)
While it is possible to lay down a strict order of priorities, in view of the
closely interlinked character of the various stages of education, as well as the widely
.

.

varying conditions in different parts of the country, it may broadly be recommended
that the highest priority should go to the improvement and remodelling if existing
institutions on right lines. To an extent, of this will necessitate giving high priority to
· ~ experiments and research in improved educational methods, the training of teachers
and the preparation ofliterature. The special needs of the plan and the great dearth of
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- existing facilities would require high priority for basic and social education, technical
and vocational education at lower level and the development of facilities for training
high grade of standards and the development of postgraduate research work should
be given in university education. The quantitative targets that should be aimed at
during the period of the plan should be the provision of educational facilities for 60
percent of the age group 6-11, to be developed as early as possible to bring children
up to the age of 14 into schools, and for 15 percent of the relevant age group to
secondary education and also the field of social education in the wider sense of the
term. In the case of girls the respective targets should be 40 percent, 10 percent and
--·-··

-------

.

10 per cent.(21)

Second Five Year Plan (1956-57 to 1960-61)
The chapter on 'Education' beings with these remarks, "The system of education has a determining influence on the rate at which economic progress is achieved
and the benefits which can be derived from it. Economic development naturally makes
grqwing demands on human resources and in a democratic setup it calls for values
and attitudes in the building of which the quality of educati6n is an importap.t element." Again in the concluding part of the chapter on 'Education' the framers ofthe
Second Five- Year Plan state, "For econ?mic development to make its full contribu. tion to the well-being of the mass of the people, programme of education should be
ahead of economic plans. Modern economic
development
calls for a wide diffusion of
.
'
the scientific temper of niind, a sense of dignity in labour and discipline in-service to
the needs of the people. These. values and attitudes will be realized in everyday life in
the measure in which they are expressed through educational ideas and practice."
Main features of the Prgrammes are as follows :
1.

Emphasis on basic education.

2.

Expansion of elementary education.

3.

Diversification of standards of college and university education.

4.

Improvement of facilities for technical and vocational.

6.

Implementation of social education and cultural development
programmes.

(22)
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Third Five-Year Plan (1961-62 to 1965-66)
In the programme of education the main emphasis was on the following :
1.

Provision of facilities for uruversal education for the age-group 6-11.

·2.

Improvement of science education at the secondary and university
stages.·
Training of teachers at all grades.
. o f teehni cal educat10n
. ..(lJ)
ExpansiOn
·

3.

4.

Fourth Five-Year Pia~. (1969-74)
•''

'!

Priority was given for the expansion of elementary education and the emphasis will be on the provision of facilities for backward areas and communities and for
girls. A survey ofthe deficiencies in respect ofbu~ldings 'and equipment of educational
.

.·

.

':'

'

.

i.ristitutions
had been made with a. view to removing
them according to phased
.
.
.
. .
'

programme. Other programtilesof importance were : improvement of teachers education; expansion and improvement of science education; raising standards of post'· graduate education and research; develcipmentoflndian languages and block production, especi!Uly text books; and the consolidation of technical education including
· reorganization of polytechnic· education r.and its closer
linking
with the needs of indus.·
.
•

_.,.... try and its orientation towards self emp~oyment.; !~creased efforts had been made to

involve people in educational programmes and to mobiles public support. Youth ser.

.

vice had been developed. It is suppose to effect ~conomics utilization of existing
facilities to the maximum possible exte~t, str~m~ling of the· planning, implementing
and evaluating machinery, increasip.g_ th~: use
• !

·,.

~f educational technologies- part time
.

.

and
optimum with mini.. correspondence courses, modern rriedia ofcomm~nication,
.
;)

:mum investment and without lowering;:standards; and undertaking 'new tasks only
after careful preparation through pilot projects. A~tivities like improvement of curI

ncula and text-books, in service education of te!;lchers and research in methods of
'

I'

I,

•

0

.. teaching, which do not requite large funds have a wide ,impact, had been encouraged.
Educational programmes were increasingly related to social and economic objectives.
This was n!lated, among other things li~e ex-ordination with perspective plan on the
basis of manpower needs, social demand, and: likely availability, material and human
r_esources.

(24)

·';
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Fifth

~ive- Year

Plan (1974-78)

Broadly speaking, the Fifth Plan laid empha~is on (i) ensuring quality of educational opportunities as part of the overall plan of ensuring social justice, (ii) estab!

,:

"·

.

. .. lishment closer link between the pattern ·of educr~tion,
on the one hand, and the needs
'.
- of improvement of the quality of education ·irpparted; and (iii) involvement of the
·academic community including students, in th~ tasks of social and economic develop-

ment.

(lS)

Sixth Five Ye~r Plan' (1980-85)
: .::... ,

The Sixth Five-Year plan for 1980-85 laid: emphasis on : (i) programmes of
adult education including eradication of 11dult illiteracy; (ii) universalization of elementary _education; (iii) vocationalisation of .together programmes of importance
. was·: improvement of teacher education; raising, standard of postgraduate education
'

-

.

.

.

. 1'

atid research; development oflndian Languages artd book production, especially text•

,

..

'I,;

.

. ··books, and' the consideration. of techni¢~ educa#on including recognition of poly:

I ;

> .

.

!: '

; ,, .

.

~. tec@ic education and its closer linking with the ri~eds of industry and its orientation

eff~rts w~rd iuade to involve people in· educa-· · ti6nal programmes and to mobilize publi¢ suppo~.:Youth service was developed.fZ6)
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to~ards self~employment.
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Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90)

i: Education, Culture and Sports .
'i.

1-lmp.an resource development h~s nece~~anly
to be assigned a key role in any
:

1

'\~

''

developme~t strategy, particularly jn a co,uritry: with a large population. Trained and

educated o~ 'sound lines, a large population can itsdfbecome social change in desired
· directions. 'Education and in ensuring social

ch~ge in desired directions. Education

d~velops pasic skills and abilities and fosters ·a .value system conducive to, and in

. s~ppoi:t
o£, '..
.nalional development goals;·.·. both
1
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t

.

lo~g-term and immediate.
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In a word

knowledge is increasing at an ex~onential rate, the of education in the diffu•
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.•. sian of new knowledge and, at the sametime, in the preservation of new promotion of
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iVhat is basic to India's culture and ethos is both complex and challenging. The reso, .
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lution of the National Policy on Education adopted• in 1968 pointed out that the great
;leaders of the India freedom movement realized the· fundamental role of education
.:: -

~

I

.. ,

' and, throughout the nations's struggle for independence, stressed the unique significance of education for national development.
!. . ..
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'
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.
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; Strategy and Thrust Areas .in the Seventh Plan.
-The Seventh Plan provides for reorientation oftpe education system so as to
prepare
the country to meet the challenges ofthenext
century. The main thrust areas
;, :
.
in. the
Seventh Plan were (i) achievement
of
universal
elementary .education; (ii) eradi- -·
.
'
-~-

cation of illiteracy in the age group 15-3 5 years.; (iii) vocationalisation and skill. training programmes at different levels of education; (iv) upgradation of standards
· and

modernizati~n

at all stages of education with effective links with the world of

work and with special emphasis on science and environment and on value orientation;

. ____ __..: •. (v.) provision ~f facilities for education of high q~ality and excellence in every district
of the country; and (vi) removal of obsolence and modernization of technical educa, ' tion. The major strategies for achieving these objectives were included effective de. centralized planning and orientational reforms, promotion of non-formal and open
le¥ffing system, adoption of low cost

~lternati~es and optimum use of resources,

. · (orging of beneficial linkages with industry and d~velop.ment agencies, and mobiliza. ti~n of community resources and social i.nvolvement. <
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Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-97)
. The catalytic role of-education in encouraging the human resource develop. ment comprising better awareness, health, nutrition, improved socio-economic conI , ,.

. .

.

dition, congenial natural enviro~ent arid sound ecological balance. has, in fact, attracted the attention of every civilized nation cutting across space and time. In order
,to erect the basic foundation of overall h001an resource d~velopment, India has adopted
.

.

.

~a number

I

.

of public policies on education. The principal thrust area of 8th plan is that

the need for according the highest priority to universalisation of elementary education
(UEE) is, therefore, well established. Within the over all school-age population, the
focus would be on girls, who account. for two-thirds of target, and among adults the
fo¢us would be on women's literacy which has a beneficial impact on children's liter-

.ary as well as other national objectives like population control and family welfare. So
· far as UEE is concerned, the NPE stress on retention, participation and achievement,
rather than more enrolment would be reinforced.
It is estimated that additional enrolment to be achieved during the 8th plan to
. reach universalisation is approximately 5.6l.crores children. Enrolment of about 4.38
crores would be achieved through formal· schools, about I crore through non formal
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centres and the best through the open learning channel of upper primary stage. The
targets are much higher than the 7th plan achievement. The main strategy for achieving the targets was : a) adoption of the decentralised approach to educational planning and management at all level through Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRI); (b) combining this approach with a convergence model of rural development involving inte-grated utilisation of all possible resources available at Panchayat, Block and District
level for activities relating to elementary education/literacy, child care/development
and rural health programmes; (c) large scale participation of voluntary agencies and
(d) development ofinnovative and cost-effective complementary programmes including upper learning system (OLS) supported by Distance education techniques.<l8>

Ninth Five Year Plan ( 1997-2002)
Following the Direction given by National Policy On Education 1986 (and
revised in 1992), Primary E~~c~ion was given an over riding. priority in order to
realise the goal of UEE during the seventh & Eighth Five Year plans. Despite this,
backlog has continued in enrolment and drop-out rate is still high. Two major initiatives takenduring the Eighth plan are the District Primary Education Programme
(DPEP) and the Nutrition support to Primary Education (Mid-day Meals) with a view
to addressing the problem of equity, access, retention and quality at the primary stage.
.

/

During this period the enrolment of girls, of scheduled castes and S. T, has shown an
increase at the primary stage and the drop-out rates have shown a declining trend.
However, there is still a long way to go to achieve UEE. The National Literacy Mission (NLM) with a mandate to make l 00 million people literate in the age group of
15-35 by the year 1997 has achieved (1996) a target of 56.1 million.
In the Ninth Plan, apart from canying out the direction given by NPE (1992),
and keeping in view the declaration of education as the aspect of fundamental human
right to life, making the nation fully literate by the year 2005 will be a committed goal.
Around 6% of the GDP was earmarked for the education sector by the year 2000 and
50% of that was spent on primary education. Further, substantial funds have been
earmarked for imparting technical and vocational skills and training, in order to turn
out more more employable and self employed youths. NLM will achieve the coverage
of 100 million adults by the year 1998-99 with special attention and effort for the
--spread ofliteracy among women and in the states with high incidence of illiteracy. The
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Mid-day Meal Scheme through giving rice was implemented in all the states to ensure
regular attendance and retention in primary and middle schools. In every initiative to
promote the spread of education, the girl child was a special focus of attention.
The unfinished task of UEE was partly completed with special focus on the
-backward states/districts, the girl/child and other disadvantaged states/districts, the
girl child and other disadvantaged population groups, emphasising decentralised and
disaggregated planning with the participant of Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs), the corporate sector and various other groups. Linkages were developed
between adult education and formal and non-formal education including openLearning, Quality in UEE had been still not fully achieved through better pedagogical and
management practices. Performance of teacher were improved through better content and facilities for training programmes and community participation in supervision. Strategies were developed for mobilising financial support through community
effort. Gender justice remained a distant goal as more than two hundred million women
are still illiterate in the country. Therefore, efforts were partly made to fulfill the goal
Education for women's Equality as laid down in the revised National Policy ofEducation (NPE), 1992.<29 >
Tenth Five 'Yrar Plan (2002-07)
The performance in the field of education is one of the most disappointing
aspects of our developmental strategy. Out of approximately 200 million children in
the age group 6-14 years, only 120 million are in schools and net attendance in the
primary level is only 66% of enrolment. This is completely unacceptable and the Tenth
Plan should aim at a radical transformation in this situation. Education for all must be
one of the primary objectives of the Tenth Plan. The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA),
which has been launched to achieve this objective, indicates a strong reiteration ofthe
country's resolve to give the highest priority to achieve this goal during the plan
period. It should also be our resolve that th.e process of integrating our educational
system with the economic needs of the people and of the nation must begin at the
primary school stage itself. The objective of education is the total development of a
child's personality, in which, character building and physical education, including sports
are crucial ingredients. Assertion of the dignity of labour and vocationalisation of
__ curricula are essential to ensure that a disjunction does not take place between the
educational system and the work place.
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Universalisation access to primary education and improvement ofbasic school
infrastructure must be a care objective of the Tenth Plan. This would mean targeting
the provision of one teacher for everj group of 40 children for primary and upper
. primary schools, opening of a primary/alternate schooling facility with in 1 Km of
every habitation, provision of free text books to all SCs/STs children and girls at the
primary and upper primary school, management and r'epair of school buildings through
school management committees, provision of opportunities for Non-' Formal and Alternative Education for out of school children in the most backward areas and for
unreached segments of the population in response to local needs and demands articulated at the grass root level. Mere establishment of schools and hiring of teachers will
not lead to an improvement in education if teachers remain absent as happens in many
._parts of the country, especially in rural areas. It is therefore essential that control over
Schools and teachers should be transferred to local bodies which have a direct interest
in teacher performance. States should be encouraged to implement the 73rd and 74th
amendments of the constitution, which facilitate the transfer of management of primary and upper primary schools to panchayats/local bodies. Planning, supervision
and management of education would have to be through local bodies at district; block
. and village levels. Efforts should also be made for social mobilization oflocal communities for adult literacy campaigns and for a promotion of primary education.
Steps would have to be initiated to fill up all the existing vacancies of the
teachers through in a time, bound m·anner, with defined responsibilities to local bodies
and communities, and to remove legal impediments in the recruitment of para-teachers. For quality education, provision of adequation academic support/training to all
the teacher will be necessary. In this connection, the use oflT needs to be explored in.
terms of teachers capacity building as also for spread ofliteracy through TV, media.
-The Mid-Day Meal Programme has made a difference in attendance and retention
wherever a proper cooked meal is served. The practice of only providing grains followed by some State Governments, and that also not according to the prescribed
norms in all cases, is vitiating the very purpose of the scheme. The State Governments
must take efforts to provide hot cooked meals. It if is not possible to cover all the
primaryschools, efforts must be ma.de to cover all schools in the backward and tribal
·areas, so that at least the children \d1o really need this extra nutrition are covered.<30>
During the last five decades the progress of education, especially in terms of
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number of institutions and teachers, have been quite impressive. The number of Primary and upper primary institutions has increased from 210 and 14 thousand in the
year 1950~51 to 573 and !56 thousand in the year 1997-98 which shows compounded
growth of2.37 and 5.77 per cent respectively. The rate·ofgrowth ofPrimary and
Upper primary institutions during the period 1980-81 to 1993-94 was 1.13 and 2.03
per cent respectively as compared to 1.06 and 2.10 per cent after the National Policy
on Education (1986) was announced. The number of pre-primary schools has also
.. increased from 303 in 1950-51 _to 17,172 in year 1993-94 which shows spread of
early childhood care and development activities. Yet, as the Sixth All India Educational Survey (1993) revealed, about 523 thousand ofthe total 1,059 thousand habitations in the country in year 1993 -94 had no primary schooling facilities within the
habitation.<Jt) More than 53 thousand (5.35 per cent) habitations in I 986-87 did not
have primary sections even upto a distance of two kilometres and 10.16 per cent
·habitations without Upper primary schooling facilities even up to five kilometres.
More than 70 thousand Primary schools and about 13 thousand Upper Primary schools
in year 1986-87 were being run in Kachha (make-shift) buildings.<32l The number of
non-formal education centres in the country increased from 126 thousand in 1986 to
215 thousand by March 1994, with girls' centres increasing from 21 thousand to 79
thousand. During the. same period enrolment in NFE centres rose from 4 million to 5
million.<331 Though educational facilities are available to a large segment of population
both in rural and urban areas, still a large number of institutions do not have minimum
__infrastructural facilities required for effective functioning, which is evident from the
findings of the recently conducted base-line studies in the District Primary Education
Programme ( DPEP ) states.
The number of primary teachers has increased from 538 thousand in 1950-51
to 1,703 thousand .in 1993-94, showing an annual exponential increase of2.72 per
cent compared to 6.06 per cent at the Upper primary level and the percentage of
primary schools without a teacher and single-teacher primary schools has declined
from 0.62 to 0.43 per cent and from34.75 to 28.91 per cent during the period 1978 to
1986. About 92 per cent primary teachers were trained but female teachers constitute
only 29.76 per cent of the total primary teachers. About 2,274 primary schools were
without teachers and I ,52,856 with only one teacher ( 1986). The same is also evident
from the status ofthe "Operation Blackboard" scheme where, in 1992, about 23 per
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cent schools in 16 per cent community development blocks and 71 per cent municipal
areas were not covered under the

scheme.<J~>

Only 103 thousand (67.76 per cent)

teachers could be appointed as against the target of 152 thousand single-teacher schools
identitied for coverage and only I 15 thousand (48 .12) class rooms had been constructed, as against the target of239 thousand. Also, as against the optimum teacherpupil ratio of l :25, at the all India level, it was: 50 in year 1993-94 and teachers
salaries constitute more than 90 per cent of the total recurring expenditure on primary
education. So far as the share of education to Gross National Product (GNP) is
concerned, the increase is not as envisaged in the policy document (6 per cent); however, it has increased from 1.2 per cent in year 1950-51 to 3.7 per cent at 1992.<35>
Also, the Prime Minister announced that education would get an outlay of six per
cent of the national income from the Ninth Five Plane which amounted to about Rs.
53,000 Crore.
So far as, the Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) at the Primary level is concerned,
it has increased from a low 42.6 per cent in 1950-51 to 104.5 per cent in year 199394, the corresponding ratio at the Upper primary level being 12.7 and 67.7 per cent
respectively. Over a period of time the share of girls' enrolment to total enrolment at
the primary level improved significantly from a low 28.1 per cent in 1950-51 to 42.9
per cent in year 1993-94. Enrolment ratio of Scheduled Caste (I 07.81 per cent) and
Scheduled Tribe (I 06. 97) population also improved significantly and is almost on per
with the general population_<36)

Enrolment Analysis
Growth of school education in India has been analysed for which enrolment
data at different levels of education during the period 1950-51 to 1993-94 has been
used. Generally, data at five year intervals has been presented. For measuring growth, .
enrolment statistics has been converted into a variety of indicators and results are
analysed at the all-India level which is briefly presented below.
At the time of the adoption ofthe Constitution in the year 1950, enrolment at
the Primary level was 19.16 million ofwhich girls constituted only 5.39 million (28.13
per cent). The gross enrolment ratio at that time was 42.6 (total) and 24.8 (girls)
... per cent corresponding to which the enrolment ratio of boys was 60.6 per cent which
shows boys-girls' differential in enrolment ratio to be 35.80 per cent at the Primary
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--level compared to 22.40 per cent in the year 1993-94. During the next five years,
enrolment in Primary grades was added by another 5. 9 million children of which girls
contributed 2.2 million(37.29. per cent). Further, it has been observed that enrolment
ratio (gross) had improved significantly to 52.8 per cent in the year 1955-56 compared to 32.8 per cent of girls. Thereafter, it started a rising march until the year 198586 but slightly declined in the next year in both absolute and ratio forms.
Table 6. Growth of Enrolment at Pl"imary Level ( G1·ades 1-V) :All India: 1951-1994

- · Year

1950-51
1955-56
1960-61
1965-66
1970-71
1975-76
1980-81
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

Total

100.00
130.73
182.29
262.86
296.87
341.98
384.22
455.42
453.80 (100.00)
471.15 (103.82)
475.36 (104.75)
480.99 (10?.99)
516.25 (113.76)
529.06 (116.58)
584.80 (120.93)
563.54 (124.18)

Index Numbers

Boys

Girls

100.00
126.81
171.01
233.19
258.70
294.57
328.19
378.62
374.49 (100.00)
387.75 (103.54)
390.14 (104.18)
393.26 (105.01)
421.01 (112.42)
429.13 (114.59)
438.04 (116.97)
447.83 (119.54)

100.00
140.74
211.11
338.70
394.44
463.15
527.41
651.67
656.48(100.00)
684.48(104.28)
693.24(105.64)
705.19(1 07.45)
759.63(115.74)
784.44(119.53)
831.85(126.75)
859.26(131.07)

Interestingly, girls' enrolment maintained its rising march but fall in enrolment noticed
in year 1986-87 was due to decline in boys' enrolment from 52.25 million in the year
1985-86 to 51.68 million next year. The corresponding enrolment ratios were 111.08
and 109.99 per cent respectively in the years 1985-86 and 1986-87. Despite the increasing trend in girls' enrolment (in absolute terms), the improvement in GER was
not significant. After 1986-87, enrolment at the Primary level again started looking
up which continued till the year 1993-94. Data for the year 1986-87 onwards when
analysed, reveals that enrolment in Grades I-V has increased from 87. 13 million in the
year 1986-87 to 92.35 million in the year 1989-90 which shows a rate of growth of
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1. 96 per cent per annum. During the period 1989-90 to 1993-94, enrolment in primary grades (boys) increased at the rate of 3.30 per cent per annum which is 7.53
million in absolute terms, corresponding girls' enrolment increased by about 5.06 per
cent i.e. 8.32 million. In ratio form, enrolment over a period of time at the Primary
level also increased significantly which is at present 115.3 and 92.90 per cent respectively in the case of boys and girls. !fowever, the same do not pre~ent the real progress
because of the inclusion of overage and underage children in enrolment at the Primary
level. <J?J
Universalisation of Elementary Education. (UEE) has been accepted as anational goal since 1950. In order to achieve the goal, concerted efforts have been made
.--and as a result, the elementary education system in India has become one of the largest in the world with 150.74 million children enrolled in 1995-96 in the age group of
6-11 years covering about 91% of the children in this age group. Of these, 109.73
million children were enrolled in 5,90,421 primary schools and other 41.01 million in
1, 71,216 upper primary schools. There are 2. 90 million teachers - I. 74 million employed in primary schools and 1.16 million in upper primary schools. 95% of rural
population living in 8.26 lakh habitations have a school within a walking distance of3
km. The percentage of girls enrolled is 43. 11% at primary stage and 3 9.42% at upper
primary stage. Recent trends in drop-out have shown significant decline. The retention rate has improved and it is 64% at primary stage and 47% at upper primary stage.

Table 7. Growth of no. of Institutions (in lacks)

Primary Schools (Classes I - IV)

1950-51

1995-96

2.10

5.90

~No of Teachers (in lakhs)

5.38
Primary Schools (Classes I-V)
Gross Enrolment
Primary Stage
19.2
Total Enrolment ( in millions)
Gross Enrolment Ratio (percentage) 43.1

17.40

109.8
104.3

In pursuance of Constitutional directives, State Governments have abolished
tuition fees in the Government, local and aided Schools up to the upper primary level.
Accessibility of Schooling facilities is no longer a major problem. 8.26 lakh habitations covering 94% of the country's population have now Schooling facilities within
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one km. Distance at primary stage. At upper primary stage also 726 lakh habitations
covering 83.98% of rural population have a school within 3 km distance. Enrolment
ration is 104 classes I-V and for classes VI-VIII. While the gross element ratio (GER)
at the primary stage in the country as a whole and in most of its States exceed 100
percent, there are quite a few States where the ration is considerably lower. These
include Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Ha1yana, Jammu & Kashmir and Meghalaya.
At the upper primary stage, these States and in addition, Andhra pradesh, Orissa and

~Sikkim have GERs lower than the national average. (JM) Most of these States have
literacy rates lower than the national average also. There is thus a strong regional
dimension of UEE.
While Universalization of elementary Education is the ultimate goal, no strategy or programme of action can success without addressing itself to gender and re. gional dimensions specifically. Gender disparities are conspicuous in regard to enrolment and retention. Girls' enrolment has grown at the primary stage from 5.4 million
in 1950-51 to 47.4 million in 1995-96 and at upper primary stage from 0.5 million to
16.0 million. The rate of growth of enrolment of girls has been higher than that of
boys. But disparities still persist as girls still account of only 43.2% of enrolment at
stage 3 9. 0% at upper primary stage. The dropout rate of girls is much higher than that
of boys at the primary and upper primary stages. According to the 1991 Census, the
population ofScheduled Castes (SCs) was 138.12 million (16.33%) and that ofSched- ·
uled Tribes (STs) was 67.8 million'(8.01%) ofthe country's population. SC and ST
population are heterogenous target groups in all respects. There are wide variations
among different SC and ST groups regionally. Thus, SC girls in Kerala are likely to
better paved than non-SC boys in some of the more backward States and districts.
Because ofthe affirmative policies ofthe Government, the enrolment ofSCs and DTs
has increased considerably at the primary stage. The participation of SCs and STs is
. now more or less in proportion to their share in population at the primary level. Drop
outs, through declining over the years, are significantly large. Gender disparities are
very conspicuous among SCs and STs also.
[n· order to achieve Universalization of Elementary Education by 2000 AD,
the following key strategies have been worked out in consolation with States and
UTs. They are viz. a) overcome the problem of school drop outs and lay emphasis on
retention and achievement rather than on merely enrolment, b) strengthen the alterna-
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tives ofschooling,p~Cill:f~l.IA~~the Non-Formal Education system for working children
from other disadvantaged or marginalised sections of the society; c) shift focus from
educationally backward States to educationally backward districts, d) adopt disag___ gregated approach with a focus on preparation of district specific and population
specific plans, e) provide universal access of schooling facilities, particularly to girls,
disaggregated groups and out-of-school children, f) improve school effectiveness,
teacher competence, training and motivation, g) introduce Minimum Levels of Learning (MLL) for enhancement oflearner's achievement. Micro_ planning will the framework of universal access and universal participation while MLLs would be the strategy for universal achievement, h) overall planning and management and stress on
participative process and i) convergence of different schemes of elementary education
and related services such as early childhood care and education and child health and
nutrition programmes etc.
India is one of the few developing countries which took the initiatives in 1991
to lay down Minimum Level of Learning to be achieved at primary stage. This new
approach intergrades various components of curriculum, classroom transaction, evaluation and teacher orientation. The first phase of the programme was implemented
--through 18 voluntary agencies, research institutions, SCERTs etc. The results ofthe
projects showed significant improvement in learning attainments of school children.
The Ministry has now decided to upscale the MLL programme through institutional
mechanisms throughout the country. National resource institutions like the National
council of educational research & Training (NCERT), Regional Institutes of educa. tion (RIEs), SCERTs and DIETs are being networked for this purpose. In 1996-97,
more than half of the States were implementing the programme with the assistance of
more than 200 DIETs. Curriculum revision, rewriting of textbooks to make them
competency based, enhancing their pedagogical value, training of teachers in the classroom process are the major activities being undertaken. Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Goa,
Gujrat, Karnataka, kerala, Manipur, Pondichery, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh and West Bengal have reported introduction ofMLL in some of their primary
schools. Madhya Pradesh, Chandigar, Haryana and Lakshadweep are in the process
of introducing MLL in their primary schools. The District Primary Education
~Programme

(DPEP) has adopted MLL as a major strategy for improvement of quality

for primary education, Non-formal education programme is also adopting MLLs where
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-

0

appropnate.

(39)

Laying down of MLL is a part of the larger curriculum reform endeavour to
achieve greater relevance and functionally in primary education. The implications of
this exercise are : a) lightening the curriculum of its textual load and also burden of
memorizing unnecessary and irrelevant content of facts, b) relating textual content
with a meaningful process of understanding and application, c) ensuring the acquisition of basic competencies and skills to such a level where they are sustainable and
would not easily allow relapsing into illiteracy, and d) facilitating mastery in learning
__

not only by brighter children in the class but also by almost all children including first
generation learners.

~-
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIENCE OF SECOND GENERATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN INDIA

According to the International Encyclopedia of Education, Research and Stud-ies (1985), "Primary schooling starts at 6 years of age in Europe and the United
States, 5 years in United Kingdom (currently 4+ in some cases), and at 8 years, after
very effective kindergarten, in the Soviet Union. There is much diversity in its duration: some countries (USA, UK, France, Australia) making clear breaks in provision
and origination at about puberty, when secondary or high schools starts: some, like
Portugal until J 979-80, employing a largely single grade school system from age 6 to
12 years. The grade system is the rule for most European schooling, and 'standards'
are applied fairly rigorously to France and Belgium grades, despite the existence of
substantial minority of more flexible, child centered methods, introduced into the
lower primary grades in the late 1960s. Supporters of the grade system state, both in
Europe and United States, that it enables nationwide checking of standard, schools,
and teachers, and ensures reasonable compellability and uniformity of curriculu·m content. In some countries (typically parts oflndia, the People's Republic of China, and
Hong Kong) pressure of numbers is so great upon early primary school that shift
- system have to be worked half-daily." A UNESCO publication on 'Primary Education On the Threshold of the Twerity-first Century' (1986) states that the regulations
presently existing on entrance age and duration cif primary education allow the conclusions that the most common age for education at the first level is 6 years in 144
countries and territories. The two other most frequent entrance age are 7 and 5 re. I (I)
spective y.

\
The term 'Primary Education' is understood as a basic stage of education
which is either a self-contained phase (of various lengths in various countries) or
which forms a part of longer cycle of general education. Primary education may lead
to other kinds of post-primary education, whether secondary or not, or to the world
to the period of compulsory schooling. Elementary education has been described in
Encyclopedia Americana ( 1988) as Elementary Education, the period offormal schooling extending from admission to school - in kindergarten or 1st grade- to completion
of the 6th, 7th, or 8th grade. Also known as primary education in many countries, it
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designates the range of schooling for children in many countries, it designates the
range of schooling for children from about 6 to 12, 13 or 14 years of age.
A survey conducted by UNESCO and report published in Basic Education
and Literacy : World Statistical Indicators (I 990) reveals the following fact : (i) 100
of countries and territories have a duration of 6 years (grade) for primary education
with different entrance ages, (ii) with an entrance of 6 years, 59 countries have a
duration of6 grades for first level education and 27 countries, 5 grades and (ii) in 26
countries an entrance age of? years together with a duration of6 grades is observed.(l>

Table 8. Distribution of countries according to entrance age and duration
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Mahatma Gandhiji's perception on primary education was reflected in
"Harijan". According to him, "The use of primary education should be extended at
least to seven years and should include the general knowledge gained up to the matriculation standards less English plus a substantial vocation." The First Conference
ofNational Education, held at Wardha on 22nd and 23rd October, 1937, considered
the new system of education proposed by Gandhiji. Among others, it passed two
resolutions viz. (a) that in the opinion of this conference free and compulsory education be provided for seven years on a national scale .(b) that the endorses of the
proposal made by Mahatma Gandhi that the process of education throughout this
period should centre some from of manual productive work, and that all the other
abilities to be developed or training to be given should as far as possible, be integrally
related to the central handicraft chosen with due regards to the environmental ofthis
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child.
The Sergent Report ( 1944) mentions as "Universal Compulsory, and free Primary or Basic education for all children between the ages 6 and 14, divided into the
Junior Basic (6 to II) and Senior Basic (11 to 14) stages. Article 45 ofthe Constitution neither uses the term elementary education nor primary education. It stages "Compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of fourteen years.'' The
Secondary Education Commission 1952-53 has recommended 'four or five years of
Primary or Junior Basic Education and middle or Junior Secondary or Senior Basic
School ·stage which should cover a period of 3 years.'' The Education Commission
1964-66 used the terms Primary (Classes : I to VII of I to VIII) as detailed below :

(a) Lower Primary : Classes I to IV or I to V
(b) Higher Primary : Classes V to VII or VI to VIII.
(c) Lower Secondary Classes : classes VIII to X or IX to X.
The National Policy on Education I 968 referred to the Directive Principle
under 45 of the Constitution seeking to provide free and compulsory education for all
children up to the age of 14. An NCERT publication the Curriculum for the Ten-year
school :A Framework (975) used Primary stage and Middle stages. According to the
lshwarbhi Patel Review Committee ( 1977) Primary education classes I to VII/VIII
divided into two parts: Classes I to IV/Vand classes V/V to VI/VIII. It also used the
terms lower primary stage ai1d upper primary stage. The National Policy has observed
in Para 3 of Part III as, "The National System of Education envisages a common
education structure. The I 0+2+ 3 structure has now been accepted in all parts of the .
country. Regarding the further break-up of the first 10 years efforts will be made to
move towards an elementary system comprising 5 years of primary education and 3
years of upper primary, followed by 2 years of High School." A publication of the
NCERT entitled National Curriculum of Elementary and Secondary Education : A
Framework ( 1988) has used the term elementary education (8 years), divided into
primary ·stage (5 years) and upper primary stage (3 years).· The Article 45 of the
Constitution does not mention any term. It states, " The State shall endeavour to
provide, with in a period often years from the commencement of the Constitution, for
free and compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of fourteen
years.

,(J)

There has been a good deal of variation in the years of schooling for the two
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stages. There have been as many as six patterns of educational structure till recently.

Table 9. Pattern of Education Structure up to Class VIII
State

Pattern

Primary

Upper Primary

Pattern l

Andhra Pradesh

I-V

V- VII

Pattern II

Arunachal Pradesh, Haryana,

I-V

VI- VIII

Himachal, Jammu & Kashmir, Madhya
Pradesh, Manipur, Orrisa, Panjub,__
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar
Pradesh, West Bengal, A. & N. Islands,
Chandigarh, Delhi, Pondicherry.
Pattern lll

Assam, Goa, Karnataka, Kerala,

I- IV

VI- VIII

Gujrat, Maharashtra, Dadra and Nagar
Haveli, Daman and Diu. Lakshadeew.
Pattern IV

Maghalaya

I - III

IV- VI

Pattern V

Mizor~un

I- IV

IV- VI

Pattern VI

Nagai and

I-IV

V-VIII

Broadly speaking,

elemen~ary

school organization refers to the combination

of two stages of education- primary stage of education covering Classes I to V (Age
Group 6 to 11 and upper primary covering Classes VI to VIII (Age group 11 to 14).
Thus, the elementary stage covers 8 classes from I to VIII and age group 6 to 14.
The Report ofthe Fifth Educational Survey published by NCERT (1989) provided an overview of elementary education in India. "Among the primary schools,
71,495 (13.50%) were without buildings. They were run in thatched huts, tents or in
open space. Ofthe rest 3,85,120 (72.75%) Primary School had pucca or partly pucca
buildings. Others were in Kachcha buildings. Among upper primary schools, 1,21, 707
(86. 79%) had pucca or partly pucca buildings and 11280 (8 .13%) schools had kancha
buildings. Further among the primary schools, 40732 (7.69%), 2,00,077 (37.79%)
and 134551 (25.42%) had zero instructional room, one instructional room and two
instructional rooms respectively. ln case of upper primary schools, 3192 schools had
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no instructional room and 24909 had one instructional rooms. 73.70% of the upper
primary schools were either run by the government or by the local bodies. However,
more than 50% upper primary schools in the State of Kerala (65. 77%), Meghalaya
(85.56%), Mizoram (72.14%), Orrisa (90.13%) and West Bengal were private aided
schools. Percentage of primary schools with one teachers, four teachers and five or
more teachers was 34.75%, 27.27%, 15.10% and 14.10% respectively." Table below
represents the number of schools under different management category.

Tables 10. No. of Schools under different Management catego1-y
Number of Schools

% ofTotal

Government

2,19,837

41.53

Local Body Schools

2,51,699

47.54

Private Aided Schools

44,701

8.44

Private Unaided Schools

13,155

2.49

Categm-y of
Primary Schools

N.B. 52. 70% primary schools in Andhra Pradesh and 58.84% in Kerala are private aided
schools. In other States, majority (~lthe primwy schools are government or local schools.

Government schools are run by the State Governments and local Bodies schools
run by Municipal Corporation, Municipal Committee, Cantonment Boards or District
Boards. Education is free in this schools. These schools have been established for
·fulfilling the obligation to provide for free and compulsory education to all children
upto the age of I 4 as stipulated under Article 45 of the Constitution. Elementary
education is also free in aided elementary schools. Textbooks used in the governments schools, local bodies schools and by the Education Department of the States.
Private schools which do nor get any grant from the government or local bodies are
usually called public schools or private non-aided schools. These schools charge fees
and accepts donations. They are governed by rules framed under Education Codes.
The medium of instruction is generally English. Public schools enjoy a good deal of
freedom in various matters. Many ofthe public schools are residential. These schools
attract children from rich homes. Single Teacher Schools- about one-third of primary
schools are single teacher schools. Such schools pose many organizational and academic problems.

-
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Prior to 1976, education was a state subject and thereafter all education be-.
came a concurrent subject. The government of India has undertaken a few centrally
sponsored schemes for the promotion of elementary education in the country. Nevertheless, elementary education is financed mainly through resources of the State Government. Local bodies and voluntary organizations also work in this field. Sixteen
- States and three Union Territories have passed legislation on compulsory education.
These States are: Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Gujrat, Haryana, Himachla Pradesh, Jammu
and Kashmir, Rajastha1i, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. The Union
Territories are : Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandighar and Delhi. The States
prescribed the pay scales and other service conditions for teachers. They also provide
for their training. The state prescribed curricula and textbooks. Most of the States
have nationalized textbooks. For inspection and supervision, State Governments maintain some staff even when the power to supervise is delegated to local bodies.
In addition to the above mention functions, State Governments also perform
functions in respect of their local bodies similar to those which the Government of
India performs towards the State Governments, particularly in the context of allocation of resources and maintenance of standards and targets· of achievement. Each
State maintains a department or Directorate of Education for administration and supervision of elementary education.
Table ll. Compuls01-v Education of different states

Number of States

Compulsory up to the age of

5 States I UTs

6-11 years

16 States I UTs

6-14 years

I State

6-10 years

I 0 States I UTs

Compulsory in not force

Education is free up to the middle stage in Government and Governmentaided (Class VVVlll) in all the States. UT's except those ofM.P., Meghalaya, Punjab,
free even up to class X or higher in Government and Government-aided schools, viz.,
-- Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujrat, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir,
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Karnataka, Kerala, Nagalands, Arunachal Pradesh, Darda and Nagar Haveli, Goa,
Daman & Diu, Lakshadeew and Pobdicherry. Even of those States where it is not free
for all boys students, it is free in case of girls in some of the States.
J.P. Naik, an eminent educator of our country has very aptly observed, "The
progress of primary education is an index of the general, social and economic development of the country as a whole." Primary education plays an important role in
laying the proper foundation of child's cultural, emotional, intellectual, moral, physical, social and spiritual development. Primary education contributes to national de. _ yel_o_pment also. Various study has clearly demonstrated that counties which have
made proper provision for primary education are far ahead with those of inadequate
provisiOn.
Universalization of elementary education in India means making education
available to all children in the age group 6 to 14 or in classes I to VIII. Opportunities
for this education may be provided through formal or non-formal means of education.
It signifies that 'education is for all' and not for a selected few. This concept accepts
that education is the birth right of every chid. This means all children belongin~ to the
rich and the poor, living in towns as well as rural areas and in places which are accessible with diftlculty have to be provided with facilities for elementary education.
Universalization of elementary education is also means free education. In some of the
advanced countries free education means no fees, free books and stationer, free midday meals and free school transport. But in developing countries like India, it has not
been possible to provide all these facilities free of cost. Of course, education at this
stage is free of tuition fee. Other facilities on a selective basis are also provided.
Universalizations of primary or elementary education involves the three stages or
steps namely, (a) Universalization ofprovision, (b) Universalization of enrolment and
(c) Universalization of retention.
(a) Universalization of provision: It means that school facilities should be provided
to all children between age group 6 to 14 years in the country. The schools be easily
. accessible- within the walking distance of a child. We have fairly succeeded as far as
this provision is concerned in respect of children of the age group 6 to 11.
(b) Universalization of enrolment : All children between the age group of 6 to 14
years must be enrolled. For this, compulsory legislation must be passed. Under legis-
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lation, parents can be fined for no sending their children to schools. However, this
provision has remained on paper only.
(c) Universalization of retention : By this we meant that once a child joins a primary
school, he should remain there till he complete all 8 classes. If the child leaves the
school in between, the idea of universalization stands defeated. Unfortunately, 60%
of all the first admissions leave the primary school before completing it. It gives birth
to problem of wastage. Mere enlistment of children is not enough. They have to be
retained.
Universalization of elementary education has been one of the most important
goals of educational development in India since Independence. Article 45 of the Indian Constitution directed States to endeavour to provide within a period of 10 years
of the commencement of the Constitution free and compulsory education to all children up to the age of 14 years. This resolve to be fulfilled by 1960 was, however,
severally hampered by several problems, such is the influx of displaced persons after
partition and scarcity of resources, both financial and human, As a result, the target
date had to be first revised to 1970, then to 1976, and later to 1990. The target date
according to the National Policy on Education, 1986 is 1995. The modified Policy,
1992 has further revised the target date. It states, "It shall be ensured that free and
compulsory education of satisfactory quality is provided to all children upto 14 years
of age before we enter the twenty·- first century. A national mission will be launched
.
f I.
I ,(~>
fior t I1e ac I11evement o t 11s goa .
5

Table 12. Expansion of elementary education Sex-wise (1950-51 and 1990-91}< >
Item

1950-51

1990-91

No. of Primary Schools

2,10,000

5,58,392

2.5 times

No. of Middle Schools

14,000

I ,46,363

I 0 times

Enrolment in Classes I to V
Boys
Girls

192 lakhs
138 lackhs
54 lackhs

99lakhs
501 lackhs
99lakhs

5 times
4 times
7.5 times

Increase Approx.
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Table 13. Percentage of the Population Enrolled<

6

>

Age Group Classes

1950-51

1989-90

1990-91

1. 6 to JJ· Classes I to V

42.6

99.9

101.03

The National Policy on Education, 1986 and the Programme of Ac_tion (PoA)
1992 envisages that free and compulsory education of satisfactory quality should be
provided to all children up to the age of 14 years before the commencement of the
. --21-st centuryY>The NPE visualised education as a dynamic, cumulative, lifelong process, providing diversity of learning opportunities to all segments of society. It envisaged improvement and expansion of education in all sectors; elimination of disparities
in access and stressed on improvement in the quality and relevance of education at all
levels-from primary to higher education along with technical and professional education. The National Policy on Education (NPE) also emphasised that education must
play a positive and interventionist role in correcting social and regional imbalances in
empowering women and in securing a rightful place for linguistic minorities. The
nation is now firmly committed to providing education for all. The overriding priority
to provide compulsory primary education, for children with special needs, eradication
of illiteracy, vocationalisation, education for women's equality, special focus on the
education of SCs/STs and minorities are some of the major strategies to achieve the
national goal ofUniversalisation of Elementary Education (UEE). The educationally
-backward areas are given special attention to remove regional disparities. Emphasis
has been laid on the improvement ofinfrastructural facilities in the primary schools to
make the school environment more attractive. Flexible and innovative programmes in
the form of Non-Formal Education (NFE) have been launched to cater to school
dropouts, girls, working children, etc. The National Literacy Mission (NLM) was set
up to represent a national and political commitment on the need to harness all social
forces to achieve the objective of eradicating illiteracy and effecting a qualitative change
in the lives of the people. It has made it possible for the country to set a target of
making I00 million non -literates in the age group of 15-35 years functionally literate.<H>
The elementary education system in India is one of the largest in the world.
There has been massive expansion of elementary education (EE) during the post-
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independence period; however, the goal ofUniversalisation ofElementary Education
(UEE) is yet to be achieved. Universal access, universal retention and universal achievements are board parameters to achieve UEE. Considering the magnitude and complexity of the problem, meticulously formulated strategies have been adopted in the
form of Operation Blackboard (OB), Non-Formal Education (NFE), Teacher Education (TE), and District Primary Education Programme have been formulated.
Special focus has been laid on the access to education for millions of girls and
working children, who cannot participate in the school system on account of socio-___ ec_qnomic cqmpulsion. These segments largely con,stitute girls, SCs/STs and the other
deprived sections of the society. Non-congenial school environment, unsatisfactory
conditions of buildings and insuftlciency of instructional materials registering major
.demotivating factors for enrolment and retention of children in primary. schools which
called for a dive with a programme named as Operation Blackboard. This scheme
intended to usher in improvement of the infrastructural facilities at the primary schools.
This dive has been extended to cover upper primary schools as well. Girls, working
children, dropouts and those belonging to S.C./S.T. and other deprived sections of
the society stand to benefit from this approach. NFE has enough flexibility to provide
education at their doorsteps to enable them to learn at their own pace and convenience. The major challenge for NFE is to maintain quality, comparable with the formal
system. The national programme of nutritional support· to primary education is intended to boost enrolment, attend·ance and retention in primary schools and also to
supplement nutritional requir~ments of children. The scheme covers the children studying in primary classes in the government, local body and government:-aided schools
throughout the country. Total beneficiaries are estimated to be 9.75 crores in nearly
6.88 lakhs primary schools in the country during the period under report.
The district primary education programme provides special thrust to achieve
Universalisation of Primary Education (UPE) through decentralised planning and
management, disaggregated target setting, community mobilisation, district and population specific planning. The programme mainly aims at providing access to primary
education for all children, reducing dropout rates to less than 10 per cent, increasing
level of achievements of primary students by at least 25 per cent and reducing the gap

between genders social groups to less than 5 per cent besides catering to the needs of
special groups like tribals, SCs, women and other marginalised sections. The teacher
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education scheme envisages setting up of DIETs in each district to provide academic
and resource support to elementary education teachers non-formal and adult education instructors. lt also seeks to establish micro-level structural arrangements to organise pre-service and pre-service training for secondary teachers, and provide extension and resource support service to secondary schools. Some area-specific externally-aided projects in the field of primary education are also being implemented.
Shiksha Karmi Project (SKP) aims at universalisation and qualitative improvement to
primary education in remote and socio-economically backward villages ofRajasthan
with focus on girls. lt identifies teacher absenteeism as a major problem in primary
·---·

-

.

-

schools and in inaccessible areas. Mobilisation and participation of the community to
improve primary schools is an important feature of the project. Lok Jumbish is an
innovative people's movement for education. The Bihar Education Project (BEP) is
meant to provide education for all through people's mobilisation and participation. It
is a basic education project which aims at bringing about qualitative improvement in
the educational system and overall socio-cultural situation in Bihar. Although special
programmes have been taken up to improve specific deficiencies in the educational
system, no strategies can succeed in achieving UEE without specifically addressing
its gender and regional dimensions. Gender disparities are conspicuous in India. Recognising this, most programmes have specific components aimed at the reduction in
the bias towards the girl child.<9J
The National Policy on Education (NPE) envisages that free and compulsory
educati011 of satisfactory quality should be provided to all children up to the age of 14
years, before the beginning of the 21st century.< 10 > The target ofuniversalising elementary education has been divided into three broad parameters, i.e., universal access,
universal retention and universal achievement during the eighth five year plan. As a
result of the effort made by the Central government and state government, 94 per cent
of country's rural population have been provided with primary schools within one km
and 84 per cent have upper primary schools within three km. This has result in : (i)
enrolment of children of 6-14 years of age in primary and upper primary schools has
gone up to 87 and 50 per cent respectively; since Independence (ii) significant improvements have taken place in enrolment of girls SCs/STs; and (iii) the number of
primary and upper primary schools has gone up from 2.23 lakh in 1950-51 to 7.75
lakh in 1996-97. Accordingly the number of teachers in primary and upper primary
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schools have also gone up from 6.24 lakh to 29.86 lakh, during this period.
The central and state government have, over a period of time, evolved strategies to check dropout rates and improve levels of achievements in the schools. This
has been attempted though: (i) creating parental awareness and community mobilisation; (ii) involvement of communities and PRls; (iii) economic incentives; (iv) improvement in the content process of schooling (minimum levels oflearning); (v) District Primary Education Programme initiative; and (vi) National Programme ofNutritional Support to Primary Education (Midday Meals Scheme). The 83rd Constitu··-- tignal Ame11dment Bill has been introduced in the Rajya.Sabha to make the 'right to
elementary education' a fundamental right and a fundamental duty. A group of experts on educational finance are currently examining the requirement of additional
resources to make education compulsory for the 6-14 year old children. The National
Elementary Education Mission is being set up for facilitating the achievement ofUniversalisation of Elementary Education (UEE) within a given time frame. It is expected to play the role of an overarching body, facilitating the achievement of (UEE)
in a systematic sustained and integrated manner, involving all segments of society in
this national endeavour. An attempt at competency-based learning has also been made.
·The Minimum Levels of Learning (MLL) was introduced in many states over the last
six years and this has led to the development of better textbook-cum-workbooks
supplementary reading materials, teachers' handbooks and better systems of pupil
evaluation. The government is now trying to extend the MLL approach to the upper
primary stage.
The central government plays an important role in funping plan expenditure
on elementary education. Ninety-seven per cent of the expenditure incurred by state
governments on education sector goes towards the payment of teachers' salaries. The
expansion of the school system and the quality initiatives in elementary education
have been possible on account of increased resource availability even during a phase
of structural adjustment. India is one of the few developing countries which has not
allowed the expenditure on education to shrink during the reform period. The increase in expenditure on elementary education alone over the last three five year plan
periods has been more than the increase in expenditure on education as a whole.

Forty-eight per cent of the central plan was spent on elementary education in the eight
plan. There are however substantial variations between states in terms of per capita
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expenditure on education. A media and advocacy plan is being launched for universalisation of elementary education. It will focus on the right of every child to elementary education. Besides radio and television, the media campaign would use traditional and folk forms of communication. The print media would also be fully used to
promote education for all. The Government of India, Department of Education, has
been running, a programme ofNon-Formal (NFE) for children ofthe 6-14 age-group
who remain outside the formal system, since 1970. These include dropouts of the
formal school, children from habitations without schools, working children, children
who assist in performing domestic chores like fetching fuel, fodder, water, attending

t"o siblings,- grazing cattles etc., and girls who are unable to attend formal schools.
Though the focus of the scheme is only educationally backwards states, it also covers
urban slums, hilly, tribal and desert areas. The programme, at present, is in operation
in 25 states/UTs. Under the scheme assistance is given to states/UTs. in the ratio of
60.40 and 90.10 for running co-educational and for girls, centres respectively. Cent
per cent assistance is given to voluntary agencies for running NFE centres and undertaking experimental and innovative projects. Currently 2. 90 lakh NFE centres has
been sanctioned catering to about 72.5 children. Ofthe total number of centres about
I. 18 lakh centres are exclusively for girls.
The National Bal Bhavan is an autonomus institution under the Department of
Education. It has been playing a major role towards enhancing creativity amongst the
children in the age group of 5-16 ·years specially from the weaker sections of society.
The programmes have been designed to bring forth the inner potential of a child .
giving him an opportunity to express ideas through various medias. The membership
of the Bal Bhavan has grown from just 300 in 1956 to over a lakh in recent years.
Fifty-two Bal Bhavan Kendras have been opened in various places in Delhi. The National Bal Bhavan also provides general guidance, training facility and transfer of
information to state and district Bal Bhavans in the country. An important element of
post-independence educational policy has been to provide free and compulsory education to all children at least up to the elementary stage. The directive principles of
state policy as enunciated in our Constitution envisage that the state shall endeavour
to provide free and compulsory education for children up to 14 years of age within a
period of I 0 years. The constitutional directive has been spelt out unequivocally and
emphatically in the National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986, and its Programme of
Action (PoA), 1992Yil The policy envisages that free and compulsory education of
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satisfactory quality should be provided to all children up to the age of 14 years before
the beginning of the 21st century. ln keeping with the policy objectives, the targets for
the ninth five year plan have been fixed under three broad parameters-universal access, universal retention and universal achievement. Universal enrolment of all children, including girls, disabled children and children belonging to Scheduled Castes
(SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) in primary classes and provision ofupper primary
education for them. Provision of non-formal education (NFE) for school dropouts,
working children and girls who cannot attend formal schools.
Provision of early childhood care and education to children of 3-6 years of
age. Reduction of dropout rate between Classes IV and VII from the existing rate of
36.3 per cent and 56.5 per cent to 20 per cent and 40 per cent, respectively. Expansion of minimum levels of learning (MLLs) to all primary schools and extension of
this concept to the upper primary stage. Substantial improvement in school infrastructure, teacher education and in quantity and quality of teaching-learning material.
Promotion and extension of national curricular framework at the elementary stage
which envisages a common core with adequate flexibility to relate it to the environment and needs and interests of the learners. Improved performance of the uEE programmes over the years would be evident from the following: Accessibility of schooling facilities is no longer a major problem. At the primary stage 94 per cent of the
country's rural population now have schooling facilities within one km distance. At
the upper primary stage also 83.98 per cent of the rural population have a school
within 3 km distance. Enrolment ratio is I 04 for classes I-V and 67 for classes VIVlll. While the Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) at the primary stage in the country as
a whole and in most of its states exceed 100 per cent, there are quite a few states
where the ratio is considerably lower. These include Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan,
Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir and Meghalaya. At the upper primary stage, these
states and in addition, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and Sikkim have GER lower than the
national average. ln most of these states the literacy rates also are lower than the
national average. There is thus a strong regional dimension of UEE. While universalisation of elementary education is the ultimate goal, no strategy or programme of
action can succeed without addressing itselfto gender and regional dimensions, specifically.
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Gender disparities are conspicuous in regard to enrolment and retention. Girls'
enrolment has grown at primary stages from 5.4 million in 1950-51 to 47.4 million in
I 997-98 and that at upper primary stages from 0.5 million to I 5.87 million. The rate
of growth of enrolment of girls has been higher than that of boys. But disparities still
persist as girls still account for only 43.2 per cent of enrolment at the primary stage
and 39.0 per cent at the upper primary stage. The dropout rate of girls is much higher
than that of boys at the primary and upper primary stages.
According to the I 991 census, the population of Scheduled Castes (SCs) was
138. I 2 million ( 16.33%) and that of Scheduled Tribes (STs) was 67.8 million (8.01 %)
of the country's population.< 12l The enrolment ofSCs and STs has increased considerably at the primary stage because of the affirmative policies of the government. The
participation of SCs and STs is now more or less in proportion to their share in the
population, at the primary level. Dropouts, though declining over the years, are significantly large. Gender disparities are very conspicuous among SCs and STs also. In
order to achieve Universalisation of Elementary Education, the following key strategies have been worked out in consultation with states and UTs viz. (i) overcome the
problem of school dropouts and lay emphasis on retention and achievement rather
than on mere enrolment alone, (ii) strengthen the alternatives of schooling, particularly, the non-formal education system for working children, girls and children from
other disadvantaged or marginalis~d sections ofthe society, (iii) shift focus from educationally backward states to educationally backward districts, (iv) adopt disaggregated
approach with a focus on preparation of district-specific and population-specific plans,
(v) provide universal access to schooling facilities particularly to girls, disaggregated
groups and out-of-school children, (vi) introduce minimum levels of learning for enhancement of learners' achievement. Micro-planning would provide the framework
for universal access and universal participation while MLLs would be the strategy for
universal achievement, (vii) improve school effectiveness, teacher competence, training and motivation, (viii) decentralisation of planning and management through
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRls) I Village Education Committees (VECs) and stress
on participating processes and (ix) convergence of different schemes of elementary
education and related services such as early childhood care and education and school
health and nutrition programmes.
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India is one of the few developing countries which took the initiative in 1991
to lay down minimum levels.oflearning (MLLs) to be achieved at the primary stage.
This new approach integrates various components such as curriculum, classroom,
evaluation and teacher orientation. The first phase of the programme was implemented
through 18 voluntary agencies, research institutions, SCERTs, etc. The results of
these projects show significant improvement in learning attainments of school children. It has now been decided to up scale the MLL programme through institutional
mechanism across the country. The national resource institutions like the National
Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), Regional Institute of Education (RlEs), State Councils of Educational Research and Training, and District Institutes of Education and Training are being networked for this purpose. Curriculum
revision, re-writing of textbooks to make them competency-based, enhancing their
pedagogical value, and the training of teachers in the classroom processes are the
major activities, undertaken. The state governments have introduced MLL in most of
the primary schools including local body/private schools. The District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) has adopted MLL as a major strategy for improvement of
the quality of the primary education. Non-formal education programme is also adopting MLLs wherever appropriate. Learning competencies for various subjects taught
at the upper primary stage are also under consideration.

An innovative project called Lok Jumbish (People's Movement for Education
for All) with assistance from the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA)
was undertaken in Rajasthan in 1992. The basic objective ofthe project is to achieve
education for all through people's mobilisation and participation and the are (a) providing access to primary education to all children up to 14 years of age, (b) ensuring
that all enrolled children attend school/NFE centres regularly and complete primary
education, (c) creating necessary structures, and setting processes which would empower women and make education an instrument ofwomen's equality, (d) pursuing
the goal of equity in education. Making necessary modifications in the content and
process of education to better relate it to the environment and (e) effectively involving people in the planning and management of education. The project is implemented
by the Lok Jumbish Parishad (LJP), an autonomous society registered under the Societies Registration Act. The first phase of the project was implemented between I
June 1992 and 30 June 1994 and incurred an expenditure ofRs 14.03 crore shared in
the of 3:2: I among SlDA, the Government of the India and the Government of
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Rajasthan. The second phase ofthe project was implemented between 1994 and 1998
with a revised outlay of Rs 95.65 crore shared in the ratio 3:2:1. In this phase, the
p~oject covered 75 blocks. The LJP has undertaken environment building activities in

5,683 villages and has completed school mapping exercises in 4,006 villages. Three

hundred and eighty-three new school have been opened while 227 primary school
have been upgraded. The Lok Jumbish Project has made a positive contribution to
quality improvement through the development of improved MLL-based textbooks
from classes I-IV, which have been mainstream in all schools ofthe Government of
.

Rajasthan. Lok Jumbish has also set up vibrant block and cluster resource groups for
academic supervision and regular training of primary school teachers. A renewed
teacher training strategy in a cascade model, is also being implemented successfully.
An innovative and successful NFE programme launched by LJP has spread to more

than 3,000 centres, called Sahaj Shiksha Centres. Catering to dropouts and out-ofschool children, especially girls, the system has close links with the community and
has shown to provide comparable learning achievement levels amongst students. The
LJP has been able to set up innovative management structures incorporating principles of decentralisation and delegation of authority as well as build partnerships with
local communities and voluntary sector. Community mobilisation and school mapping exercises have shown good results, and provide the bases for opening of new
schools, Sahaj Shiksha Centres and community-centred building development programmes.(131
Based on the report of the committee of state education ministers, a proposal
to amend the Constitution of India to make right to free and compulsory education
for children from 6 to 14 years of age a fundamental right and also to make it a
fundamental duty of parents to provide opportunities for education to children between 6. to 14 years age group were considered and approved by the cabinet at its
meeting held on 16 May 1997. In pursuance of this decision of the cabinet, the Constitution (Eighty-third Amendment) Bill, 1997 was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on
28 July 1997. The bill was examined by the department-related parliament standing
committee on human resource development. The matter is being further examined in
the light of the report of the parliamentary standing committee. It is felt that a wider
public debate on the implications of the proposed legislation should be initiated. In
order to build public opinion and mobilise social support, a national programme of
media publicity and advocacy for universalisation of elementary education is pro-

/
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posed to be launched in the ninth five year plan. The programme will focus on four
groups, namely, (i) teachers and all those involved in the education of children, (ii)
students and parents of students, particularly non-literate parents, (iii) community
opinion builders and (iv) policy makers and public repres.entatives. It is hoped that the
programme would facilitate social mobilisation and environment building for
operationalising the proposal to make elementary education a fundamental right.
The National Elementary Education Mission (NEEM) is proposed to have the
central objective of mobilising all the resource-human, financial and. institutional n~cessary

fQr achieving the goal ofuniversalisation of elementary education. Th~ set-

ting up of the mission is expected to give a boost to the efforts being made by the
government and non-governmental organisations to achieve universalisation of elementary education. ln pursuance of the NPE 1986, Operation Blackboard (OB) was
launched in 1987-88 with the aim of improving the human and physical resources
available in the primary schools of the country existing as on 30 September 1986. The
scheme consisted of three components viz. ( 1) provision of an additional teacher to
single teacher primary schools, (2) providing at least two classrooms in each primary
school and (3) providing teaching-learning equipment to all primary schools brought
under the scheme. During the eighth plan, the scheme was revised in- 1993-94 and
expanded to provide third classroom and third teacher to primary schools where enrolment exceeds 100. This has been extended to include upper primary schools. The
scheme was intended to improve ·school publicity and advocacy for universalisation
of education, enhance retention and learning achievement of children by providing
minimum essential facilities in all primary schools. Thus the scheme seeks to bring
about both quantitative and qualitative improvement in primary education. Hundred
per cent central assistance is provided for appointment of an additional teacher in
single teacher schools. This scheme is implemented through state governments. Construction of school building is the responsibility of the state governments. However,
in consultation with the Department of Education, the Ministry of Rural Areas and
Employment has worked out a formula to make available the funds for construction
of school buildings under operation blackboard. According to this formula 48 per
cent of the funds for construction are provided by the Ministry of Rural Areas and
Employment under the Jawahar Rojgar Yojana (JRY) and the states have to raise 40
per cent non-J RY and 12 per cent JRY s state

share.O~)
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On the basis of past experience, observations of audit and evaluation reports it
was seen that several states have unutilised· funds sanctioned for teaching-learning
equipment under the OB scheme. It was felt that to a large extent the under utilization
can be attributed to lack ofsuflicient flexibility and decentralised procurement/supply
ofteaching-learning equipment. While indicating broad categories ofteaching-learning equipment to be procured, the specific items under each category were left entirely to the discretion of the state government to be procured, as per local conditions.
The state governments have also been advised that as far as possible, procurement of
equipment should be decentralised and quality control insisted upon. It was further
suggested tl1at involvement of representatives of Panchayati Raj institutions, village
education committees and teachers/headmaster in this process be ensured. Flexibility
in the selection of teaching learning equipments and their decentralised procurement
has facilitated timely supply of quality materials in several states.< 15 >
Despite considerable expansion of the formal system of education, the achievements of UEE goals remain a distant dream as a large group of children still remain
outside the formal system due to various socioeconomic constraints. In order to reach
this large segment of marginalised children, the Department of Education has been
running, a programme of non-formal education for children of 6-14 age group since
1979-80. These include dropouts from the formal schools, children from areas with-

out schools, working children, children who assist in performing domestic chores like
fetching fuel, fodder, water, attending to siblings, grazing cattle, etc. and girls who are
unable to attend formal schools. The National Policy on Education, 1986, and the
Programme of Action, 1992, envisage a large systematic programme ofNFE for those
who cannot attend the full-day schools. lt assumes that if the essential requirements
for running a good programme are fulfilled, NFE can provide education comparable
in quality, with formal schooling. It visualises NFE as a child-centred, environmentoriented system to meet the diverse needs of comparatively deprived sections of society.06> Decentralised community participation through Village Education Committees (VECs) in planning, running, and overseeing the NFE programme has been considered, crucial for its success. Although the focus of the programme is on the educationally backward states, viz., Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar,
Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal, it also covers urban slums, hilly, tribal and desert areas and projects for education of working children in other states/UTs as well. The programme at present is in
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operation in 25 states/UTs The strategies of NFE are (i) condensed course of about
two years' duration, (ii) part-time instructions at a time/place convenient to learners
in small groups, (iii) part-time honorary instructor/supervisor locally recruited and
trained, (iv) emphasis on flexibility and decentralisation of management, (v) use of
curriculum and teaching-learning material comparable to the formal system and rele\·ant to local environment and learner's needs and (vi) testing and certification of
NFE students to enable their entry into the formal system. The programme is implemented through state/UT governments as well as NGOs. The central assistance to
states/UTs is being provided on a sharing basis between the central government and
the state governments in the ratio of60:40 for co-educational centres and admini-strative resource support and 90: l 0 for exclusively girls' centres. Hundred per cent central assist"ance is being provided to NGO's for running NFE centres and experimental
and inno,·ative projects.
The programme of NFE is being monitored through Quarterly Progress Reports (QPRs), periodic evaluations conducted by Joint Evaluation Teams (JETs) and
tleld visits of central and state government otticials. Moreover, seven external agencies e\·aluated the programme in eight states, viz., Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat,
rvtadhya Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttar pradesh and West Bengal. On the basis of
feedback received, remedial action is being taken for effective implementation of the
programme. Operations Research Group (ORG), New Delhi, has also been asked to
develop tools for evaluation of the programme along with the schemes of teacher
education and Operation Blackboard. The emphasis during the ninth plan period was
gi,·en on consolidation of the existing programme. Efforts would be made to improve
the

qualit~·.

allow for greater flexibility. re-location of NFE centres on the basis of

micro-planning, area survey and promote more experimentation and innovation in the
tleld of elementary education. Development and scaling up of NFE models that can
help the learners to learn at their own pace will be a major thrust. The cost parameters
are being re,·ised to make the scheme more acceptable and in keeping with the socioeconomic realities of the day. The scheme is under revision during the ninth plan.
Effort to make the programme more meaningful is being taken up and experiences of
successful NFE programmes such as Lok Jumbish, Shiksha Karmi, etc., are being
taken into consideration \vhile revising the scheme 07 ,
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The overall aim of the scheme is to promote experimentation and innovation
for the achievement of the goals spelt out in the National Policy on Education. The
scheme has been in operation from the year 1987-88. Under the scheme voluntary
organisations are gi,·en I 00 per cent grants for trying out innovative strategies that
could be replicated/ disseminated in the formal stream. The main areas of experimentation and innovations have been action research, community mobilisation, curriculum designing and preparation of need-based teaching-learning materials and aids,
training of personnel and de,·elopment of teaching techniques, new evaluation methods, linkage of school education with ,·ocational education and alternative method of
education for special target groups such as disabled children, girls, working children,
tribal children, etc

11

wJ

The programme ofNutritional Support to Primary Education, popularly known
as the i\'lidday Meals Scheme, was launched on 15 August 1995, nationwide. This
programme intends to give a boost to the universalisation of primary education by
increasing enrolment, retention and attendance and to improve the nutritional status
of students in the primary classes (l-V). From 1997-98 onwards, the programme has
co\·ered all the children studying in primary classes in the government, local body and
go\'ernment- aided schools. This is one of the largest school nutrition programmes in
the world today. The total number of beneficiaries is estimated to be 9. 75 crore in
nearly 6.88 lakh schools in all the blocks and urban areas in the country. The programme is more successrul where cooked meals/processed food are being served.
The central support under this programme is on: (a) provision of food grains free of
cost to the implementing agencies for which economic cost is reimbursed to the Food
Corporation of India and (b) reimbursement of transportation cost to district authorities for moving food grains from Food Corporation of India godowns, t'o schools/
villages 09 l
The District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) is a centrally sponsored
programme providing special thrust to achieving Universalisation of Primary Education (UPE). The programme takes a holistic view of primary education development
and seeks

to

operationalise the strategy of UPE through district-specific planning

with emphasis on clecentralised management, pa11icipatory processes, empowerment
and capacity building at allle,·cls. The programme is structured to provide additional
inputs over and above the provision made by the state governments for expenditure
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on

~lementary

education The programme tills the existing gaps in the development of

primary education and seeks to re\·italisc the existing system. The DPEP is contextual
and has a marked gender focus. The programme components include construction of
classrooms and new schools, opening of non-formal/ alternative schooling centres,
appointment of new teachers, setting up of block resource centres/cluster resource
centres, teacher training,

clt~\·elopment

of teaching- learning material, research-based

inter\·entions, special interventions for education of girls, SC/ST, etc. The components of integrated education to children with disability and a distance education component for improving teacher training have also been incorporated in the programme. <20 )
l'he programme mainly' aims at providing access to primary education for all children,
reducing primary dropout rates to less than I 0 per cent, increasing learning achievement of primary school students by at least :?.5 per cent, and reducing the gap between
gender and among social groups to less than 5 per cent. The district is the unit of
programme implementation. It is selected on the basis oftwin criteria, viz. (a) educationally bacbvard districts with female literacy below the national average, and (b)
districts where Total Literacy Campaigns (TLCs) have been successful, leading to
enhanced demand for elementary education(211
The DPEP is a centrally sponsored scheme. Eighty-five per cent of the project
cost is shared by the Government of India and 15 per cent by the state governments.
Both the central share and state share are passed on to State Implementation Societies directly as grant. The Gover:nment of India share is given by external funding.
Several bilateral and multilateral agencies are providing financial assistance for the
DPEP. The World Bank has provided a credit amounting to USs 260 million (approx.
Rs 806 crore ) under phase I of DPEP ( 1994-:?.00 I). The European Community has
signed a financial agreement with the Government of India to provide a grant of 150
million ECU (approx. Rs 585 crores) as programme suppor1 for DPEP in Madhya
Pradesh ( 1994-99). An agreement has been signed with the International Development Agency (IDA) for a second credit amounting to USs425 million DPEP II (19962002)

1221

The programme \\'hich was initially launched in 1994 in 42 districts ofseven

states has no\V been extended to cover 149 districts of 14 states, in Assam, Haryana,
Karnataka, Kerala, l\'laharashtra, Tamil Nadu, IV!adhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Himachal
pradesh, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh,and Bihar. Further expansion oft he programme in l 0 districts of Rajasthan, :20-:25 districts of Uttar Pradesh,
ti\·e districts of \Vest Bengal and eight districts of Orissa has been made.< 23 l
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The National Agenda for governance, issued in March 1998, has education
high among its list of priorities. Inter alia, eradication of illiteracy, universal primary
education, free education lor girls up to the graduation level and the educational
upliftment of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and minorities have also been highlighted. \Vith a view to im·olving the State Governments in implementing educational
priorities set out in the National Agenda for Governance, a Conference of State Education rvlinisters and Education Secretaries was held in New Delhi on 22 and 23
October 1998. Inaugurating the conference, the Prime Minister stressed on the impOI1ance ofuniversalisation of primary education and achievement oftotalliteracy as
key factors, for nation building. For the development of education, he stressed on the
need for community involvement, women's empowerment, collective responsibility
of centre and the states along with other programme like maternal and child health,
nutrition. and so on. He also stated that our universities should become centres of
excellence. and importance should be given to the improvement of the quality and
management of education. As a result of the deliberations in the meeting, the following emerged :
a) There was a general consensus that universal elementary education would
have to be taken up as a mission. Universal access and universal retention along with
qualitati,·e inputs would be the ke)' components here. Implementation would be done
with full collaboration betw·een the central and state governments, with community
involvement. A National Committee to be chaired by the Minister for Human Resource Development and consisting of Education Ministers of the states of Assam,
Haryana, i'\"laharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal,
would de,·elop the structure and outlines of this mission.
b) It \Vas resolved that the financing of education was not commensurate with
the needs of this sector and that more funds would need to be provided both from the
public and private sources. The funding of education would have to be done both by
the central and state governments in a collaborative manner. This would need to cover
all sectors of education ,·iz .. elementary, secondary and higher.
c) The importance of providing free education for girls up to the graduation
level as already included in the NAG was welcomed. It was stated in this connection
that some funds for this activity had already been provided for in the central budget.
The scope and extent of what constituted ' free education ' would need to be, howeYer, further discusscd.ancl deliberated upon. This would be further deliberated by the
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State Education Secretaries with the Union Education Secretaries, in concurrence
with respective, state governments .
d) It was resolved that the thrust ofthe educational policy should be directed
to\vards those who are marginalised in general and in particular to those belonging to
SC\ST and minorities.
e) It was recognised that there was a need to build environment-awareness
through curricular and co-curricular activities at all levels of education.
f) It was also noted that the literacy level in the country would need to be

stepped up significar1't!y in order to create the base for all educational efforts . The
National Literacy ivlission and the State Literacy Missions would need to work with
greater vigour and zeal, to achieve this objective

_12~> ·

Just like the progress at the elementary level, a significant progress is made in
the field of literacy and continuing education but like universal enrolment, the goal of
universal literacy also remains elusive. From a low I 8.33 per cent in the year 1951, it
is reported to be 52.21 per cent in the 1991 Census. The female literacy rate is still
low which has increased tl-om 8.86 per cent to 39.29 per cent during the same period.
However, due to change in definition in literacy 1991, the real progress made during
the decade 198 I to 1991 is not retlected. If a minor adjustment is made to the available data, the corresponding literacy rate comes out to be 42 per cent which was
about 36 per cent in 198 I. The same in computed at the state level, would reveal that
for a majority of states it would not be possible to achieve the goal of universal literacy by the stipulated year 200 I. Recently, based on the past trends Mehta (1993,2)
projected that the goal of universal literacy in the country is not likely to be achieved
even after the year 2027 (HT, 1993 )Y"> As against the constitutional provision of free
education, the NSSO 42nd Round survey conducted during 1986-87 shows that out
of the poorest children of the 20 per household in rural areas, about 22.15 per cent of
those in the Government schools were not getting free education as against 40.15 per
cent in urban areas and 89.88 and 84.30 per cent in respectively in privately managed
institutions. In Government schools, the amount of expenditure in rural and urban
areas was only Rs.61 and Rs. 79 per annum respectively. About 21.30 per cent girls of
the poorest of the 20 per cent households in rural areas were not getting free education (general) against 38.57 per cent in urban areas. More than 23.32 and 15.46 per
cent children of Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe population in rural areas were
not getting free education in Government schools as against 94.31 and 89.45 per cent
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in Private schools. Coniparecl to this, about 43.96 per cent of Scheduled Caste and
83.26 per cent of Scheduled Tribe population in urban areas were not getting free
education in GoYernment schools as against 87.13 and 85.88 per cent respectively in
privately managed institutions. Taking all the levels of education together, more than
72.57 per cent of the children in rural areas and 43.65 per cent in urban areas who got
free education were in the Government schools, as against 84.62 and 51.05 per cent
at the primary stage. About I 0.86 and 3.42 per cent children of the poorest of the 20
per cent households in primary and post-primary grades in rural areas were exempted
from paying tuition fee as against 23.44 and 7.60 in urban areas. Taking all the levels
of education together, the corresponding figures for the 20 per cent poorest households were only 15.71 per cent in rural areas and 13.85 per cent in urban areas.<26>
Table l.t. Growth of Enrolment at Primarv Level (Grades 1-V)-Aillndia: 1950-90
Compound Growth Rate
Period

Total

Boys

Girls

1950-55

5.51

4.87

7.07

1955 - 60

6.88

6.16

8.45

1960- 65

7.60

6.39

9.92

1965- 70

2.46

2.10

3.09

1970-75

2.87

2.63

3.26

1975-80

2.36

2.19

2.64

1980- 85

3.46

2.90

4.31

1985-90

2.54

2.15

3. 11

------~--

Sour<"<': .\lehta..·lmn C. /:'rlu<"alion For .·Ill in f1111ia

(I~YS). J ikas /'uh/i.~hin::

/louse 1'••1. Ltd.. :\"ew Delhi. /998. p. 13.

Index numbers ha\·e been computed by taking the 1950-51 enrolment as the
base year and the relative figures are obtained up to the year 1993-94 (Table 14).
Since the NPE \vas announced in the year 1986, the same has also been computed by
taking enrolment in the year 1986-87 as the base year. Compound growth rates have
been computed on a quinquennial basis for the period 1950-55 to 1985-90 (Table 14).
The index numbers at the Primary level show a spectacular increase in e~rolment
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throughout the period I9)0-51 to 1993-94. It increased from I 00 in the year 1950-51
to 564 in the year !993-94 showing an increase of 5.64 times in about 43 years. The
break-up of enrolment of boys and girls further reveals that the increase was more
rapid in the case of girls ( 8.59 times) than boys ( 4.48 times). In the initial period,
first after the independence, enrolment in the base year was very low. Hence, it shows
a spectacular progress at the Primary level but in the later years the tempo couldn't be
maintained, which is evident from the values of index numbers computed ( 1986-87 to
1993-94 ) by taking l 986-87 as the base year. Thus the index number which was 100

in the year 1986-87 increased marginally to 104 next year which further improved to
124 in the year 1993-94. During the same period, enrolment at the Primary level (in

absolute terms) increased from 87.13 million to 108.20 million showing compounded
gro\vth of 3.14 per cent per annum and the corresponding enrolment ratio was 95.33
and I 04:5 per cent respecti\·el:-' in the years 1986-87 and 1993-94. Again, it has been
obserwd that the rate of increase in girls' enrolment is higher than the rate of increase
in boys' enrolment. Similarly, compound growth rates which have been worked out in
different periods show a declining trend in both boys' and girls' enrolment. However,
in some periods, higher growth rates in the case of girls have been noticed. than in
enrolment of boys. Further, the results reveal that in the initial period, enrolment at
the Primary level increased rapidly from a low 5.5 l per cent during the period 1950 to
1955 to 6.60 per cent during the period 1955 to 1960 and to 7.60 per cent during the

period 1960 to 65. However, it started declining throughout the period 1985 to 1990.
The average annual increase was only to the extent of 2.15 and 3. II per cent during
the period 198) to 1990 which has declined from a high 6.39 and 9.92 per cent during
the period 1960 to 1965 respecti\·ely in the case ofboys and girls. Further, it has been
observed that percentage expenditure on elementary education to total investment on
education declined from 5) per cent in the First Plan ( 1951-56) to 34 per cent in the
Seventh Plan. However, in absolute terms, the same has increased from Rs. 930 million to Rs. 19,630 million showing an increase of Rs. 18,700 million which is more
than 20 times than in the First Plan. Thus the rapid decline in enrolment at the Primary
level (in terms of gro\vth rate) noticed above may be due to percentage share of
investment on elementary education which, in fact, declined from 37 per cent in the
Third Plan ( 1961-66) to 3 I per cent in the Founh Plan ( 1969-74 )P 71
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CIIAPTER

ELEl\IENTARY

I

IV.

PRIMARY EDUCATION IN \VEST BENGAL

The policy prescription of primary education in West Bengal has been a departure from the policies and programmes pursued by the Indian state for the development of primary education. The principal thrust ofthe policy ofprimary education
as identified by the state of \Vest Bengal has been on the qualitative improvement and
the overall growth of primary education with justice. The thrust is not only on the
upgrading of class room, extension of existing provisions of creation of new primary
schools but also in creating an optimum ambiance for teacher-students interactions as
\Veil as a congenial socio-economic environment with an honest political will to develop basic education with the participation of the community. The West Bengal's
thrust of primary education is based on policy of decentralization by establishing primary school networking in the remotest corner ofthe state. This state has taken effort
of diversification of the issues of primary education under a diversified management
system to address heterogeneous back ground of primary school students by including panchayats to play their role. Optimum utilization of all the available resources of
all round development of primary education has been a principal area of such policy.
In pursuance of this policy, clifTerent action programmes have been undertaken by the
state government to bring basic elementary education to the door step of the people.
The action programmes so n1r undertaken include increase in enrolment, increase of
daily attendance in the school, increase in retention rate, improvement of the quality
of primary education, more stress on the curriculum and syllabus to make it more
child centric and joyful ,·is-a-\'is change in the. method of teaching, improving the
opportunity of schooling

t~1cility

to girls, S.C., S.T. and other disadvantaged sections

of the society, improving the school building along with its environment, more supervision-inspection, betterment ofteachers' capacity and involvement, increase in community participation, increase in involvement ofwomen, development ofEMIS, optimal use of present infra-structure and variable schools timing to suit the need of
.

children.

(I)

Complying the Constitutional directives, the primary education in West Bengal has been made free for all. The language of instruction at the primary level has
been the mother tongue of the child. In consideration of the recommendations of
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difrerent education commissions as well as other pedagogy and psychological factors,
the policy of no detention has been introduce in primary schools. All the text books
are supplied free of cost to all students of all recognized primary schools. To increase
the retention rate certain incentive schemes have been introduced. School dress is
provided to 100% S.T. and S.T. girls and 20% ofthe girls of economically backward
families. Moreover, mid-clay meal has been arranged for every child of primary school.
ln order to ensure the total development, school sports for the primary students have been organised. It is organised at the circle level followed by district level
and finally the state level. Another important issue of primary education in the West
Bengal is that the local panchayat bodies are provided with funds, under different
development schemes for construction of school building and such other extension
activities. Involvement of the panchayat bodies in school management and administration has made the school a part of the community. This peoples' participatory
method has generated a kind of awareness that the school requires to be nursed carett.dly. If it is so nursed students admitted schools can be retained upto the end of
primary school education. (~)
A logical conclusion seems ineluctable that the Left Front rule in West Bengal

for the last quarter of the century has made a considerable departure from the erstwhile policies on primary education taken by the Congress ruled government. The
path breaking policy on primary education undertaken by the Left Front Government
has evoked a mixed reaction. Primarily, such policy has expedited. The process of
democratisation of education with its extension to the grass- root, as a result, an
enormous number of first generation learner has evolved out who could never think
ofha,·ing the opportunity ofgetting education at the primary level. On the other hand,
such a tremendous quantitative expansion has endangered the qualitative perspective
of general primary education which has given birth a kind of apathy in the minds of
middle class people who are becoming averse to state directed primary education.
Such an aversion has given rise to mushroom growth of nursery schools. This parallel
system of primary education has been able to continue primarily because of two reasons :
a)

incapacity of the state government to address the growing demands of

primary schools and
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b)

dclinking primary education fi·otn secondary school education and by
\Vithdrawing the system of detention.. at the primary level, the state
government has not been able to attract the aspiring middle class people
to get admitted in the state directed primary schools.

In addition to it, since there is no compulsion to get once's child admitted and
passed through jJrimary schools of the state, gm·ernment has implicitly provided a
kind of free licensing to the hand of middle class to go for the so called apparently
sophisticated primary schools of urban nature. Despite criticism, one has to admit the
fact that the left front rule in state of West Bengal

h~s

been consisted enough to

contribute a reasonable budget allocation for the development of primary education.

By replacing the ·trickle down' model of development, the Left Front Government
since 1996. adopted an alternative de,·elopment model called 'growth with equity'
which ushered in a new dimension to the socio-economic milieu of rural West Bengay
Land reforms, operation Borga, revitalization of panchayat, introduction of elected
panchayat bodies of different tiers with direct political party representation have, ultimately, transformed the chemistr·y of rural life and have enabled the process of extension of the social roots of the newly enchanted and empowered rural political democracy. The old eutherian rural structure principally based on material being and caste
consideration started crumbling to experience the emergence of a new kind of political elite supp011ed by majority of rural population at the rural universe. The landed
gentry, landed property class. the village money lenders have been almost pushed to
the \\all by the newly emerging political elites with suftlciently organised political
supports. This new dispensation has brought about some important changes by enharKing the space of development of indexes of physical quality of life.<

3

l

Education being the principal dimension ofbasic human development has been
attended to by this newly emerging political dispensation. Total literacy movement in
the state has brought about awareness and perception in the minds of rural parents
that education is the principal force of liberation from the sickles of ignorance and
prejudices of life. TotalliteraC)' campaign has also empowered the women to take the
leadership position and demand more education for their children. Such perception
has ushered hopes in the mii1ds

or grass-root level people to achieve universalization

of elementary education. It [las been commonly recognized that education is the most
liberating force. Despite elforts, it has been a ground reality that even after all this
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important changes, \Vest Bengal's rank

C)

in the matter of percentage ofliteracy while

comparing \Vith other states of India. Not only the honest political will, but also the
need of the hour is to involve people in the overall literacy campaign with a commitment to take it as a social movement. With this background in mind relevant data and
statistics can be portrait on the growth of primary education in West Bengal. Such
data and statistics \Vhen analysed can well provide a scope to understand the ground
reality.

Table 15. Growth of Primary Education in West Bengal
Year

No. of Primal')' Schools

Enrolment (in Lakh)
--

13,950
42,659
48,456
:) 1,021

1947
1978
1986
1993
1998

----~---

12.31
57.27
68.83
85.06
89.07

:) I ,021

Source: !3ased u11 .\!inislr\· nj'l!uman Nesnurce Del'elnpmenl Dma.

It is seen from the above table that the growth of primary schools over a

period of fifty four years is 3,65 times and a slow progress for last seven years But the
enrolment status of the primary students has increased for last fifty four year by more
than nine times. However, for last seven years provision of construction of additional
classroom has generated instead of forming new schools.

Table 16. District-wise No. of Primarv Schools
--~--

I.
')

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.

Bankura
Birbhum
Burd\van
Calcutta
Coach Behar
Darjeeling
Uttar DinajpurDakshin
"
Siliguri
Hooghly

----·-

33)0
2475
3779
1348
!684
694
1276
1301
422

2658

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Howrah
Jalpaiguri
Maida
Midnapore
Murshidabad
Nadia
Purulia
24,.Pgn (N)
24-Pgn (S)

2210
1832
1968
9514
3050
2627
2934
4175
3729
---

Total 51120
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The above figure depicts the fact that Darjeeling is the district of having lowest number of primary schools and l'vlidnapore, the district of having highest number
of primary schools. It is surprising that the number of primary schools in calcutta is
only 1343 but the number is quite enough !l_,r neighbouring districts of calcutta which
indicates that alternate schooling system has managed the crisis.cs>

Table 17. Class-wise Enrolment of Students in Primary Schools
Enrolment in Class

Year

IV

v

Total

7.71,632

5,61,303

4,25, I 14

54,61,939

11.36.358

8, 90,40 I

6,56,930

5,76,904

57,77,591

24, I 9,036

13.62.992

II ,55,457

9, 73,622

9,22,804

68,83,911

1993

28,6 I ,274

17,82,572

14,91,783 12,55, 756

II, 14,805 85,06,190

2001

33,84,360

23,31,314

19,26,005 16, I 9,646

I 3,46,754 105,10,779

I

II

I 973

25,8 I ,802

II ,22,058

1978

25, I6, 998

1986

,\'ource: Directorate

(~(School

Ill

Education,

11-:n

TEACHERS' PROFILE

1\'linimum qualitlcation of a primary school teacher is Madhyamik or equivalent examination. He is required to have a pass ceniticate from a Primary Teachers'
Training Institute (PTTI). The scale of pay of a primary school teacher is Rs. 33506300/- which at the initial stage along with other allowances comes to around Rs.
5393/-. Those who join the school without a training cel1ificate are provided with the

training in a PTTI during their service with full pay(r.J

There are 57 number of PTTis all over West Bengal with intake capacity of
5582. The district-wise break-up is shown in Table- 18.
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District-wise distribution of Prim:u-y Teachers' Training Institutes

Table-18.

with intake capacity

District Government Govt. Sponsored
Nos.

Nos.

Private Aided

Total

Nos.

Nos.

Capacity
Nos.

Coochbehar

2

270

Da1jeeling

2

150

2

230

1

80

4

470

Dinajpur(N)

2

Dinajpur (S)
Hoogly

2

Howrah

2

"'-'

280

Jalpaiguri

2

2

210

'")

!50

J\·lalcla
Miclnapore

5

5

445

Murshidabad

I

2

220

Nadia

5

5

465

2

140

4

385

4

242

5

7

620

5

57

5,582

Punllia
24-Pag (N)

3

24-Pag (S)

3

Calcutta
Total

35

17

Source : Directorate of Sc:lwol Education,

rv. B

OPEP in West Bengal

In pursuance of the National Policy on Education (NPE) and Programme of
Action (PoA) emphasizing the importance ofdecentralised planning and management
of education at all level by involving people, the state of West Bengal has taken steps
to set up structures for decentralised planing and management and such structure has
been given top priority. The priority based principles of decentralised education management include principles such as.
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i)

Evoh·ing a lung term planning and its management perspective of
education and its integration with the country's development and man
power needs;

ii)

Decentralisation and the creation of a spirit of autonomy for
educational institutions;

iii)

Giving pri- eminence to people's involvement , including association
of non-governmental agencies and voluntary efforts;

and

iv)

Inducting more women in the planning and management of education

v)

Establishing the principle of accountability in relation to given
objectives and norms .

lt has already been stated that the National Policy on Education has enriched

the role and responsibility ofboth the Centre and State in regard to education with a
meaningful partnership bet\veen them. The objective is to reinforce the national integrative character ofeclucation. At the national level, the Central Advisory Board of
Education (CABE) has emerged as a very effective catalytic centre between the Centre and State to evolve out a consensus on the major policy issues in the field of
human resource development. It has been enriched that the State Government should
established State Board of Education on the lines of the Central Board. ln West Bengal, Pachim Banga Rajya Prathamik Siksha Unnayan Sanstha (West Bengal Primary
Education Development Board) has been created to respond positively to the voice of
the centre for creating State level agency for cementing the Centre - State institutional partnership in the tield of Education. The NPE envisaged that such state level
agency should percolate down to the level of district and even to the level ofvillage. (7)
To materialise the universalisation of elementary education, a centrally sponsored programme named District Prima1y Education Programme has been launched.
This is a centrally sponsored, externally funded programme aiming at universalisation
of primary education through universal access, enrolment and retention with a substantial impro\'ement in the existing level of quality of education. It is presently running in !5 states in India. In \Vest Bengal, it is running in 5 districts, viz. CoochBehar. r\'lurshidabad, Birbhum, Bankura and South 24-Parganas. The following tables
give some ofthe important characteristics ofthese districts.
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Table 19. Figure at a Glance

Bankura

Birbhum

CoachBehar

Murshi- 24-Pgs
(S)
dab ad

27.99

25.56

21.58

47.34

47.08

67.98

948

946

934

945

929

917

17.88

21.96

21.82

28.04

30.08

24.55

407

562

637

889

573

76.

30.81

30.21

27.71

23.62

32.73

38.95

(% of total enrolment)44.03

41.81

44.94

43.07

45.96

Population

W.B.

( in lakh )
Sex Ratio( Females
per I 000 males )
Decennial Growth
rate of population
Density of Population
per sq. km.
Female Literacy Rate
(% of total Female
Population )
Girls' enrolment in
classes I-V, I 993

.o..,·ource : ( 'e11sus of i11dia. Series-](;.

It is seen from the above table that the women's literacy rate in each of the
selected districts is less than the national average which is 39.40. It needs mentioning
that at present, out of these five districts, Bankura and Birbhum have already attained
more than 80% literacy and have been declared as total literate districts by the Govt.
of India. The other three districts are moving fast towards the goal of total literacy
and are expected to attain the same shortly as the total literacy drive is going on full
swing.(H) The West Bengal District Primary Education Programme (WBDPEP) is being funded by Department for International Development, UK which provides for 85
% of the funds while the State Government provides the matching grant ofrest 15 %.
Through the preparations and pre-project activities started in I 994-95, DPEP was
formally launched in West Bengal in I 996-97. The total project cost for 5 districts in
about Rs. 200 crores which at the end of the 7th year project period will stand at Rs.
266 crores . The ceiling of project cost per district is Rs. 40 crores, out of which a
maximum of 24 % can be spent on civil construction (basically building support to
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primary schools) and 6% on administrative cost. Rest 70% is to be spent mainly on
access. retention and quality improvement intervention as planned by each district .
West Bengal has come under DPEP during its phase II and hence is referred to as a
DPEP II state.

(9)

Five more districts viz. Jalpaiguri, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, Maida &
Purulia have been brought under DPEP. Pre-project activities and planning are going
on in these districts and it is expected that DPEP \viii be formally extended to this
districts some time during 2002-2003 AD. The criteria for selection of districts are
low female literacy rate (districts having lower female literacy rate than the state
average) and success of total literacy campaigning. All the I 0 districts selected so far
have a lower female literacy rate as compared to the state average i.e., 46%. The
DPEP as an action oriented and goal oriented programme is based on a well formulated strategy principally governed by certain care principles such as : a) mobilisation
for universalisation of elementary education by activating village education

com~it

tees, teachers, parents and guardians of the learners and linking up with effort under
the total literacy campaign ; b) planning for overall primary education and not merely
primary schooling; c) coverage of all qualitative aspects such as school effectiveness,
text books, teachers training and improvement in simple reading and learning skills; d)
convergence of services such as primary education, primary health and such other
basic needs to provide synergistic development; e) provision for training to improve
teacher motivation and class-roon1 transaction and also management of education ; f)
openness to innovations which throw up new solutions and once tested can be scaled
up, or aborted if unsuccessful; g) a marked gender focus to provide for improvement
in access, retention and achievement levels of girls education and to permit gender
sensitivity through all aspects of DPEP planning; h) creation of provision for management of change to improve the system of DPEP ; i) evaluation, monitoring and
research are interactive and supportive of DPEP.
To implement DPEP, a registered society named Pachim Banga Rajya
Prathamik Siksha Unnayan Sanstha (West Bengal State Primary Education Development Agency) has been created \Vhich is having with a Governing council with
honourable Chiefrvlinister as its President and honourable Minister-in-change of School
Education as its Working President. The council is represented by members drawn
from all the development depar1ments of State Government, West Bengal Board of
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Primary Education (WBBPE). the State Council of Education. Research and Training
(SCERT). Directorate of School Education. Zilla Parishads, District Primary School
Councils (DPSC). Non ()overnmental Organisation (NGO), academicians and a
bonafied representatives of Government oflndia. The State Project Director (SPD) is
the Member -Secretary of the Governing Council. There is also an Executive Committee under the Sanstha which is headed by the Secretary, School Education Department. The State ProJect Director is the Member - Secretary of the that Executive
Committee. The committee is the highest policy making agency of the Sanstha. The
State Project Oftice works through different cells which include Planning & Administrative Cell, Finance & Accounts Cell. Civil Works Cell, Teachers Training Cell, Management and Information system (MIS) CeiL Community Mobilization Cell, AlternatiYe Schooling CeiL Integrated Education for Disabled (lED) Cell, Women Development & Gender Cell. Distance Education CeiL Media & Documentation Cell and
Expansion Cell. All these cells are headed by a Cell-in-Charge who is retired Govt.
employees. serving Govt. servants. consultants. deputations, etc. The organisation

.

structure ot DPEP
Supervision
& Inspection
Structure

.

111

d

West Bengal may rcprescntc as under.

Statutory
Function
Structure

Project
Implementation
Structure

(10)

Training
Structure

Pedagogical
Renewal
Structure
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Abbreviations Used :
PBRPSUS
EC
DSE
WBBPE
DLCC
DPIC
DPTC
D.l.
DPSC
BLCC

DIET
PTII
SRG
DRG
CLRC
CPO
YEC

Pachim BangJ Rajya Prathamik Siksha Unnayan Sanstha
Executin; Committee (of the Sanstha)
Directorate of School Education
West Bengal Board of Primary Education
District Le,·cl Coordination Commit~ee
District Project Implementation Committee
District Pedagogy & Training Committee
District Inspector of Schools (Primary Education)
District Primary School Council
Block Level Coordination Committee
(MLCC or Municipal Level Coordination Committee is its
equiYalent in urban areas)
District lnstituk of Education & Training
Primary Teachers· Training Institute
State Resourct.: Group
District Resource Group
Circle Resource Centre
Circle Project Oftice
Vilbge Education Committee
(\VEC or WJrd Education Committee is its equivalent in
urban areas)

The State Project Director works through the District Project Oftl.ce, each of
such oftlce has been set up in each DPEP district. The District Project Office is headed
by· the District Project ottlcer (DPO). DPOs are oftlcers of the West Bengal Education Service in the rank of D.!. of School or Additional D.l. of Schools. He had one
Add!. DPO in the rank of A.l. of Schools and three Dy. DPOs in the rank of S.I. of
Schools under him. The D.!. of Schools (Primary Education) ofthe district is the exoftlcio District Project Coordinator . District Project Oftlce has an almost similar set
up as SPO, having various functional cells including that for Civil Works, Teachers'
Training, rvlanagement & Information System (MIS), Community Mobilization (CM),
Alternative Schooling (AS), Integrated Education for Disabled (lED) cell, Women
Development (WD), Pedagogy, etc. are in operation in districts.<

11
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There are three committees at the district level for performing different functions undei· WBDPEP and to ensure strong convergence of activities and proper coordination between dilferent agencies concerned as part of strategy to achieve the
goal of universalisation of primary education.
I. District Level Coordination Committee (DLCC) is an apex decision-making body
\Vith Sabhadhipati as its Chairman and District Magistrate as its Vice-Chairman. Dis-
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trict Project Officer (DPO) of DPEP is its Member-Secretary. Besides, there are several members, such as, AD!'vl, Chairman DPSC, Chairman of a Municipality,
Karmadhyaksha, SSS, ZP, Principal ofPTTl, one representatives ofParidarshak Samity,
t\VO \Vomen activists, 1\vo NGOs, representatives of recognised teachers' associations, Dl (SE), Dl (PE), 2 Panchayat Sabhapatis, 2 GP Pradhans, 2 BOOs, 2 Guardians of primary children. State Project Director and representative of WB Board of
Primary Education are permanent invitee members.
2. District Project Implementation Committee (DPIC) is a committee to liaison and
coordinate with different departments/agencies at district level and to monitor the
project implementation on a regular basis. District Magistrate is its Chairman, Chairman of DPSC is its Vice-Chairman and DPO, DPEP is its Member-Secretary. Other
members ofthis committee include the district level oftlcers ofvarious development
departments directly and indirectly connected with primary education.
3. District Pedagogy & Training Committee (DPTC) is composed of Chairman of
DPSC as Chairman, DPO, DPEP as Member-Secretary and other members to chalkout strategy and activities through DPEP interventions in the field of pedagogical
rene\val and capacity building of primary school teachers, etc. This is the apex committee in the district regarding policy decisions, selection matters and monitoring
12

pertaining of all pedagogical and training interventions. <

>

Primal)' Education in West Bengal- A Ptofile

Fifty tive years back when the country attained its independence the education
scenario was in a very dismal state. In 1951 out of a population of 36 crores only
about 6 crores were literate, which means 16.67% was the rate of literacy. This led
the constitution framers to include in the directive principle, "The State shall endeavour to provide \Vi thin a period of I 0 years from the commencement of the constitution
for free and compulsory education for all students until they complete the age of 14
years" (Ar1icle 45). This was supposed to have been achieved by 1960. Even after 55
years we have not reached anywhere near the target. Over this period, in spite of
definite eftorts from all concerns, the target still remains elusive. At the same time we
have no doubt that \Ve made some progress in achieving the goal by extending educational opportunities at the primary level, removing the disparity between the urbanrural population as well as taking care to bring the children of less advantageous
section into school.
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In the year 1977 when the present Left Front Government took office, the
focus of all developmental work was shitted to the rural areas of the state. It has, with
all honesty and sincerity, implemented the land reform measures which resulted in a
sea change in the village. Coupled with the \and reform measures the three-tier
panchayat system has transformed a large number of rural population into active members of the society. The above measures also increased the agricultural production of
the state resulting in upliftment of the cities or the landlords. Aspirations have changed,
people are longing for better quality of life and better education for their children.
Total literacy movement in the state has changed the concept of their parents about
education. The movement has also empowered the women to take the leadership
positions and demand more education for their children. The people have become
aware ofthe cultural activities and a sense of well being have developed. The Government effort of micro planning and giving more power to the democratically elected
panchayat bodies ushered the hope of achieving universalisation of elementary education. A good management system with proper deployment of resource both human
and financial can work wonder at this stage 03 l
Table 19. Demography (Figure inlakh)
Year

Total Population

Male

Female

1981
1991
2001

545.79
679.83
846.79

285.60
354.62
440.33

260.19

Year

Urban Population

325.21
406.45

Rural Population

1981
1991

144.46
186.22 (27.48 %)

401.33
473.61 (72.52 %)

2001

237.10 (27.99 %)

609.69 (72.01 %)

Source: Cencus of"!ndiu, ICJS/. JCJCJI. ]()()/ (/ 1)

Following the recommendation of the Kothari Commission, in West Bengal
minimum age of entering into the primary school has been lowered to 5 years in the
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year 199/ For the improvement and expansion of the education system the single
department of education was bifurcated into two, School Education and Higher Education, in 1977. The School Education Department was given the task of looking
after the primary education, secondary education. Minister-in-charge along with the
Minister of State and the Secretariat takes the policy decision in respect of all matters
in the School Education sector. The Directorate implements the government policy
through the Inspectors and the inspectorate located at the District Head-quarter and
at Circle levels. The Sub-inspector of Schools is posted at a Circle. A Circle is an area
of about half of a Development Block. 70-80 nos. of primary schools are there in a
Circle.
The primary schools are under direct control of the District Primary School
Council or the District School Board. State Government provides fund to the Council/Board for meeting all expenditure in respect of primary education including salary
ofthe teachers. ln the month of June, 1990 Government ofWest Bengal implemented
the West Bengal Primary Education Act, 1973 with certain amendments by constituting at the State level West Bengal Board of Primary Education and District Primary
School Council for different districts except those of24-Parganas (North), 24-Parganas
( South ) and Hill areas of Da1jeeling district. District Primary School Councils have
been setup in North and South 24-Parganas in 1994. The West Bengal Board of
Primary Education has been given the task of determining the syllabus as well as the
course of studies to be followed in the primary schools. It would also supervise the
functioning of District Primary School Councils. The task of preparing the Text Books
is also lying with it. District Primary School Council set up at each district maintains
and prepares register of primary schools, teaching staff of primary schools and maintains the service record ofthe teaching staffunder its jurisdiction. It is also responsible for the development and expansion ofthe primary schools ofthe district. District
Primary School Council is also the employer of the primary school teachers and is
responsible for the payment of salary as well as the transfer etc. of the teachers. It is
also responsible for maintenance of the primary school buildings either directly or
through local

authority 0 ~ 1

For educational research and various training of teachers

State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT) has been established as
an organisation directly under the School Education Department of Govt. of West
Bengal.
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v

IN Coocu BEHAR.

Coach Behar, entrepot of North Eastern part of India, situated in the furthest
east of North Bengal, is a district inhabited by a population of more than 23 Iakh.
Rural population accounts for about 91 per cent of the total population while the
urban population accounts for about 9 per cent of the total population. Thus, the rural
population is disproportionately larger than the State average of about 71 per cent.< 1l
Another salient feature of the district is that the Scheduled Caste population outnumbers the general population and its percentage to total population is represented by
Scheduled Castes (51 per cent) and Scheduled Tribes (0.5 per cent) respectively. In
the district, the Hindu population (79 per cent) far exceeds the Muslim population
(20. 78 per cent)Y>
Coach Behar as the administrative head quarters of the district ofCooch Behar,
consists of five sub divisions, eight police stations and twelve blocks, each of which
has a Panchayat Samity and 128 Gram PanchayatsY> The district has six towns (including Coach Behar) having Municipal status. The district of Coach Behar is predominantly agriculture based. Important components of the economy of the district
are as follows : 92 per cent population is engaged in agriculture while eight per cent is
engaged in non-agricultural activities. Aus, Aman and Jute are three major Agricultural crops. Tobacco grows in abundance. Only 23 per cent of the total cultivable land
can be brought so farunder irrigation facilities.c 4 >The number of small and marginal
farmers in Coach Behar is significantly high. They are followed by Bargadars and
landless peasants, although land reforms, through "Operation Barga" has undeniably
been a success, it points to the necessity of pursuing it with vigour so as to eliminate
landless and marginal farmers from the rural scene. Moreover, absentee land lords
and a handful of village landlords own roughly 70 per cent ofthe total cultivable land.
This amply attests that Iand-man ratio is highly unsatisfactory. Coach Behar being a
no industry district, presents a dismal industrial picture. It has no big or medium scale
industry. That is the reason why the district has been declared as "backward district"
in 'A' category. Moreover, small scale sector has also not been growing fast, at present,
there are only I 8 registered factories and according to Cottage and Small Scale In-
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dustries Directory of 1996, the number of such industries is only 3653. Thus, it is
hardly an exaggeration that the economy ofCooch Behar is agro based. If the plight
of peasant is not improved, efforts in the direction of rural development may remain a
chimera. One of the efforts to improve the nature of the rural economy has been
.. Operation Barga" intended to registering the bargadar and bestowing legal right to
the landless peasant of the plot of land he tills. In 1993-94, while the total number of
81,029 bargadars were registered in the district, 5 I 020.44 acres khas and vested land
were distributed among the landless peasants. Moreover, I I I 08 homeless peasants
have been given 689.85 acres of excess land from Jotdars for homestead. However,
compared to the figure of home-less peasants. the number of beneficiaries under the
programme is not high.
Prior to its accession to India in 1950, Coach Behar was a princely state.
However, unlike other districts, it had an autonomous status under the British Raj. In
vie\v of its distinctive cultural heritage and administrative system inherited from Maharaja's legacy, the district presents a case deserving careful and extensive study. The
state of Cooch Behar before merger had evolved a distinctive political culture and
administrative structure. Like in other third world feudal states, rural subject relationship was marked by Mai-!Jaap culture. ln fact, highly centralized administration structure was prevalent in the state under the aegis of the 1\:Jaharaja. Goal oriented development administration \Vas unknown. The system of administration underwent some
changes with the coming ofwestern educated liberal Maharaja Nripendra NarayanY>
During Nripendra Narayan's time, /Jeunia (a village local authority) for the collection
oflocal taxes was replaced by Chmtkiduri Act. 1893, framed on the model of Bengal
Act. The Act, of 1893 authorised Nayeb Ahilkar, equivalent to the rank of Sub Divisional Ofticer, to appoint a Panchayat, consisting of three to five members, vested
\Vith the authority to appoint and dismiss chaukidar an agency for the purpose of
discharging police and welfare functions. The Chaukidari Act, of 1893 was suitably
amended in 1941 to authorise Panchayat with the authority to collect revenues. Even
after accession of Coach Behar to India, the Act continued to vogue until 1958. It
may be noted that the Act is never designed to empower Panchayat to undertake
welfare functions. The reigning tv!aharaja took greater interest in urban development
than in rural development. As early as on I 885 Coach Behar Town Committee Act
was passed and it came into force in the sub-divisions of Dinhata, Mathabhanga and
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Haldibari. As per the Act, the Town Committee consisting often nominated members
was constituted for the collection of land and property tax, construction and maintenance of roads, lighting, sewerage and drainage etc. Thus, the administrative system
was primarily designed to serve urban elites only and was completely oblivious ofthe
interest of rural people.
ln West Bengal, efforts in the direction of decentralisation of power through
Panchayats commenced with the Draft Panchayat Bill of I 956. As a result, in I 957
West Bengal Panchayat Act came into force. While implementing this Act in Coach
Behar in I 959, besides sadar block, Dinhata-1 and Dinhata-IJ blocks were also constituted. Abolishing collecting Panchayats, I 9 Anchal Panchayats and 108 Gram
Panchayats were set up. Next attempt to restructure panchayats was made with the
passage of \Vest Bengal Zilla Pari sad Act 1963 investing the Zilla Parisads with development activities. The Acts of 1959 and 1964 together set up a four tier system
consisting Zilla Parisad, Anchalik Parisad, Anchalik Panchayat and Gram Panchayat.
ln I 964, Coach Behar district experimented with Anchalik Parisad and Zilla Parisad
simultaneously. And with the plethora ofdecentralised institution Cooch Behar marched
forward along the path of democratic decentralisation. Nevertheless, operationalisation
of democratic decentralisation was thwarted because ofinadequate financial resources
at the grassroot level and consequent dependence on hierarchically superior bodies
and ultimately the state government. The march ofCooch Behar toward decentralisation made a significant stride with the passing of\Vest Bengal Panchayat Act 1973.
The Act replaced the four tier structure by three tier. But the Act never eame into
operation until I 977, when the leftists stormed the citadel of state power. Since then,
Cooch Behar has witnessed five Panchayat elections and people have begun to feel
changes at the grassroots le\·el The district of Coach Behar has been dotted with I 24
Gram Panchayats, 12 Panchayat Samities and a Zilla Parisad. All of them are involved
in development process. Any study of district development administration must not
only, therefore, encompass these grass-roots level institutions but also other relevant
structures and specialised agencies engaged in development task especially the task of
realising District Primary Education Programme. 1'' 1
Thus panchayat has been cast for undertaking comprehensive rural develop-

ment in West Bengal. As an institution of decentralised planning, land reforms and for
implementing various rural development programmes Panchayat's role can hardly be
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exaggerated. To the rest of the country, panchayati raj in West Bengal presents a
significant pattern especially for its notable features: delegation of power and authority, participation of weaker sections of the society, role in the matrix of planning and
implementation of rural development and social mobilisation. If panchayat aims at
mere delegation of power, it is likely to be counterproductive; it would fall into the
hands of landowning class (kulaks), the don1inant class, as a machine for exploitation
and poverty. At present, Coach Behar district has been implementing various rural
development and poverty alleviation programmes like lRDP(lntegrated Rural Development Programme), NREP(National Rural Employment Programme), RLEGP(Rural
Landless Employment Guarantee Programme) and TRYSEM(Training of Rural Youth
for Self Employment), DPEP(District Primary education Programme) etc. through
district administration, Panchayat Oflice, District Planning Oftice and District Rural
Development Agency etc. Undeniably this dilutes the pivotal role ofpanchaya\. In the
near future, District Planning Co-ordination Committee should

pia~,;

foremost impor-

tant role in planning and development. To achieve this, an artificial distinction between regulatory and development functions should be removed. The Asoka Mehata
Committee had observed that regulatory functions which are germane to the implementation of various developmental programmes should be assigned to the appropriate tier of panchayat raj. In fact, no development is, perhaps, possible in the rural
sector without basic primary education. Therefore, unless the issue of implementing
primary education programmes are properly addressed after considering the socioeconomic, cultural, administrative, political factors and forces operating at the rural
panchayat level, the programme like DPEP would remain elusive. This calls for through
reinvestigation to evolve out strategies to realise District primary Education Programme keeping in view the imperatives of decentralisation and development.( 7 J
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF PRIMARY EDUCATION IN CoOCH BEHAR

The move towards an all round development of Primary Education in the
district of Cooch Behar has not been an attempt devoid pf history. The Cooch Behar
setting has had a definite historical perspective set by feudal rulers -Maharajas of
Coach Behar. Such a legacy has to be explored to understand the cross-currents of an
evolving society and to establish a linkage between the past and the present. A historical search of the background of educational development of the area seems ineluctable.
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During the reign ofVis\\'a Singha ( 1510 ), the tlrst ruler referred in the documented history ofCooch Behar, the patronage of education given by the Cooch Behar
Court only encouraged Sanskrit learning for general people while Persian was taught
in the royal family for royal interest. <HJ Education was then confined within elite class.
For tlrst three hundred and tltty years, the Maharajas did not make any attempt to
universalize education among subjects. Only after 1857 and especially under the int1uence of British system of education and renaissance in Bengal, attempts had been
made to install educational institwtions in Cooch Behar State. Maharajas, during that
period took an active role for realising the goal of fostering education among their
subjects. The process started with installation of a vernacular school named 'Sadar
ME School' in 1857. However, initial!::,·, it was restricted for the people of royal family, but in course oftime, it was made open to general public.( 9J
In recognition of the good services done by Col. Jenkins, an English medium
school after his name was established in 1861. In the beginning, it taught up to third
standard of entrance curricLilum and in 18 70 the school was upgraded to ten class.
This was the milestone from which the' Popular Education' had been started in Coach
Behar. In 1865, the number of village schools (primary schools) came up to 58, of
which 37 were aided and 21 unaided. Included in these 58 schools, 5 schools were for
girls, the total number of girls being 130. In the same year a training class was opened
to orient teachers for these schools. r or the management of these schools, a separate
department was set up in 1870. The objectives ofthe department were i) to advise in
all matters connected with education, ii) to inspect and examine the schools and iii) to
deliver occasional lectures. The first \Vhole time Superintendent of Education Rev.
Robinson was appointed in 1870 fL'r spreading education to the interior. This was
obviously the tirst bold step towards education by the controlling British Government. In the same year, the great educationalist Babu Kashika Nath Mukherjee was
appointed the Superintendent of Education in place of Rev. Robinson. This was the
golden era of education experienced by the process ofmodernization and westernization.<IOJ In 1871-72, the number of state schools was 4, the aided schools 49 and the
number ofunaided schools 29, making up a total of82. The total expenditure was Rs.
28,506. The subsequent developments for proper supervision and establishment of
new schools, a Deputy Inspector of Schools, a Sub-Inspector of Schools and four
Inspector Pundits were appointed between 1876 and 1878.
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During the year 1878-79, the total number of Primary Schools was 222 of
which 146 were aided and 76 the unaided primary schools. The number of school
going children was 5, 787 which was 13.3 8 percent of the total male children at School
going age. The aggregate expenditure of the education Department for the cause of
Primary Education was Rs.l7,270 of which Rs. 7,867 was contributed by the state,
45.52 per cent ofthe total educational budget and the people's share was Rs.9,403.
This indicates that the expenditure by the public going hand in hand with the expansion ofthe Department. The number of girls primary schools was 49 of which 33 were
aided and 16, the unaided. The total number of girls student was 651 and the expenditure was Rs.3, 125.( 11 >
In the subsequent years, the educational system fell down abruptly due to
following reasons :
i)

Curtailment ofthe state grant towards education,

ii)

On perceiving therefore that the State grants were being withdrawn
from schools already in the enjoyment of them, the hopes of a large
number of unaided institutions of ever obtaining aid were extinguished,
and the schools ceased to exit.

iii)

The death of great educational policy planner K.N.Mukherjee, Superintendent of Education Department, Coach Behar.

iv)

Many of the Superintendent

Staft~

Pandits, Gurus & Clerks were em-

ployed in 1881 census work and were unable to devote their attention
to duties.
v)

A small portion ( 0.6% ) of the estimated budget was spent for primary education.

vi)

The principal portion ( 88.71 per cent ) of the normal allotment for
education had to be taken away for higher education purposes.

vii)

Abolition of the post of Superintendent of education.

To further review the position of education in the Country, another Commission known as Hunter Commission ( 1882-83 ) went round the Country, surveyed the
whole picture and recommended that the Government should take the entire responsibility of primary education. But unfortunately, the British Government did not appreciate all those recommendations.< 121 One of the important recommendations of
Indian Education Commission ( 1882-83 ) was that the responsibility, control and
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administration of Primary Education should be transferred to local bodies, the District Boards or Councils in rural areas 03 l ln the meanwhile, the Department of Education in the state was subjected to some radical changes to develop the Educational
Policy inaugurated by His Highness Maharaja Nripendra Narayan Bhup Bhahadur in
council in 1884. This was first time that a new educational Policy was framed for
spreading the education, especially the primary education to the grass-root level. The
education department had to be given a new shape. A whole time Inspector of Schools
was placed in charge of Primary and Secondary Schools result of which their rate of
growth

wa~

making a steady progress. The table shown below gives the variation of

g-ro\vth of Pr-imary Education during 1888-89 to .1899-1900.
Table 20. Growth of Prima1-v Education during 1888-89 to 1899-1900.
Year

1888-89

1892-93

1895-96

1899-1900

No. of Primary
Institution

231

241

268

304

-----------------

No. of Pupils

..

6317

----~~

7013

8821

- --- - - - - - - -- -----

8875

.\'ourc:e: Annual Administratil•e Report, 1888-89, 1892-93, 1895-96 and /899-1900.

The establishment of the Victoria College marked the year 1888 as one ushering in a fundamental change in the education system. Till then the measures adopted
for the development of higher education in the state, absorbed a considerable portion
of the Budget allotment originally set apart for the cause of Primary Education, necessitating the abolition of a number of schools and the consequent removal of the
men employed therein; at the same time creating a feeling of uneasiness in the minds
of those who were retained; as it was feared that requirement for the college and
higher education might led to a further curtailment of the amount set apart for primary education. With a view to remove this feeling and restore the confidence ofthe
staff interested in the cause of primary education, first time the general education
budget allotment was separated, leaving a fixed sum entirely at the disposal oflnspector of Schools. ' 14 >Thus, instead of increasing the number of schools, state education
department forced to establish the institutional development and health environment.
As a result, some constructive change occurred in last decade of the nineteenth cen-
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tury which is as shown in the tigure given below :
Table 21. The Comparison of the Progress of Primary Education in the State with
that of the neighboring British Districts.
Percentage of boys at School
to the boys of school going age

No. of boys at school (n) X 100%
No. of boys of school going age (N)
= Determination factor (S)

Determination factor (S) of the Corresponding Year
·-

··--·-

·-.

1891-92

District

1895-96

1893-94

1897-98

1899-1900 1901-1902

Rungpur

9.0

13.1

15.3

15.5

16.5

16.7

Rajshahi

10.0

12.8

17.5

17.8

16.2

16.5

Dinajpur

13.0

16.3

17.2

17.6

17.2

17.7

Jalpaiguri

12.0

12.7

16.7

17.3

19.4

17.5

Koch-Bihar

19.0

16.4

17.6

16.3

19.0

20.5

~--

-- -- -----

----------

---------

--

------

-

-

--

-

25.0
20.0
El Rungpur

15.0

00 Rajshahi

10.0

0 Dinajpur
0 Jalpaiguri
II Koch-Bihar

5.0
0.0
'1891-92 1893-941895-96 1897-98 1899- 1901-02
1900

The above Bar-Diagram will help to understand the comparison in a better
way.
National awakening, establishment of Indian National Congress, appearance
of leaders like Swami Vivekananda gave a tillip to the movement of compulsory education. There was a rapid growth oflndian Education since Hunter Commission ( 1882).
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In I 902, Lord Curzon had appointed an Educational Commission with the two objectives (a) to improve the quality of Indian education and (b) to raise the control of the
Government. As regards expansion of primary education Curzon held two views
namely, (i) the need for expansion was greater than any time in the past, and (ii) the
principal cause of the slow progress of primary education was the in adequacy of
grants from Government. He, therefore, sanctioned both large non-recurring grants
for primary education. He also enabled the Provincial Govts. To raise the rate of
Government-in-aids to local expenditure Government admitted its responsibility in
the expansion of primary education in the resolution on Education Policy. The most
in1portant ·duties of the State will be 1) training of primary teachers for quality
upgradation and ll) revision of curriculum interrns of quality_<I~J
In 1908-09, many ofthe schools in the state were injuriously affected by epidemics of cholera and small-pox, while in the year 1910-11, the abnormal floods
greatly affected the school building. The rapid but sure advance made by the Primary
Schools, the slight signs of progress manifested by the Girls School as well as a further development of the system of boarding houses for students and the desire for
culture and progress awakened amongst the Mohamedans were the Chief features
that characterised the operations of the Department. The number of Mahamedan
Schools rose from 8 to I2 during this year while the number of pupils was nearly
doubled. Primary Schoarships was also carried offin open competition by Mahamedan
pupils (of whom one was a girl) and as there are 4000 Mohamadan Pupils in the
various schools in the state there can be no doubt that the cause of Mohamadan
education is steadily progressing. This is especially note worthy in the Mekhliganj
Sub-Division. The total number of Primary Schools the said year was 290 of which
172 were aided and I I 8 the unaided Primary Schools. The total number of girls school

was I 5 and the number of girls pupils was, 229. Female education in the state was
making but slow progress. Parents took such little interest in the education of their
girls that they did not even send girl children to school regularly and almost occasion. g1r
. Is tram
'
ally use d to remove tI1e1r
sc I100I at a very earIy age. (lr.)
The budget estimated in the year 1912-13 was Rs 2 7, 90,059. The state grant
for Primary and Secondary Education was Rs 35,091 of which Rs. 9,582 was allotted
for Primary Education and people contributed Rs. 15,432 for the cause of Primary
Education. With the additional grant of Rs. 3,423 that His Highness sanctioned dur-
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ing the year 1912-13 for the better education of His Highness subjects, the Department exerted its utmost (a) to increase the number of educational institutions in the
state, (b) to improve their strength and eftlciency, (c) to enhance the proportion of
boys at School to those of School- going age, (d) to raise the pay ofthc Model School
teachers to ensure more devoted work and e) to expand the system of Primary Education by assigning grants to new Schools and raising the tone and character of instruction in the older institutions by adding assigning new grants to some and raising the
status of a few others and t) to improve Mohammedan Education by increasing the
grant of the Sudder Madrassa and _by providing with state grants, a number ofMuktabs
ir1Uie interior increases.
Since the year 1914-15, the devel.opment of the Primary Education was in the
right direction. The number of primary schools was 347 and II ,696 pupils were in the
School. The year 1916-17 \vas not a favourable year for the development of education in the state primarily O\ving to high prices and to the prevalence of small-pox in
epidemic forms. The aim of the Department was to consolidate date the existing institutions by restoring them to their normal condition in strength, efficiency and
organisation. The year 1917-18 brought in its trail the worst consequence of a devastating war. These are the reasons which affected not only the development of Primary
Education but also the whole educational system. As a result, these was a sharp fall of
the number of Primary institutions.
Table 22. Sharp Fall of the Number of Primm.Y Institutions.
1914- i 5

Year

No. of Primary
Institution.
---

347

1917-18

307

1922-23

1925-26

267

267

1930-31

275

---

No. of Children 11,696 9,872

1934-35

319
--------

8,424

8,403

8,923

10,492

In the meanwhile, some major changes took place. First time in the year 192122, a separate a Member of the State Council, Rai Choudhuri Satis Chandra Mustafi
was deputed as In-Charge of Education Department. In the same year, state council
took a long term loan of Rupees 18 Lakhs from Imperial Bank to overcome from
financial crisis. In the next year, estimated Budget rose up to Rs.37,95,680 from Rs.
32,61, 110 of the year 192 J -22. c171
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Gokhale's Resolutiofl in the Imperial Legislative Council on Primary Education ( March 19,1910 ) 'that a beginning should be made in the direction of making
elementary education free and compulsory throughout the country' is to be considered the next important document in the development of primary education, though
unfortunately for India his bill was turned down after a fierce debate that raged for ten
days in the Council. The report ofthe Hartog Committee ( 1929) provided another
important document. It found cause to lament the sheer waste and ineffectiveness
throughout the whole educational system. · In the primary system, which from our
point of view should be designed to produce literacy and the capacity to exercise an
Intelligent vote, the waste is appalling high for only a small proportion of those who
are at the primary stage reach class IV, in which the attainment of literacy may be
expected.' The year 193 7 saw the submission of two important documents- the Abbot-Wood Report in June and the Zakir Husain Committee Report in December. The
Abbot-Wood Report emphasized that the education of children in the primary school
should be based more upon the natural interests and activities of young children and
less upon book-learning, that the mother tongue should as far as possible be the medium of instruction and that the pre-service education course of teachers of primary
schools. 0 ">
The scheme of 'Basic Education' enunciated by Mahatma Gandhi remains
undoubtedly the most epoch-making event in the history of primary education in modem
India. When the Congress Ministries assumed ofl:ice in 193 7 in seven provinces they
had to face the problem of introducing universal free and compulsory primary education, in the shortest time possible, without adequate resources for it. A solution to the
problem came into sight as Mahatma Gandhi put forth his proposal of self-supporting
free primary education of seven years through the help of useful and productive craft:
A storm of controversies over several aspects of the revolutionary proposals ushered
in the First Conference of Nationa! Education at Wardha on 22nd and 23 rd October
193 7 to consider the new system of education. The Conference resolved that : free
and compulsory education be provided for seven years ; the medium of instruction be
the mother tongue; the process of education should centre round some form of manual
productive work. The conference expected that this system of education would be
gradually able to cover the remuneration of teachers. A Committee was then appointed under the presidentship of Dr. Zakir Husain to prepare a detailed syllabus on
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the lines of the resolution. The Zakir Husain Committee submitted a detailed report
(Dec. 1937) which has since became a fundamental document on basic education.< 19l
The last Maharaja of independent Cooch Behar State, Jagadipendra Narayan
Bhup Bahadur took the charge during 1936-37. During his reign, an effort was undertaken with all sincerity, to rejuvenate the status of Primary Education in the state.
Rupees 1,00,003 were spent for the Primary and Secondary Education ofwhich the
state share was Rs.43,355. The demand for English education was keener than ever
and the number of Schools and pupils increased; decent school-buildings were constructed. Another feather was the new attention tQ outdoor activities which received
impetus from mass physical drill displays and Boys' Scout rallies. More girls schools
were established in the village and special schools for Mohamedans grew in number .
The creation of several additional scholarships and stipends for the lower Primary
Examination; instilled into the minds of the pupils a new spirit of emulation.<2°l It was
believed that every prospect that this progress would be more than maintained in the
forthcoming year, since His Highness the Maharaja Bhup Bahadur had announced in
Durbar that he had a mind to donate a sum of Rs.1 0,000 from his privy purse for the
development of Primary Educational facilities. The state council was moved to open
a Training School to prepare teachers of Primary and Middle Class Schools according
to modern requirement. Cutting across the Socio-Religious boundary lines, the British influenced liberal Maharaja had made arrangement for the overall development of
his subjects in the field of education. This was reflected from the data presented here.
There were altogether 7,640 Hindu and 4, 752 Mohammedans pupils in the Primary
Schools at the close ofthe year 1937-38. In view ofthe fact that Mohamedans barely
constitute one third of the population of the state and their progress was commendable. In 1940-41, there were altogether 9, 910 Hindu and 5, 763 Mohammedan pupils
in the Primary Schools and the number ofCooch Beharis was 15,178. The number of
girls student was I, 766. In the year 1940-41, 533 pupils appeared at the upper primary entrance examination and 123 I at the lower primary entrance examination of
w·hich 350 pupils passed the upper primary and I, 128 the Lower Primary Entrance
Examination.
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Table 23. The Progress of Priman Schools
1935-36

Year

No. of Schools 334
No. of Pupils

11,320

1936-37

353

12,232

1938-39

1939-40

1940-41

402

408

440

\2,852

12,88

15,691

The number of schools increased rapidly mainly due to the desire evinced
b);·tl1e peopTe to build more school houses and to maintained them. In the year \93040, for the cause of expansion of Primary Education and with a view to obtain local

non official opinion in the matter, the state council ordered an educational survey,. and
Inspector of Schools visited 36 centers, interviewing 5,328 people who represented
627 major villages. The Educational Survey of 1939-40 gave the inspiration to the

local people for the greater participation in the Educational Development. A separate
Ministry for Education was created during the reign ofMaharaja Jagadipendra Narayan
and Shri Satish Chandra Roy was the first Education Minister of the State ofCooch
Behar. To give momentum in the right direction, the Ministry of Education adopted
the" Five Years Plan". The main objectives of the plan was to nationalise the whole
education system. The outnumbered of the population those who were out of education could be brought within the plan periodY 1'
In the history of education thought, Sargent Report ( 1944 ) occupies a very
prominent place, since it provided very bold recommendations towards primary education during British regime. The report recommended for the first time a system of
universal compulsory and free education for all boys and girls between ages of 6 and
14. Even in free India, we have been craving for it and have not been able to succeed

so far

02

'

The Kher Committee ( 1948 ) recommended the introduction of universal

compulsory basic education for the children between the ages of 6-11 within a period
often years ( i.e by 1958 ) and the children between the ages of 6-\4 within 16 years
(i.e by 1964 ).With the merger ofCooch Behar with the Indian Union and subsequently after becoming a District of the State of West Bengal, the District of Coach
Behar comes under the development administrative fold of the West Bengal State.
Obviously, the educational march of the feudatory state was merged with the efforts
ofWest Bengal State Administration.
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Out of a total population of 678,158 in 1951, the number of pupils receiving
school education in March 1953 stood at 42,525 of roughly 7 percent of the population. The number of Primary Schools in 1952-53 was 555, of which 532 were boys
and 32 for girls. 236 Primary Schools Functioned as Government managed, 246 as
aided and 20 as unaided schools. 53 schools functioned as Government Sponsored
Free Primary Schools for displaced children. Even in 1952-53, 227 Primary Schools
out of a total of 555, or as much as 41 percent, were single-teacher schools, supposed
to teach four classes I to IV The number of pupils in these 227 single-teacher schools
was 9,0 15;6, 715 being boys and 2,300 girls. The total number of Primary Teachers in

i11e district \vas I ,072, I,016 being men and 62 women. 748 teachers served in Government inanaged and sponsored schools, 298 in aided and unaided Primary Schools.
Most School houses are ill-equipped and undersized, sorry looking structures. The
total expenditure over Primary Education in 1952-53 amounted to Rs.5,69,427 of
which Rs.5,66,517 came from Government sources. The extent ofwastage of educational etfort is measured by the number of pupils in the lowest class against the number of pupils eventually reaching class I Y. Thus against a total enrolment of II, 928
pupils in class I in 1950, only 5,306 pupils reached class IV in 1953. 6,662 pupils,
therefore, gave up their studies and possibly relapsed into illiteracy. Hence wastage in
23

primary education in the district was calculated at 55.5 percent of the admissions. c

l

Table 24. The Growth of Primarv Institutions During 1951-52 to 1960-61.
Year

1951-52 1953-54

No. of 535
Schools

586

Pupils 30,067 34,683

1955-56

1957-58

1959-60

1960-61

660

686

764

842

48,011

51,888

57,580

63,367

Within ten years after the I st Census was taken in the post Independence
period, the number of Primary Schools in this district had increased considerably. In
1960-61, the number of Schools had become 842 and the number of students attending these schools had become 63,367. The number of Schools directly managed by
the Government was 558 with 43,154 on the rolls. The rest were under private management which had been receiving aids from the Government or from the District or
Municipal Boards. The district has no unaided school. In the Census year 1961, the
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number of students attending various Primary Schools in the district have accounted
for about 23.85 per cent of total persons in the age group 5-14. The male students
have accounted for 57.29 per cent and the girl students for 7.2 per cent amongst the
total male and female population of the district in the age group 5-14 respectively.
The progress of education in the district can be viewed more rationally from a study
of the census figures in respect of attainment of literacy by the people of the district.
In the census of 1951 the percentage ofliterates of this district was only 15 against the
state's literacy percentage of 21.5 that year. As per 1961 census; out of the total
population of 10,19,806 persons, 8,05,636 are literate without any educational level
and 84,652 persons are educated on some educatiomil level. The statement below
gives the percentage of literates among persons, males and females in the rural and
2

urban areas separately for the district of Cooch-Behar as well as for the state. c -1>
Table 25. Percentage of Literates.

Percentage

of

Persons

Males Females

Literatures

State I District

Rural

West Bengal

R

21.64

32.86 9.73

u

52.89

59.59 43.33

R

18.29

28.85 6.55

u

56.98

63.61 48.42

Coach Behar

Urban

Article 45 of the Indian Constitution directed that free and compulsory education for all children until the age of 14 years should be provided by 1960. For the first
three Five Year Plan, the substantial development in respect of involvement of children of group 6-11 and the number of primary schools. In Fourth Plan ( 1969-74), the
major programmes included were :
1.

An early fulfillment of the constitutional directive on universal elementary
education.

2.

To provide primary schools within accessible walking distance from all villages.

3.

To increase the enrolment of girls and of children of Scheduled Casts and
Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections of the community.
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4.

To reduce wastage and stagnation.

5.

To initiate pilot projects for the organisation of part-time schools for those
children who cannot attend on a whole time basis.

6.

In classes I-V, the target of enrolment was to increase from 53 9 lakhs or
75.1% of the age group to 686 lakhs or 85.3% of the age group.
According to 1971 Census, 3, I 0, 576 persons are literate out of total popula-

tion ofthe district ofCooch Behar i.e. 14, 12,148. Out of3, 10,576literature person,
2,31,336 are males and only 79,240 females.

(2~)

.

The total number ofPnmary Schools

i':l..!~.e distric!_according to 1971 census was 1114 while the number increased to 1286
in I 98 I. The number of Primary Schools in the different Police Station is shown in the
figure given below.
Table 26. Number of t>rimm=y Schools in the Different Police Station

Name of P. S

No of Primary Schools

Haldibari

74

Mekhliganj

84

Mathabhanga

223

Sitalkuchi

73

Koch-Bihar

323

Tufanganj

174

Dinhata

282

Sitai

53
Total- I 286

The growth of Primary Institutions during 1950-51 to 1990-91 is given below.
Table 27. Growth of Priman Institutions during 1950-51 to 1990-91

Year

I951

1961

1971

1981

199I

2001

No. of Schools

535

842

1114

1286

1706

1806

Source: Census /95/, JC)(i/. /97/, /98/. /99/ a/1(1 :!00/
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This chart can be clearly explained through column chart that the growth of
primary schools for the post-independence period. The chart indicates that the number of primary schools rises gradually till 1991 but during last ten years the no. of
primary schools almost stands to its steady state.
The district Coach Behar has been undergoing DPEP since 1996 with a pristine objective ofuniversalisation of primary education (UPE) by 2002-2003 in pursuance \Vith our constitutional commitment. In doing so the prime objectives has been
access, enrolment, retention and quality of primary education for those of 5 to 9 age
group. A programme of such involvement and commitment immensely requires perceptual backup of the three tier panchayat raj structure and other specialised specified
agencies entrusted for the purpose. It is a programme of innovative ideas and creative
activity envisaged people's participation at the grass root level. It demands to build up
an adequate level of perception so far as its implementation and accomplishment of
objectives are concerned. While the well defined objectives ofDPEP run in its unique
\vay to ensure access, enrolment, retention and quality upgradation towards
universalisation of primary education, elementary education, the prime issue to addressed are ; gender participation, grass root mobilisation, drop-out management,
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school and class room environment and socio-economic environment of the villages.
An integrated approach has been undertaken to realise the DPEP towards developing
and formulating a location specific and culture-friendly, training, orientation and persuasion programmes in terms of contents, methodologies, design and impact.

Present Education and Infrastructure Status
With regard to status of literacy, in Coach Behar district it is (67.21 per cent)
below the state's average of69.22 per cent. It is also noticeable that within the same
~istrict whi~_e

the urban literacy level is at 86.64 per cent, the same for the rural area is

barely 65.63 per cent (200 I census) and it is to a substantial extent i.e. 21.0 I per cent
lower than the urban one. Again, within the same populace, the difference between
male (77. 83 per cent) and female literacy (57. 04 per cent) has been to the tune of
20.79 per cent. The other important aspect of the district scenario is the wretched
literacy status of the rural women which is only 55.02 per cent and also is contrastingly poor against the ubran female with a .blazing literacy rate of 91.63 per cent.<26l
The district of Coach Behar ranks lowest, just above Purulia in terms of District
Development Index (DOl), needs a special attentions for the overall development of
the district ofCooch Behar. The literacy percentage of Coach Behar falls short ofthe
state average. The following tables will provide the clear picture.

Table 28. THE DEMOGRAPHIC AND OTHER FEATURES OF THE
DISTRICT COOCH BEHAR AND WEST BENGAL
Total
population
(in lakh)

Urbanisation Population
'X.
Growth rate
'X.

(I)

Density of
Population
(per Km.)
(2)

\V.B.

679.83

767.0

OJ
27.48

CoochBehar

21.71

641.00

7.8 I

(3.1 ') J1l:I'Cl:llt

to thl: State)

(.f)
') ')')

2.20

Population Gro\\1h rate
'Yc

Total
(5)
')7

70

Male

Female

(G)

(7)

67.81

45.78 57.35

4t1

stl

33.31
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Table 29. BLOCK- WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SOME IMPORTANT
PARAMETERS
Area
Distri.:t COB
and th~ Blo.:ks (Sq. Kms.)

Population
hdow ago 7

Population

sc
Population

Male

\'l.!ars

Dt\1
C

c,,~·ch

Behar

'o,,ch fkhar -1

, .. ),)\.'h l.kh•LT -II

:

33~7

371

3~

Tulimganj- I

19~

Tufanganj - II

257 07

55

"Dii\h;ib -II .
~ lathahhanga

157 99

\bthahhanga -II

(li)

(7)

IX 90

) 1 75

65 nn

3) (\()

-15.n

nn:-::n

19

3~)

4) 711

63 :\2

~4 t;~)

37.67

2. "ri.X" I
(II x~·,

I X 21

.+X.-\)

6."\ )(i

3h4X

-l6.12

I X XI

~X

II

66.93

3-1.-l-l

36 21

19 17

52 7X

6-l:\2

33 07

3-1.25

19 9~

42 95

65.52

35.-+X

35.-1~

19 66

4)

6~)

65.:0:3

3-1.17

33.37

(II(, 7X)

2.39. 962
r' II n;)
I.X7.61 c
(fli'\ {...l)

I.G:.:\27
([}7 ~X\
1.6s.7:11
(117 771
77)'03

156n

llaldihari

1~9 ~X

1.71.1~.;

lfiS XI\
l.-l7.3X'l

.~0

103

-1

(5)

1.91.~55

250 on

Dinhata -I

(4)

2.2~.-C3

36~ ~~

("·o)

(3)

(2)

( 1)

Literates (" 0)
Female (" 0) Total (%)

1 II~ -\X)

1n9

71 (>5

71 33

2X 67

I s.90

19 5-l

tl' 72

6X

G~

31 .il

32.53

21111)

c,: ~)]

7fl 32

.~IJ

(,:-;

2~.3X

t.X c,X

711 7X

:.~}

::.

2-l 15

~(1,)1)1)

Sitai

171 X3

t/1; 1 )7'1

2 I '''

Sitalku.:hi

1111 53

15l.QJ3

19.(,:

57 X2

6Y 2:-i

3!1.72

:.x.6-l

~kkhliganj

:xx tH

1.11.(11 'l
,·o..:; 11'

1921

r:,;-.;)

711111

~H.~)-l

.11.56

i 11r~ 1) 1) ·,

Note: Figures in parenthesis indicate '%of district's population

Table 30. Comparison the Literacv Status of the district to the State.
Non- I Ioushold
I Ioushold
\Vorkers ("" to Agril workers I Iouslwld
0
(
" of Main
\l'l>rkers (0 " of workers ("" ol \\·orkcrs ('Y., of
total populaworb:rs)
main \\'orkcrs) main \\'l>rkcrs) main \\'orkers)
Rural
lion)

Lit.: rae\·

...

Urban

(~)

75.27 50.50

32.1~

(II)
55.71

-l~Ui~

32.1-l

75.-lo

(!{)

WR

>"'ooch Beha 77.23

(I 0)

(12)
3. ~0
2.31

( 1-l)
0.78
0.02

( 13)
12.07
-l. 80

Source: (1991 cenws; .\'!C. Cooch Behar)

Table 31. SUB DIVISION-WISE LITERACY BY SEX. 1981 & 1991

Sub-divisions

Male

Cooch Behar (I ~81)

77.2

Dinhata (I ~X I)
Tufanganj (In I)
Mathabhanga (I ~X I)
Mekhliganj (I ~81)
District (I ~81)
District (1991)

77.~

Urban
Female Total

59.2
6-l. ~

65.9
71.6
68.(,

75..1
27.7

(d.i

(>-l.2

7U

62.~

-l~.~

5().~

72.(>
82.63

5~.1

(,(,.1

71.55

77.23

Male

U.7
.16.~

3-l.2
38.(,
33.5
37.7
55.06

Rural
Female Total

21.7
16.3
12.-l
I 7. I
12.2
I 6.5
N7-l

Male

32.6
26. ~
23.(,

7.8
3X.-l
35.3

28. I
23.3
27-l
-l2.8l)

31.2
-lO I

3~.3

~]

\'i

Total
Female Total

28.2
17.9
13.6
I 7.'.)
1-l. (,
ltJ.5
33.31

38.3
28.5
2-l.8
28.~

25.6
30 I
-l'i. 78

Source: Cen.ms of lntlia 1981 & 1991

Following points may be observed from above tables.
1. Block Coach Behar- II has got the highest population ( 11.83 per cent)
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2.

Block Haldibari has got the lowest population size (3.85 per cent)

3.

All block have got a predominant contribution of SC population.

4.

In all blocks, the difference between the Male & Female literacy levels
is badly conspicuous, for male it is well above 60 per cent in all cases,
for the female it is 28.94 per cent to 36.48 per cent only.

5.

The contribution of agricultural labourers to the population of main
workers varies from 19.68 per cent.

6.

The ratio of cultivators to main workers varies in between 40.28 and
67.74 per cent.

The total number of primary schools is I796 having existing class rooms 3806
with a short fall of 3515 class rooms. At present, the district is having 5650 primary
teachers and total enrolment in primary classes is 285I24. Thus, the existing studentteacher ratio is 50: I in 200 I while the required number of primary teachers should be
7128 to a ratio of 40 : I. The number single teacher schools in the district is 112 while
the two, three and four teacher schools are 530, 634 and 284 respectively_cm The
following table provides at a glance on the existing infra-structural facilities on education in Coach Behar district.
Table 32. Infra-structural Facilities on Education in 1999-2000.
--

Institution

No.

------~---~-·---

Scholars
Male

Teachers

Female

Primary Schools

1796

180082 1555%

6679

Jr. High Schools

57

8600

3-l92

387

Secondary Schools

127

-l6621

23018

2188

(,(,

-l3l-l6

230 l X

l7GG

Degree Colleges

<)

lll2X

37-lO

230

Professional & Technical Schools

(,

12GO

1-lO

82

Child Education Centres

5

100

60

9

Mass Literacy Centres

l97G

25130

l 0117

1976

Higher

Secondar~Y

Schools

-- -----

Source: District Statistic:al Hand Book, 1999-2000 (Combined), Cooc:h Behar.
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Since Coach Behar is a scheduled castes dominated district and rapid initiatives have been undertaken for universalising elementary education, the abysmal literacy status of the scheduled castes have been first changing by way of additional
drives for enrolment. The enrolment in schools of the district for scheduled castes and
no scheduled castes has been almost parallel. However, experiences suggest that the
drop-out rate is higher for scheduled castes. The enrolment ratio for scheduled castes
boys and girls is also nearly similar, however there has been a steady drop-outs experience for the scheduled castes girls. This is because of the multi pronged socio-economic compulsions faced by the scheduled castes population in general. The block:.;~:ise

literacy- percentage suggests that female literacy has been very poor. Female

literacy is mostly town oriented and the over all female literacy rate is not more than
15 per cent during 1991 census, which was 12.5 per cent during 1981 census. Coach
Behar block I occupies the highest percentage of literacy rate which is nearly 42.5 per
cent in 1991 with increase of nearly 5 per cent from 1981 census period. The weakest
among all the block in terms of literacy has been Haldibari followed by Mekhliganj,
Sitalkuchi, Mathabhanga-1 and Mathabhanga-11. The percentage of female literacy in
these blocks have been marginal. The following tables would help us to understand
the additional initiatives taken by the district under District Primary Education Programme for the overall development of the elementary education and literacy status
ofthe scheduled castes populace ofthe district_<ZH>
Table 33. Enrolment bv Age Group of the District Cooch Behar.

Primary School

<6

6-10

ll,-13

Total Students

33034

283165

20135

749

337083

Boys

17045

146290

10144

334

173813

Girls

15989

136875

9991

415

163270

S.C. Students

17714

155683

11309

427

185133

S.C. Boys

9097

80894

5764

216

95971

S.C. Girls

8617

74789

5545

211

89162

S.T. Students

231
__,
Jl"'

2236

149

6

2622

1170

86

2

1381

108

1066

63

4

1241

S.T. Boys
S.T. Girls
-.

··-

Source: A Report

011

DIS£, DPEP, Cooclt Be/tar, 1997-98

> 13
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Table 34. Primar-v School Age Group Population and Enrolment of Cooch Behar.

Population (6-11)

Enrolment (6-11)

Total

Boys

Total

Total

31~978

135222 \79756

Scheduled Caste

I X9211 (,l)(, ..l()

Scheduled Tribe

1919

Otl1cr Back,\·"iird ·class

0

Others

123X-lX (,-l623

Classification

..

···--

·······

- · - - - - - - - - - - --

--· --

·~·

Girls

Boys

Girls

2%238 1529 II

1~3327

II!J571

16302!)

X~712

7X317

95!)

0

2316

12\S

109X

0

0

1763

!)15

X-lX

5!J225

129130 66066

......

- ----

----

63064

- - - - - - - - ---·-------

%S.C.

(,0.07

51.50

(,(,_52

55.03

55.-lO

56.6-l

%, S.T.

ll_(, I

(). 71

() .5:;

0.7X

O.XO

0.77

(). ()()

0.00

(). ()()

(). 60

0. 60

(). 5!)

39.32

-l7. 7!)

32.95

-l3.21

-l3.21

-l-l.OO

'X,

O.B.C.

%Others

Source: A Report 011 DIS£, DPEP, Cooch Behar, 1997-98

The tables indicate a rapid rise in the enrolment of scheduled castes children in
the age group between 6 to 11 years. There is hardly any difference in the enrolment
status between scheduled castes boys and girls. The enrolment percentage ofthe children in the age group between 6 to II years has been. less than the percentage of
enrolment of scheduled castes boys and girls. This has been a unique feature for a
district of Coach Behar because the majority of the populace especially living in the
rural areas belong to scheduled caste category. The number of enrolment for the
scheduled tribes boys and girls and of other backward classes are minimum because
of the ignorable number of populace belong to this category. If one looks to the status
of enrolment by age group, one can hardly find any quantitative difference between
the general castes students and scheduled castes students. However, with the increase
in the age group, one can find the increasing decay in enrolment for scheduled castes
student especially for the scheduled castes girls. The economic incapacity and such
other social constraints help the process of dropping out for the scheduled castes
students especially girls students in an accelerated form.t 291
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The entire district is endowed with 115 Rural Libraries and also with equal
number of reading rooms attached with them. As per the data given by the District
Information Centre, the district is bringing out as many as 8 weekly, 9 fortnightly and
2 monthly newspaper or bulletin and although this number is insignificant to cater to
the need of a not only total population of about 22 lakhs but even to the literacy if it is
around 9 lakhs (given the literacy rate 45.8 per cent for the district)_cJo) The status of
medical and health facilities may be evident from the following table.
Table 35. Status of Medical and Health Facilities

Year

Hospital

Health

Clinics

Din pcnsaric5

Total

Doctors

1991

9

393

25

8

435

138

1999

ll

393

25

8

437

176

Source :District Statistical Hand Book, 1999-2000

(Combined)~

Cooch Behar.

It appears that there are only 43 7 Health Care Units to manage a populace of
about 22,00,000 i.e. for 5,000 people there is one such Centre/Unit; and for 650 boys
and girls belonging to age group 5+ to II+ there is one such facility. Lack of consciousness and hygienic habits help the tropical diseases to victimise primary age
groups boys and girls. In particular, the low intake of vegetables causing night blindness is a common phenomenon an1ong the school children of the said age group.
To inflow the estascy of education to a myriad of dreaming eyes of the district's teeming children, the district has conceived the idea of DPEP as to be notable
and composite, in content and approach. In universalising elementary education with
a meaningful and imbued context for the entire Coach Behar district, the challenges
and responsibilities have been emanating from four pertinent areas, i.e. Access, Retention, Equity and Achievement and eventually all these aspects are organically dovetailed with each other. The district, in the face of an alarming rate of drop-outs (over
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70 per cent) and the district in magnitude among other four DPEP districts, can hardly
ignore the immense responsibilities of escalating the equality of the system and, of
course, in this plan ofDPEP has rightly been envisaged in terms ofjoy ofbeing with
School and, the access as joy of being at School and lastly the achievement, in terms
of, joy ofbecoming in School. Nevertheless a marked progress in the realm ofliteracy
the district has made, the rural- urban difference in this identified to the tune of34.34
per cent (77.32%- 42.89%) is enough to indicate a grim discrimination. The other
delineation proves another reality, that is in terms of difference in between distance of
24.04 per cent (57.35 % - 33.31 %). While the State has earned a literacy level of
')f ·T6per cent, the district has remained to the level of 45.78 per cent, and. against the

State's Level offemale literacy of 46.56 per cent, the district has earned to the extent
of33.3\ per cent only.<JJJ
In considering the focus that is to be given in uplifting the backward and
weaker communities in the district (5 I. 75 per cent of population represent S.C. communities as against the state's 23.62 per cent), it is also to be kept in mind that, 92.61
per cent of the district's populace live in the rural ambit (against the state's 72.61 per
cent) and where agriculture is only their formal and inevitable means of livelihood.
With such a backdrop it is needless to say that the wonien and weaker communities
and the mass general with their incredible agricultural back drop, should be the thrust
areas for universalising primary programme for our district. And, accordingly, endeavours have been converged to ensure people's participation from grass root in
micro planning through the process of sensitisation, motivation and persuasion. The
other organs like panchayats women's organisation, ICDS(lntegrated Child Development Scheme), CARE, DRDA( District Rural & Development Authority),
NIC(Nationallnformatic Centre), educational institutions, organs related to rural developments etc. have been persuaded and motivated to fabricate their views and actions in drafting and preparing the proposed plan for DPEP.
The District Primary Education Programme is rightly envisaging towards reorienting its management system through indicating more pragmatic and diverged
human into its ongoing process. In each of the 23 Circles, there was a Circle Level
Resource Centre (CLRC) to monitor and steer the activity and progress of a cluster of
schools. These centres will steer the activity and progress, plethora of thinking and
actions towards how to send more.children to a school and how to make their school
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going a more joyous, pleasant and placid experience. In this process, they will be
involving people of traditional crafts and folk art in producing teaching - learning
material and through these, they will be organically involved in the education system
of their own children and their own desires. While learning is an individual's experience, the process of education has been cascaded into an individual's experience from
of societal performance and participation and to make it a splendid reality, endeavours shall be there to organise programmes like niass campaigning, Shiksha - mela,
Mother's Day, Community consciousness- day, Area heritage day, exhibition on productive education etc. and many more to mention. (32 >
The achieve on education is going to be an implicating addition to the structure of resource centres in all the strata of managements viz. CLRC, BLRC (Block
Level Resource Centre) and DNCIMS (District Nodal for Information, Monitoring
and Study) and the essence of which should not merely to communicate the people
but to convince them on the protile, status and projection of education of the area and
that of the district. The orientation and training for the teachers, key persons and
resource persons and other functionaries involved in DPEP will be more integrated,
and intense, in content and methodology, and, shall be in the form of a regular and
recurring phenomena. While, to light the lamp, not to fill the bucket, has seen the
philosophy ofDPEP. We are emphasizing enormously on quality upgradation through
improving and creating better and ne\ver teaching-learning environment. In doing
this, use of modern well as folk media is essential, and there, all education vis-a-vis
AV (Audio-Visual) media has been conceived as a cultural expansion of life process,
not in itself as all of a material entity. Musical instruments have been proposed for a
communication - resultant from of interaction between folk and modern media shall
be sought for towards developing a more resilient cultural from of communication
and stimulation. On the scholastic aspect, it is on the part of the state to cater to the
programme on building befitting curricula, and, the district in this area shall be organising relevant, auxiliary and supportive programmes with a view to ar1iculating and
converting the experiences of the experts from all parts of the district and with a start
from the grassroots up to the canopy.
While equipping each ofthe DNCIMS, BLRC(s) & CLRC(s); an arrangement
ofbooks·and periodicals of essentiality and additionally, the DPEP, Coach Behar is
envisaging earnestly towards an academic structure and environment from the canopy
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down to the grassroots. In manning the entire programme offormidabie coverage and
enormous responsibilities, appointment of teachers has been thought of a view to
minimizing the gap left in between existing teacher's strength and actual requirement
following an increased enrolment, the contribution from DPEP shall be componental,
not the whole. We are here projecting the requirement following increased population
size (5+ to I 0+ yrs. age) up to 2003 A. D. and, the component of requirement to be
catered is being presented. Quality and competency imbided with an emotive involvement for the cause of universalization elementary education shall be the only criterion
in selecting teachers. The details of no. teachers to be recruited and the respective
salary components have been given.
In order to achieve UEE one of the important aspect is to improving the
effectiveness of the teaching force. DPEP Coach Behar has laid sufficient importance
to the factor and it is decided that the existing teachers will be oriented properly. MLL
based strategies incorporating multigrade teaching will be devised for orientation. All
existing teacher's of primary schools in the district will be covered in time- bound
programme. Besides this it is also noted a good number of teachers in the district
(about 35%) has not yet undergone formal JBT/PTTI course. It is proposed in this
plan that for those untrained teachers a Correspondence- Cum - Contact course will
be introduced in PTTls. The proposed course will be of 11/c. years duration and the
course content will be at par with that of JBT/PTT diploma. The State Authority will
develop the required material for this course and it will be conducted by the existing
PTTls of the district. It has been proposed in this plan that Cooch Behar Govt. PTTI
will be upgraded to DIET. Pending upgradation and co-operationalisation of DIET it
is also proposed that the selected PTTI will be strengthened by adding 3 unites with
induction of a few faculty to the PTTI. The proposed 3 unites will be - (i) Work
Education (WE), (ii) Physical Education (PE) cell and (iii) Educational Technology
and Educational i\'lanagement Training (ET & EMT) etc. Each cell will be equipped
with one Branch Head and one Lecturer. Adequate number of Gr. C. and Gr. D staff
will also be recruited. Besides appointment of staff provision will be made of construction of additional rooms, purchase of furniture, equipment and books. The
strengthened PTTI will have some specific responsibilities UEE apart from conducting regular pre-service and in-service training courses. cJJ>
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24 per cent of the plan allocation has been meant for civil works. The construction works under this programme was in terms of new building construction for
new school, new building construction for running schools devoid of the barest physical structure, additional or reinforcement of existing ones. Physical structures have
also been for each of 12 BLRCs to endow the concept with an objective reality. In
- -constructing new structure or repair and reinforcement of the standing ones, the purposes are as under.
(I)

To provide sufticient accommodation for the enrolled & continuing
children.

(2)

To use local resources, manpower and organisations.

(3)

To develop the building structure for new schools with ample textural
aesthecity and newness so that the green-aged children feel fresh and
lively during the time they are within the· school.

(4)

The BRC(s) and CRC(s) have to be physically structured in such a
way that fair amount of architectural newness will be there and of
course, with good amount of accommodative arrangements.

Thus DPEP Coach Behar reiterate its commitment towards a better standard
of primary education in the district in coming years. District Coach Behar is en vi sag: ing the construction of a new information management and common interaction platform aiming at congregation of experience, views and suggestions of resource persons through District Nodal Centre. for Infom1ation, Monitoring and Study (DNCIMS).
The proposed function of DNCIMS, Coach Behar
(a)

are<3 ~>;

To equip the nodal information centre with the latest information in
regard to :

(h)

(i)

Enrolment status (quantitative aspect).

(ii)

Retention status (quantitative as well as qualitative aspect).

(iii)

Changing Teaching learning situation (qualitative aspect).

It is through survey, study and experience to develop benefiting
orientation and training content and methodologies for teachers,
parents and other functionaries.

(c)

To devised proper media-management with a focus on traditional and
indigenous media attributing in harnessing and fostering elementary
education in totality concept i.e. in terms of entire life-system.
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(d)

To organise time-framed seminar, workshops, interaction and cultural
programme, sports and Mel as for demonstration of work education
products rooted into the reason and spirit of Primary Education.

(e)

To organise and conduct survey and research on the constraints, com
munication gaps, psychological impacts in terms of retention, attitude,
motivation, skill, perception and other sociocultural, economic and
environmental (both physical & psychological aspects parameters.)

(f)

To develop better and sustaining scholastic content and pedagogy along
with work books and reference books.

(g) · To develop a software management system for broad basing of data &
information.
(h)

To develop an archive and study centre for presenting profile of
education system in the district traversing time-series status over the
past and projection therefore for the future.

(i)

To feed the State's MIS system with latest ofmicro level information
and subsequently, equip the district's one with information received
from the state's MIS.

U)

To develop the entire DNCIMS into a resilient mechanism for
accumulation, dissemination and interpretation ofinformation through
a process of top-down and down-top interaction linkage.

The DPEP is an exercise in decentralized planning and disaggregated target
setting in education. It is a home grown idea drawing the intellectual lineage from the
Wardha experiment of the thirties in developing districts plans to universalize elementary education. It is firmly rooted in the National Policy on Education, I 986 and
Programme of Action, I 986. The goal is universal primary education and the route is
not confined to formal schooling. The DPEP is centrally sponsored national programme evolved on the basis of varied experience the country possess and supplemented by the experience of various international agencies directly involved in funding primary education projects in the developing countries. The Government oflndia
has received funding support for this programme from various sources from aboard.
Although the sources of funding vary, the approach to plan and implement the programme in an integrated framework taking into account inter-district variations in
levels of developing and interrelatedness of various education related programmes.
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The effort is not to develop uniform plans, but to develop plans which vary in terms of
priority and intervention strategies. The strategies are flexible and funding is ensured
for activities which is justifiably lead to the attainment of objectives of the programme.
The objectives of the DPEP are : (i) universal access to primary education through
formal schools or their alternatives, (ii) to reduce overall drop-out rate at primary
level to less than ten percent; (iii) to increase the achievement levels by 25 per cent
from the surveyed base line and (iv) to reduce disparities of all types to less than five
3

per cent.< ~l Evidently, any district brought under District Primary Education Programme does have following features : (i) educationally backward districts where
..... -·-

.... · ;.

.....

- ---

·- ...

..

female literacy below the national average; and (ii) districts where Total Literacy
Campaigns (TLC) have been successful leading to enhanced demand for primary education.
The planning process under the DPEP is participatory which ensures mobilization, planning from below and developing planning competencies at all levels. The
participation is not confined to any committee approach. It involves consultations and
peliberations with Yillage Education Committees, Local Government Bodies, teacher's
Unions. Parent-Teacher Associations, Women Groups etc. The experience of Total
Literacy Campaign (TLC) forms a reliable asset in this regard. The DPEP envisages
convergence of services at grassroot level and hence involvement of departments
other than education becomes essential. lt involves participation by representatives of
people at the local level and direct beneficiaries of the programme. While consultations are broad and varied, the outcome needs to be concrete and specitic which can
be translated into identifiable targets and interventions strategies. Various districts
specific studies are also initiated in the DPEP districts. The empirical evidence generated from the studies forms the basis to evolve realistic strategies. The district plans
are to be internally consistent, well sequenced with clearly defined strategies and
.

•

•

• •

momtonng activities.

(36)

The Programme envisages to provide to each district a maximum amount of
Rs. 4000 million over a period of six to seven years. These funds are additionalities
and are not substitutable. The DPEP funds are over and above the normal development expenditure the state and district otherwise would have incurred. This implies
that : (i) the DPEP may nor fund any of the on-going programmes which the State
Government is supposed to fund, and (ii) the State Government is expected to main-
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tain the budgetary provision for primary education atleast at the 1991-92 level in real
terms. The DPEP is an effort to link the in-school process with broader objectives of
overall development of primary education in a district. The DPEP is not envisaged as
an enclave project. Many strategies and interventions may have wider applicability.
Such interventions can be extended to other districts. The sustainability and replicability
of the strategies become essential elements

to

successful implement the programme.

Rigorous monitoring and detailed reporting are unavoidable elements to ensure proper
implementation ofthe programme.
·· · ·· ····Existing Organisational Structure of Primary Education at the District Level
and Organisational Structure of DPEP at the District Level.

District Primary Education Programme was formally launched in West Bengal
in 1997-98. The total project cost for 5 districts was about Rs. 200 crores which at
the end of the 7-years project period will stand at Rs. 266 crores. The estimated
project cost per district is 40 crores, out of which a maximum of 24 per cent can be
spent on civil construction (basically, building support to primary schools) and 6 per
cent on administration cost. Rest 70 per cent is to be spent mainly on access, retention
and quaiity improvement interventions as planned by each district. West Bengal has
come under DPEP during its phase 11 and hence is referred to as DPEP II state. Five
more districts viz. Jalpaiguri, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, Maida and Purulia
have been identified to be brought under DPEP during 1999-2000.<371
ln pursuance of the guidelines of District Primary Education Programme,
Coach Behar being a DPEP district has a District Project Office headed by the District Project Ofticer (DPO). There are other Technical Officers to help and assists the
District Project Ofticer. There are three committees at the district level assigned with
different functions. These are District Level Coordination Committee (DLCC), District Project Implementation Committee (DPlC), District Pedago!,ry and Training Committee (DPTC). All these committees have been duly constituted in Coach Behar.
Within the district, District Level Coordination Committee is an apex decision making body with Sabhadhipati as its chairman and District Magistrate as its Vice-Chairman. The District Project Ofticer of Coach Behar DPEP is its Member-Secretary.
There are other members in the committee who are mainly drawn from Panchayat
Samity (PS), Zilla Parishad (ZP), Municipalities, NGOs and Primary Teachers Train-
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ing Institute (PTTI), Senior Administrative and Educational Officers of the district
are also members ofthe committee. Besides the District Level Committees, there are
other important committees created at the block and panchayat level for the realisation of District Primary Education Programme. Sabhapatis of Panchayat Samities
have been the Chairman of Block Level Coordination Committee (BLCC) and Block
Development Officers (BOO) are the Yice-Chainnan. Senior Sub-Inspectors of Schools
of the respective block have been the Member-Secretary. For the district Coach Behar,
12 BLCCs have been set up for 12 Blocks of the district. The BLCCs are constituted
to perform the functions like; (a) to induct training and orientation to teachers (re-

~~~r~e teacher), (b) to organise an Annual Education Fair or Siksha-Mela for developing an organic interactions among teacher-parent-pupil, panchayat people, ruralartisians and other stake-holders towards framing a natural and holistic system of
education, (c) to monitor and evaluate the entire activity at a quarterly interval in
regard to teacher's performance, enrolment status of pupils, retention situation, qualitative changes, constraints developed if any, identify gaps and collect suggestion, (d)
to feed back the collected and congregated information to higher nodal centre, (e) to
develop crop and plant museum for training of productive & functional education
system, (f) to organise workshop on preparation of teaching-learning materials in\'olving local artisans and craftsmen, mothers' training on a low cost but balanced diet
and other health consciousness, folk performances on folk songs and drama etc. for
creating and stimulating teaching-learning involvement (g) to orient and training of
the Physical instructors dovetailed with different indigenous form of games, (h) to
develop an Education Archive and information centre for depicting detail information
i.e., block territory, area topography, riverain system, agricultural and animal resource
status, geo-climatological status demography, educational status cultural milieu, historical and archaeological back-drop of the block, ecological paradigm of the block &
projection of future changes and perspectives of education for the block and (i) other
activities suggested or developed from grass-root level & people's interaction.<JHJ
To provide regular academic support to teachers and primary schools of the
district ofCooch Behar there exists an arrangement of setting up Resource Centres at
the circle level. These are known as Circle Level Resource Centres (CLRCs). CLRCs
are supposed to have their own buildings with a library, documentation centre, training infrastructure etc. Three primary school teachers are appointed as Resource Teachers ofCLRC on deputation from DPSC. These resource centres provide a platform to
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the local primary school teachers for regular formal and informal interaction on various pedagogic management issues. In the district of Coach Behar, twenty three Circle
Level Resource Centres (CLRCs) have been constituted to monitor the District Primary Education Programme at the circle level. The Block Level Resource Centre is
the conceptual body while the Circle Level Resource Centre is functional body. In
West Bengal CLRCs have been activated in such a way that they performed the duty
of CLRCs as well as of BLRCs. The concerned Sub-Inspector of Schools in-charge
of the Circle acts as the Circle Project Coordinator (CPC). The CLRC building houses
are also the office of Sub-Inspector of Schools. This set up thus acts as the Circle
· P~~kct Office (CPO) - being an interface between distri.ct office and Village Education Committees. The functions of such committee are (i) monitoring, supervision
and inspection of school performance, (ii) orientation, persuasion & motivation of
· teachers, parents and pupils, (iii) organisation of annual education fair (shishu shibha
mela, Ma-0-Meya mela & Anganawadi mela) and sports, (iv) observing educationday, environment-day, health-day, krishi-dibas etc., (v) organisation of enrolment drive
and campaign for better education environment and reduction of drop-outs etc., (vi)
guardians' interaction with teachers at a regular interval, (vii) orientation and workshops on rural crafts, artisianship towards preparing indigenous teaching-learning
material, (viii) to feed back on field-level observations i.e., achievements & constraints
etc. right to the higher nodal centre i.e., District Project Office, (ix) to devise and
disseminate methodologies for people's motivation and involvement in the process of
universalisation the quality of primary education with quantum support through groupmeeting, field-days, inter-school competitions, (x) to organise and develop an infor. mat ion centre and archive on related aspects of educatio~ and rural life as mentioned
earlier, and (xi) to help towards building competency-based learning through presentation of Audio Visual materials & methodologies like showing of documentary films,
1 cultural meet etc. c39 >
For community participation in primary education system at the grass-root
level, Village Education Committees (VECs) have been set up in each Gram Sansad
of the district of Coach Behar. Their urban counterparts are Ward Education Committees (WECs). VECs have the representation of different sections of the local community including primary school teachers, guardians, women, disadvantages group
like SC/ST, neo-literates, volunteers of Total Literacy Campaign, people interested in
. education, NGOs, Govt. oflicials of Education, Health, Social Welfare Departments
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etc. A teacher of the local primary school is the secretary of VEC while the local
Panchayat representatives is the Chairman/Chairperson. All the civil works interventions under Coach Behar DPEP for primary schools are implemented by VECs/WECs.
These include construction of new building or additional room, repair of school building, construction of toilet, providing drinking water facility to the school etc. For this
purpose a sub-committee under VEC/WEC called Village Construction Committee
(VCC) or Ward Construction Committee (WCC) is constituted which is trained on
basis of civil works by the District Project Officer. Besides this VEC is supposed to
plan and undertake need based activities required for universalisation primary educa·- -
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tion at the village/Gram Sansad level. Like VEC, Word Education Committees have
been constituted at the Municipal areas of the district of Coach Behar. In Coach
Behar, 1228 Village Education Committees (YECs) and 40 Ward Education Committees (WECs) have been constituted to monitor the District Primary Education Programme at the circle. Pradhan/Up-Pradhan/Senior Panchayat member or Municipal
Councillor have been the President of YEC/WEC. Senior Head Teacher of the primary school within the VEC/WEC is the Secretary. Other Head Teachers ofthe primary schools within the juridiction of VEC/WEC, member of P.S./Z.P., two female
member nominated by G.P./Councillor, one member from S.T./S.C. & minority nominated by G.P./Councillor and one must be woman, 3 guardians nominated by G.P./
Councillor and must be female guardian, one secondary school teacher nominated by
P.S./Municipality, two master trainer/voluntary trainer of TLC nominated by G.P./
Councillor, worker of ICDS, librarian of recognised village library and one representative of S.l. of Schools are the members of VEC/WEC. The functions of such
VEC/WEC committee are (a) to appoint sub committee for ensuring enrolment, (b)
to conduct survey works in the village for identifYing nos. of total enrolled children in

the village, nos. of boys and girls not enrolled and nos. of boys and girls enrolled but
not attending, (c) to appoint sub committee for girls education, (d) to select sites for
new schools, ("e) to select schools where new buildings/additional rooms and repair
works required, (f) to propose shifting system of schools required, (g) to organise
Siksha Mela!Awareness meetings, (h) to prepare plans as DPEP guidelines, (i) to tone
up NFE centres along with schooling system on the basis of local needs, U) resource
creation and resource mobilisation, (k) to supervise construction/repair works, (I) to
organise campaign and sensitisation programmes, (m) to select Animators and organise their orientation programmes, (n) to monitor attendance and departure of teach-
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ers, (o) to conduct regular meetings with parents, teachers, guardians and others, (p)
to encourage Alternative System of education for those who never attend school, (q)
to appoint female volunteers for enhancement of enrolment on contact basis, (r) to
maintain relationship with guardians, parents and teachers, (s) to evolve such programmes that may contribute to universal access and to help ICDS works in preparing the children below age group of five for primary schools. (~o)

District Primary Education Programme is not merely an educational pro,,,gr.<.u:m1e. _Tl~i.? is a social programme as well. The c,ardin~!.objectives of the programme
are (i) to create appropriate social and educational situations for universal quality
primary education for all the children of 5-9 age-group along with universal completion of primary education by all the children of the age group, and (ii) ensuring involvement of the existing institutions and local community in the matter of schoollevel affairs of the education of the

children.<~l)

The DPEP on Coach Behar has some

functional areas which are given below :
A. Pedagogical Intervention

All interventions and inputs under DPEP as for UPE converge materially towards development of human resource through ensuring achievements of children of
primary schools. ln order to ensure universal achievements micro-level interventions
in schools, child-to-child level interventions should be ensured. It is being seen that
despite training of the teachers on various pedagogical issues during the last 3 years
teachers in many cases are facing problems in implementing in class rooms what they
have acquired through training. In order to do away with this discrepancy, the CLRCs
are growing as the local academic support systems. Before child-to-child level interventions are made two considerations are very important : (i) creating an awareness
in the community about the importance of children, the need for their education as
opposed to engaging them in various household or earning activities, and (ii) making
the teachers realize that with the skill of proper classroom management a teacher can
reach every child in the classroom even that classroom is overcrowded otherwise he
cannot ensure that the children will learn. West Bengal District Primary Education
Programme (WBDPEP) has a structured arrangement for undertaking pedagogical
renewal exercise involving State Resource Group (SRG) on Pedagogy at the state
level and District Resource Groups (DRGs) at the district level with CLRCs at the
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circle level. c~ > These exercises include providing necessary inputs developed through
workshops, interactions, brain-storming, attachment to primary schools, field visits,
exposure visits etc. to the concerned agency/authority for teaching learning process
renewal, text book renewal, curriculum renewal, teachers' training, CLRC training
and development, teachers' guides, etc. Some special activities of the district are as
follows. ·
l. Pedagogy Park

Some special facilities like learning corners, both internal or external, or child,Jrje_odly. pedagogy-support elements in the form of Pedagogy Parks in 12 x 2 = 24

BLRC adopted schools and 23 x I = 23 special intervention schools of23 CLRCs i.e.,
total 47 schools have already been

adopted(~J>

2. Development of class I teacher

It has been tested by the outcomes of the Baseline Assessment Survey (BAS),
1996 and Mid-term Assessment Survey (MASS), 1999 that pupil at the end of class1 remain very week in language, and even weaker than what they are in Mathematics(~~>

For this programme one training module has been developed by District Re-

source Group (DRG) on Pedagogy, some capable resource teachers who are not in
the DRG, some capable teachers of the district who have acted as RPs for teachers
training through workshop under the guidance of the DPO and with strong and valuable support from the SPO.
3. School based Learning.lmprovement Programme (SLIP)

Some 10 schools are being selected per CLRC. 10 such CLRCs to a total of
100 schools are being selected at the first phase for this programme. Gradually the
tangible improvements in these selected schools will lead to generate of demand in the
remaining schools of the same CLRC. SLIP is by and large a teacher-orientation
programme. It is a teacher-orientation programme with changes in the operational
aspect and contextual matters. Accordingly the main inputs were designed to orient
the teachers towards child centric activity based teaching learning methods through
macro-level training on (i) TLM-use and preparation of, (ii) multigrade teaching, (iii)
activity based teaching learning-first module, (iv) activity based teaching learningsecond module, (v) gender problems in the classroom,

etc.(~s>

The objectives were to

give the teachers ideas on the transaction methodologies and the various issues re-
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lated to transaction and classroom processes. The mode ofthe training were four-tier
cascade mode viz. Master Trainer

--1-

Key Resource Persons

--1-

Resource Persons-?

Teachers. The targets of the programme are (a) to eliminate grade repetition by the
students who have more than 70 per cent attendance, (b) to improve school attendimces by more than 5 percentage points on an average, (c) to bring down the drop-out
rate at the end of each grade to 3 per cent, etc.
4. Teachers' Training

The DPEP is based on the assumption that the quality of education largely
depends on the development of the capacity building of the teachers who are holding
tesponsibility to provide basic education to the students. It is indeed recognised that
the teachers are the principal catalyst to address the diversified issues involved in
primary teaching. Thus to realise the basic DPEP objectives of retention, creation of
provisions and building of situations preventing drop-outs are to be realised by the
principal actors such as primary teachers. To ensure teachers' capacity building and to
create positive human resource, teachers training both pre-entry and post-entry including orientation, refreshers and need specific priority training have been extremely
important. The important areas of teachers training are preparation and use ofTeaching-Learning Materials (TLM), multi-grade teaching development of effective classroom and management practices, continuous evaluation, supplementary instructional
materials and others. To operationalise the Teachers Training Programmes, a teacher
training cell ofDPEP has been constituted in the district ofCooch Behar with the Dy.
DistrictProject Ofticer at its head. Such officer is to work with the assistance ofthe
Training-in-Charge ofthe cell. In pursuance ofDPEP guidelines, such training cell at
:the district has started operating since 1997. c~ 6 > The different modules of training have
been brought from the office ofWest Bengal DPEP, the district training cell identified
school teachers from different blocks for making Key Resource Persons (KRPs).
Through out the district, 30 teachers were selected by the training cell as Key Resource Persons (KRP). They were sent to State Institutes of Rural Development,
Kalyani, W.B. to become skilled and well equipped with the issues that modern techniques of teachers training. the KPRs so trained that they have provided training to
the identified teachers taken from different blocks for making them Resource Teachiers (RT). Altogether 300 Resource Persons have been trained to train the teachers of
the primary schools ofthe district. A 3-days training programme on TLM for all the
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Head Teachers in the district at 23 venues was conducted in Sept./Oct., 1997 in the
first phase and all the Assistant Teachers has been taken up in the year 1998(-I?J Another 6-days training programmes on multi-grade & visioning was held for all teachers at different circle venues in 1998-99 covering 5176 primary school teachers in 5
different phases.<-IHJ A few short training programmes were conducted specially for
DISE, multigrade teaching, lED and girls's education, evaluation and monitoring, retraining on English teaching, training on Science subject, afternoon workshops on 20
items and capacity building etc. Since the strategy of activity based on teaching learning involves an extensive use of teaching-learning materials (TLMs) in class-room
___ ·;;;:;""":~'-=.,....-'"-··--
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transactions, separate training courses are planned and being organised for teachers
on preparation and use of TLM. A guide book of each of the training module developed by WBDPEP has been provided to every teacher with a fund ofRs. 500.00 per
year for developing low cost TLMs. Another training component under DPEP, Coach
Behar is to provide condensed training for untrained service teachers with the help of
Primary Teachers Training Institute, Coach Behar.
B. Civil Works

Civil works, an important functional component of DPEP at the District of
Coach Behar, involve extension of existing school buildings, repairs of existing school
building, construction of CLRCs building, new school' buildings, provision of toilets
and drinking water facilities in schools. Model design and plans for the CLRC and
new school building have been developed under WBDPEP with the help of expert
technologists of the field. As soon as the DPEP started its functioning, the separate

~ings under DPO, called Civil Works cell was formed. One Junior Engineer per block
has been engaged for supervision and monitoring purposes with a remuneration of
Rs. 4000.00 p.m. excluding commissions & TNDA and at DPO supervision and monitoring was done by one Asstt. Engineer and two Junior Engineer with a remuneration
of each Rs. 8000.00 p.m. and Rs. 4000.00 p.m. respect ively excluding commissions
1

& TNDA. These 14 Engineers creating the personnel structure of the civil cell were
recruited· purely on temporary basis.c-19 ) For supervising and monitoring the New School
Building and Additional Room construction, a series of training was conducted for
the member of Village Construction Committee (VCC) _of those YECs which were
undertaken civil works construction. Though the targeted period for completing all
the civil works has been fixed with 1st three years but the 1st two years the progress
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was not satisfactory. Out of total planned expenditure of Annual Work Plan & Budget
(AWP & B) of 1997-98 (Y) which was targeted at 217.05 lakhs for different civil
work activities, only Rs.49.83 lakhs could be implemented and the remaining amount
of Rs. 166.62 lakhs was carried forward as spill over amount for AWP & B of 199899

(YJ<~OJ

Thus during 1997-98 there was a financial achievement of22.96 per cent

in relation to the planned target. Out of total planned expenditure of Annual Work
Plan & Budget (AWP & B) of 1998-99

(Y~)

which was targeted at 523.65lakhs for

different civil work activities, only Rs.306.60 lakhs could be implemented and the
remaining amount of Rs. 217.05 lakhs was carried forward as spill over amount for

- "'~AWP "& ·s oT'T 999-2000 (Y .).
_, (:'I) Thus during 199S-99 there was a financial achievement of58.55 per cent in relation to the planned target. Similarly, out oftotal planned
expenditure of Annual Work Plan & Budget (AWP & B) of 1999-2000 (Y,)
_, which
was targeted at 500.20 lakhs for different civil work activities, only Rs.209.40 lakhs
could be implemented and the remaining amount of Rs. 290.80 lakhs was carried
forward as spill over amount for AWP & B of2000-0l

(Y.).<"~>

Thus during 1999-

2000 there was a financial achievement of 41.86 per cent in relation to the planned
target. The real picture given below tells the truth.
Table 36. Year-wise budget Plan and Financial Achievement.
Civil Activity

Year

Project
Plan
(in Lal.:h)

Target
Achieved
(in Lakh)

Ext<~n.,ion of Existing Sdwols &
Repairs of Existing Schools.

llJlJ7-lJX

217.05

-llJ.83

167.22 22.%

ba"nsion of Existing Schools.
Ropairs of Existing Schools.
Conslmdion ofCLRCs &
Ollk" room lim1ishing.

llJlJX-lJlJ

52:1.65

306.60

217.05

E:-.1onsion of Existing Schools.

]l)l)lJ-2000

500.20

20lJ AO

2lJO.XO 41.86

Gall Financial
between Achievement
(in Lal.:h)
(%)

58.55

Repairs of Existing Schools.
Constmction ofCI.RCs. NSll
& ( )lrll.:~ rnonl fun1ishing.

Source: Amuwl Work Plan & Budget 199 7-98, 1998-99 & 1999-2000.

The EFC cost for Civil Works for the district is Rs. 949.48 lakh only. The
amount has been spent within the plan period i.e., 1997-98 to 2001-2002. The works
which have been done out of this amount is of various types viz. repair, New School
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Building (NSB), Additional Class Room (ACR), CLRCs, JE's Commission/remuneration, TNDA for the JEs etc. The amounts which have been spent are given below.
Table 37. EFC Cost for Civil Works & Amount Spent Activitv-wise.
Sl. No.

Activity

Ph~·sical

316

10
2.

.

,:;-.--z·-··-·•···

Target Amount SJlcnt

Repair
Commission for Repair @ 2%
.,
Additional Class Room
-'·
4. ---- New School Building
5.
Circle Level Resource Centre
6.
J.Es' Remuneration+ Commission
7.
TNDA ofJEs
8.
Training ofMasons on CET
9.
Pedagogy Park

300

,.,_!OJ
_,
14
14
47

--~-

----------

63.33466
1.2666932
375.2023477
376.12649
I 10.09852
13.6406191
0.308
0.10
9.40

Rs. 949.47733

Total
---

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

(in Lakh)

-·

-

---------------·------ ----

Thus, during the project plan period, the amount ofEFC cost for Civil Works
have been utilized for creation of 23 CLRC buildings for 23 circle level resource
centres, l 07 new school buildings, repairing works of 3 16 class rooms, special facilities like learning corners, both internal or external, or child-friendly pedagogy-support elements in the form of Pedagogy Parks in 12 x 2 = 24 BLRC adopted schools
and 23 x l = 23 special intervention schools of23 CLRCs i.e., total 47 schools.
I

.

C. Alternative Schooling (AS)
Provision of access is not a problem of a significant magnitude in the district at
, present. There are 1806 primary schools at present in the district against a sanctioned
quota of

l8ll.(~ 3 l

A gross calculation like each school having 4 classes and each

school having an enrolment of 50 in average indicates that 1806 schools have an
enrolment capacity of ( 1806 x 4 x 50=) 36,12,000 which is accommodate the entire
children of 5+ to 9+ age-group who are out of school and those who are in school as
per DISE, 2000-2001 count up to 357364 of 5-9 age group out ofwhich 302336 are
already in

schools,<'~l

In 564 SSKs, the gross enrolment is 3261 in class I and ll

whereas the net enrolment is 18640. All in all these two set-ups have already provided
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coverage to 320976 of the age-group and about 22284 nos of children of the said agegroup are Still out the coverage of formal primary

education.<~~>

All these unserved

habitations have been provided with some form of primary education. The district of
Coach Behar has a large number of population of fishermen, cane-workers, bidi labourers, workers of brick-kilns and slum dwellers. A huge number of children of age
· · 5-14 years of such families do not come to schools or school facility is not available

within 1 km, hence for them Alternative schools with the Shishu Shiksha Karmasuchi
have been started. To start with the project, the following activities like survey, iden• tification of pockets, community mobilisation, organising workshop to finalise modTf ules.Of trainiJ1g,

Curriculum, methodology Of teacJling/evaJuation, Orientation/training

· of instructors, opening of centres had been undertaken. During 1999-2000, 254 Sishu
Siksha Kendra (SSKs) were opened and in 2000-2001 as many as 310 more SSKs
have been initiated. So there were as many as 564 SSKs in 2000-200 I in the district.
And these centres have been activated in such habitations only which did not have a
school within I km radius. SSKs are opened under community initiative but recognised by the Zilla Parishad in accordance with the guidelines of the Panchayat & Rural
Development Department, Govt. of West Bengal. A lump-sum grant @ Rs. 10,000
,!

has been given to each of the 25% of SSks established till 2000-0 I for all round
improvement ofthe kendras and TUvl grant@ Rs. 25.00 only per Sahayak/Sahayika

·and school grants@ Rs. 1000.00 per kendra have been distributed.<%> The DPEP,
· Coach Behar principally provides the academic and pedagogical support to the Sishu
Siksha Kendra on teaching learning methods, development and use ofTLM, handling
large size classrooms to multigrade teachings etc. For monitoring and supervising, a
': by. DPO is the overall in-charge ofthis wing.

D. Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE)
Early Childhood Care & Education (ECCE) is am important functional area
· of DPEP. A strong intervention in this sector ensures provisions of a launching pad
for enrolling young children in the primary schools. It is meant for providing educa: tion to children of age group 3-5 years. This programme has been provided for mak:,: ing the child to develop a school going habit so as to ensure continuation of education
ll

·! in formal primary schools on attaining the age of 5 years. ECCE also prepares the
ji,!

• child for taking up the learning process from class I with speed and quality. This
!:

programme also ensures reduction of under age enrolment in primary schools avoid-

!I

i'
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ing over crowding in class L
The District of Coach Behar has been covered under the pre-schooling component oflntegrated Child Development Scheme (!CDS) programmes of Social Welfare Department and presently 1960 such centres with 1960 Anganwadi workers
(AWW), 100 Supervisors and 69 RTs are functioning in the district.<57 > These centres
have been activated in such a way that all the eligible children of 3-5 years are attended to in respect of nutritional aspect, primary health care and early education.
Due to proper running of ICDS centre, the older children who some times cannot
afford to go to school for taking care of younger siblipgs, have been attended the
---s-cl1ools regularly. To achieve the targets, training~ of ICbS workers, NGOs, women
activists ·have been completed. Mother - Teacher Associations (MTAs) have been
formed for all the centres in the district. The centre-wise composition are (i) AW
workers and helpers, (ii) all female members of the concerned VEC, (iii) 4 mothers of
4 boys of the centre, and (iv) 6 mothers of 6 girls of the centre. The following table
gives the coverage position ofiCDS in the district and population of ages- 3+ and 4+
and new admission in class I in 2000-0 I respectively. The population sizes age-wise
are taken from House-to-House Survey, ECCE enrolment figures are taken from the
ICDS data ofthe District and new admission in class-1 figures are taken from DISE
2000-2001.
Table 38. Coverage & Transition Data of the district Cooch Behar

Enroll~d nos. of d1il- Total nos. of Enmll"d nos. of ~hi I- Total nos. of Enrolkd hos. of
dr"nof ag~ 3 in ..1.\\'C
ag" 3
dr"nof ag" 4 in .\\\'C ag" 4
of ag" 4 i1l 99-00

Boys

Ciirls

Boys

(iirls

Boys

16!<29

16105

306962901!< 16341

(iirls
15769

Boys

(iirls B<lYS

31193 30714 16011

Total nos. of Enrolmont in
ag~ 4 in 99-00 dass ln"w adm.

at ag" 5;

: Girls

Boys

15472

40517

Girls Boys

Girls

3G77X 36511

32952

Source: ECE Enrolment, /CDS District Officers, Class -1 Enrolment, DISE 2000-01, Age-wise
population, House-to-Hmtse Sunoey Data 1999-2000.

E. Girls' Education

It is unfortunate that the problems of girls' ed1,1cation have never been addressed with all sincerity. A large number of girls does not attend school primarily due
to lack ofinterest on the part of parents. Some causal factors are also responsible for
low girls' enrolment which are engagement in househ?ld activities, taking care of
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younger siblings, early marriage in some communities, engagement in family occupation or work of maid servant in other houses, lack of proper clothing, lack oftoilet in
Schools. Most of the issues are addressed by community mobilisation and it has been
decided to campaign rigorously on the subject. DPEP has been arranging training
programmes for women activists, social workers, NGOs and has formed the MotherTeacher Associations to take care of girls education. The DPEP, Coach Behar has
also observed Mothers' Day every year and organised Ma-0-Meye melas (Mother
and Daughter fair) in 1999-2000 in 60 Gram Panchayats (GP) out of 128 GPs and 5
out of 6 municipalities of the district to invoke mothers' awarenes.s.<SHJ Ma-0-Meye
mel as being improved upon in design, from 2000-01, DPEP, Coach Behar has been
more effective in bringing the issues such as (i) early childhood marriage of girls, (ii)
views about the girl child and womankind, (iii) how girls become less important than
boys in a social situation and (iv) educational backwardness of women leading to
social backwardness which ultimately lead to perpetuation ofbackwardness ofhuman
society have been society.
F. Community Mobilization (CM)

Community Mobilization is another important cornerstone of DPEP along
with Pedagogy. Enough stress is being laid on this intervention by DPEP. Coach
Behar being traditional society has not been able to break the frozenness ofthe attitude of community towards the child and her primary education and nothing commendable has been achieved under DPEP. It has been felt that community's apathy
towards the child, the school, and primary education and the difficulty in forming a
few individuals, who are members on VEC/WEC, into a group of persons actively
interested in the VEC/WEC activities are the two reasons behind the low pace of
community mobilisation. The major activities planned for and undertaken during 2000200 I were (i) one-day sensitisation at block, and GP levels, (ii) VEC training, (iii)

Folk cultural programmes, (iv) enrolment drive common to both the years, (v) preparations of as many as 40 teams for the whole district for folk cultural performances in
the folk forms to disseminate the message of DPEP, Coach Behar, (vi) preparing a
few street drama troops with the same purpose in view, (vii) organising enrolment
drive in two phases, (viii) organising retention drive in two phases, and (ix) the most
important programme organising Sishu-0-Siksha mela along with Ma-0-Meye mela
and Anganwadi mela in all the 128 GPs at GP level, and 5 out 6 municipalities ofthe
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district. <~ 9 > During 2000-200 I, VEC training and re-training were planned for and
organised because many of the YEC members are neo-Iiterates, or even worse, to
whom too many concepts ofYEC activities and problems existing in primary schools
and problems the children face have been taken through oral communication method
in a cascade mode with all its defects and limitations.
Mother-Teachers Associations have been formed in the district for every school.
A body has been formed for each school comprising (i) the AW worker and helper, (ii)
all female members of the concerned YEC/WEC, (iii) 4 mothers of 4 boys of the
c.e.ntre, {iv.)..6. 1nothers of 6 girls of the centre and .,v) all the teachers of the school.
MTA training for all members except the teachers has been completed all over district. MTAs "re gradually emerging to be a body with a very big contribution for the
children and schools. A District Resource Group (DRG) at the district level and subsequently Circle Resource Group (CRG) at the circle level have already been formed
to monitor and supervise the programme. During 200 1-2002, a new programme called
'Nutan Baran' (Freshers' Welcome) has been launched for the children newly admit-

ted in schools at the GP level to remove the fear-psychosis about school from the
mind of the immaculate children. <611 >
G. Integrated Education for Disabled (lED)

Children with mild and moderate disability are gradually intergrable in the
formal schools with a little material assistance and a congenial environment. The surveys and screening camps were organised by Cooch Behar DPEP to identify the disabled children in five blocks viz. Cooch Behar II, Tufanganj I, Dinhata I, Mathabhanga
II and Haldibari including Tufanganj, Dinhata and Haldibari municipalities and to find
out how many of them are in schools and how many are yet to be enrolled out ofthose
identified as "integrable" through the screening camps.< 6 '> The surveys and screening
camps identity only the conspicuously disabled children of the six types of disabilities
viz. (i) orthopaedic, (ii) locomotor including cerebral palsy, (iii) visual, (iv) hearing,
(v) speech and (vi) mental retardation. But the relatively large number of learning
disabled children are not amenable to detection through survey and screening. The
strategies ofCooch Behar DPEP on lED, therefore, have been mainly the following:
I. Survey and screening to identity the disabled children of2-14 age-group of
various conspicuous types of disabilities;
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2. To determine and create database on the integrable children from among
those identified;
3. To arrange for enrolment ofthose integrable children who are not enrolled;
4. To provide the impaired children with aids and appliances through convergence with ALIMCO (for physical disabilities);
5. To build up awareness in the community on attitudinal matters towards the
disabled children;
6. To build up awareness among the parents ofthe disabled children who
have received aids and appliances on use of th~m .
.

-=~

·--·-· ----··-··--.. ···--·- -

·-

..,_,.,

··~

7. To build up awareness in the community, particularly among the parents, on
household-level management strategies of the disabled children-disabilityWISe.

8. To orient teachers of schools on classroom management in an integrated
set-up with disabled children (ofvarious types) and non-disabled children
along with Low Disabled (LD) children.
9. To provide school-level support to teachers of the schools with disabled
children enrolled through the Special Educators ofthe District Level
Resource Organisation (DLRO).
I 0. To give specialised orientation to the teachers of all the schools in the
Intervention blocks- 6-days residential- by specialists ofthe State Level
Resource Organisations (SLROs).
H. Awareness & Campaigning
i

The district has already conducted two workshops on the aspect of environment building activities. Educational planners, panchayat representatives, social workers
and artists including performers participated in the said work shops. A blue print for
E. B. activities was prepared. The vast experience gained.in the literacy campaign has
been utilised in the campaigning programmes of DPEP. A state level workshop was
held in the month of May, 1998 for refinement of materials needed for campaign-

The maximum stress has been given on personal contact programmes and
small group interactions. That is why VECs have been conducted meetings with parents, guardians, mothers, community leaders, women activists and social workers
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including NGOs to mobilise people in successful implementation ofDPEP. The prime
objective of such meetings was to bring all the eligible children to schools. ICDS
centres have been activated to bring children of 3-5 yrs. age-group to such centres.
The target for retaining pupils and checking drop-out rates have also been addressed
in such meetings.
Various other programmes such as organising Siksha Mela, Mothers' Day,
Ma-O-Me mela, Anganwadi mela have been organised besides mass mobilisation programmes such as padajatra, jaatha, poster campaign, publication ofn~ws letters/journals etc. Siksha mela was organised at CLRC level where TLM exhibition was held.
To make E.B. activities more interesting and enjoyable preparation of some audio/
video cassettes, services ofF olk singers/theatres group of the district has been utilised. for the purpose of some street plays/stage plays have been organised. <63 >

Inter Organisational and Intra Organisational
relationship in operationalising PPEP
Irrespective of the nature of civil societies, no pro gramme of action, can ever
be translated into reality in a single handed manner. To put in a different way, no
organisation be it public or private can fulfill its desired goal towards a positive direction in isolation. Indeed, every developmental programme has been a concerted action programme where various agencies, associations and organisations are clubbed
together for the realisation of the organisational goal. The notion of development for
an organisation sans inter institutional and intra institutional partnership would be an
exercise in futility. Thus networking of organisation and establishment of inter institutional linkage communication based on certain common principles of cooperation has
been the order of the day. Being composite in nature, DPEP calls for the multifaceted
interaction in transforming the programme into a movement. This is possible only
through furnishing web of common interlinkages and interactions for amalgamation
of visions, effects and experiences of the organisation throughout the district. The
horizontal and vertical interrelationship and interlinkages between the principal
organisation to realise DPEP in W.B. and other corroborative and auxiliary
organisations. The monitoring system of primary education programme of the district
of Cooch Behar may be presented as under.<M)
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Intra Organisational Vertical Relationship

The depicted diagram presents the fact that the DPEP organisation at state
has been vertically interlinked through a cobweb of organisational control mechanism
______...___,. .. ,,. __,______ - -..,
stretching from the DPEP central organisation of the state level to the grassroot level

., ....

~

·-

people. There has been unity of command and uniformity of control with demarcated
area of authority in such organically linked vertical structure. Indeed, District Project
Office of the DPEP organisation plays key role in implementing DPEP at the grassroot
level with the assistance of block, circle and panchayat level organisation. The State
Level Project Directorate has been vested with the responsibility to monitor and to
present necessary guidelines for realising DPEP in Coach Behar. For monitoring,
support and exchange of knowledge and reports, the state level agency created out of
the centrally sponsored scheme is sole the responsible authority headed by a State
Project Director (SPD). Similarly, at the district level, for planning and implementation ofDPEP at the grass-root and providing feed back to WBDPEP, the district level
agency named as DPEP, Coach Behar is the sole agency headed by the District Project
Officer (DPO). To decentralise education and to ensure dependable means of attaining people's cooperation and their strong involvement, the activity of DPEP has been
spreaded over through District Nodal Centre for Information and Management system (DNCIMS), Block Level Resource Centre (BLRC), Circle Level Resource Centre (CLRC), and Village education Committee (VEC) or Ward Education Committee
(WEC). These organisations are well represented by the three tier panchayat and
municipal representatives. Thus, the downward linkage in running and operating the
multilevel and multilateral programmes has been ensured by a holistic approach towards the overall development of primary education. '6sl
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Inter Organisational Vertical Relationship
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Villege Education Committee
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Resource Teacher
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The above diagram depicts the inter-organisational vertical relationship between different corroborative organisations from state to village level. Each organisation
has its own structural establishment. At every layer of the vertical order of inter institutional structural relationship there has been a horizontal interrelationship between
the organisations, engaged directly or indirectly in realising DPEP objectives. The
horizontal organisations as depicted above are mutually corroborative at every layer
of DPEP governance. On the other hand, the vertically structured organisations are
not only mutually exclusive but also there exist a superior-subordinate relationship.

WBBPE

I

WBDPEP

SCERT

·I

NCERT

The above diagram makes an inter organisational horizontal relationship at
the state level. Having corroborative in nature, each organisation has a institutional
linkage programme (WBDPEP), a separate constitutional body created by the state
needs a human resource supported from West Bengal Board of Primary Education,
pedagogy and research support from State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT), research and training support from National Council of Educational
Research and Training (NCERT).t 66 '
Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the District Level

I

DPSC

I

DPEP

,.

The apex body ofthe DPEP of the district Coach Behar is District level coordination committee (DLCC) whose chairman and secretary are Sabhadhipati of the
Zilla Pari shad and District Magistrate respectively. Chairman of the District Primary
Council (DPSC) is its member.t 67' To realise and operationalise the objectives ofDPEP,
the district DPEP is not sufticient unless and until the involvement of other corroborative auxiliary organisations. Again, as DPEP is an additional time bound support
system to the present primary education, the plans & programmes of DPEP are activated through the entire staft' of DPSC. In our state, the 3-tier panchayat system plays
a vital role in the development works in the rural area where more than 90% of the
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people live and thus become an integral part in the qevelopmental process. In that
sense, DPEP Coach Behar has also been accommodated the Zilla Parishad as its
active partner for the realisation of overall development of primary education.
Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the operational level of the Dist.

I DIS

DPO

PTTI

I

It is the District Project Officer who is ultimately the sole responsible authority ofDPEP at the district level for operationalising DPEP to realise the objectives of
--uEE.The-d!fferent administrative officers ofDPEP like Dy. DPO, Add!. DPO, CLRC
Co-ordinators are the deputed staff of D.I. of schools (Primary education) office. So
the institutional linkage between DIS and DPO helps in execution the plans and
programmes of DPEP throughout the district. On the other hand, pedagogical support, teachers training support and research support have taken from PTTI.
Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the Circle Level

CLRC

SIS

GP

At the Gram - Panchayat level, there are the Circle Office of DP SC as well as
the CLRC office ofDPEP. The Sub-Inspector of Schools (PE) or the circle Inspector
is the CLRC Co-ordinator

when~

as gram Panchayat Pradhan, the President. The

CLRC plays a crucial role in the operationalisation part of DPEP in Coach Behar. It
receives the informations and necessary documents from the district office and transmits it tO' the VECs under its jurisdiction. Again, it feeds back the same from VECs to
the DPO's office. It is the CLRC who provides teacher's training, mobilisation of
regional resources and monitoring the DPEP at the operational level. In this developmental process, the represente1tives of the gram panchayat organise Education Fair,
Ma- 0- Me Mela, Mother's Day, Anganwadi Mela, Folk and Cultural shows at the
CLRC level. Besides !CDS, Health workers, NGOs, VOs and Govt. machinery, the
Gram Panchayat office activates guardians, parents and local people on the criteria of
enrolment, retention and attainment of the school-going children of the particular
family to ensure the goal ofUEE. Another major area of activity on the part ofG.P. is
the construction of CLRC building and its maintenance, sensitisation programmes
and community mobilisation among the villagers. (6H>
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Inter Organisational horizontal Relationship at the village level

Head Teacher
of Primary Schools

VEC/

VOs, NGOs, KRPs,

WEC

Women Org., RTS

The ultimate users ofDPEP is the grass root people living mostly at villages in
remote areas and municipal wards in urban areas. This part of operation of DPEP is
done througp Village Education Committee (VEC) or Ward Education Committee
(WEC).
0--

-

T~elsenior panchayat member of the village is t~e president and senior Head

-. ~;--~~:~-

-

._,.,

-

,.

teacher ofth~ Primary school, the secretary ofthe that c9mmittee. In municipal areas
the ward cotbmissioner is the President of WE C. Panchayat members at the village
levels have ~crucial role to play in the access/retention activities. Door-to-door survey in the villages, meeting with the guardians and parbnts and persuading them to
send their children to school to carry out campaign sustaining activity of enrolment
and sustaining activities of DPEP are the major area of operation of Panchayats. '69>
Another Major area of activity of VEC is the selection site, Construction of new
school building, extension of existing school building, supervision of construction
work, construction of girls toilet, drinking water, pedagogical park etc.
A close institutional linkage with NGOs, VOs, Women Organisations, KRPs,
RTs is necessary to fulfill the promise of DPEP. These organisations are the ancillary
forces contributing to the process of UEE for their random awareness campaign.
From the v~dous dimensions of relationships, it may be logically argued that the DPEP
·I

,

in the distrt~t of Cooch Behar needs a continuo\.!~ inte~ organisational support and
cooperation *swell as intra organisational efficiency and effectiveness for the realisation
11

r

ofits objectives. The corroborative organisation extending support and cooperation
.

I

I

at different l~vels of DPEP Programme implementatiob may be highlighted. Since
f

i

DPEP is ·a centrally sponsored externally funded (World funding agency) programme
'

,_

to extend ba~ic primary education among those people at the grassroot who are hitherto unattended. The central agencies which are responsible to formulate and implement DPEP programme have been the Ministry of Human Resource Development,
~-

Ministry ofWomen and Child Welfare, National Council for Educational Research &
Training other auxiliary agencies constituted by the Government of India for this
purpose. At the state level, the Ministry of Education (Primary) has been the principal
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organisation to formulate strategies to implement DPEP within the state. The West
Bengal Primary education Council has been the principal organisation for the realisation
ofDPEP within the state. Another corroborative agency has been created by the state
government to look after the DPEP related affairs within the state. Such organisation
_ is the Paschim Banga Prathamic Siksha Unnayan Sanstha. Institutional linkages among
DPEP and other organisations can be viewed under different dimensions. (70>
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1. DPEP and ICDS Workers I Health Workers I Care I UNICEF
Various activities and quality upgradation activities have been organised towards the goal ofUEE. In order to implement these programmes ICDS workers and
Health ~orkers who work at the grass-root level among the villagers act as key players in the filed. They have an easy access to the guardians particularly mothers and
hence are capable of playing key roles in the activities such as enrolment drive and
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campaign, child health care, mother's health care, preparation of health cards to students, to develop diet consciousness and hygienic habits etc. They also help the disabled I handicapped children for pursuing studies through appropriate therapies. CARE
and UNICEF activities on similar issues at various times have been unified with DPEP
programme. The ICDS and Health workers also take part in the Education fair I
Mothers's day I Nature's day programmes. Another major activity of ICDS workers
is that they work as animators I community teachers I voluntary teachers in ECCE/
NFE centers.
___________ ln_or.der to utilise .the service of ICDS and.health workers it is suggested that
DPO/CDPo;.& CMOH at the district level and health Dept. at the state level have
been workedjointly with DPEP authorities. Moreover, rep'resentations of these workers
in different bodies at sub-district level is to be ensured. CARE and UNICEF authorities are to be involved in the same manner.< 71 >
2. DPEP and Panchayats

In our state the three-tier panchayat system plays a vital role in the

d~velop

ment works in the rural area where more than 72 per cent people live and thus becomes an integral part in the developmental processes. DPEP Coach Behar considers
this

pote~tial

as of great importance and has

activities. Panchayat members

ar~

incorpor~ted

panchayats in all major

properly represented in DPEP bodies at District

,Block, G.P. and Scboollevels. Panchayat members at G.P. and School levels have a
crucial role to play in the access I retention activities. Door-to-door survey in the
villages, meeting the guardians and parents and persuading them to send their chil'

dren to school to carry out campaigning for enhancemen~ of enrolment and sustaining
activities.ofDPEP are the major area of operation of panchayats. Other major activities for Panchayats that they organised education fair I Mother's day I Nature's Day I
Folk and Cultural shows etc. at BLRC I CLRC I VEC levels. They also activated
guardians I parents I local people besides ICDS I Health Workers I NGOs I VOs and
the Govt machinery. It is also suggested that Panchayats will identify socially and
educationally backward people and award them incentive under various schemes such
as JRY/ EAS I DRDA on the criteria of enrolment I retentivity I attainment of the
school-going children of the particular family to ensure the goal of UEE.
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Another major area of activity on the part of Panchayats is construction of
schools I BLRCsiCRLCs and their maintenance. The selection of site, construction of
new school building, supervision of construction work, repairing I renovation of existing buildings, construction oflavatories and drinking water facilities etc. have been
done by Panchayat bodies under the direct control ofDPEP. 12 BLRCs and 23 CLRCs
in the district have also been constructed by Panchayat bodies. en> Apart from construction Panchayat bodies at different levels has been maintained I repaired the buildings with the help of local community.
3. Linkage with Literacy Programmes

In our district TLC programme has already registered significant achievement. At present PLP programme is going on at different stages. Zilla Saksharata
Samity (ZSS) is working in the right direction. However, very recently the progress
of ongoing activities in Literacy campaign has become slow-paced due to reasons
beyond control. DPEP, Cooch Behar planned to utilise the machinery already developed for literacy campaign to motivate the people in achieving UEE. Moreover, as a
product of TLC there already exists an urge for enrolment for 5- I I years age-group
which can be rightly channelised for access and retention activities. At the same time
using the awareness and consciousness already developed by TLC drop-out level
could be lowered easily. Hence, literacy centers throughout the district and ZSS has
been activated properly for holding meetings, seminars, workshops, awareness campaign I survey works I gearing up enrolment drive etc. Further these centres has also
been utilised as NFE centres I alternative schools for on-farm I on-job/non-enrolled/
drop-out children of 5- I 4 years age group. KPsiRPs/MTsiVTs who worked in TLC
has been oriented to work as animators I volunteer teachers I community teachers for
ECCE/NEE centers under the guidance of District level Co-ordination Committee,
DPEP, Cooch Behar.
4. DPEP and SCIST Department and Social Welfare Department

The majority of the population (5 I .75%) of our district belong to Scheduled
Caste community and hence in all our developmental activities stress on these disadvantaged groups of people has already been given. It is expected that thus without
allocating special quota the members of these communities will be given appropriate
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attention. Still then, schemes such as free-learning materials to SCIST girls have been
incorporated in the plans. Apart from the specific activities under DPEP there are a
number of developmental schemes such as SCIST special component plans, scholarships to SCIST students at various levels, SCIST finance corporation's schemers etc.
are going on in the district. Keeping it in mind, the linkage between DPEP and SC/ST
welfare Deptt. has been established for convergence of efforts from both sides. District level authorities of the deptt. have already been inducted in the DPEP committees and actions have been taken to empower the people or the less privileged class to
take effective role in DPEP. At the same time activities under social welfare deptt. has
also been streamlined as per requirement of DPEP for another backward and weaker
sections of the community. Success of DPEP has largely been depended on the
synchronisation of these two deptt. with DPEP activities.
5. Linkage with NGOs, VOs and Other Organisations

ln order to fultil the promise ofDPEP it is essential to establish close relationship with various NGOs and YOs such as Pachimbanga Yigyan Mancha, Science
Clubs in the district, DSA, OSSA, NSS, NCC, lMA, Students Health Home, The
Coach B"ehar Kshtriya Society, numerous rural libraries, clubs, Gananatya welfare
Organisations in the district. Some of the Organisations named above have been worked
for DPEP all over the district through their.organised network. DPEP activities such
as Education fair, observance ofMothers' day I Nature's Day, Medical check-up
camps, Processions I Rallies etc. have not been fully successful without active cooperation of these agencies and organisations.(73 > Apart from the NGOs and VOs,
DPEP has also been required continuous support from Women Activities, teachers'
Associations, (both Primary and Secondary) Students' Organisation and above all the
Political parties.
6. Linkage with Other Govt. Departments

It is understood that apart from active participation of Health, SC/ST and

Social Welfare departments of Govt. assistance from a number of other govt. departments have also been required in successful implementation ofDPEP activities. Hence
government departments viz. Agriculture, Social & Water Conservation, Rural Development, PWD, Industries, Tourism, Archeological, Forest and Wild Life depart-
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ments. etc. are to be approached at different times for specific programmes under
DPEP. All the departments cited above have been contacted by DPEP authorities for
assistance as and when required. ln order to transform the District Primary Education
Programme to a self propelling sustainability of movement, functional linkages of
DPEP with different frontal organisation might develop strength & weaknesses.
In an effort to translate the District Primary Education Programme into a selfpropelling sustainability of movement and progress, inter institutional I organisational
linkage have been conceived as an incredible means to reach the ends of attaining
·-

.

-

.

-·-

..•

concerted thinking, persuasion, participation and monitoring.
I. Functional Linkage with Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) for
feasible Early Child Care Education (ECCE) intervention

Given there are as many as 1529 operating centres of ICDS all over the district covering all the 128 GPs, DPEP has been stretchin.g its support to equip them,
beyond their normal functioning, with a higher capacity of orienting, enchanting and
upgrading the below age group children towards the ecstacy of formal educational
system which they are supposed to enjoy one or two years letter from now. The
Strengths of the Linkage are i) well spread network through-out the district, ii) trained
Anganwadi and other Women Workers, and iii) well inter-linked with panchayats.
Sustaining community support. The Weaknesses of linkage are i) inconsistent supply
of materials, ii) inadequate staffing, iii) remuneration being given to the worker is
perceived as low and unsatisfactory, iv) improper attitude of the workers. Inadequate
play-with materials, and v) lack of coherence with primary education.<'~>
2. Linkage with Total Literacy Campaign (TLC), Non Formal Education (NFE)
System towards evolving Alternative Prima1-y Education System

While dropout has been identified as to be the most overwhelming problem
cutting evenly across the rural-urban, boys-girls, community-caste variations, the intrinsic importance of evolving an alternative primary education system has been envisaged as one of the most prioritised area of intervention through DPEP. The strengths
oflinkages are i) good profile of experience built up through running TLC programme,
ii) well identified areas of participation, iii) women's intervention had been an enthusiastic experience, and iv) escalated literacy level, in general, can furnish a further
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movement. The Weaknesses are i) inconsistence and discontinuity, ii) lack of documentation, and iii) lack of co-ordination in between the functionaries and the communities.
3. Linkage with the Panchayat System

This is the most important and crucial areas of mutual intervention, the most,
workable and dependable means of attaining people's co-operation and involvement
in planning and implementing DPEP. Beyond that, in-order to ensure a holistic approach of peoples surveillance and monitoring over the entire process, the panchayat
- -·-systenrha--swgo a long way in upgrading-the merelinkage into an organic interaction.
The strength of the linkages are i) VEC, BRC, CRC and other levels of monitoring
and supervision of DPEP are well represented by the panchayat, ii) well capable in
mobilising people's support and resources, iii) women's participation can well be ensured, iv) a two-way trafl:ic for grass-root information and feed-backs and iv) a vast
experience in running and operating multilevel and multilateral programmes on rural
development. Such linkages are not beyond limitations which are : i) areas of conflicts
may develop if communication gaps are sustained, ii) lack of adequate training and
· orientation, and iii) lack of proper and befitting policy support. (75 >
4. Linkages with other Organs like Vigyan Mancha (Popular science forum),

District Rural Development Authority (DRDA) etc.

These linkages have been the incredible means to organise different innovative educational and allied programmes as proposed in the plan, throughout the district. All of the activities, through converged thinking and participation, have ultimately been evolved into a perennial system of organisation interaction contributing
effectively for planning and implementing programmes on related aspects like healthdays, environment and ecology awareness activity, area..:heritage day, workshops on
folk and indigenous media and teaching-learning material etc. The strength of the
linkages are i) participatory experiences in different allied activities taken earlier, ii)
people involvement in popular science programmes, and iii) earned successes in the
of mothers and children' health programmes. The Weaknesses are i) with many such
organs linkages yet to be established, ii) lack of time-framed interaction, iii) lack of
commonly settled goal and objectives, and iv) lack of flexible and resilient attitudes
essential for implementing joint programmes and activities,
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5. Linkages with Women's Organisation

In designing the DPEP into a planned movement through all out participation
beyond mere a formal membership, the linkages with grassroot organisation like youths'
and women's are essential precondition, In reality, it is a people's programme with the
participation of experts and oftlcials. The stren!,rths of the linkages are i) some Women's
Organisations are well built up and functioning throughout the district, and ii) well
experienced in multi-lateral activities, like Post Literacy Campaign, health care etc.
The Weaknesses are i) a poor level of female literacy, ii) lack of proper attitude, iii) in
_ many ..cas.e£Jhey are to be organised from_a primordial stage.c76 >
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF

DPEP

A brief analysis of Personnel System is relevant for understanding the
operationalization of District Primary Education Programme in the district of Cooch
Behar. The DPEP is centrally sponsored time bound scheme of seven years duration.
It is the additional support to what is present in the present primary education system.
The structure of the Personnel System of the DPEP organisation at the district level
has been approved by the state project office of DPEP. Such arrangement has been
made in consonance with the principle of decentralised planning, management and
operationalisation of DPEP. In pursuance of the policy, the personnel administration
has been constituted. DPEP, Cooch Behar consists offour categories ofPersonnel : a)
District Inspector of Schools (Primary Education), Cooch Behar and Additional District Inspectors of Schools (Primary education) appointed as District Project Coordinator and District Project Ofticer respectively; b) Assistant Inspectors of Schools
(CARE), Cooch Behar and Sub-Inspector of Schools, Cooch Behar as Deputy District Project Officer and Assistant District Project Officer, one Assistant Engineer,
Sub-Assistant Engineer, One Finance cum Accounts Officer filled up on contract basis; (c) One Teachers' Training In-charge, four Lecturer in District Institute of Education and Training (DIET) cell and one Academic co-ordinator in each of twelve
Block Resource Centre being appointed as purely temporary basis; d) employees under Group 'C' and 'D' appointed by DPO on contract basis.
A careful consideration of the above picture reveals that District Project Office, DPEP, Cooch Behar can exercise control over employees under categories 'B'
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to 'D'. District Project Coordinator, District Project Officer, Deputy District Project
Officer and Assistant District Project Officer belong to West Bengal Educational Service. Other officials and experts are hired either from state services on deputation or
purely on contract basis.
There are three broad categories of Personnel Management : Unified, Separated or Decentralised, and Integrated patterns <77 >. Under Unified System all or certain categories of personnel form a single career service for the entire stage. It is
administered by an agency at the state level. In a separated systems each organisation
__m_ust have_tb.e power to appoint and dismiss its o.wn per:sonnel and the personnel is
not transferable to any other jurisdiction by a central body. An integrated system is
that in which the personnel ofthe National, State and Organisation form parts ofthe
same service, transfer being possible at every level of Government. Each of these
three personnel system has its own advantages and disadvantages. Asoke
Mukhopadhyay in his empirical investigation ( 1984) has arrived at some interesting
conclusions PH>

:

First, Unified Personnel System can not be said to have scored definitely better over the Separate Personnel System in local administration. If the organisation
does have larger resources at its disposal it can attract and also retain qualified personnel in its services under Separated System. Second, in case ofTechnical Officers,
like Engineers, the Unified Personnel System also cannot attract highly qualified Personnel because of comparatively poor pay and lower prestige of local Organisational
Service. It is Integrated, not Unified, personnel System which can procure higher
technical expertise for the Organisation. Third, in respect of policy implementation
and internal management of Organisation, Unified Personnel System is better equipped.
It can resist local political pressure. But a personnel under this system is either pliable
or helpless when pressure is exerted from state level politicians. The Separated personnel is found to be very much susceptible to pressures and influences of local politicians.
In concrete terms, State Cadres should cover Administrative Service whereas
Engineering Service, Teachers' Training, BRC coordinator and other clerical jobs are
left to the discretion of District Organisational Authority for recruitment, subject,
however, to the conditions of service approved by the Government constituted state
apex body, State Project Director Oftice, The District Project Office started function-
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ing since February, 1995 with 2 or 3 personnel who were provided additional charges
to work in addition to their normal duties in District Primary school Council, Cooch
Behar. First full time appointment was made in September, 1995 with induction of
Administrative - cum - Finance Officer. Before the initiation of the District Primary
Education Programme, there were only five personnel working at the District Project
Office. The office got a break in 28/04/97 with the joining of Deputy District Project
Ofiicer and Assistant District Project Oft1cer under an order issued by the Director of
School Education, West Bengal. The Sub Assistant Engineer of the ofiice was deputed by chairman, District Primary School Council Coach Behar on full-time basis
w.e.f December, 1997. The staff pattern ofthe District Project office, DPEP, Coach
Behar has been shown below :
Table 39 : Staff Pattern of District Project Office <79>
Sl.

Name of the Post

I.

Disfrict Project Oftlcer (DPO)
Add!. DPO
Dy. DPO
Finance & Accounts Officer
Asstt. Engineer (A.E)
S.A.E
Lecturer, DIET
Training Co-ordinator
TO. I
MIS-lncharge
D.E.O.
Head clerk
U.D.A./Acct.
L.D.A.
Typist
Gr. D Staff
BRC Co-ord.
CLRC Co-ord.
Social Dev. Specialist
Dist. Resource Co-ord. (lED)
Resource Teacher (lED)
Women Development lncharge
Media & Documentation Officer

2.
..,
-'·

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

,..,
__,.

No. of Post
01

OJ
01

OJ
01
14
04
01
01
01
01
01
03
15
01
17
12
23
01
01
03
01
01

Nature of appointment
Ex-Officio
Ex-Officio
Ex-Officio
Contract
Contract
Work Charged Staff
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Page-Contract Basis
Contract
Deputation .
Deputation
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
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Apart from the organisation ofthe office ofDPO, there have been monitoring
committees ranging from the district level to the level of panchayat to assist the office
of DPO for realising DPEP Cooch Behar. This includes DLCC, DCC, BRC, CLRC,
VEC/WEC. All these committees and councils are composed principally of elected
representatives of different tires of district Panchayati Raj structure and the Municipalities. Besides, the political element, these vertically structured committees are represented by the district, block, and panchayat level bureaucrats and academicians.
Moreover, the District Project Oftice has certain specialised wings to operationalise
DPEP objectives. In most of the cases, the oftice of DPO is either manned by tempo-

-- ~ary·"/ contractual I contingent staff of dep~ties o~ deputationists. As a matter of fact
there has been no pre-entre training for the recruitment of the staff and even the subAsstt. Engineers recruited for technical purpose are not permanently recruited. In this
sense, the whole District DPEP organisational structure presents a personnel system
which is principally based on sheer adhocism. Further, some important posts of officers and trainers of District DPEP office are held by the retired persons from whom
dynamism and mobility can hardly be expected. Sometimes this retired contingent in
the office of the DPO proves to be liability and the office in turn has become a rehabilitation centre of some retired elderly citizens. Another important area of concern
has been the insecurity of the employees who have been recruited on contract basis.
Since DPEP is a time bound programme, the contingent employees feel demoralised
and shaky to perceive their future. Moreover, the officers of the office of DPO who
are mostiy deputationist are not obviously committed to their job responsibility in the
sense that they understand very well that they would have to go back to the mother
service. Another important point is to mention that DPEP is a time bound programme
which involves a huge quantum of funds which needs to be properly utilised and
audited. A strong financial and accounting has been of1 high order for DPEP in the
district. Unfortunately, however, the finance personnel in the oftice of the DPO are
either drawn from audit and account service or from retired persons purely on temporary basis. Such a weak financial personnel structure of the office of the DPO will
ultimately cause harm to the programme and will, ultimately, result in financial mess
<" 0 >. Another important point to be mention here is that the political representatives of

committees and council remaining at different tires ofDPEP programme implementation exert tremendous influence of the DPEP personnel structure.
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In addition to the personnel mentioned above, the District Project Office has
been working with the assistance of some casual workers appointed purely on temporary basis. The employees of all the departments under District Project Office have
been the employees either hired from District Primary School Council or recruited by
the State Project Director I District Project Ofticer. However, they are to work under
the authorities of District Project Ofticer, DPEP, Coach Behar.
In brief, Personnel Administrative structure ofDPEP, Coach Behar comprises
of employees of different categories such as, A) Personnel working in DPEP, Coach
__

.J~~bi:lr oJf.Lc~s

recruited directly by DPQ, .Cooch.Behar .on temporary basis ; B) Per-

sonnel ofdifterent educational services and existing staffofthe District Primary School
Council, Coach Behar hired by DPO, DPEP, Coach Behar. Such a mixed kind of
Personnel Administrative Structure contributes to unorganised ineffective system of
personnel Administration in DPEP, Coach Behar. This explains to a large extent the
growing gap between the targets and the actual performance of DPEP Administration. In order to build up an eftective administration system, a mixed system of Integrated, Unified and Separated personnel system is necessary at the District level of
DPEP, Coach Behar. To this end, the state level apex body can hardly deny its responsibility. District level autonomy of DPEP has no prospect of its success without cordial DPSC, Coach Behar- DPEP, Coach Behar and SPO-DPEP, Coach Behar relationship. In this context, the move to review DPEP, Coach Behar Personnel Administrative Management is welcome. ·rhus, instead of creating a large Government apparatus, DPEP, Coach Behar should encourage the society to create an awareness among
the people through its development programmes.
Precisely, the DPEP has been conceived as a medium term investment

-I

programme, designed to improve learning achievement, reduce dropout rate and increase access to primary education. The programme would also strengthen the capacity of national, state, and district level institutions and organizations to plan, manage
and evaluate primary education. The basic assumption of the DPEP is contextual.
Therefore, the relative emphasis on access, quality and achievement would vary from
district to district. The assumption may also be changed for the programme in terms
of its components and contents, as well as for the structures adopted for management
and monitoring. The bedrock of the programme is to· build national and local level
capacities of primary education. In keeping with the objective ofthe programme, the
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formulation of the district plans has to ensure a process of capacity building. Taking
into consideration, the scarcity of project management skills, the programme envisages particular measures for strengthening state level resource institutions and District Institute of education & Training (DIETs), networking of the institutions with
National Council of Educational Research & Training (NCERT) and National Institute of Educational Planning & Administration (NIEPA) on the other hand, and with
state level social science research organizations I Indian Institute of Management
(IIMs) I university departments on the other. Until recently, state level resource institutions have been strengthened mainly with reference to teacher training. In future,
equal emphasis would also be laid on -administration and management training of
educational functionaries, Non-Governmental Organisation (NGOs), members ofthe
Villege Education Committee (VECs), district and subdistrict project team members
etc. One of the very initial steps in project formulation has been to identify key functionaries in the state education department and other state level organization and
trained level functionaries. As far as possible, the resource persons will have to be
drawn from a network of resource institutions, so that one can help to develop capabilities to plan and implement the programme on a long basis. The management structures for implementing the DPEP will have to be evolved on imaginative lines. The
structure must also be detined in very specific terms keeping in view of the responsibilities of individuals and groups. These structures must help to generate an information base which can be used at local levels. Specifically, in the context of social sectors·
there is a need to generate, manage and interpret information with integrity. The pace
of the DPEP must never be a forced one, but one that takes into consideration the
various perspectives keeping context into account.(HIJ
To operationalise DPEP, this national level agency has been governed by Council and an Executive Committee representing the government of India agencies as
well as state education departments and leading educationists. This agency has been
made responsible for appraisal of new proposals, supervisions of on-going projects
and management of national technical assistance programmes. National support for
implementations of state and district programmes are tq managed by NMA and provided through annual budget and work programme with NCERT and NIEPA and
through contracts with other research and development organizations. The guiding
principles of organizing the National Level Structure (NLS) are : (i) NLS should have
adequate financial and administrative powers commensurate with its tasks; (ii) the
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role ofNLS is essentially comprised offaciliations, capacity building, appraisal, coordination and overall direction ofthe programme; and (iii) NLS has been a lean organizations with minimum permanent staff. Most of its work will be carried out through
contractual arrangements with institutions/individual consultants .
. The administrative structure for project implementation at the state level has
been the state societies with a wider participation. The State Governments have established registered societies to receive, disburse, and account of funds and to oversee project implementation. It is implementation scenario, the State Society and De.e~.rtfl1e~!. ~n~erface

a.re to be worked out. The stlj.te implementation unit needs to be

set up with a core staff of two types : (i) the managerial staff who perform supervisory
function; and (ii) the executive staff who are directly involved with the project implementation process. These staff would be appointed as. quickly as possible and they
should be component persons who have the potential for undertaking the management tasks required. Until they are in position, the project culture that is so urgently
needed. The EMIS need to be an essential part of the state structure to monitor the
project activities. The technical structure envisaged at the state level are SCERT and
SIEMT. State Council of Educational Research and training (SCERT) and State Institutes ofEducation (SIE) with support from national programmes would assist district to introduced improved classroom parasites and inservice code teacher training.
The SCERT has to be strengthened in all the DPEP states: (i) to enable to it act as a
nodal agency to develop training modules; (ii) to train kept resource persons; (iii) to
develop new approach and methodology of teacher training and (iv) to provide resource support to all areas. Its role has to be more of a facilitator than direct involvement in training. In addition SCERT has to be strengthened and encouraged to undertake research and evaluation studies in primary education. This in turn will strengthen
and improve the quality of training imparted. A distinction has been attempted, in this
contact, between educational statistics to be maintained and supplied periodically and
other aspects of monitoring which relate to the improvement of the quality of service
provided. The latter may be new to this programme. Such information has to be
collected at district, block, circle and village levels to facilitate effectively monitoring
of various programmes. One of the weakest lines in educational process is the poor
complacency in arranging the implementation of programmes. The educational supervisors and administrators at all levels need orientations in planing and management. The State Institute of Education Management and Training (SIEMT) is pro-
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posed to be set up for developing key person's skill in planning and management.
Development of such a structure may take a long time. Till such time these structures
are in place, resource support will have to be arranged from outside. State institutes
I

of administration can be associated with the project in order to build up the capacity
.
.
d
(H~)
111 plannmg an management.
A project implementation check list has to be prepared for each project component of monitoring the overall execution of the project. The district project management unit has to be made responsible of this task so as assess whether the key
. __ a.:~tiyiti~s__h~ye been carried out. To provide technical suPrport at the district level, the
DIETs are to be augmented. The DIETs are to act as th~ main resource support base
at the district level to train functionaries in key areas and to evolve district specific
mechanisms in plan formulation and implementation. All training programmes including management training need to be detailed and carefully scheduled to incorporate
information on trainees, training needs, expected outcomes, training duration, location, resource persons and evaluation. A system network plan is needed to identify the
coverage of various services at state, district, block, and villages; the type of activities
each service will perform with objectives, time tables, and the outcome to joint activities, participating voluntary originations and NGOs is to be included to create a pool
of resource persons, community mobilization and interaction. The Block Resource
Centre and circle level teacher meeting are to be provided technical inputs. However,
the programme needs further support at the community level of for its implementation. There is an urgent need to from VECs and train the member in community
mobilization to achieve and effectively intervene in the functioning of schools to make
I

them more sensitive to the local realities and to ensure )mproved enrolment, attendance and retention. In order to allow for a continuous learning process, a monitoring
and evaluation system is needed to review the impact of the projection specific objectives. This can be done initially on a quarterly basis, The main management task is to
bring about a change in working practice from 'routine mode' to 'mission mode'.
Putting new approaches in place requires sustained efforts. In other words, there is a
need for management of change rather than change in management structure per se.
This cells for careful analysis of the present and changed roles that are to be performed be persons at all levels starting from the top to bottom including community
members and teachers, once their role and functions are clearly defined, resistance to
change may be minimal.
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Mobilization of and participation by community is essential for improving enrolment, retention, achievement and school effectiveness. The existing mechanism for
mobilization are VECs, teachers union, teachers-parent councils, and mother-teacher
associations. Whether these mechanisms are sustainable in the long run is an important question. For example, the natural and type of mobilization that is necessary for
VEE will be different from that ofTLC. The existing structures ofTLC are no doubt
effective. However, they are meant for the short run only. Mechanisms for mobilization under DPEP need to be institutionalized for their sustained contribution to the
. not ab out rnaI spora d"IC expenments.
.
.
programme. (HJ) T he DPEP IS
It attempts to bnng

·- about.ci1ange and tra~1sport on a large sc~le. The answer lies in Panchayati Raj bodies
being formally vested responsibilities have to be oriented and attempts would have to
be made to get them involved in project activities. The DPEP is one of the innovating
programmes which aims to achieve EFA by 2010 A.D. For effective implementation,
the DPEP proposes to adopt innovative approaches. This itself calls for a review of
the existing structures and processes in the DPEP.
The DPEP has three important goals- universal access, retention and achievement. The structure should be ultimately help to achieve these objectives of the
programme. The DPEP is one of the centrally sponsored schemes. The fund under the
DPEP would be additional to what is being spent on programmes at the present level.
The external aid under DPEP would not be more than three per cent of the total
central budget. In any given state only a limited number of districts are selected under
DPEP. Hence, the question of dismantling the existing structure altogether and creating new structures does not arise. Further, the experience which the existing structure
has gained over a period of time cannot be lost sight of The two major difficulties
with the ·exiting structure are : (i) procedural delay; (ii) rigidity. During study, it is
identified that specific interventions in the existing structure are to take care of these
difficulties which includes following two important structures that are essential for
better implementation of the DPEP ; (i) administrative structure; and (ii) technical
structure.
A five-tier administrative structure may be suggested. The levels in the administrative structure thus specified are (i) National, (ii) State, (ii) District, (iv) Block and
(v) Village. At the national level, there should be 'Project Board' to function as the
apex body. It should have proper representation of the States. It should evolve the
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networking with national resource institutes. There should be a forum, in this body,
for interstate interaction. It is also suggested that the formation of a 'Society' as state
level apex body. The main features of this society, are as follows : (i) The 'Society;
will have autonomous status; (ii) It have its own rules and regulations, social workers,
teachers and sensation of politicians, academicians, social workers, teachers and NGOs;
and (iv) It should have all powers for project implementation and to carry out all its
functions. Such society should have a cadre of managerial staff which would be of
supervisory nature. It should have other executive officer. These separate structures
may be necessary to faciliates quick decisions, flow of funds in time and monitor
· -- --prograri1i11.eby incorporating necessary.modificat~ons. Needless to add tha,t a reliable
EMIS is an essential to monitor the programme. There should be a 'Society' at the
district level too. These societies formed at district level should act as units of the
state level society. The composition of these societies has similar to that of the state
level society. It has full powers delegated to it to carry out its functions. It also has
proper management structure more or less on some pattern as that of the state level
society. The existing district head acts as the chief of the society. At the block level,
there should also be a 'society' which would have proper presentation ofthe local
people and organizations. The existing Block Education Officer should act as the
incharge of this body. The Village Education Committee is the nodal body at the
village level. It can have the subcommittees of the existing panchayats wherever they
are functional. All financial trans.actions should be managed by the VEC.<H~l
It is very important to have proper linkage of this new set up with the existing

setup as both have to function in a coordinated way. At the state level, departmental
secretaries of Finance, Planning, Rural Developments etc. should be members ofthe
society. The State Educational Secretary should be incharge of executive committee
of the society with all executive powers. The linkages with existing Directorates of
Education are important. All directorate should. be members of the society. The
panchayat bodies should be strongly represented in the society. The Chairman of Zilla
Parishad of Local Boards should be the Chairman of the society. The district head,
collector or chief executive officer ofZ.P. as the case may be in the state has to be the
chief executive assisted by District Education Officers so that all other departments
like health, ICDS etc. can be involved.
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Capacity building is one of the important objectives of the DPEP and hence
proper technical structure is to be evolved. It is proposed that a five-tier structure
with the following bodies : (i) SCERT at the state level; (ii) State Institute of educational Planning and Administration (SIEPA) or SIEMT at the state level; (iii) DIET at
the district level; (iv) Resources Centers at the block level; and (v) Circle resources
Centers at the circle level. The SCERT should be a nodal agency for implementing
training to all important functionaries like teachers, NFE volunteers, ECE workers,
etc. It would train the key resource personnel only. It would work with new approach
and methodology in imparting training. It would be the resource support institute in

·- areas like MLL, NFE, women's empowerment ceil etc. 'At the State level training of
educational functionaries in the areas of planning and management should be the responsibility ofSIEPA or SIEMT. SIEPA I SIEMT would train administrators in planning and management of education. It would also take up research activities related to
its area of operation. The DIET has to act as the main support institute at district
level. It imparts training to functionaries in key areas and evolve district specific mechanisms in plan formulation and implementation. The BRC (Block Resource Centre)
should provide training to block level functionaries especially teachers. The CLRC (
Circle Level Resource Centre) concentrates on around I 0-12 schools in the periphery
of five to eight kms. It has supervision and academic units. It would evolve local
specific methods- i.e. teaching -learning aids; teaching strategies; model lessons, etc.
This provides a forum for the tea~hers to have close interaction to share experiences
and difficulties. It is suggested that technical management structure has local modifications depending on the existing situation. CK">
In the context of DPEP, there is need for introducing some changes in the
management process that are associated with the change of management structure. In
short there is a need for management of change rather than change in the management. This calls for careful analysis of the present and changed roles that are to be
played by persons at all levels starting from the highest pint due to the level of teacher
and community member. Once these roles are clear to different functionaries, the
resistance for the changes in the process are to minimized. It is further felt that the
new structure should not be manned by fresh recruits. They should rather be, as far as
possible, drawn from the existing cadres so that at the end of the project they may
come back to the parent department. Keeping in view of the major objectives of the
DPEP, the following suggestions may be put: (a) training of the members of the VEC
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more through discussions than through written communications; (b) making enrolment drives through innovative ways; (c) organizing welcome functions for the new
entrants (children) at the beginning ofthe school session; (d) Demonstrating play-way
and role-play method of teaching in public in the presence of the parents and other
members ofthe community; and (e) change of school timing to suit the requirement of
particular class of children. While it is felt that the above measure has been considerably reduced the difference in enrolment, dropout and learning achievements among
gender and social groups, it is also necessary to attend the following aspects : (a)
gender discrimination must be avoided in text books and other activities in schools;
- (hfsociai awareness and mobilization i-n genenii and gender in particular, and (c)
language and other specific issues of the tribes should be taken into account in the
preparation of textbooks. ln case production of group specific textbooks is not possible, teachers' guidance and handbooks may prepare in a suitable manner to address
these specific issues.
Reduction of dropout rate has been fallen considerably from the step suggested earlier. In addition, the following steps should also be taken for facilitating
retention, the following steps should also be taken for facilitating retention of children
in schools: (a) making the surroundings of the school building more attractive with
the help of students, teachers and community; (b) making classroom transactions
more participative and joyful through appropriate and frequent teachers' orientation
and motivation programmes, and (c) arranging frequent visits of the parents to the
school either to see their children at work or their progress or use the school building
for some community work beyond the school hours. Learning achievement will, in
addition to what has already been said earlier, been increased for implementing a
sense of joy and pleasure in the whole teaching-learning process in the schools by
proper orientation of the teachers and making provisions of activity based materials
and work books for students as envisaged in MLL. Thus, there in a need for special
attention on school and its activities where the teacher plays a critical role. For playing is/her role successfully the teacher has to be equipped with proper competencies
through orientation, supply ofteaching - learning material and proper recognition. It
is proposed that efforts must be made to appoint properly qualified teachers, particularly in the remote rural areas and in areas with concentration of particular disadvantage social groups and minorities. This calls for necessary changes in the policy of any
other suitable committee may be given the responsibility of recruiting and appointing
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teachers to avoid exodus of teachers from remote rural areas. The question of linkage
between the existing management structure at different administration and the new
structure for the DPEP as has been suggested needs careful consideration. It is felt
that educational administrators and other in the existing statutory bodies at different
levels, in addition to their role in the present structure, should have proper representation in the changes structure so that there may not be any conflicted any stage. The
linkage between these decentralized bodies and the suggested resources structure on
the one hand and between state bodies and central bodies on the other need to be
established properly to endure necessary professional and technical support at all lev.- elS~ Convergence ofthe activities of different goven1ment departments like education,
.
~~
welfare, health, rural development, plannmg etc. should be made.

All the above process calls for area-specific planning. This can be ensured by
calling upon people of different professional and social groups to express their specific needs. This should be done by holding number to express their specific needs.
This should be done by holding number of meeting and discussions starting from the
village level to block level and finally to district level. It is proposed that the number
of the organizations have been suggested in the management structure should be properly trained and motivated to facilitate the above stated· meeting and discussions and
finally to prepare the plan for the district. Such a plan, it is proposed, has readily
acceptable to all people of the .district as their own plan and eventually they have
extend full corporation in proper implementations of this plan. The technical aspects
of the preparation of the plan is, however, not lost sight of and it is strongly proposed
that necessary technical and professional support should be extended to all the district
either in the way of training the district and sperate planning team or by commissioning some professional institutions or individuals to faciliates preparation of good and
state plans. The study suggested the expansion of DPEP caronym as Disaggregated
Patience Elicitates for Progress, to take account of them implicit spirit of implementation ofthe programme.

(H7)
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CHAPTER

DPEP

VI

IN OPERATION : THE FIELD EXPEIUENCES

The study was conducted in the district of Co'?ch Behar of the state West
Bengal during 1997-2001. The study is mostly based on structured schedule. Beside
interview, office records, reports, _relevant official publications were also used as sources
of additional information. Thus, data and information so collected have been either
from survey schedule or through participant observation method. Primarily, the field
survey was·condi.itted to u'nderstarid the s'tatus

of primary education of the district

during the post implementation period of District Primary Education Programme.
The principal objectives of the survey are : (1) status of retentivity of primary school
. children, (2) status of drop-outs of primary school children specially the girls children
and children belonging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes categories; (3) availability of quality education after the fulfillment of basic provisions created out of
DPEP efforts, and (4) level of perception of the teachers, guardians and VEC members on primary education.

I. Sample & Sampling Procedure
The survey was conducted on some selected villages and primary schools of
the district of Coach Behar in view of the f~ct that such primary schools and villages
do have a representative components of the whole district. Coach Behar block - II .
and Mathabhanga block - ll have been identified as reference blocks due to i) high
Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER), ii) high percentage of VEC constituted schools, iii)
high percentage of post literacy campaign launched villages and iv) high density of
- population. Five Gram Panchayats of each block were selected with the help of random sampling technique. One hundred fifty number of primary schools have been
brought under survey. Primary schools ofthe villages ofthe blocks under study may
be projected as under.
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Cooch Behar District

Block

Gram Panchayat

l\'fouj a

Cooch Behar-ll

i) Khagrabari G.P.

d)
e)"

Khagrabari
Banchukamari
Mahisbatan
Kharija Kakribari
Bhogramguri

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Pestarjhar
Konamali
Kachuban
Basantapur
Holonger Kuthi

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Baghbhandar
Angarkata
Bastala Natibari
Hoglabari
Sajerpar Ghoramara

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Sonari
Gopalpur
Kankanguri
Chhagalber
Gayargaris

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Takagachh
Kaminirghat
Jatrapur
Karishal
Tenganmari

a)
b)
c)

ii) Dhangdhingguri G.P.

iii) Pundibari G.P.

iv) Gopalpur G.P.

v) Takagachh G.P.

--------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Mathabhanga-IJ
i) Nishiganj - I G.P.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Nalangibari
Bhojanerchhara
Sitkibari
Khokabari
Garerkuthi

a)
b)
c)
d).
e)

Tengnamari
Agna
Ksheti
Kharija Ksheti
Rangapani Balashi

a)
b)
c)
d).
e)

Manabari
Baraibari
Khalaigaon
Tourikata
Matiarkuthi

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Da:waguri
Atpukuri
Ramthenga
Rangamati
Chhat Dwarikamari

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Gayabari
Panikhawa
Bamnikura
Patakamari
Sildanga

ii) Fu!bari G.P.

iii) A K. Parodubi G.P.

iv) Ruidanga G.P.

v) Unishbisha G.P.

In order to have a kaleidoscopic view of the status ofDPEP at its operational
stage, separate schedules have been formulated to get access to all kinds of possible
information on DPEP, Coach Behar. Accordingly, respondents have been identified in
a specific manner. Four categories of respondents have been chosen for the purpose
of the study such as : (a) Children reading in primary schools ; (b) Guardians of
primary school going children; (c) Teachers of primary schools; and (d) Members of
Village Education Committee and DPEP personnel engaged in the implementational
process of District Primary Education Programme.
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II. The Tools and Techniques of Data Collection

The tools used for collecting data are based on the structured scheduled consisting of the various indices. The indices have been the caste of the respondent, age,
educational status, occupation, family size, size ofland, monthly family income, educational expenditure, parents' perception on the reasons behind drop-out, parents'
responses towards value statements and parents' perception on OPEP.<JJ Such indices
are meant for students of primary schools. ln addition, while constructing schedule
for primary teachers, age of teachers, educational qualification, service experience,
-- --· -- eAgagement-in allied activities, social participation., interaction with allied organizations, attitude score, value score, use of teaching learning (TL) materials, opinion
score and training efficiency have been taken into account. Similarly, the schedule for
DPEP personnel has been framed with the indices which include age, educational
qualification, family size, nature of job; participation in training, family income, Interaction with allied organizations, social participation, perception on DPEP, attitudinal
score, attitude towards Village Education Committee (VEC) activities, interaction
with Circle Level Resource Centre (CLRC) and opinion score. Besides, office records,
reports, circular and other related publications were also used as tools of data collection.
III. Statistical Analysis

While collecting data through schedule composing of indices, the relative importance of bearing between the dependent variable and other contributory variables
have been analyzed by means of zero order correlation. The correlation coefficient (r)
between Y and X is defined from Pearson's product moment formu!a,(2) as
r= CoY (Y,X)
ax cry

where ax and crY are the standard deviation of X and Y respectively and
Co V (Y,X) denotes the covariance of X and Y. The prediction about the dependent
variable based on its covariance with all the concerned independent variables were
done through multiple regression analysis. The coefticient of regression of X on Y is
bxY= r ax/ crY

Besides these statistical tools, step down regression, discriminant analysis,
student t-test and percentages and averages have been used in appropriate situations.
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IV. Definition and Ope1·ationalization of Concepts

A number of terminologies have been used in this investigation with specific
meanings and concepts. Operational definition, according to Kerlinger ( 1965) is a
specification of the activities of the researcher in measuring a variable or in manipulating itY> He further argues that an operational definition is a sort of manual of instruction to the investigator. Rogers and Shoemaker ( 1971 ) have been of the view that it
might be a scale, index, observation or the answer to a direct

question.<-~>

The opera-

tional definition makes the meaning of a concept more explicit. Accordingly, various
--·· - -· .. - cor1Cep.ts_us.ed in this. study have been operationalised, explaining their epistemic relationships and empirical measures.
l. Caste

It refers to the caste to which an individual respondent belongs. The respon-

dents were asked to mention their caste. Here caste has been categorized into five
broad areas such as, General, OBC, S.C., Muslim, S.T. who are represented through
scores such as, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 respectively.
2. Age

It refers to the total years completed by an indjvidual respondent at the time of
interview. The respondents were asked to mention their age in terms of completed
years.
3. Educational.Qualification

It refers to the formal education obtained from school to the university level
by the individual respondent of all the three categories of respondents. The data pertaining to educational qualification from illiterate to Post Graduate. For quantification of levels of education eight categories have been identified such as, illiterate,
literate, primary, below Matric, Matric, H.S., B.A./B.Sc. and M.A./M.Sc. which are
represented through scores like 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 respectively.
4. Teaching Experience

This refers to the years of successful completion of service by an individual
primary teacher. The respondents were asked to record their total length of service in
terms of completed years. After screening the data, it was found that the total length
of service of the respondents ranged from 3 to 35 years.
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5. lnser-vice Training
This includes training which an individual primary teacher and DPEP/VEC
personnel has received during the project period ofDPEP implemented in the district.
After screening the data, if was found that the number oftraining ranged from l to 7
and such trainings were of 1, 2, 3 and 6 days duration.

6. Occupation
It refers the primary as well as secondary occupation ofthe respondent. After
screening the data, four categories of occupation have been identified such as, daily
: l~b_ot~r,_~~~i~ulture, Business Service wh~c~ are n~presen~ed through scores 1, 2, 3 and
4 respectively.

7. Family Size

It includes all the members of the· undivided family. The respondents were
asked to record their family size. The family size of the respondents is ranged from 3
to 14 persons.

8. Size of land
It refers the cultivated land as well as house hold land. The respondents were
asked to record their land size. The land size of the respondents varied from 0 to 20
bighas. For quantification of the size of land, has been categorized into three sizes
such as, 0 - 2 bighas, 2 - 5 bighas and 5 to 20 bighas and have represented through
scores like I, 2, and· 3 respectively.

9. Family Income
It means the total monthly income of the undivided family. Coming from primary as well as secondary occupation of the respondent. It has been found that the
monthly family income varies 0 to 15,000. For quantification of the family income,
income categories are sub-divide_d into four categories like 0 to 2000, 2000 to 5000
and above I 0000 which are represented through scores l, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

10. Educational expenditure
It refers the specific portion ofthe total budget of the monthly family income
which· is allocated for the purpose of educational expenditure of the children. It was
found that the educational expenditure of the family ranges from 0 to I 000. It also
seems that the educational expenditure per child varies from 0 to 300. Higher educational expenditure does not always mean the higher educational expenditure per child
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as it depends on the number of children. For quantification of data on the educational
expenditure per child, categorization has been made, such as, into three categories
i.e., 0-100, 100-200 and above 200 which are represented through scores 1, 2 and 3
respectively.

11. Drop-out
Drop-out has been conceived in terms of those children who have ceased to
come to school, at primary level, for at least one year.<"> A drop-out ( 6-11 age group)
during his/her absenteeism can, otherwise be transformed into a repeater or a fresher
and in the worst case, can be dropped.
Here, drop-out is calculated from different cohorts i.e., span ofyears (from I
to IV standard) e.g.
Drop-out in the cohort 1990-93

= Total enrolment in class I ( 1990) -Total enrolment in class IV ( 1993) X 100
Total enrolment in class I ( 1990)

= (EI - EIV) X I 00

7

·

El

The equation so drawn will help to understand the level of drop-outs of primary school children under survey.

12. Level of Perception on DPEP
The level of perception has been conceived as a level of proper understanding
and explicability developed and retained by primary teachers I parents of primary
children I DPEP personnel after having been exposed to conceptual and empirical
inputs ofDPEP.<6>Such subjective perceptions so collected in the form of information·
have been quantified for the purpose of study.

13. Engagement in allied activities
It refers the activities other than the occupational activities. After screening
the data, it was found that the agricultural activities, engagement in private tuition
and other social activities were the major allied activities. For quantification of the
time span for allied activities, three categories have been identified i.e., 0- 2 hrs, 2-4
hrs and above 4 hrs which are represented through scores such as 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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14. Social Participation
It refers the social interaction of the respondents with their commitment to the
society. After screening the data, it was found that the respondent have the connection with the Club, Library, Co-operative Society, School Managing Committee,
Women's Organization and Teachers Organization. Each ofthe association has been
represented through scores such as I. A respondent's achievement of score depends
on the factor of his association with the number/numbers of organisations he is associated with .

.... ___ :l.S ..Attitude_ ScQr:~

It means the respondents attitude towards education in general. The respondents were provided with specific starred questions to have information. For necessary quantification of data three scores such as I, 2, and 3 have been used.
Although, interview schedule has the main instrument of data collection for
the present study, in order to assess the reliability of the instrument a short test-retest
method of reliability as suggested by Kerlinger (1964) was exercised one month after
the data collection for the main study.(7) The total schedule being too lengthy to administer again to the same respondents, nine questions three from each of the three
major areas of Guardians' responses, Teachers responses and DPEP personnels' responses were readministered to a small sample of 20 respondents of each area. The
responses were compared with

t~e

responses of the main study. The result between

two responses for same question was computed and test retest reliability coefficients
were obtained. The reliability coefficients for 3 questions in case of parents ranged
from 0.76 to 0.81 and in case of primary teachers from 0.73 to 0.78. The same for 3
questions in case of DPEP pers-onnel ranged from 0.74 to 0.79. All of them were
found significantly different from zero at the 0. 0 1 level of significance. This proves
high reliability of the instruments used for data collection in this study. However, as all
the questions in the interview schedule were not administered during the reliability
test, this reliability is not free from the limitation.

Finding and Discussion
This part is devoted to the findings of the present investigation. It has been
divided into four parts. First Part deals with the district level data regarding the enrolment, retentivity and drop-out status of primary children. A gender difference in en-
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raiment has also been discussed. In the subsequent stages, guardians' responses of.
two identified surveyed blocks has been undertaken for justifying the level of perception about DPEP, the status of drop-out and its causes. The second part includes the
district level data having access and physical facility available at school. In the next
stage, teachers' responses of the surveyed blocks have been taken into consideration
for justifying the knowledge, training and teaching efficiency of primary teachers. The
third part deals with the perception ofDPEP personnel on DPEP and VEC activities.
The fourth part of the chapter includes the district level data of achievement level of
. ~ea~n~n~:L9~r!ng ?~se line assessment survey, mid term assessment survey and external
evaluation. Subsequently, survey has been organised to assess the achievement level
of primary children in Language and Mathematics. Each part of the study has been
conducted through questionnaires and data so collected have been rigorously analysed
with the help of rigorous statistical designs. The entire survey report may be
compartmentalised as under.
Part I
Table 40. Block wise Gross Enrolment Ratio over the years of operationalisation
of D PEP ( 1996 - 2001) in the District of Cooch Behar
Block

2000 - 200 I

96-97

Pop-91
Pop

Enrol

Pop

Enrol

Gross Enrolment Ratio

96-97

. 2000 - 2001

Coach Behar -1

28756

33905

30839

368-H

36534

90.96

99.16

Cooch Behar -II

33904

3863~

34462

41981

37866

89.21

90.20

Tufanganj -1

25272

28796

25598

31170

30829

88.89

98.91

Tufanganj -II

19455

22169

22485

23996

26326

101.43

109.71

Dinhata -1

31675

36090

29472

39063

39627

81.66

101.44

Dinhata -II

24765

27998

26191

30305

31032

93.55

102.40

Mathabhanga -1

21454

24446

22191

25612

27004

90.78

105.43

Mathabhanga -II

22272

25378

25434

27577

28580

100.22

103.64

Sitalkuchi

20055

22852

21145

24735

25936

92.53

I 04.86

1378

12964

9454

10433

15116

72.93

107.72

Mekhliganj

14655

16632

14248

18038

19528

85.67

108.26

Haldibari

10274

11683

9961

12695

13906

85.26

109.54

264915 301545

271480

326048

332284

I 073.07

1241.26

Sitai

Total

!!ere. l'op-91 means population'-" per census !9'! 1: Pop means projected population: Enrol means actual enrolment
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The table shows the block-wise population of 5-9 age group as per 1991
census and the projected population of 5-9 age group children projected on the basis
of2.2 per cent increase per annum over the population of I 99 I with their corresponding enrolment. Age group population size has grown from 3015 54 in I 996"'97 to
326048 in 2000-200 I by 24594 in the rural areas of Coach Behar district. Gross
enrolment has grown form 271480 in 1996-97 to 332284 in 2000-2001 by 60804.
This scale growth is mainly due to introduction of the Mid day Meal Scheme in 199697. The gross enrolment ratio (GER) growth has been stable in case of Coach Behar
Block II and Mathabhanga Block II. GER growth rate has been highly positive in case
.

- ·---

·-

-···

---- ·----··

··~·

of Dinhata Block I, Sitai, !Vlekhliganj and Haldibari Block where private schools are
very few. Coach Behar I and Coach Behar II exhibit persistent low GER and low
GER growth rates. This is mainly due to existence of many private schools as well as
kindergartens.<Hl The following table helps us to understand the net enrolment ratio of
the district over the years ( 1996 - 200 I).
Table 41. Block wise Net Enrolment Ratio over the years of operationalisation
of D PEP ( 1996 ~ 200 l) in the District of Cooch Behar
2000- 2001"

96-97

Pop-91

Block

Pop

Enrol

Pop

Enrol

Net Enrolment Ratio
96-97

2000-2001

Cooch Behar -1

29756

33905

27-l65

368-l3

32185

81.0 I

87.36

Cooch Behar -II

3390-l

38632

2n38

-ll981

33656

76.98

80.17

Tufanganj -1

25272

28796

21251

31170

2625-l

73.80

84.23

Tufanganj -II

l9-l55 . 22169

17S53

23996

21267

80.53

88.03

Dinhata -1

31675

36090

25323

39063

34227

70.17

87.62

Dinhata -II

24765

27998

22296

30305

27674

79.63

91.32

Mathabhanga -1

21-l5-l

2-l-l-l6

20811

25612

24077

85.13

94.01

Mathabhanga -II

22272

25378

20746

27577

24565

81.75

89.08

2005

22852

1883-l

24735

215-l6

82.42

87.11

Sitai

1137X

1296-l

8414

l-l033

12301

64.90

87.66

Mekh1iganj

14655

16632

120-l6

18038

15619

72.43

86.59

Ha1dibari

10274

166 83

8526

12695

11753

72.98

92.53

264915 301545

233303

326048

285124

921.72

I 056.36

Sitalkuchi

Total

The table reveals that the net enrolment has grown from 233303 in 1996-97 to
285124 in 2000-2001 by 51821, resulting the growth of mean NER from 76.80 per
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cent to 88.02 per cent, The NER growth has been stable in case of Coach Behar I,
Coach Behar II, Mathabhanga II and Sitalkuchi block while sharp rise ofNER growth
has been found in Dinhata I, Sitai and Haldibari block. <9 >
Ifwe put both the tables together, we canhave the comprehensive picture of
both the gross and net enrolment ratio in a composite manner. The table may be put as
under.
Table 42(a). Block-wise Grossness (GER-NER) 1996-1997
Block
- -··-

- -- -----··-

--

--

Net
Gross
Enrolmcrll Enrolment

GER

NER

----

NE as 'X. of Grossness
GE

Coach Behar -1

30839

27465

90.95

80.97

89.05

9.98

Coach Behar -II

34-Hi2

29738

89.20

76.97

86.29

12.23

Tufanganj -1

25598

21251

88.89

73.79

83.01

15.10

Tufanganj -II

22485

17853

101.42

80.53

79.39

20.89

Dinhata -I

29472

25323

81.66

70.16

85.92

11.50

Dinhata -II

26191

22296

93.54

79.63

85.12

13.91

Mathabhanga -1

22191

20811

90.77

85.13

93.78

5.64

Mathabhanga -II

25414

20746

100.22

81.74

81.%

18.48

Sitalkuchi

21145

18834

92.53

8i.41

89.07

10.12

6454

8414

72.92

64.90

88.99

8.02

14248

12046

85.66

72.42

84.54

13.24

85.26

72.97

85.59

12.29

lll73.02

921.62

1032.31

151.04

Sitai
Mekhliganj
Ha1dibari
Total

9%1
271480

8526.
233303
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Table 42(b). Block-wise Grossness (GER-NER) 2000-2001
Net
Gross
Enrolment Enrolment

Block

GER

NER

NE as'% of Grossness
GE

Cooch Behar -1

36534

32114

99.15

87.35

87.90

I 1.80

Cooch Behar -II

37866

31692

90.19

8tU6

83.69

10.03

Tufanganj -1

30829

25214

98.90

84.22

81.78

14.68

Tufanganj -II

2632(i

20520

109.70

88.62

77.94

21.08

Dinhata -1

.19(i27

.1.1889

IOIA4

87.61

85.51

13.83

Dinhata -II

31032

27705

102.39

91.31

89.27

11.08

Mathabhanga -1

27004

24552

105.43

94.00

90.91

11.43

Mathabhanga -II

28580

23583

103.63

89.10

82.51

14.56

Sitalkuchi

25936

20999

104.85

87.10

80.96

17.75

Sitai

15116

12152

107.71

87.65

80.39

20.06

Mekhliganj

19528

156-B

108.26

86.58

8(>.10

21.68

Haldibari

13906

11801

1!)9.53

92.57

84.86

16.96

332284

279864

1241.18

1056.24

1005.82

184.94

Total

-~

From table, it has been found that increase in GER is under control and has
stabilized at 103+. Also NER growth is stagnating at 87-88 range during the period.
These two features reveal strength and a weakness ofthe DPEP efforts in the district
with regard to enrolment enhancement campaign. Since the district enrolment patterns indicate the achieved control over the increase in GER, gross enrolment increase is being possible to be sustained to keep GER from falling. But this has dampened the annual increase in NER making it stagnant at 87-88 during the last three
years. It appears that any effort to increase NER above 88 will require efforts to
increase GER as well. However, the picture can become clear with the help of following analyses 00 l
NE as 'Y., GE

Grossness

1996-1997

86.02%

12.61

I 997- I 998

85.56%

I4.88

1998-1999

86.40%

16.65

1999-2000

86.40%

15.09

2000-2001

83.81

15.41
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GER at I03 is more or less ideal. Increase in NER and at the same time reduction in grossness, which too has been stagnating around 15-16, should be the target
for achieving the objective like enrolment drive of DPEP. Although 15% grossness
doesn't cause much worry. But what causes concern is the absence of a strong downward gradient in grossness. Hence, attempts should be done in such so that increasing
NER and maintaining GER at its present level will also have to take into consideration.
The following table highlights the gender difference in enrolment during the
..operationalising .of DPEP.
Table 43. Block-wise Gender Difference in Enrolment over the years 1998-99 to
2000-01.
Block
Boys

1999- 2000
1998- I 999
Girls '% Di1T Boys
Girls %Di1T

Boys

2000- 2001.
Girls %Diff

Cooch Behar -1

1911~

16866

8.59

18651

17428

6.55

18771

17763

5.36

Coach Behar -11

19187

18~~0

3.52

19113

18501

3.20

19176

18690

2.53

Tufanganj -1

16161

176~5

8.03

19916

18740

5.90

2(Hl2~

19603

2.10

Tufanganj -II

15715

15155

6.22

16316

15517

~.89

15709

15323

2.45

Dinhata -1

13191

1511~

3.82

15870

15381

3.08

15531

15298

1.50

Dinhata -II

13715

12977

J.(J2

13~73

13274

1A7

13292

13034

1.94

Mathabhanga -1

1~926

12%5

5.~5

14009

13332

4.83

13840

13161

4 ..90

Mathabhanga -11

11998

139~~

6.58

14919

I-Wl3

4.79

14506

14074

2.97

Sita1kuchi

66(J9

10749 lOA I

12660

I 1660

7.89

13369

12567

5.99

Sitai

9159

5965 10.55

7308

6611

9.53

7839

7277

7.16

Mckh1iganj

6529

8464

7.58

9634

9169

4.82

9952

9576

3.77

164816

6099

6.58

6935

6669

3.83

7185

6721

6.45

Haldibari
Total

154383 78.96 168804 160485 60.78 . 169194 163090 47.11

From table, it has been found that the rate of increase in gross enrolment from
1998-1999 to 1999-2000 is 3.16 per cent while the rate ofincrease in gross enrolment
from 1999-2000 to 2000-0 I is 0. 90 per cent. The mean enrolment difference between
boys and girls of the Cooch Behar district for last three years ( 1998-99 to 2000-0 I)
are 6.58,5.06 and 3.92 per cent respectively which indicates that the district moves
towards a positive direction so far as gender difference in enrolment is concerned.
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Despite, blocks like Coach Behar I, Mathabhanga I, Sitalkuchi, Sitai and Haldibari
show enrolment difrerence above the district mean value in 2000-0 l. (Ill These blocks
may further be identified as 'Gender Intervention" blocks.
The Block-wise drop-out status may be presented in the following tables.
Table -'-'(a). Drop out nll<·s (Cl:1ss- wise) 96-97 to 97-9M

Block

I

1997- 1998
11
III

Table ·U(b). Drop out rates (Class-wise) 99-00 to 00-01

Block
I

2000 - 2001
II
III

Coach Behar -1

13.91

12.18

0.51

Cooch Behar -I

4.77

8.88

9.42

Behar -11
-- Coach
---- .. -· -----··

7.25

-LG

6.47

Cooch Behar -II

5.35

8.42

5.!0

Tufanganj -I

12.72

3.94

5.05

Tufanganj -1

0.69

6.47

7.86

Tufanganj -II

10.94

9.89 10.92

Tufanganj -II

0.96

10.25

8.87

Dinhata -1

14.07

7.39

Dinhata -1

1.24

10.07 11.25

Dinhata -11

17.36

Dinhata -II

2.24

8.%

8.61

Mathabhanga -1

12.37

6.57

7.60

Mathabhanga -I

2.42

9.46

6.48

Mathabhanga -11

8.56

7.50

6.33

Mathablianga -II

1.88

10.87

10.0

7.07

10.97 10.61

. ·-

Sitalkuchi

-+4.27

20.38 11.31

Sitalkuchi

2.64

6.48

6.60

Sitai

12.27

18.55 10.02

Sitai

8.11

8.09

9.11

Mekhliganj
Haldibari
Total

9.-W

4.95

8.65

Mekhliganj

1.80

8.91

9.97

ll.J7

5.19

7.65

Haldibari

6.95

7.88

10.0

174.%

112.11 107.19

Total

39.05

104.74 103.1

Note:
Hence drop out is calculated as follows :
Drop-out Rate= (Enrolment - Transition - Repetition) x 100%

= ( 100 - Transition rate - Repetition rate )%
From the above table following findings can be shorted out. The mean dropout in class I, II, III, and IV are 14.58, 9.34, 8.93, and 6.97 per cent respectively
during 1997-98. The drop-out rate of class I in Sitalkuchi Block is very high, being
44.27 per cent where as excluding Sitalkuchi block, the mean drop-out rate is 11.88
per cent. On the other hand, the mean drop-out in class I, II, III, and IV are 3 .25,
8. 72, 8.59, and 9.43 per cent respectively during 2000-200 I. Over the years, it has
been found that drop-out rate of class I has been dropped down to a great extent
where as the drop-out rate of class IV has been increased by 2.46 per cent.(1 2 l
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Keeping in mind the district level data, a thorough investigation has been conducted to have an understanding of the micro level status of enrolment and drop-out.

A 1. Response of the Guardians of Cooch Behar Block-ll
The sample survey has been done with a structured schedule to study multidimensional aspects ofuniversal access, enrolment and retention status of primary education in Cooch Behar district during the DPEP implementational period (1996 -

2003). For the study, five Gram Panchayats (G.P) out of thirteen G.Ps of Cooch
Behar Block-II have been chosen. Taking twenty respondent guardians ~fthe primary
fhildreriJromeach_G.P., the size ofthe total respondents· were 100. For quantifying
their opinion, a set of numbers were assigned for their selected opinion. The statistical
analysis were done through correlation (r), multiple regression

(~-value)

to analyse

both the linear and the multi linear character of the explanatory variables viz. caste of
!~e

gl!ardian (X 1), age of respondent

(X~),

fathers' educational status (X), mother's

educational status (X), occupation of guardian (X 5), number offamily member above
age 14 (X6), no. of children (X 7), family size (XN), size ofland (X9), monthly income

(X 10), income per head (X 11 ), educational expenditure (X 12), educational expenditure
per child (X 1) , financial status of the respondents (X 1) , health status of the child
(X 15 ), food and nutritional status of the school going child (X 16 ), communication to
school (X 17 ), agriculture and family labour absorption (X 1K), availability of dress materials (X 19 ), adequate environment at

ho~1e

(X 20 ), adequate seating facility at school

(X), teachers' attitude towards primary children (X 2) , access to text (X 2) , availability of text bo~ks (X2) , adequate environment at school (X 25 ), use of_TL materials
(X 26), availability of girls' toilet at school (X 27), availability of drinking water at school
(X~ 8 ),

excess number of students at school (X 29 ), less number of teachers (X 30), less

number of female teachers (X 31 ), perception on the cause of drop-out (X), perception on gender difference at society (X 3),_perception on girl's labour at home (X 3) ,
perc~ption

on poor girls' education (X 35 ), availability of mid day meal instead of giv-

ing rice (X36), perception on teachers' other activity that hampered the school (X37),
education and environment of the private school (X 3 ) , perception on less attention
towards girls student (X19 ), perception on guardians' less interest towards girls education (X40 ), perception on higher education creates marriage problem for girls (X41 ),
perception of guardian on misuse of money for girls education (X 4) , perception on
mothers' education that affecting the girls' education (X 43 ), reaction of guardians
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towards education as a whole (XJ, level of perception of guardian about DPEP (Y 1),
and guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP (Y). The last two are the consequent variables (Y 1 & Y).
Table 45. Correlation between the level of perception of guardian about DPEP(Y 1)
and other significant explanatory variables.

-

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'- value

l.

Caste (X 1)

-0.2710**

2.

Fathers' educational status (X 3)

0.2652 **

.).

....

M.9JI1ers'. educational status (X)

0.2715**

4.

No. ofMember above age 14 (XJ

0.2016 *

5.

Monthly family income (X 10)

0.3545 **

6.

Income per head (X 11 )

0.2386 *

7.

Educational expenditure (X 12)

0.2164

8.

Educational expenditure per child (X 13 )

*
0.2947 **

9.

Communication to school (X 17)

-0.241 0*

10.

Teachers' less attention towards girls student (X,)

-

II.

*
Guardians' less interest towards girls education (x~ 0 ) 0.23 89 *
0.2034

Level of perception has been conceived as a level of proper understanding and
explicability developed and retained by a parents of the primary children after having
been exposed to a score of conceptual empirical inputs ofDPEP about the approach,
content and techniques of DPEP and which has been measured from the responses
against a set of questions exposed to them. The items collected had been rated by the
judges and statistically found to be mutually discriminatory.
Table 45 shows that the level of perception on DPEP (Y) is being positively
and significantly influenced by the nine contributory variables like educational status
of the father (X3), mother's educational status (X), No. of family member above the
age 14(X6), monthly family income (X 10), income per head (X 11 ), educational expenditure (X 12), educational expenditure per child (X 13 ), less attention towards girl's student (X39 ), guardian's less interest towards girl's education (X40), and two contributory variables like caste (X), and communication to school (X 17), were found significantly and negatively correlated.
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Higher educational qualification (X3 ), means enrichment in cosl11.opolite academic endowment in terms of innovations, new experiences and deeper insights and
accordingly the fathers of the primary children could have associated themselves in
the participatory interaction with DPEP activities and resultantly they built up higher
perception on DPEP. Similarly, higher educational status of the mother (XJ is the
e~ovider

of academic guidance, motivation, ambition building in the children. That is

why, higher educational profile of a mother has led to a lower incidence of drop-out.
Number offamily member above age 14 (X6) influenced positively (r = 0.2016*) on
the level of perception. The aims and objectives of DPEP has been well conceived by
-----· -

. ---··

the members and that is fostering to the mind of-primary children of the family. Also,

-·--

--

-

.. ----··-.-

'

the positive and significant correlation (0.3545**) of monthly family income (X 10) as
well as income per capita (X 11 ) is suggestive of the perceptionthat low family income
steers the higher incidence of girls' drop-out because of its sheer incapability for
providing a basic minimum support like food, dress materials etc.
The higher allocation of family income towards primary education (X 12) will
reduce the level of drop-out. In general, the educational expenditure of the children in
rural family are ignored or suppressed by overwhelming poverty, non-supportive atti_.
tude and measurable failure to somehow find a better economic prospect in future
from investing after primary education. Most of the families ofthe area under-study,
-in pursuance with the most of the rural families in India had the least or no financial
allocations for the childrens' education. ·what we found was just something like a
causal outlook towards providing allocations of per capita expenditure (X 13) in education'. So the study presented an observation that with the increase in the allotment
of educational expenditures, the drop-out rate was decreased.
Gender biasness plays a major role (r = 0.2034 *)in school environment. The
non-friendly attitudes (X39 ) of the teachers_( measured through an attitude scale design
and modify as per the requirement of the study) in the study had contributed towards
the incidence of drop-out at the proportional rate. Non-involvement in the class-room
interaction, fear-psychosis & morbidity are some of the outputs overshadowed the
childrens' mind with a non-friendly atmosphere. Also, the guardians' attitude (X40 )
towards their girls children is quite different (r = 0.2389 *). To their mind sending a
girl child to a school is not rewarding as they thought " higher education for girls
means problem at marriage", "girls education means more confrontation with tradi-
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tiona! values" and "higher girls education means denials to rites and religious favour".
In stead of going school, girl students are eventually engaged in sibling care to their
younger. Social taboo, specially in minorities, came up as an inhibitors in providing
the educational continuity of the children. Social taboo breeds on inhibitory factors
that refrain (specially for girl· children) the children from achieving educational goal
and leads to an educational lethality in the form of school drop-outs. The caste ofthe
respondent (X) plays a strong negative impact (r = -0.271 0*) on the level of perception of the respondent. In the study, caste of the respondent categorized into five
--categories such as general, OBC, SC, Muslim & ST who are represented through
,~.

scores.. Iike -1,

-2,~-3;

4 & 5 respectively. Thus;· the neg·ative correlation implies that

perception level on DPEP has fostering to the higher caste more than the others.
Similarly, communication to school (X 17) affects adversely (r =- 0.241 0*) on the level
of perception. This indicates the extents of accessibility to a school structure in certain areas distribution of school facilities are not even and egalitarian under some
compulsion of political, social and biophysical nature. However, the distance of a
J

.

school from dwelling house come up with high negative correlational effect on the
cause of drop-:out.
Table 46. Correlation between the cause of drop-out and other causal variables
SI. No.

Variables

'r' -value

I.

caste ofthe guardian (X 1)

0.2416 *

2.

size of land (X9)

-0.3262**

3.

financial status of the respondents (X 1.)

-0.0012

4.

health status of the child (X 15 )

0.7011 **

5.

food and nutritional status of
the schoolgoing child (X 16)

0.6536 **

6.

communication to school (X 17 )

0.6176 **

7.

agriculture and family labour absorption (X 1)

0.6802 **

8.

availability of dress materials (X 19)

0.4786 **

9.

adequate environment at home (X,0 )

0.7337 **

10. adequate seating facility at school (X)

0.6829 **

11. teachers' attitude towards primary children (X 22)

0.5085 **

12. access to text (X 2)

0.7655 **
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13. availability oftext books (X 2J

0.4435 **

14. adequate environment at school (X 25 )

0.7480 **

15. use of TL materials (X 26)

0.7703 **

16. availability of girls' toilet at school (X27 )

0.7638 **

17. availability of drinking water at school (X 28 )

0.7218 **

18. excess number of students at school (X 29 )

0.8180 **

19. less number of teachers (X30)

0.6687 **

20. less number of female teachers (X 31 )

0.7712 **

21

perception on teachers' other activity

0.4211**

--· - thathampered the school (X 37)
22. education and environment of

0.3239 **

the private school (X 3 )
23, perception on less attention towards

-0.4828

**

-0.2087

*

girls student (X 39)
24. perception of guardian on misuse of
money for girls education (X 42 )

*
**

Significant at 0.05 level of probability
Significant at 0.0 I level of probability

Table 46 presents the correlational effect between ca:use of drop-out and other
consequent variables. The result shows that financial status of the primary children

(X 1J, food and nutritional status of the child (X 16), communication to school (X 17),
agriculture and family labour absorption (X 1K), availability of dresses (X 19 ), home environment of the child (X 20 ), seating facility at school (X 2 ) and teachers' attitude (X22 )
play a strong positive significance on the cause of drop-out.
Text book has been written for primary students of rural as well as urban areas
and economically sound as well as-economically backward areas. Thus, primary children of the rural areas who are also the first generation learner, cannot access the text
easily. Access to text (X 2) shows a strong positive bearing (r == 0.7655**) on dropout. Similarly, text book facility (X 2J and hence the non-availability of the text book at
a higher scale results into proportionate incidence of drop-out. In primary schools,
books are supplied for 80 per cent of the enrolled children resulting the strong positive bearing (r == 0.4435**) on the cause of drop-out. Non-friendly attitudes of the
teachers, non-involvement in the class-room interaction, fear psychosis & morbidity
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and excess number of students create the poor school environment and that has contributed towards the incidence of drop-out at the proportionate rate. Incapability for
providing a basic minimum support like facility of drinking water at school (X 28),
number of teachers (XJ 0) specially number of female teachers (xJ) steer higher incidence of drop-out. Teachers other activity hampered the environment of the schools
and hence the guardians of the urban and semi urban areas have been motivated towards private schools. Guardians' less attention towards girls education (XJ 9) bears a
. strong negative significance (-0.4828 **) on the cause of drop-out. Similarly, the guardians' perception towards the misuse of money for girls education (X42 ) has got a nega-tive bearing (r = -0.2087*) on the !eve!" of drop:out.

Table 47. Multiple Regression Analysis
Dependent Variable : Guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP (Y)
Variable

Regression Coefficient

t-value (D.F =58)

XIO

1.1764

. 3.337**

XII

-0.8248

-2.391 *

xl7

-0.2350

-1.892*

XI~

0.3118

2.312*

x2o
x23
x2-l
x30

0.2803

1.818*

0.2948

-1.807*

0.2750

2.562**

0.2283

-1.694*

x3~

-0.2386

. 1.729*

x39

0.2511

1.660*

Multiple R
,
R,
Adjusted R-

0.82352
=

Standard error=

F

0.67819
0.45071
0.50057
2.98127

Analysis of variance
OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Regression

41

30.6271

0.747

Residual

58

14.53282

0.250
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From table 47, it has found that the variables like monthly family income (X 10),
income in per head (X 11 ), communication to school (X 17), agriculture and family labour
absorption (X 1s), adequate environment at home (X:w), access to text (X23 ), availability of text books (X2) , less number of teachers (X 30), education and environment of
the private school (X38) and perception on less attention towards girls student (X39)
were found to record a significant regressional effect on guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP. The R2 value is found to be 0.67819 i.e., 67.82 per cent variations
-~f this

multiple relations are being explained here.

_Table 48. Stepllown Regression Analysis

.

Dependent Variable : Guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP (Y)
Step

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

1

0.3593

0.1291

14.530

.000

XIO

0.3593

2
..,

0.4545

0.2066

12.630

.000

x.j(,

0.2786

.)

0.5111

0.2613

11.317

.000

x~-~

0.2419

4

0.5586

0.3120

10.771

.000

x3s

-0.2332

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
4.

x3s
0.55858

Multiple R
R Square

==

0.31201

Adjusted R Square

0.28304

Standard Error

0.57188

Analysis of Variance
OF

Sum of Squares

Regression

4

14.0903 I

3.52258

Residual

95

31.06969

.32705

F==

10.77078

SignifF == .0000

Mean Square

Variable

Betaln
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---------~-------- Variables in the Equation ------------------

Variable

B

SEB

1.82505E-04 3.6818E-05

XIO

Beta

.433133

· t-value

Sig T

4.957

.0000

~4

.319738

.095896

.303726

3.334

.0012

~8

-.188646

.071263

-.233166

-2.647

.0095

x40

.267667

.070430

.327945

3.800

.0003

-2.623

.0102

(Constant) -.605478
--

--

.230875

. --·--··

By placing the variables into a step down model of regression analysis, it has
been found that after step 4, four variables such as, monthly family income (X 10),
guardians' less interest towards girls education (X40), availability of text books (X2J
and education & environment of the private school (X 38 ) summatedly had explained
3 1.20 per cent of the total effect. The rest forty variables were explaining only about
36.61 per cent of the variables and accordingly their contributions had been drifted
out in earlier steps. It is interesting to note that in the step down moderinonthly family
income had come up innovately to characterise the agglomerated effect of these four
variables on guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP.

A 2. Response of the Guardians of Mathabhanga Block- II
The sample survey has been attempted with a structured schedule to study
the multidimensional characters of the objectives of Universalisation of Elementary
Education (U.E.E.) For this study, five Gram Panchayats (G.P.) have been chosen out
ofMathabhanga block-ll. Taking twenty respondents as the guardian of the primary
children from each G.P., the size of the total respondents were 100. The respondents
were asked to response their opinion tq the set of questionnaires. For quantifying
their opinion, a set of numbers were assigned for their selected opinion. The statistical
analysis were done through correlation (r), multiple regression ([3-value) to analyse
both the linear-and the multi linear character ofthe explanatory variables viz. caste of
the guardian (X 1), age of respondent (X2 ), fathers' educational status (X 3), mother's
educational status (XJ, occupation of guardian (X 5), number offamily member above
age 14 (XJ, no. of children (X 7), family size (X 8), size of land (X9), monthly income
(X 1J, income per head (X 11 ), educational expenditure (X 12 ), educational expenditure
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per child

(X~.),

financial status of the respondents (X 1.), health status of the child

(X 15 ), food and nutritional status of the school going child (X 16), communication to
school (X 17), agriculture and family labour absorption (X 18 ), availability of dress materials (X 19), adequate environment at home (X20), adequate seating facility at school

(X), teachers' attitude towards primary children (X 2) , access to text (X2) , availability of text books (X 2) , adequate environment at school (X 25 ), use of TL materials
(X 26), availability of girls' toilet at school (X 27), availability of drinking water at school
(X28 ), excess number of students at school (X 29),· less number of teachers (X30), less
number of female teachers (X31 ), perception on the cause of drop-out (X), percep~---

--

.-

-

--

tion on gender difference at society (X 3) , perception on girl's labour at home (X3) ,
perception on poor girls' education (X 35 ), availability of mid day meal instead of giving rice (X36 ), perception on teachers' other activity that hampered the school (X37),
education and environment of the private school (X 3 ) , perception on less attention
towards girls student (X39), perception on guardians' less interest towards girls education (X 40), perception on higher education creates marriage problem for girls (X41 ),
perception of guardian on niisuse of money for girls education (X-l2), perception on
mothers' education that affecting the girls' education (X4) , reaction of guardians
towards education as a whole (X 44), level of perception of guardian about DPEP (Y),
and guardians' knowledge efficiency about DPEP (Y). The last two are the consequent variables (Y 1 & Y).
Table 49.

Correlation between the level of perception of guardian about
DPEP(Y 1) and other significant explanatory variables.
Variables

'r'- value

1.

age of the respondent (X)

0.2368*

2.

availability of girls' toilet (X 27 )

0.2762 **

less no. of female teachers (X 3 )

0.2919 **

Sl. No.

.,
-'·

Table 49 presents that the level of perception of guardian about DPEP (Y) is
being positively and significantly influenced on the three variables such as, age of the
respondent (X:), availability of girls' toilet (X 27) and less no. offemale teachers (X31 ).
Age of the respondent makes a significant and positive bearing (r = 0.2368*)
on the level of understanding and perception of the respondents about 0 PEP. Avail-
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ability of girls toilet (X 2 ) had a significant positive role means that most of the girls
student has dropped at the upper primary level due to the non-availability of girls
toilet in the school. One of the principal objectives ofDPEP is to minimise the gender
difference and to enroll the out of school girls children into the main stream of the
primary schools. To do this, more female teachers must be recruited in the school.
Girls student are afraid to express their difficulties to the male teachers while female
teachers are very much cordiaL to them.
Table 50. Correlation between the cause of drop-out and other causal variables.
Sl. No.

Variables

'r' -value

1.

Age of the respondent (X 2)

-0.2463 *

2.

Fathers' educational status (X 1)

-0.3840**

...

-'·

Occupation of the guardian (X,)

-0.2362*

4.

Member above age 14 (X6 )

-0.2862**

5.

Family size

(X~)

-0.2720**

6.

Size of land (X9 )

-0.3751 **

7.

Monthly family income (X 10 )

-0.4085**

8.

Income per head (X 11 )

-0.2791**

9.

Educational expenditure (X 12)

-0.3311 **

I 0.

Financial status of the respondents (X,.)

0.6244**

11.

Food and nutritional status. of

0.4581 **

the school going child (X 16)
12.

Agriculture and family labour absorption (X,)

0.5219 **

13.

Availability of dress materials (X 19 )

0.5922 **

14.

Adequate environment at home (X20 )

0.5692 **

15.

Adequate seating facility at school (X21 )

0.4441 **

16.

Access to text (X,.)

0.2801 **

17.

Availability oftext books (X)

0.1984 *

18.

Adequate environment at school (X,.)

0.5886 **

19.

Availability of girls' toilet at school (X 27 )

0.5590 **

20.

Availability of drinking water at school (X 2J

0.5926 **

21.

Less no. ofteachers at school (X 30)

0.4310**

22.

Less no. offemale teachers at school (X 3 )

0.3476 **

23.

Gender difference at society (X 3_,)

0.2107 *

-·'

_)
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Table 50 represents the correlational effect between the cause of drop-out and
other twenty three explanatory variables. The result shows that age of the respondent
(~),fathers'

educational status(~), occupation of the guardian (X5), member above

age 14 (XJ, family size (X8), size of land (X9), monthly family income (X 10), income
per head (X 11 ) and educational expenditure (X 1) play a strong negative bearing on the
cause of drop-out where as financial status of the respondents (X 1.J, food and nutritional status ofthe school going child (X 16), agriculture and family labour absorption
.(X18 ), availability of dress materials (X 19), adequate environment at home (X20), ad.

equate seating facility at school
.

(~.J,

-·

(~ 1 ),

access to text
-

·-

(~3 ),
-;

availability of text books
.

adequate environment at school (X25 ), availability of girls' toilet at school (X27),

availability of drinking water at" school (~ 8 ), less no. of teachers at school (X30), less
no. of female teachers at school (X) and gender difference at society (X3) positively
_. influenced on the cause of drop-out.
Age of the respondent plays a negative bearing (r = -0.2463*) means that
experiences oflife feels the evils of illiteracy and hence their children never be dropped
out. Educational status ofthe father has influenced negatively (r= -0.3864**) on the
cause of drop-out. Educated father can well nurse to their child where as father having less educational status engaged their child to the sibling, agricultural and family
activities. Occupation of the guardian influenced negatively (r = -0.2362*) on the
cause of drop-out which implies that service holder or the businessmen have had the
sound monthly income and therefore, they well protected their child. Size of land
plays a strong negative role (r = -0.3751 **) on the cause of drop-out. Agricultural .
land influenced on the financial status and hence lower the agricultural land provokes
the child to drop-out from the school. Again, higher financial status may contribute a
lower expenditure on education. The amount of money spent on education can never
be predicted from the financial status. Thus, expenditure on education effects on the
cause of drop-out.
Provision of garments (X 19), as good as provision of food at school times, is
an essential pre-requisite for sending the children to school properly. It is specially
important for girls children learning at higher standards. District Coach Behar endowed with some extreme meteorological parameters with extremities like high rain
fall with a range 3000-5000 mm per year, prolonged winter (last of October to early
part ofmarch) creates an all time demand of cloths and ~arments to protect the school
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going children from the bite of nature. In families, specially in rural areas, where most
of the family are living below poverty line, lack of adequate garments accelerates
occasional absenteeism of school going children.
Children spent a major part of the day in their home. Thus, home environment
of the child influenced strongly (r

= 0.5692**)

on the cause of drop-out. In urban

areas of the district, school kids may avail the scope to entrance in a private school or
Kindergarden but in rural areas, government aided primary school is the only way
·where the parents can educate their child. Thus, the sufficient no. of primary schools
. would be necessary to provide the education of the rural people. But the real picture
denials the above fact result of which adequate seating facilities are not available at
the rural primary schools for providing the adequate seating arrangement of the primary children. Again, text books supplied by the authority is not sufficient as required. Thus, students were discriminated by way of giving new and old books causing a small bearing (r = 0.1984*) on the drop-out. Since supplied text books have
been written for students of city, corporation, district urban & rural areas and hence it
is not possible to access the text (X 2) for the 1st generation learner which accelerates
them to the cause of drop-out. Non-involvement in the class-room interaction, fearpsychosis, morbidity and non-friendly attitudes of teachers may cause the poor school
environment (X25 ) which overshadowed the childrens' mind with a non-friendly atmosphere. Again, facility of drinking water, as well as facility of girls toilet at school
is the necessary condition for the· infrastructure of primary schools. One teacher four
classes school, two teachers four classes school are the natural phenomenon of the .
village primary schools which violets the student-teacher ratio of 40 : 1. Also gender
discrimination at society still exists which violets the student-teacher ratio of 40:1.
Also gender discrimination at society still exists which provokes the higher girls dropout. To resist this, a manageable no. of female teachers may be required for village
schools.
Thus, the single reason of factor does not predict the causes of drop-out. The
incidence of drop-out from a system of schooling is contextually a complex social
process. Whenever, an innocent child is getting erodeq of his beautious and immaculate moments of life, he or she is helpless depicting a very painful and reeling experience of the social system.
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Table 51.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent variable= Guardians knowledge efficiency about DPEP (Y)
Multiple R

0.7141

R2

0.5099
2

Adj. R

Std. Error

0.1488
. 0.8199

F = 1.41202, Sig. F = 0.1120
Variable

B

SEB

f3

t-value

Sigt

XI

- 0.5468

0.2697

- 0.2898

-2.028*

0.0473

~

0.0244

0.0161

0.2035

1.518

0.1346

XIS

0.3510

0.2446

0.2863

1.435

0.1568

0.4625 .

2.508*

0.0150

,.

~7

0.8221

0.3278

~I

0.4660

0.2842

0.2725

1.640*

0.150

X40

-0.2900

0.2209

-0.2194

-1.313

0.1945

From table 51, it has been found that six variables viz. caste of the guardian
(~),

age of the respondent(~), agriculture and family labour absorption (X18), avail- .

ability of girls' toilet at school (~ 7); less number offemale teachers (~ 1 ) and perception on guardians' less interest towards girls education (X40) were found to record a
significant regressional effect on the guardians' knowledge· efficiency about DPEP.
The R2 value is found to be 0.5099 i.e., 50.99 per cent variations of this multiple are
-being explained here.
Table 52. Step Down Regression Analysis
Step

MultR

Rl

1

.2919

.0852

9.128

x31

2

.3703

.1371

7.709

xl4

3

.4296

.1845

7.242

x27

4

.4877

.2379

7.412

XI

5

.5191

.2695

6.936

~

F (Ego)

Variable
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Dependent variable = Guardians knowledge efficiency· about DPEP (Y)
Variables entered on step number

~

5.
Multiple R

0.5192

R2

0.2695

Adj. R2

0.2307

Std. Error

0.7795

F = 6.936

·.

Variable

B

SEB

P-value

t-value

Sigt

XI

- 0.4266

0.1733

-0.2260

-2.461 **

0.0157

~

0.0227

0.0112

0.1895

2.018*

0.0464

- 0.3184

0.1161

-0.2665

-2.741**

0.0073

~7

0.5164

0.1739

0.2905

2.969**

0.0038

~I

0.4016

0.1657

0.2349

2.423**

0.0173

xl4

By placing the variables into a step down model. of regression analysis, it was
found that after step 5, five variables viz. caste of the guardian (X 1), age of the respondent

(~),

.J, availa~ility of girls' toilet at

financial status of the respondents (X 1

school (~7) and less number offerpale teachers (~ 1 ) summatedly had explained 26.95
per cent while the rest 39 variables were explaining only about 24.04 per cent of the
total effect.
Drop-out being a product of psycho-social processes presents a wider scope
-- of studying the causal variables like psycho-neurotic problems, alienation & morbidity, depression & frustration, gender issues, role & role conflicts etc. However, an
attempt has only been made to preaict the behaviour of drop-out character from selected variables. More introspective studies would present the higher magnitude of
interdependencies and reciprocating nature of the set of variables which might have
had a location specific responsiveness (for Cooch Behar Block II and Mathabhanga
Block II). For other situation, same clauster of variables may have had a unique nature of interfacing and mutual bearings.

.'
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Paa·t-lll
One ofthe principal objectives of the District Primary Education Programme
is to create provision for infrastructure at the primary schools in such a way so that
required congenialities to provide primary school teaching should be ascertained. The
following analysis will present an honest picture of provision making at primary school
level by way ofDPEP intervention.

Table 53. Physical Facility Available (2000-2001) at the district
lBlock I Municipality

Nos.of Class

Existing
Classrooms

Requirements

Coach Behar -I

766

411

355

Coach Behar -II

850

400

450

Tufailganj -I

622

447

175

Tufanganj -II

565

296

269

Dinhata ~I

715

385

330

Dinhata -II

676

362

314

Ma:thabhanga -1

570

245

325

Ma:thabhanga -II

611

301

310

Sitalkuchi

471

208

263

Sitai

258

136

122

Mekhliganj

446

182

264

Haldibari

338

125

213

.6888

3498

3390

213

161

52

49

8

Total

Coach B(!har (M)
Tufanganj (M)

57

Dinhata (M)

83

46

37

Mathabhanga (M)

52

17

35

Mekhliganj (M)

30

18

12

Haldibari

.56

27

15

Total

481

308

125

7369

3806

3515

Dist. Total

~
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The universalisation of provision for primary education is still illusory in the
district of Coach Behar. The number of primary classes of the district records 73 69
with the total number of primary schools 1796 and students enrolment of 332284
making an average ratio of 45 students per class. These number of classes needs an
equal number of classrooms. But the existing classroom covers a little over the 50
percent (51.64%) ofthe total demand and still requires 92.35 per cent ofthe existing
classrooms. Specially blocks like Coach Behar II, Mathabhanga I, Mathabhanga II,
Sitalkuchi, Mekhliganj, Haldibari and Mathabhanga Municipality where number of
r~quired

classrooms exceeds the number of existing classrooms. In five municipal

· areas other than Mathabhanga (Municipality) the problem is sustainable but it is more
acute in rural areas of the district. The total enrolment of primary classes (I-IV) for
the year 2000-0 l in twelve blocks of the district has been 332284. Accommodating
them within 888 no of classes indicating that each class hears an average of 48 no. of
students. But the existing class rooms (3498) show the picture that each class room
contains more than 90 students (94. 99) in a single class. (I 3> Hence the physical status
as well as the class room environment are inadequate. Thus, the quality education and
through child centric teaching learning process have been far to seek.
Moreover, 7369 number of classes require at least 7369 teachers. The number
of existing primary teachers of the district is only 5650 with a short fall of 1791
primary teachers. After the additional footings given by District Primary Education
Programme to the District Primary School Council, the district still is having 112
primary schools with single teachers, 530 with two teachers and 634 with three teachers resulting a total of 3 07 4 primary teachers those who covered more than one class.
There are 520 primary schools where 2576 number of primary teachers cover only
one class. Also the standard students-teacher ratio (40: I) stands far behind the actual
ratio of (349829 : 5650 = 61: I). Thus besides orienting and re-orienting the teaching
learning process in favour of the learners, the emphasis should be given on the number
of teachers specially female teachers with the skills of proper class room management
for reaching towards every child in the class room.
The micro-level study of the blocks under survey corroborates the dismal
__ picture of provisions available at the primary school. The following are mutually explanatory.
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B 1. Response of the Primary Teachers of Cooch Behar Block-II
The study has been conducted in Cooch Behar Block- II during October, 2001
and has in explored the perceptual level of primary teachers who have undergone
different DPEP training with.following objectives :
i)

To study the knowledge and training efficiency of the primary teachers about
the DPEP objectives and functioning and this be treated as a consequent variable .

. ii)

To assess the contributory I predictor variables influencing the knowledge
efficiency (Y) and training efficiency level (Y2) viz. caste of the teacher (X 1 ),
age of teacher (X), academic qualification

(~ ),

training qualification (X4 ),

educational qualification (X 5 ), communication facility (X6), size of land (X7),
engagement in allied activities (XK ), engagement in private tuition (X9), social
participation (X 10), time spent for preparatory activities (X 1) , teaching and
learning through mother tongue (X 12 ), drawbacks of the present curriculum
(X 13 ), effectiveness of the present· curriculum and its remedy (X 1J, occurrenee of multi grade teaching (X 15 ), availability of Teacher's Guide (X 16),
availability of dictionary (X 17), availability of reference books (X 1M), availability of map (X 19), availability of globe (X20), availability of chart (X21 ), availability of back board (X 2) , availability of table (X 23 ), availability of chalk and

.J, availability 0f scientific kits (X25), availability of

duster (X2

TL materials

(X 26), facility of play ground (X 27 ), facility of drinking water (X2K), facility of
primary health centre (X 29 ), availability of separate girls' toilet (X30), mini. mum requirement of children (X 31 ), prevention of drop-out (X32), possible
measures for retention (X), possible measures for quality of education (X3J,
efficiency of language teaching (X 35) & efficiency of mathematics teaching

(X36).
iii)

To assess the interrelationship between the dependent variables i.e. level of
·perception & 3 6 other independent I contributory variables ( as in item ii ) .
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Table 54.

Correlation between knowledge efficiency (Y 1) of the primary
teacher and other significant explanatory va1:-iables.

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'-value

1.

Training qualification (X4 )

0.2249*

2.

Educational qualification (X 5 )

0.2311 *

.),

"

Communication facility (X6 )

-0.3649**

4.

Engagement in allied activities (X8 )

0.2963**

5.

Drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 )

0.2460*

6.

Effectiveness of the present curriculum

0.2633**

·

& its drawbacks (X 1)

0.6667**

8.

Prevention of drop-out (X32)
Possible measures for retention (X33)

9.

Possible measures for quality of education (X3)

0.7437**

7.

*

**

0.8329**

Significant at 5 per cent level
Significant at l per cent level

The above table shows that knowledge efficiency (Y) of the primary teachers
is being positively and significantly influenced by eight variables like Training qualification (X), Educational qualification (X), engagement in allied activities (X 8 ), Drawbacks of the present curriculum ()_( 13 ), Effectiveness of the present curriculum & its
drawbacks (X 1) , Prevention of drop-out (X 32), Possible measures for retention (X33 )
and Possible measures for quality of education (X3) and negatively influenced by
single variable like communication facility (XJ
Academic qualification along with training qualification enriched a primary
teacher to be a good teacher in the class room and hence knowledge efficiency strongly
depends on them. Allied activities of a person has encouraged him to know the various subjects of nature which again helps him in his class room teaching and afternoon
teaching. The present curriculum has been written for all children for all respect.
Thus, to what extent the curriculum is fit for the rural children, whether all the topics
of the subjects like bengali, history, geography, mathematics and science are effective
or there may need some changes - these are typical part that a teacher may understand
by his own will and then he will impart to the class room. Finally, to reduce the rate of
drop-out and to retain the children in the class room, the high quality of teaching that
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brings the immaculate children to their expected level. Again, communication to school
is a prime factor to a teacher as the typical communication may damage the principal
energy of teacher result of which he may not expose him significantly in the class
room. Hence, it influenced negatively on the knowledge ·efl:lciency (Y) of the primary
teacher.

Correlation between training efficiency (Y) of the primary

Table 55.

teacher and other significant explanatory variables.
SI. No.

Variables

'r'-value

I.

Social participation (Xw)

0.2412*

2.

Teaching through mother tongue (X 12 )

0.2310*

3.

Drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 )

-0.3216**

4.

0.2913**

5.

Facility of drinking water (X2N)
Facility of girls' toilet (X 30 )

6.

Minimum availability of a school(X31 )

0.2569**

7.

Efficiency of language teaching (X35)

0.3904**

8.

Efficiency of mathematics teaching (X 36)

0.6449**

0.1986*

* Significant at 5 per cent level
** Significant at I per cent level
Table· 55 presents the

Cor~elation

between training efl:lciency (Y 1) of the pri-

mary teacher and other significant explanatory variables like Social participation (X 10),
teaching through mother tongue (X 12 ), drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 ),
facility of drinking water (X 2g), facility of girls' toilet (X 30 ), minimum availability of
a school (X 31 ), efficiency of language teaching (X 35) and efficiency of mathematics

J.

teaching (X3

Social participation of a teacher brings him front to various social interaction.
Teaching through mother tongue is the ideal process to the students. ln that case,
children may catch the subject matter easily and interest on that subject increases
gradually. This would prevent the erosion of drop-out. Teaching efl:lciency does not
indicate the teaching within the class room practices but also the out of class teaching
practices where the children can move freely and can behave like a free particle. For
this, the availability of play ground where pedagogical park may ensure the alternatively of text books, facility of drinking water which ensures the child health without ·
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cotermination. Inadequate facility of girls' toilet may reduce the rate of girls drop-out
at upper primary classes and facility of primary health centre may assure the parents
of the primary children to take care of their children from any kind of danger. These
are conditions if realised, will ultimately usher in an environment-friendly atmosphere
at the primary schools. The major emphasis given on the two subjects such as, bengali
and mathematics where efficiency of a teacher can be judged. Hence, efficiency of
language teaching and efficiency of mathematics teaching influenced positively on the
teaching .efficiency of a primary teacher.
Table 56.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent variable= Teachers' training efficiency about DPEP (Y)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Analysis of Variance
OF
35
Regression
61
Residual
F=
Variable
XI

x2
x3
x4
xs
x6
x7
x9

0.74917
0.56125
0.30951
1.08759

Sum of Squares
92.29943
72.15417

2.22946
B

Mean Square
2.63713
1.18286

SignifF = .0030
SE B

Beta

0.227105

-0.006445

-0.054

0.9568

-0.150264

0.464267

-0.037997

-0.324

0.7473

-0.021477

0.137787

-0.016067

-0.156

0.8767

0.013069

0.172672

0.009951

0.076

0.9399

0.055394

0.108790

0.069472

0.509

0.6125

-0.196324

0.241125

-0.104458

-0.814

0.4187

0.694978

0.720937

0.157953

0.964

0.3389

-.397376

0.691923

-.092801

-.574

.5679

-0.012359

t-value

SigT

XI (I

.155019

.145793

.108815

1.063

.2918

XII

.096756

.288488

.041069

.335

.7385

xl3
xl4

-.081601

.367833

-.062326

-.222

.8252

-.205853

.344262

-.224837

-.598

.5521
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XIS

.046020

.196098

.027802

.235

.8152

xl6

-.068443

.254799

-.036881

-.269

.7891

XI?

.171001

.254785

.082266

.671

.5047

XI~

.138721

.338813

.048352.

.409

.6837

xl9

.047598

.425924

.020084

.112

.9114

x2o

.281991

.~06640

.116271

.693

.4906

x21

.059118

.290456

.025892

.204

.8394

x22

-.286509

.632004

-.068280

-.453

.6519

~3

.013541

.214043

.007578

.063

.9498

x24

-.097770

.613864

-.025674

-.159

.8740

~5

-.005086

.249220

-.002789

-.020

.9838

x27

.322405

.379993

.114444

.848

.3995

x2~

.239556

.533915

.055945

.449

.6553

x29

-.129466

.415275

-.038654

-.312

.7563

-.224919

.355512

-.079839

-.633

.5293

x31

-.027875

.185634

-.018829

-.150

.8811

x32

.108574

.140783

.1 02323

.771

.4436

x3-l

-.061033

.131139

-.054001

-.465

.6433

x3s

.283597

.322133

.105844

.880

.3821

.163017
2.568714

.505621

4.093**
1.197

.0001
.2361

~0

x36

(Constant)

.667172
3.073778

From table 56, it has found that R2 value is found to be 0.5613 i.e., 56.13 per.
cent variations ofthis multiple relations are being explained here. This indicates that
more number ofvariables to be included for explaining the total effect.
Table 57. Step down Regression Analysis

Step

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

Variable

Beta In

I

0.6455

0.4167

67.868

.000

x36

0.6455

2

0.6741

0.4543

39.135

.000

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number

2.

xl3

xl3

-0.1981
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Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.67405
0.45434
0.44273
0.97705

Analysis of Variance

Regression
Residual
F=

OF
2
94

39.13477

Sum of Squares
74.71842
89.73519
SignifF

=

Mean Square
37.35921
0.95463 .

.0000

------------------ Variables in the Equation -----------------Variable

xl3
x36

(Constant)

B

SEB

Beta

T

Sig T

-0.259396

0.101870

-0.198124

-2.546 0.0125

0.798750
2.963558

0.102667
0.455204

0.605339

7.780 0.0000
6.510 .0000

By placing the variables into a step down model of regression analysis, it has
been found that after step 2, only two variables viz. efficiency of mathematics teaching (X 36) and drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 ) summatedly had explained
45.43 per cent of the total effect: The rest 34 variables can explaining only about
I 0. 70 per cent of the total effect. It is interesting to note that teaching efficiency of a
primary teacher largely depend upon the teaching efficacy in mathematics and this
single variable can explain the 41.67 per cent ofthe total variables.

B 2.

Response of the Primary Teachers of Mathabhanga Block-II
The study was conducted inMathabhanga Block-Il during August, 2001 and

has travelled in exploring the perceptual level offemale teachers who underwent different DPEP training with following objectives :
i)

To study the knowledge and training efficiency of the primary teachers about
the DPEP objectives and functioning and this be treated as a consequent variable.
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ii)

To assess the contributory I predictor variables influencing the knowledge
efticiency (Y 1) and training efficiency level (Y:) viz. caste of the teacher (X 1 ),
age of teacher

(X~),

academic qualification (X 3 ), training qualification (XJ,

educational qualification (X), communication facility (X 6), size ofland (X 7),
engagement in allied activities (X~), engagement in private tuition (X9), social
participation (X 10), time spent for preparatory activities (X 1 ) , teaching and
learning through mother tongue (X 12 ), drawbacks of the present curriculum
(X~.,),

effectiveness of the present curriculum and its remedy (X 1) , occur-

rence of multi grade teaching (X 15 ), availability of Teacher's Guide (X 16 ),
availability of dictionary (X 17), availability of reference books (X 1) , availability of map (X 19), availability of globe (X 20), availability of chart (X 21 ), availability of back board

(X 2 ~),

availability of table (X 23 ), availability of chalk and

duster (X:), availability of scientific kits (X 2,), availability of TL materials
(X 26), facility of play ground (X 27), facility of drinking water

(X 2 ~),

facility of

primary health centre (X 29 ), availability of separate girls' toilet (X 30), minimum requirement of children (X 31 ), prevention of drop-out (X), possible
measures for retention (X 3_1), possible measures for quality of education (X3.),
efficiency of language teaching (X 3s) & efficiency of mathematics teaching
(X,).

iii)

To assess the interrelationship between the dependent variables i.e. level of
perception & 36 other ind.ependent I contributory variables ( as in item ii ) .

Table 58.

Correlation between training efficiencv (Y) of the primar-y
teacher and other significant explanatory variables.

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'-value

Size of land (X 7 )

-0.2889**

Drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 )

-0.1997*

2.

Drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 )

-0.1997*

3.

Possible measures for retention (X3)

0.2101*

4.

Efficiency of language teaching (X 35 )

0.5553**

5.

Efficiency of mathematics teaching (X 3)

0.9068**

I.

*

Significant at 5 per cent leYel
I per cent !eYe I

** Significant at
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The above table shows a correlation between training efficiency (Y) of the
primary teacher and other significant explanatory variables. It has been found that 3
variables such as, Possible measures for retention (X3) , efficiency of language teaching (X35 ) and efficiency of mathematics teaching (X36) influenced positively on the
teaching efticiency of the primary teacher and two variables namely, size ofland (X)
and drawbacks of the present curriculum (X 13 ) influenced negatively on the dependent variable Y.
Large amount of size of land and more time spent for agricultural land would
hamper the preparatory activities of the teacher at home and hence causes strong
negative bearing (-0.2889**) on the teaching efficiency. Drawbacks ofthe present
curriculum of bengali, history, geography, mathematics and science also deviate the
mind set of a primary teacher and bears negatively (-0.1997*) on the teaching efficiency. The possible measure for retention can be solved by the way of quality of
teaching which bears a positive influence (0.21 01 *) on the teaching efticiency of a
primary teacher. Again, the efficiency of teaching language and mathematics would
help largely on the teaching efficiency of a primary teacher as language and mathematics are the major subjects of primary classes. Thus, the variables like X35 and X36
strongly int1uenced (0.5553** and 0.9068**) on the dependent variable Y.
Table 59.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent variable= Teachers' training efficiency about DPEP (Y)
Multiple R

0.6960

R Square

0.4845

Adjusted R Square

0.2267

Standard Error

0. 7956

Analysis of Variance
OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Regression

33

39.26113

1.18973

Residual

66

41.77887

. 0.63301

F=

1.87947

SignifF = 0.0149
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Variable

x7
x9
x,6
x,9
x"'
xn
x3,

B

SE B

-0.194433

Beta

t-value

Sig T

0.097033

-0.237179

-2.004*

0.0492

-0.673495

0.271494

. -0.293497

-2.481 **

0.0157

-0.280279

0.150158

-0.213447

-1.867*

0.0664

-0.479161

0.255617

-0.282203

1.875*

0.0653

-0.441713

0.199101

-0.297818

-2.219*

0.0300

1.148711

0.393542

0.566506

2.919**

0.0048

-0.610838

0.240983

-0.679186

-2.454**

0.0168

Table 59 presents multiple regression analysis with ~ values and corresponding t values. It is discernible that the variables like size of land (X), engagement in
private tuition (X 9), availability of Teacher's Guide (X 16), availability of map (X 19),
availability of chart (X 2 ), facility of play ground

(~ 7 )

and minimum requirement of

children (X 31 ) have been found to exercise significant regressional effect on the teaching efticiency (Y) of the primary teacher.
lt.has been found that engagement in private tuition (X9) has put up a negative
influence on the teaching efticiency of a primary teacher at school which indicates that
higher rate of private tuition may hamper the preparatory as well as the teaching
process of the school. Most of the primary schools do not have any teacher's guide
result of which primary teachers ?o not prepare themselves with better tools and
techniques for taking a better class and hence availability ofTeacher's Guide (X 16) has
recorded a negative significant regressional effect on the teaching efficiency (Y) of
the primary teacher. It is also noteworthy to mention that all variables put together,
48.45 per cent (R

2

=48.45) of the variations are explained here.

This demands inclu-

sion of more variables for being studied across the heterogeneous microsituations to
generate higher level of explicability.

Table 60. Step down Regression Analysis
Step

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

Variable

Beta In

1

0.2889

0.0835

8.924

0.004

-0.2889

2

0.3674

0.1350

7.568

0.001

x7
x33

0.2273
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Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
2.

x33

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.3674
0.1350
0.1171
0.850 I

Analysis of Variance

Regression
Residual

F=

DF
2
97

7.56804

Sum of Squares
10.93875
70.10125
SignifF

=

Mean Square
5.46937
0.72269

0.0009

------------------ Variables in the Equation -----------------Variable

x7
x3.1

(Constant)

SEB

Beta

T

Sig T

-0.247475

0.077541

-0.301882

-3.192

0.0019

0.198302
6.276722

0.082507
0.199201

0.227338

2.403
31.510

0.0181
0.0000

B

By placing the variables into a step down model of regression analysis, it has
been found that after step 2, only two variables viz. size of land (X7) and possible
measures for retention (X 3) summatedly had explained 13.50 per cent of the total
effect. The 34 variables were explaining only about 34.95 per cent. It is interesting to
note that in the step down model size of land and time spent for agricultural land had
come up innovately to characterise the agglomerated effect of the other variable on
the teaching efficiency (Y) of the primary teacher.

Part- III
C 1 . Level of Perception of DPEP Personnel of Cooch Behar Block II
While operationalising District Primary Education Programme, a specialised
group of personnel has been recruited with the assigned responsibility to realise the
DPEP objectives. The district ofCooch Behar has experienced with such a specialised
personnel structure which is assigned with the responsibility of transforming DPEP
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interventioning commitment to a reality. The survey has tried to explore the level of
perception of such personnel working at different levels to operationalise the
programme.
Table 61 .

Correlation between level of perception and other significant
explanatory variables.

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'- value

I.

Age (X)

-0.0255

2.

Functional Area (X2)

0.0000

3.

Status in DPEP (X3 )

0.0644

4.

Educational qualification (X.)

-0.0601

5.

Family size (X)

0.0646

6.

Nature of job (X6 )

0.0383

7.

Participation in training programme (X7)

-0.1629

8.

Monthly family income (X8 )

-0.2136*

9.

Occupation (X9 )

-0.0012

10.

Organisational attachment (X 10)

0.0094

II.

Social interaction (X 11 )

0.3328**

12.

Time spent for social welfare education (X 12) 0.0431

13.

Reaction towards value statement (X 13 )

-0.2118*

The table shows a correlation between the level of perception (Y) and other
13 explanatory variables like age (X 1), functional area (X2), status in DPEP (X3), ·

educational qualification (X.), family size (X 5), nature of job (X6), participation in
training programme (X7), monthly family income (X 8), occupation (X9 ), organisational
attachment (XI(,), social interaction (X 1) , time spent for social welfare education (X 1)
and reaction towards value statement (X 13 ).
The monthly family income plays a negative bearing (r = -0.2136*) on the
level of perception indicates that financial enrichment cannot bear the sense of responsiveness through which they can implement the aims and objectives of DPEP.
The District Primary Education Programme can be well achieved through community
mobilisation, sensitisation campaign among the guardians, panchayats and the people
of all stages. In that respect, social interaction via club, library, co-operative, school
managing committee, women's organisation and teachers' organisation would help
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the DPEP personnel to convey the aims and objectives of DPEP among the society.
Hence, it bears a strong positive impact (0.3328**) on the level of perception. The
attitude towards value statements like 'for social development the women's education is necessary', 'only education brings the real integrity' and 'development cannot
be possible without the people's participation' has a negative bearings (-0.2118 *) on
the level of perception of DPEP personnel.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Table 56.

Dependent variable= Level of perception of DPEP Personnel (Y)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Analysis of Variance
OF
12
Regression
87
Residual
F=

0.5982
0.3578
0.2692
1.2214

Sum of Squares
72.31381
129.79619

4.03922

Mean Square
6.02615
1.49191

SignifF = 0.0001

Variable

B

SE B

Beta

XI

0.015680

0.014574

0.111682

1.076

0.2849

x3

0.326256

0.178486

0.181791

1.828*

0.0710

X4

0.025703

0.130363

0.020831

0.197

0.8442

X.

0.083942

0.071906

0.110114

1.167

0.2462

XG

0.663571

0.367395

0.241816

1.806*

0.0744

X7

-0.320867

0.134767

-0.242782

-2.381*

0.0195

X~

-0.770086

0.214426

-0.525712

-3.591 **

0.0005

x9
xl"

0.225639

0.190600

0.159500

1.184

0.2397

0.110652

0.277995

0.044139

0.398

0.6916

XII

0.731815

0.170069

0.400193

4.303**

0.0000

xl2
xl3

0.050050

0.197267

0.024215

0.254

0.8003

-0.213828

0.086550

-0.224400

-2.471**

0.0154

2.816875

1.114578

2.527

0.0133

)

(Constant)

t-value

Sig T
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Table 62 presents multiple regression analysis with

~

values and correspond-

ing t ,·alues. It is discernible that the variables like status in DPEP (XJ, nature ofjob
(X.). participation in training programme (X 7 ), monthly

interaction (X 11 ) and reaction towards value statement

f~lmily

(X~.J

income (X), social

have been found to exer-

cise significant regressional effect on the level of perception (Y) ofthe DPEP personnel. It is.also noteworthy to mention that all variables put together, only 35.78 per
'

cent (R-= 35.78) ofthe variations are explained here. This demands the inclusion of
more ,·ariables for being studied across the heterogeneous microsituations to generate higher level of explicability.

Table 63.

Step down Regression Analysis
Beta In

Step

i'dultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

I

0.3328

0.1107

12.204

0.001

XII

0.3328

I

0.4221

0.1782

10.516

0.000

X~

-0.2620

"'

0.4677

0.2187

8.958

0.000

X

0.2746

4

0.5033

0.2533

8.057

5

0.5359

0.2871

6

0.5676

0.3222

.1

Variable

0.000

"
X~.,

-0.1866

7.573

0.000

X,

0.1903

7.368

0.000

X7

-0.2091

·'

\'ariable(s) Entered on Step Number
6..

X.

lvlultiple R

0.56763

R Square

0.32221

Adjusted R Square

0.27848

Standard Error

1.21367

Anal\·sis of \"ariance
DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Regression

6

65.12146

I 0.85358

Residual

93

136.98854

1.47300

F=

7.36837

Signif F = 0.0000

Dependent Variable= Level of perception of DPEPPersonnel (Y)
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------------------ Variables in the Equation ------------------

Variable ·

B

SE B

Beta

x3

0.407827

0.161338

0.227242

2.528

0.0132

X6

0.685203

0.324640

0.249699

2.111

0.0375

x7

-0.276345

0.125996

-0.209095

-2.193

0.0308

X~

-0.584487

0:181273

-0.399010

-3.224

0.0017

XII

0.722817

0.164584

0.395272

4.392

0.0000

0.082412
0.826007

-0.222797

-2.576
4.735

0.0116
0.0000

xu

-0.212300
(Constant) 3.911091

t-value

Sig T

By placing the variables into a step down model of regression analysis, it was
found that after step 6, six variables such as, social interaction (X 11 ), monthly family
income (X), nature of job (X 6), reaction towards value statement (X 1) , status in
DPEP (X) and participation in training programme (X7) summatedly had explained
only 32.32 per cent of the total effect. The rest 7 variables were explaining only about
3 .46 per cent. It is interesting to note that social interaction largely influenced on the
others and this single variable can explain the 11.07 per cent ofthe total variables.
The following table analyses the statistical relation between the activities of
VEC members on DPEP and other explanatory variables.

D 1. The activities of VEC meinbers of Cooch Behar Block II on DPEP
The ultimate aims and objectives ofDPEP, its p~ans and programmes all have
been operated in the grass root level i.e, in the village. The success of DPEP in the
district depends largely on the Village Education Committee (at Village Panchayat
level) or Ward Education Committee (at Municipal level) activities.

Table 64.

Correlation between VEC activities and other significant
explanatory variables.

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'- value

1.

No. of meetings occurred per month (X 1)

-0.2136*

2.

Functioning of VEC/WEC register (X2)

-0.1990*

"'-'·

EtTective VEC activities (X)

-0.0482

4.

Exchange of reports with CLRC (X)

0.3052**
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5.

Interaction with primary teachers (X,J

0.3134**

6.

No. of disabled child (X)

0.0639

7.

Placement of disabled child (X 7)

-0.1344

8.

Arrangement of cultural programmes (XH)

0.2246*

The above table presents the correlation between VEC activities (Y) and other
eight explanatory variables namely, no. of meetings occurred per month (X), functioning ofVEC/WEC register (X), effective VEC activities (X), exchange of reports
with CLRC (X.), interaction with primary teachers (X5), no. of disabled child (X6),
placement of disabled child (X7) and arrangement of cultural programmes (X8).
From
the study, it is found that number of meetings occurred per month (X)
.
1
int1uenced negatively (-0.2136*) on the activities ofVEC indicates that the activities
of VEC cannot be raised by the number of meetings occurred in a month. It is the
motivation that force to do the work. In most of the villages ofCooch Behar Block II,
the data regarding the child below the age 5, has not yet registered through VEC/
WEC register. Hence, it bears a negative impact (-0.1990*) on the VEC activities.
The DPEP is a reversible chain process i.e., instruction from district has been transmitted to village via circle level resource center (CLRC) and again the analysed data
has fed back to the district via CLRC. Thus, in operationalising DPEP, CLRC plays a
major role in transforming the data and others information. Hence, exchange of reports with CLRC (X.) has strongly int1uenced (0.3052**) on the activities ofVEC. It
is the teachers who ultimately convey or exchange the new approach of education
among the students. In that respect, interaction with primary teachers (X 5) is as important as with CLRC and it has strong positive bearing (0.3134**) on the dependent
variable (Y). In order to inculcate education in the psyche of common people massbase programmes such as, Ma-0-Meya mela, Anganwadi mela, Sishu Siksha mela,
folk cultural arrangement, organising birth day of Vivekananda, Rabindranath,
Vidyasagar, Netaji etc., and physical exercise like games & sports in a village level,
block level, sub-division level, district level and state level have been organised. Hence,
arrangement of such cultural programmes (X) has a positive bearing (0.2246*) on
the activities ofVEC.
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Table 65.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent variable= VEC activities of DPEP Personnel (Y)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.52731
0.27805
0.21458
1.68008

Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual
F=

OF
8
91

4.38096

Variable

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

98.92783
256.86217

12.36598
2.82266

SignifF = .0002
B

Beta

SE B

t-value

Sig T

XI

-8.69097£-04 0.399008

-2.161£-04

,.0.002

0.9983

X,

-0.890412

0.361401

-0.237862

-2.464**

0.0156

X,

-0.129248

0.141031

-0.097144

-.916

0.3619

X4

0.697511

0.385445

0.229478

I. 81 0*

0.0737

x5
x6
x7

1.308998

0.843736

0.191818

1.551

0.1243

-0.056816

0.559525

-0.009876

-0.102

0.9193

-1.316220

0.711698

-0.189309

-1.849*

0.0676

0.575825
2.370426

0.191323
0.963754

0.316356

3.010**
2.460

0.0034
0.0158

·'

XX

(Constant)

Table 65 presents the multiple regression analysis with

~

values and corre-

sponding t values. It is identified that the variables like functioning of VEC/WEC
register (X), exchange of reports with CLRC (XJ, placement of disabled child (X7)
and arrangement of cultural programmes (XJ have been found to exercise significant
regressional effect on the activities ofVEC (Y). It is also noteworthy to mention that
2

all variables put together, 27.80 per cent (R = 27.80) of the variations are explained
here. This demands inclusion of more variables for being studied across the heterogeneous micro situations to generate higher level of explicability.
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Table 66.
Step

2
...
..)

Step down Regression Analysis

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

0.3134

0.0982

10.674

0.001

0.3802

0.1446

8.198

0.4649

0.2161

8.822

Variable

Betaln
0.3134

0.001

.J
x7

0.000

XI

-0.2770

X

0.2154

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
3 ..

XI

Multiple R
0.46488
0.21611
R Square
Adjusted R Square ·o.19162
1.70447
Standard Error
Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual

F=

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

3

76.89041
278.89959

25.63014
2.90520

96

8.82215

Signif F = .0000

------------------ Variables in the E9uation ---------------.,-Variable

B

SE B

Beta

XI

-1.036967

0.350376

-0.277013

-2.960

0.0039

x.J
x7

2.098818

0.616934

0.307556

3.402

0.00 I 0

0.523495
1.399850

0.170435
0.807334

0.287606

3.072
1.734

0.0028
0.0861

(Constant)

t-value

Sig T

By placing the variables into a step down model ofregression analysis, it has
been found that after step 3, three variables such as, exchange of reports with CLRC
(X), placement of disabled child

(~)

and no. of meetings occurred per month (X 1)

summatedly had explained 21.61 per cent ofthe total effect. The rest 5 variables were
explaining only about 6.19 per cent. It is interesting to note that exchange of reports
with CLRC (X) largely influenced on the others and this single variable can explain
the 9. 82 per cent of the total variables.
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C 2. Level of Perception of DPEP Personnel of Mathabhanga Blocl< II

The study has been conducted in five gram panchayats ofMathabhanga block
II with a structural schedule to DPEP personnel and VEC members to study the
relationship between the level of perception (Y) and other 13 explanatory variables
like age (X), functional area (X), status in DPEP (X), educational qualification
(X J, family size (X 5), nature of job (X), participation in training programme (X7),
monthly family income (XJ, occupation (X9), organisational attachment (X 10), social
interaction (X 1) , time spent for social welfare education (X 12) and reaction towards
value statement (X 13 ).
Table 67.

Correlation between level of perception and other significant
explanator)' variables.

Sl. No.

'r'- value

Variables

1.

Age (X)

-0.1160

2.

Functional Area (X)

-0.0005

3.

Status in DPEP (X)

0.0138

4.

Educational qualification (X)

-0.0723

5.

Family size (X 5)

-0.2834**

6.

Nature of job (X6 )

0.0039

7.

Participation in training programme (X7)

0.0594

8.

Monthly family income

9.

Occupation (X 9 )

-0.3 550* *

10.

Organisational attachment (X 10)

0.2128*

II.

Social interaction (X 1)

0.1094

12.

Time spent for social welfare education (X 12) -0.0733

13.

Reaction towards value statement (X 13 )

(X~)

-0.0716

-0.8 892 **

The table shows a correlation between the level of perception (Y) and other
thirteen explanatory variables such as, age (X), functional area (X), status in DPEP
(X,), educational qualification (X), family size (X 5), nature of job (X 6 ), participation

in training programme (X 7 ), monthly family income (X), occupation (X 9 ),
organisational attachment (X 10), social interaction (X 1) , time spent for social welfare
education (X 1) and reaction towards value statement (X 13 ).
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The occupation plays a strong negativ.e bearing (r = -0.2834**) on the level of
perception indicates that occupational status cannot bear the sense of responsiveness
through which they can implemented the aims and objectives of DPEP. The District
Primary Education Programme can be well achieved through community mobilisation,
sensitisation campaign among the guardians, panchayats and the people of all stages.
In that respect, social interaction via club, library, co-operative, school managing
committee, women's organisation and teachers' organisation would help the DPEP
personnel to convey the aims and objectives of DPEP among the society. Hence,
organisational attachment bears a strong positive impact (0.2128 *) on the level of
perception. The attitude towards value statements like. 'for social development the
women's education is necessary', 'only education brings the real integrity' and 'development cannot be possible without the people's participation' has a strong negative bearings (-0.8892**) on the level ofperception ofDPEP personnel.
Table 68.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent variable= Level of perception of DPEP Personnel (Y)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.9115
0.8308
0.8052
0.84042

Analysis of Variance
Sum of Squares
298.24842
60.74158

OF

Regression
Residual
F=
Variable

13
87

4.03922
Beta

Mean Square
22.94219
0.7063

SignifF = 0.0001
t-value

Sig T

XI

-0.0995

-1.802*

0.0751

X

-0.1101

-2.276*

0.0254

xl

0.0845

1.508

0.1352

X4

4.10E-04

0.008

0.9937

X~

-0.0755

-1.352

0.1798

X

-0.0090

-0.154

0.8778

x7

0.1176

2.250*

0.0270

/

(J
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XN

-0.0415

-0.652

0.5476

x9
x,,,

0.049I

0.652

0.5163

-0.00 I 8

-0.038

0.9697

XII

0.0557

1.1 I 0

0.270I

x,2
xu

-0.0308

-0.616

0.5398

-0.8954

-16.696**

0.0000

Table 68 presents multiple regression analysis with

~

values and correspond-

ing t values. It has been noticed that the variables like age (X), functional area (X2),
participation in training programme (X7) and reaction towards value statement (X 13 )
have been found to exercise significant regressional effect on the level of perception
(Y) ofthe DPEP personnel. It is surprising to mention that all variables put together,
2

83.08 per cent (R = 83.08) ofthe variations are explained here.

Table 69.

Step down Regi·ession Analysis

Step

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

Variable

1

0.8892

0.7907

370.202

0.000

x,3

-0.8892

2
...
.)

0.8943

0.7998

193.707

0.000

X,

-0.0958

0.8997

0.8094

135.909

0.000

0.0989

4

0.9043

0.8178

106.630

0.000

x7
x,

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
6..

x,

Multiple R
0.9044
R Square
0.8178
Adjusted R Square
0.8102
Standard Error
0.8297
Analysis of Variance
OF
Sum of Squares
Mean Square
293.59664
73.39916
Regression
4
65.39336
0.68835
95
Residual.
F==

106.63040

SignifF = 0.0000

Dependent Variable= Level of perception of DPEP Personnel (Y)

Betaln

-0.0953
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------------------ Variables in the Equation -----------------Variable

Beta

t-value

Sig T

xl
x2

-0.0953

-2.096

0.0388

-0.1056

-2.385

0.0190

X7

0.1239

2.716

0.0078

x13

-0.8989

-20.370
15.029

0.0000
0.0000

(Constant)

From step down model of regression analysis, it has been found that after step
4, four variables viz. age (X 1), functional area (X 2), participation in training programme
(X 7 ) and reaction towards value statement (X 13 ) summatedly had explained 81.78 per
cent of the total effect. The rest 4 variables were explaining only about 1.30 per cent.
It is interesting to note that reaction towards value statement (X 13 ) largely influenced
on the others and this single variable can explain the 79.07 per cent of the total variables.
D 2. Activities of VEC of Mathabhanga Block II

Activities ofVEC are mainly to organise the regular VEC meeting, formation
of Village Construction Committee, regular close communication with guardians of
the primary children, primary tea.chers, Mother-Teacher Associations, different voluntary organisations and Non-Government Organisations.
Table 70.

Correlation between VEC activities and other significant
explanatory variables.

Sl. No.

Variables

'r'- value

I.

No. of meeting per month (X 1)

0.0299

2.

Functioning ofVEC/WEC register (X)

0.0573

-'·

Effective VEC activities (X)

-0.0185

4.

Exchange of reports with CLRC (X)

0.1003

5.

Communication with primary teachers (X 5)

0.1250

6.

No. of disabled child (X6)

-0.1325

7.

Placement of disabled child (X7)

0.1450

8.

Arrangement of cultural programmes (XJ

0.3322**

..,
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The above table presents the correlation between VEC activities (Y) and other
eight explanatory variables namely, no. of meeting per month (X 1), functioning of
VEC/WEC register (X:), effective VEC activities (X), exchange of reports with CLRC

(X), communication with primary teachers (X5), no.

~f

disabled child (X6), place-

ment of disabled child (X 7) and arrangement of cultural programmes (X). It is seen
that only arrangement of cultural programmes
(0.3322**) on the activities ofYEC.

(X~)

makes a positive influence

Multiple Regression Analysis

Table 71.

Dependent variable= VEC activities of DPEP Personnel (Y)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.3870
0.1498
0.0750
2.1149

Analysis of Variance
DF
Sum of Squares
Regression
8
71.72387
407.02613
Residual
91
F=

2.00444
Variable

Mean Square
8.96548
4.47281

SignifF = 0.0545
Beta

t-value

SigT

XI

0.0344

0.344

0.7316

X,

-0.0859

-0.664

0.5085

x,

-0.0262

-0.242

0.8097

X

0.0333

0.306

0.7603

X,

0.0764

0.724

0.4709

X6

-0.1205

-1.159

0.2495

X7

0.1588

1.356

0.1786

X
(Constant)

0.3050

3.052**
3.821

0.0030
0.0002

~

~

Table 65 presents multiple regression analysis with

~

values and correspond-

ing t values. It is discernible that the only variable like arrangement of cultural
programmes (X~) has been foui1d to exercise significant regressional effect on the
activities ofYEC (Y). It is also noteworthy to mention that all variables put together,
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'

14.98 per cent (R-= 14.98) ofthe variations are explained here. This demands inclu-

sion of more variables for being studied across the multidimensional aspects to generate higher level of explicability.
Table 72.

Step

Step down Regression Analysis

MultR

Rsq

F(Eqn)

SigF

0.3322

0.1104

12.159

0.001

Variable
X~

Betaln
0.3322

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
3..

X~

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.3322
0.1104
0.1013
2.0847

Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual
F=

OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

98

52.84229
425.90771

52.84229
4.34600

SignifF = 0.0007

12.15.8847

------------------ Variables in the Equation
Variable

xs
(Constant)

B
0.566066
4.551816

-------~----------

SE B

Beta

0.162338
0.451931

0.332228

t-value

Sig T

3.487

0.0007

10.072

0.0000

It is the step down model of regression analysis from which it has been found

that after I st step, only one variable like arrangement of cultural programmes (X 8 )
had explained 11.04 per cent of the total effect. The rest seven variables were explaining only about 3. 94 per cent.
Part- IV
Keeping in consonance with DPEP objectives the district ofCooch Behar has
experienced with a kind of objective intervention in enhancing the teaching quality
and learners' achievement. It has been attempted to know numerically what exactly
the status of learning achievement level of primary school children.
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Table 73(A). Time Series-Transition Rate
1996-1997 to
I to II

Block

II to III
Girls

Boys

1997-1998

Boys

lll to IV
Girls

Bovs

Girls

Coach Behar -1

6-U7

63.85

~n

.44

81.55

l:i3.-l7

81.42

Coach Behar -II

66.70

67.-lll

82.60

86.35

84.00

84.06

Tufanganj -1

59.51

58.25

87.60

86.40

87.-l5

86.75

Tufanganj -II

52.16

53091

82.39

79.64

80.45

81.18

59.79

59.32

83.94

80.27

84.10

83.65

Dinhata -II

56.8 I

56.85

82.79

8,0.17

82.21

80.47

Mathabhanga -1

72.94

72.96

85.51

86.64

83.92

85.12

Mathabhanga -II

56.0 I

57.15

81.16

78.97

82.87

81.59

Sitalkuchi

37.65

35.77

69.59

72.47

82.-ll

77.26

Sitai

79.-ll

74.32

76.02

78.90

80.42

80.59

Mekhliganj

(JO. 95

59.41

85.26

82.87

78.06

85.82

Haldibari

59.54

64.25

87.33

85.86

81. 18

84.54

725.94

723.44

985.63

980.09

990.54

992.45

Dinhata

~I

Total

Table 73(B). Time Series-Transition Rate
1999- 2000 TO 2000- 200 I
II to III

I to II

Block
Bovs

Ill to IV

Girls

Boys

.Girls

Bovs

Girls

Coach Behar -1

53.87

55.50

74.13

74.78

78.63

78.48

Coach Behar -II

59.11

62.05

76.13

77.22

81.77

81.21

Tufanganj -1

51.43

53.18

76.-Hl

77.29

78.75

78.07

Tufanganj -II

51.03

51.19

75.72

73.72

78.22

75.27

Dinhata -1

51.61

55.-l7

75.-l4

75.21

74.48

76.54

Dinhata -II

52.63

56.46

75.03

75.79

75.64

77.67

Mathabhanga -1

58.62

59.71

76.08

75.83

8 I. 00

76.79

Mathabhanga -II

48.25

49.84

69.53

71.09

69.21

77.77

Sitalkuchi

51.78

55.85

78.31

79.48

77.51

79.18

Sitai

6-US

69.4-+

SJ.(l3

80.78

79.18

82.52

Mekhliganj

51.72

53.26

78.66

79.97

77.11

81.57

Haldibari

59.90

57.08

82.11

82.89

82.88

80.52

65-U:l

()79.()3

918.57

92-U3

93-US

945.59

Total
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From table 73(A) and 73(B), it is clear that the overall transition rate in general is not only very low but also decreasing over the years. Transition rate from class-

l to class-ll is the lowest. No significant difference has been found in class-wise transition rates ofboys and girls over the implementation period. Tufanganj-1, Tufanganjll, Mathabhanga-ll, and Sitalkuchi Blocks consistently show the lower class-wise
transition rate than the district mean(s).
Table 74. Achievement Levels of Class-I Students- BAS (96) & MAS (99)
Achievement Levels
in BAS (96)

District

Maths%

Lang%

50.66

45.56

Cooch Behar

Achievement Levels
in MAS (99)
Lang%
Maths%

64.75

Difference
Maths 'X,

Lang%

l-Ul9

8.42

53.98

Table75. Percentage Distribution of the pupil of class- I on the basis of MAS 99
Nos. with the
Score% with
the Score

Subject

70-60

40-60

20-40

0-20

361

175

209

134

o nfchildn:n with Score

41.06

19.90

23.77

15.24

:"os. with th" Scoro

497

11:12

125

75

56.54

20.70

14.22

1:1.53

1'\os. with th~

Scor~

Lang.
Maths.

0

Score- range

o of childrat

wtlh Scor

During the initial period, the students were tested through base line assessment survey (BAS, 1996) and after three years DPEP activities, again they were
examined by the midterm assessment survey (MAS, 1999). It has been found from
table 74 that though the achievement levels in numerical competencies during MAS
- .. has been raised little above 25 per cent over the BAS but in language, increase in
achievement level has been raised little below 25 per cent. From table 75, 61 per cent
students of class I scored above 40 per cent in language and 77 per cent students
scored above 40 per cent in mathematics in MASY 4>
Table 7 6 .

Rural -Urban Diff~r~nc~ in Achiewm~nt L~vels of Class III Stu(h•nts- BAS '% & MAS '99

District
Area

Achievements
Levels in BAS(%)
M'Y.,

I u;,,

Rural

36.23

46.07

Urban

29.12

45.46

Cooch Behar

Achievements
Levels in MAS(%)
M%
I%
31.74
37:90

22.68

41.45

Difference
M

I

-4.49

-8.11

-6.44

-3.43
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Table 77. Geuder
District

Coach Behar

Difference in Achievement Levels uf Class Ill Students- BAS '% & MAS '99
Achi~wm~nL•

Sex

L~wls

Achi~venll.!nt~

Dilli:r~nc~

in BAS(96)

Math%

Lang%

Boy

36.29

47.53

Girl

33.48

4.11

L~·vds

M

L

2.81

Math%

3.42

Dill'erence

in MAS(96)

Lang%

33.11

40.15

28.43

36.41

M

L

4.68

3.74

It is seen from table 76 that the achievement levels of class III students in
language and Mathematics was higher than the students of urban counterpart. It is
surprising that the achievement levels in both language apd mathematics of MAS has
been fallen down in respect of BAS. This picture has influenced the rural as well as
urban area. Also, from table 77, it has been found that gender difference existed in
both BAS and MAS is less than 5 per cent, the stipulation mark of the national norms. (ts)

Table 78. Subjectwise Comparision of District Mean Percentage 1999 and 2000.
Subjects : First Language & Mathematics
First Language
1999

2000

0-40%

0-40%

44.32

26.40

1999

2000

41 - 80% 41- 80%
47.84

1999

2000

81 - 100%

81 - 100%

7.80

12.33

1999

2000

81 - l 00%

81 - 100%

9.97

17.41

59.81

Mathematics ·
1999

2000

0-40%

0-40%

36.98

22.48

1999

2000

41-80% 41 - 80%
53.39
..

60.04

An external evaluation similar to MAS, 1999 has been conducted by DPSC,
Coach Behar during 2000. It is found from table 78 that the overall achievement level
in the first language as well as mathematics has been increased during 2000 compared
to MAS, 1999. In first language, over the score range

o·- 40%, the mean percentage

has been decreased from 1999 to 2000 by 17.92 per cent while over the score range
41-80%, the same has been increased from 1999 to 2000 by 11 .97 per cent. In Mathematics, over the score range 0 - 41%, the mean percentage has also been decreased
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from 1999 to 2000 by 14.50 per cent while over the score range 41-80%, the same
has been increased from 1999 to 2000 by 6.65 per cent. Hence the achievement levels
of the primary students of the district in both language and numerical competencies
have been increased over the base line assessment survey by more than 25 per cent. <16>

Keeping in mind, the findings of different surveys on learning achievement
level of school children, the present study has attempted to understand the issue by
. taking micro-level data during research survey.

E.

A study on Learning Achievement Level of School Children :A Micro
Environment Approach
The study has been conducted in Cooch-Behar to understand the status on learning

achievement level of primary school children in terms of some contributory factors
such as, age(X 1), distance from school(X), time spent (Jn learning practice(X), time
spent for game (X.J, family labour absorption(X 5), cooperation of guardian(X6), assistance· of private tutor(X 7), adequate food at school time(X~), health status(X9),
preference of school teacher(X 1,_J, land(X 1) , father's education(X 12 ), I11other's
education(X 13 ), family incOine(X 1.J The variables like time spent on learning
practice(~),. adequate

food at school time(X8), preference of school teacher(X 10),

family income(X 1.) were found to bear substantial impact on the learning achievement
level(Y) of the school going chiltiren of class IV i.e. the targeted· respondents of the
study.
The objectives ofthe study are as follows :
1. To study the Learning Achievement Level (Y) of school children ( class IV )
2. To assess the nature and content of contributory factors viz. age(X 1), distance
from school(X2), time spent on learning practice(X 3 ), time spent for game (X),
family labour absorption(X 5), cooperation of guardian (XJ, assistance of private
tutor(X 7), adequate food at school time(XM), health status(X 9 ), preference of school
teacher(X 10), land(X 1) , father's education(X 12), mother's education(X 13 ), family
income(X,.) effecting the level of Learning Achievement Level (Y) .
3. To study the interrelationships between the consequent variable i.e. Learning
Achievement Level (Y) and the causal variables viz. age(X), distance from
school(X2), time spent on learning practice(X), time spent for game (X), family
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labour absorption(X 5), cooperation ofguardian(X 6), assistance of private tutor(X 7),
adequate food at school time(XN), health status(X9 ), preference of school
teacher(X 10), land(X 1) , father's education(X 1) , mother's education(X 1) , family
income(X 1) .
4. To screen out the causal variables of substantial effect on the Learning Achievement Level (Y) out ofthese fourteen causal variables for formulating a befitting
strategy intervention at micro-environment.
TABLE 79. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Variables

'r' Value

XI

Age

0.0960

X,

Distance from School

0.0372

X

Time spent on learning practice

0.4012**

X

Time spent for game

0.1541

x,

Family labour absorption

0.0147

X6

Cooperation of guardian

0.0909

X7

Assistance of private tutor

X~

Adequate food at school time

0.2357**

X,)

Health status

0.0565

X111

Preference of school teacher

0.2659**

XII

Land

0.1020

XI:

Father's education

0.1770*

xu
xl4

Mother's education

0.2766**

Family income

0.1592

·'
~

*

Significant at 5 per cent level

**

Significant at I per cent level

0.1886*

From table 79, it is revealed that the variables such as time spent on learning
practice(X3 ), assistance of private tutor(X 7), adequate food at school time(X 8),
preference of school teacher(X 10), father's education(X 1) , mother's education(X 1)
were found to be significantly correlated with learning achievement level (LAL).
Home environment, as we know, has got

tremen~ous

impact on the learning

achievement level of a child learner. Ag-ain, a home environment is an exclusive sub-
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ject offather's and mother's education. And thus the variables father's education(X 12),
mother's education(X 13 ) were been bestowed with conspicuous potential to influence
the learning achievement level of children.
Where school is the seedbed of learning, the role ofteachers and their access to
children are of prime concern beyond any other facto'rs influencing the classroom
environment. Accordingly, preference of a school teachers as expressed by the people
had come up as an influencing factors in learning achievement level. Time spent on
learning practice (X) has been found to influence the learning achievement level by
the children. Also the variable like assistance of private. tutor (X 7) is influencing the
learning achievement level (Y) in the same way. It, did raise, no question that more of
time on learning practice could help a proportionate achievement but it had come up
as surprising outcome that even at the primary school level in a rural area, the role and
contribution of private tutor were cropping up as substantial effect. Food being the
prime concern for a family of marginal capability, adequate food at school time (X8
had shown a substantial effect on the learning achievement level.

TABLE 80. REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Dependent variable = Y
Variable

Regression Coefficient

t-value (DF = 85)

XI·
X,

0.5819

0.664

0.1295

0.431

X.

1.3804

3.475**

x4

0.4781

0.856

X.

0.8794

1.373

x6
x7

-.0149

-0.016

1.1505

1.535

Xs

2.7251

1.964*

X9

-1.1574

-0.809

XIO

0.2495

2.613**

XII

-0.0966

-0.672

XI~

-0.0664

-0.348

xu
xl4

0.2972

1.580

9.17029£-04

1.614*

CONSTANT

-9.1935

·'

)

)
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STD. ERROR OF EST. = 5.7910
ADJUSTED R SQUARED

0.2468

R SQUARED

0.3533

MULTIPLE R

=

0.5944

From table 80, it is found thatthe variables like time spent on learning practice(~),
adequate food at school time(XH), preference of school teacher(X 10), family income(X1.J
were found to record a significant regressional effect on the learning achievement
level of the school children. While the potential impact ofvariables like time spent on
learning practice(X), adequate food at school time(X), and preference of school
teacher(X 10) have been shown in the already presented tables, the variable like family
income is found to yield substantial regressional effect on learning achievement level.
Income of a family is the incontrovertible provider of basic incentives to schooling
amenities. The R2 value is found to be 0.3533 i.e., 35.33 per cent variations of this
multiple relations.

Table 81. STEP DOWN REGRESSION ANALYSIS

STEP- 1 VARIABLE: X., ENTERED.
VAR.

REGRESSION COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR F ( 1, 98)

x3

1.6410

CONSTANT

10.8583

STD.

x3
x1o

EST.

18.802

.00004

6.1432

R SQUARED

0.1610

MULTIPLE R

0.4012

STEP - 2.
Var.

OF

ERROR

0.3784

PROB.

VARIABLE: XIO ENTERED.

Regression Coeff.

Std. Error

F ( 1,97)

Pro b.

1.5297

0.3723

16.880

0.00008

0.2324

0.0963

5.821

0.01771

CONSTANT

6.7791

STD.

OF

ERROR

EST.

5.9975

Partial r/\2
0.1482
0.0566
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ADJUSTED

R SQUARED

0.1922

R SQUARED

0.2085

MULTIPLE R

0.4566

STEP - 3.

Var.

VARIABLE: X8 ENTERED

Regression Coeff

X,

Std. Error

1.4533

·'

F (I ,97)

Pro b.

Partial rA2

0.3632

16.010

0.00012

0.1429

X~

3.3267

1.2928

6.622

0.01160

0.0645

x1n

0.2524

0.0940

7.212

0.00853

0.0699

CONSTANT
STD.

0.9876

'

!

ERROR

ADJUSTED

OF

5.8309

EST

R SQUARED

==

R SQUARED

0.2595

MULTIPLE R

==

STEP - 4. VARIABLE : X 13

Var.

Regression Coeff.

0.2364
0.5095

ENTERED

Std. Error

X3

1.3584

0.3610

X~

3.0301

1.2824

X 10

o.2320

0.0932

X 13

o.3142

0.1590

CONSTANT

0.4781

STD.

ERROR

ADJUSTED

OF

EST

1

5.7446

R SQUARED

0.2588

R SQUARED

0.2888

MULTIPLE R ==

0.5374

By placing the variables into a step down model of regression analysis, it has
been found that after step 4, four variables viz. time spent on learning practice (X3),
adequate food at school time (X 8), preference of school teacher (X 1rJ, and mother's
education (X 13 ) summatedly had explained 28.68 per cent variables of the above
mentioned relations. Thus rest 10 variables were explaining only about 7 per cent of
the variables and, accordingly their contributions had been drifted out in earlier steps.

...,...,
2.).)

It is interesting to note that in the step down model, mothers' education had come up
innovatively to charecterise the agglomerated effect of these four variables on learning achievement level of school children in the study area.
A brief note on the operationalisation ofDPEP in other four districts and Coach
Behar (DPEP 1st phase District in W.B.) may not be out of place to mention. All the
dimensions of DPEP interventions in the five districts have been shown on a comparative scale which would help one to perceive the status of DPEP in operation in
the districts.

1. Teacher- School Ratio iri five DPEP districts in West Bengal
The picture of the teacher-school ratio in five DPEP districts in West Bengal

.

is not hopeful. The average teacher-school ratio in all the five districts does not ex·,'

ceed the required number four. Thus, in an average, no four class primary school has
have the equal number of primary teachers. The district Bank:ura has the lowest teacherschool ratio (2. 41) whereas South 24 Parganas has the highest ratio (3. 33).
District

Teacher-School Ratio

Bankura

2.41

Birbhum

3.28

Coach Behar

3.13

Murshidabad

~
' )).)

South 24-pagana.

3.33

__

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during March to June, 2002.

2. Student- teacher ratio in five DPEP district in West Bengal
The average student-teacher ratio in four out of five DPEP districts in West
Bengal has crossed the standard ratio of 40:1. Only Bankura has fulfilled the norms.
The ratio is highest in Murshidabad district and lowest in Bankura.
District

Student-Teacher Ratio

Bankura

39.00

Birbhum

46.60

Coach Behar

61.35

Murshidabad

72.66

South 24-pagana

70.28

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during March to June, 2002.
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3. Student- School ratio in five DPEP districts in West Bengal
The above table depicts the student school ratio in five DPEP district in West
Bengal. The student - school ratio is lowest in Bankura District indicated that the
average number of students per class has the lowest number. The ratio is highest in
Murshidabad and South 24 Parganas districts.
District

Student-School Ratio

Bankura

9..\.l..\

Birbhum

153.11

Coach Behar

192AO

Murshidabad

2:\t1 ...\8

South 2..\-pagana

23..\.52

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office oftlze State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during March to June, 2002.

4. Availability of Lavatory
Availability ofLavatory is not upto the mark in all of the five DPEP districts in
West Bengal. Cooch Behar has yet covered only 37.93 per cent of the total primary
schools and Birbhum has covered only 4.09 per cent of the total primary schools.
District

Facility AYailable
0

Bankura

357 (10...\l

Birbhum

143 (..\.09 °o)

Coach Behar

687 (37.93 °o)

Murshidabad

580 (18.35 °o)

South 24-pagana.

992 (26.58 °o)

o)

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during March to June, 2002.

5. Drinking water facility at schools
Out of five DPEP districts in West Bengal, South 24 Parganas has the highest
number of primary schools (3 73 1) and the district Cooch Behar has the lowest number of primary schools (1811 ). So far as facility of drinking water is concerned, Coach
Behar has covered 77.58 per cent ofthe total schools where as Birbhum has covered
the minimum number (33 .11 per cent) of primary schools.
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District

Facility AYailable No. of Schools

Bankura

2351 (68.56 %)

3829

Birbhum

1155 (33.11 'Y.,)

3-lSS

Conch Behar

1-lO:'i (77. :'iX 'Y.,)

IX II

Murshidabad

21-+5 c6nn %J

3160

South 24-pagana

1965 (52.66 %)

3731

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during March to June, 2002.

Drop out status in five DPEP districts in \Vest Bengal
According to DPEP guideline, the efforts would be there to lower down the
drop-out tendency at least I 0 per cent. Only the district of Coach Behar out of five
DPEP districts of West Bengal fulfills the national norms:·' Drop out of class-I in
Murshidabad is highest whereas Coach Behar reads the lowest drop-out rate. The
drop-out rate of class-II is highest in Murshidabad. Similarly, the drop-out rate of
class-III in Bankura is highest. In all the classes, the drop-out rate in Coach Behar has
been minimum.
Rate of Droo-out

D1stnct
Bank.ura
Birbhum
Cooch Behar
Murshidabad
South 24 parganas

T

n

m

1-l.7-l
21.27
3.25
32.-+1
l-+.38

19.60
21.27
8.72
12.19
16.25

18.60
14.12
8.59
12.0 I
13.66

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during Marclz to June, 2002.

ill. Retention and Stagnation status
A comparetive study on promotion rate has been made during 2000-2001 in
five DPEP districts in West Bengal. The overall findings reveal that the promotion
rates show higher trend for the upper primary grades exeept in South 24 Parganas
where promotion rates are found to be lowest at the upper classes. The promotion

•

rates at class-! in Coach Behar district is lowest, that is, stagnation is highest. The
overall promotion rates in Bankura and Murshidabad have crossed the level of80 per
cent.
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Dtstnct

Promotion Rate
1 to 11
8-Uo
8-LIJ-l
56.56
71.25
80.31

Bankura
Birbhum
Coach Behar
Murshidabad
South 24 parganas

11 to 1l1
87.15
8-l.62
76.78
75.89
78.1-J.

T1l tn TV

88.28
8-l. -l-l
78.33
72.69
73.52

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office oftlze State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bettgal durittg October, 2001.

IV. Quality of Education

Achievement ofClass-J students in Language and Mathematics in five DPEP districts
in West Bengal may be presented.
Dtstnct
Bankura
Birbhum
Coach Behar
Murshidabad
South 24 parganas

Lamma!!e
Me;1n (%)
SD
11.25
88.56
22.70
8-l-.51
53.98
29.-Hl
70.01
31.15
79.17
20.-l-5

Mathematics
Me111 ( 0/r,)

88.69
8-l.51
6-l-.75
73.97
82.81.)

SD
18.15
22.70
28.25
27.-l-5
20.35

Source :District wise data have been collected from the office of the State Project Director,
DPEP, West Bengal during October, 1999.

Thus, for the district ofBankura, the mean percentages of achievement levels
in Language and in Mathematics are encouraging. The mean percentage achievement
in Language and Mathematics are 88.56 and 88.69 respectively. The students have
been shown balanced improvement both in Language and Mathematics. The performance of students ofthis district is highest in both the subjects and also the identical
pattern of growth and sequence have been seen in both subjects.While for the district
ofBirbhum, the mean percentage of achieverhent in Language and in mathematics are
also encouraging, but not as high as that ofBankura. The mean percentages of achievement in both the subjects have the same value 84.51. The students of this district have
been appeared to be the second highest scores in both the subjects and here the identical pattern of growth and sequence have also been seen in both subjects. The perfor-

•

mances of the students of class I in both Language and Mathematics for Cooch Behar
district have been moderate. The mean percentages of achievement in both the subjects are 53.98 and 64.75 respectively and also the identical pattern of growth and
sequence have not been followed in both subjects. While in case of the district of
Murshidabad, the average performance of the students have been within the range
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between 70 and 75. The students have shown a better result in Mathematics compared to the achievements in Language and also the identical pattern of growth and
sequence have been seen in both subjects. ln the district of South 24 Parganas, the
mean percentage of achievements in both subjects are encouraging but the district
ranked third according to the level of achievement of class l students among the five
districts. The mean percentages achie,·ement in Language and Mathematics are 79.17
and 82.89 respectively. In Mathematics, the students did well by 3.72 per cent as
compared to achievement in language and also the identical pattern of growth and
sequence have been followed in the subjects.
The measure of variability have been found varying from district to district.
The measures ofvariability are shown in Standard Deviation (SO) which shows that
with the highest performace of the students of class-I of Bankura the variability was
only 11.25 per cent in Language and l 0. 9 5 in Mathematics, Though the students of
class-1 of Birbhum scored the second highest marks. The variability was high. In
Language, the variability was 22.70 per cent while in Mathematics the variability was
being 22-70 per cent. The range of variability of scores of students of Coach Behar
was high enough as lowest was the achievement levels. The variability was 29.40 per
cent in language while that in Mathematics was 28.25 per cent. Although the students
ofMurshidabad scored between 70 and 73.97 per cent in Language and Mathematics
respectively that variability range was highest in that district. The SO in Language
was as high as 31.15 percent while that in Mathematics was 27.45 per cent. The
students of South 24 parganas ranked third. But the variability was 20.45 per cent in
Language and 20.35 %in Mathematics.
Achievement of class Ill students in Language and Mathematics in five D PEP
districts in West Bengal may be shown below.
D1stnct
Bankura
Birbhum
Cooch Behar
Murshidabad
South 24 parganas

Language
Mean(%)
SD
66.35
21.88
59.75
2-+..t-8
18.82
38.29
21.68
53.24
52.70
21.92

Mean
65.89
59.95
30.78
51.44
48.83

Mathematics
SD
22.32
25.95
20.68
26.60
26.50

(o/o)

Source: District wise data /rave been collected from the office of tire State
DPEP, West Bengal during October, 1999.

Prr~iect

Director,

The figures of the above table shows a discouraging achievement level of
students of class-Ill in Language as well as in mathematics of all the districts. Achieve-
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ment level in language ranges from 38.29 per cent to 66.35 per cent among the districts. Here also Bankura deserves credit for securing highest scores both in Language and Mathematics. Bankura is the highest score in Language and tv1athematics
of Class-I students.
The figures of the above table also shows slightly elevated range of measures
ofvariability in class-III in Language. The measures ofvariability are shown in standard deviation percentage (SD). The variability ranges from 18.82 per cent to 24.48
per cent. In Bankura, the variability appears to be slightly on the higher side, the SD
being 21.87 per cent. In Birbhum, the variability is highest. the SD being 24.48 per
cent. In Coach Behar, the students' achievement level is lowest. But the measure of
variability is only 18.82 per cent. ivlurshidabad and South 24-parganas have almost
similar SDs being 21.68 and 21.92 per cent respectively.
A brief summary of the entire exercise may be in order. The O\'erall enrolment
status of the primary schools in the district is satisfactory. The demand for enrolment
of children to the primary schools has been steadily increased. The level of retentivity
of the primary children ofthe district is moderately high for lower primary classes i.e.,
class I to class III however, for class IV, it is below the level of expectation. The
overall stagnation in primary classes of the district of Coach Behar has been very
high. Such high rate of stagnation is varying from 50 per cent to 90 per cent in different classes of primary schools.
Primary schools of the district have been established keeping in consonance with
the principal balanced geographical distribution. As a result, schools are within the
reach of l km of every child of the district. Despite efforts to create provisions for
primary schools in the form of modification, extension and new construction of such
schools by DPEP, the required number of classes for primary school children and
corresponding availability of existing number of classes has been proved to be mismatch. The required number of primary teachers and their availability in the district
nas still been a myth: Moreover, availability of female teachers in comparison to their
male counterpart is, till date, microscopic. Adequate arrangement for seating facility
for all the children at primary schools is far from satisfaction. Barring few, most of the
primary schools ofthe district are without toilet specified for girls, most of the schools
do not have play grounds and most of them are devoid of other congenialities required for a healthy school environment. However, the DPEP interventions has made
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an important landmark in the field of teaching of children by way of providing extensive training to the teachers. As a result. the! teacher-centric approach to teaching has
been shifted to child-centric approach. Such change has registered growth in the efficiency level of the student. The assessment survey reports have adequately proved
that the students, especially the rural children have been doing very well both in language and mathematics. The teaching-learning materials used in most of the primary
schools are not at all user-friendly and content and quality of such materials, in most
of the cases have lost relevance. The oYerall drop-out rate of primary children in the
district is satisfactory i.e., less than the stipulated national norms.
The study has identified sharp gender bias both in family as well as in primary
schools on the issues like admission, retentivity and drop-out of girl children vis-a-vis
their male counterpart. The role of the Village Education Cominittee in operationalising
DPEP has been very much bleak. The community mobilisation and sensitisation campaign have not been able to yield desired results. Though the learning achievement
level of primary students of the district has crossed the target fixed by DPEP guideline i.e., 25 per cent over the base line assessment survey, the overall performance
level in both the language and mathematics is very poor. It is surprising to note that
girls' achievement level in the district is better than boys. Also the performance of the
rural children is far better than the urban counterpart. For a long use of multigrade
teaching at school and private tutor base learning at home have damaged both the
approach and objectives of DPEP.

It was expected that the demands for primary education would generate from the
families. Most unfortunately, the expected demands from the guardians for primary
education have not been adequately generated. However, the DPEP interventions
have been able to sensitise rural people either in one form or other which resulted a
moderate growth in the health status of primary schools in the district both in quantitative and qualitative perspectives. The DPEP has been able to establish the massage
~hat

primary education for every child of the district is the bench mark of develop-

ment. The primary school teachers have been sensitised and have been made interested, barring few exceptions. The total literacy mission campaign coupled with DPEP
interventions have made the people a little more conscious on the urgency of educating their children and in some cases guardians of the school children and villagers
have become much more vigilant and vibrant to the cause of primary education.
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CO:!'\CLUSION

The entire exercise so far as made reflects necessarily the concern that the
task of building of an enlightened, strong and prosperous nation rests on the shoulders of its children who are to be cherished. nurtured and developed with tenderness
and care. Education has always played this important role and has thereby emerged as
a natural characteristic of human societies. It has contributed to the shaping of the
destinies of societies in all the phases of their development and has itself never ceased
to develop. It has been the torch bearer of humanity's most noble ideas. In this sense,
as an agent for social change, education necessarily reflects its main ethos, aspirations
and concerns.
The history of Indian education shows that encouraged by her great tradition
of diversity, tolerance and humanism, various cultural and religious groups established their own educational institutions to suit their specific requirements. While
some of these were of religious nature. the others imparted some kind of vocational
education. The religious institutions provided for the development ofthe \vhole individual- body, mind and spirit, infusion of a spirit of piety and religiousness, formation
of character, development of personality, inculcation of respect for civic and social
duties, production of social

~fficiency

and preservation and spread ofnational culture.

As per the British documents, even the early nineteenth century India had an extensive education system, free from caste and religious discrimination, and almost all the
villages had schools. Then the British introduced their educational system based on
grant-in-aid to institutions to impart their kind of education to absorb the products in
the civil services. In this scheme, very little of knowledge, attitudes and skills that the
local people possessed was considered fit for educational use and was therefore totally discarded. Thus, indigenous educational system suffered a set back, and the new
system alienated Indian education from the wisdom, the belief and the value system of
the people who were uprooted from their tradition. School education in recent times

•

has emerged as an important segment of the total educational system expected to
contribute significantly to the individual as well as the national development processes. In order to do that effectively, it needs to be continuously reviewed and updated. ln fact, curriculum development which is at the roo\ of this renewal process,
has to be seen as a permanent search for qualitative improvement of education in
response to various changes in the society.
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Keeping the above concerns into consideration, extensive efforts have been
put-in;' to bring forth changes in each and every tier of education in India. Needless to
mention that elementary or primary education has been the principle bench mark which
has to be given weightage and importance. Unfortunately, Primary education in India
had been and still has been suffering from many deficiencies. Keeping in consonance
with the argument ofProfessor Amartya Sen, it can be put that, the paucity of financial resources is obviously a principal problem : there are not enough schools and the
facilities available in the ones that exist are often very limited. But there are several
other problems as well. A major difticulty lies in the weak institutional system of
primary schools, which are often inefficiently run. Efficiency of school management is
a major issue to be addressed. A further problem concerns equity of schooling are
arrangements, and the challenge of bringing first generatio~ school attainders into a
sympathetic and just system of primary education.
Not only in West Bengal but also the country as whole, the picture of the

,.

primary schools remaitfunsatisfactory even after crossing 56 years of independence.
The fact that class-wise primary teacher cannot be recruited in 80 per cent of the
primary schools of the country mainly due to primary difficulties. There is no cause to
think that the said problem can be solved easily. The growth of population, attraction
towards education, various educational welfare activities of the government, all these
factors may cause to the growth of enrolment of primary children but number of
classrooms as well as teachers can not increase accordingly. In the situation, UPE can
only be achieved by adopting a new technique called multigrade teaching by which
teacher can teach more than single class at a time. Children are interested in making
their own writing which they want to follow. They must be given opportunity to
develop their own style and rules through experimentation. Reading is mostly a prediction. A child is reading as per his assumption that this may be idea contained in the
words and sentences. Multiple shifts of schooling in a same premises both increase
enrolment and reduce unit costs. Also these multiple shifts increase more working

•

hours available to child labour. DPEP has also given emphasis on Women education
specially women consciousness, women freedom, equity in respect as well as shaving
of powers. Reducing fertility rates must therefore be an important part of any development programme and reduce fertility depends heavily on educating women.
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It has been very much in order to mention that during 1990, under the initiative of World Bank, international seminar in Education was held in Jontiem, Thiland
where the declaration ofuniversalisation of education \Vi thin 2000 AD was made with
much fanfare. Keeping in pace with the Universal Declaration the Government of
India has brought major changes in the National Education Policy and adopted a
concrete Programme of Action named District Primary Education Programme. Despite being a centrally sponsored scheme, the DPEP is activated with the assistance of
external international funding agencies. The Department for International Development and British Overseas Development Administration have been the funding agencies assigned with the responsibility of implementing Universalisation ofPrimary Education Programme in South Asia on behalf of World Bank. The Government oflndia
signed Memorandum of Understanding with Agencies on January 2,1994. It is to be
·.

borne in mind that DPEP fundings are not grant but a long term loan taken for forty
years and repayment for which is to be made with interest. In the first phase ( l 994)
the Government oflndia has brought fourteen states under DPEP, in the second phase
(1996), seven states were brought under this programme. Under third phase (1998)
three more states have brought under DPEP.
The District Primary Education Programme, since beginning, has not been
treated as an enclave project. The DPEP is multifaceted project seeking to overhaul
primary education system in India. It is, although not a finance driven programme,
however, it seeks to build a kind of system that is cost effective, replicable and sustainable. The context ofDPEP has to be viewed in the face ofliberalisation, privatisation
and globalisation. DPEP has been conceived to bring forth reforms both in structure
and content in the primary education system of the developing countries in fulfillment
of needs of new world order. District Primary Education Programme has been so
designed that if properly implemented, it will shift the responsibility ofPrimary education which until now was with the government, to the people's shoulders. In order to
enhance the physical quality of life indexes and human development indexes, the de•
veloping countries have been under compulsion to adopt the Universalisation of Elementary Education Programme with a view to reshape education to meet the demands of new economic system. Critics ofDPEP have been of the view that workers
and farmers with basic primary education are physically more productive than those
with minimum or no education. It is said that the international community should
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expertise and finance such a source of potentially high quality technically expertise
i.e. neither political nor beholder to any particular international donor or government.
It is also argued since reproductive decision are generally left to parents, the primary
responsibility for child rearing and education must remain \Vith them.
It has been observed in our study that primary objectives of District Primary
Education Programme is to create resources at the local level and to make best use of
them so that universalisation of education can be optimally fulfilled. Planing for education and its implementation should begin from village level to the consecutive higher
planes. Village Panchayats should be given the primary responsibility by way of financial and legislative devolution for Universalising Primary Education Programme. Augmentation of financial resources can best be mobilized by imposing taxes at the local
Panchayat level or through other local means of resource mobilisation. Funding can
be diversified in two ways: (a) by targeting ne\v taxes for education; (b) by strengthening local taxes. This, in fact, a kind of economic decentralization which implies
absence of subsidies in education and fixing the cost bearer of education. The making
of syllabus, identification of text books should be at the hand of local committee and
by providing importance to the local priorities, such curriculum will have to be developed. It should also be emphasised that importance be given on the distinctive socioeconomic and cultural trails of the local and demand generation for education should
have to be moulded accordingly. By assimilating the micro level local planning, a
district education planning may be evolved out and such district level planning can
well be integrated with the national planning for primary education.
Another important area ofDistrict Primary Education Programme is the agendu..m
to withdraw the provision of pass and fail in the examination. The DPEP has evolved
an automatic promotion and continuous evaluation system. Such a practice might
have evolved a student friendly atmosphere without fear or anxiety but would have
ultimately brought us to the question that such a system would endanger quality of
~ducation.

r.t.m

,..

The DPEP has definite agend. of withdrawal of pass-fail system which

satisfies the economy besides education. To the DPEP, failing students in the classes
will always add financial loss. Thus, it is a kind of device to reduce per head expenses
of the child on education. Another unique teaching method has been adopted by DPEP
what is termed as multigrade teaching. Such a new innovation has been introduced to
bring balance between teacher-student ratio and teacher-class room ratio. Such an
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innovation may be unique of its kind, however, is questioned in terms of efficiency
and effectiveness. Such a cost effective method may prove costly for the future of the
younger generation. The DPEP directive is that primary school teaching should not
be either school-centric or teacher-centric rather it should be student-centric. It is said
that child should learn in his own way and ·experience. The basic premises of new
primary education is based on this so called imposed-value free education. Such a
system never hampers the natural development of human personality. A teacher is
supposed to know the student psyche and has to play the role of philosopher and
guide. The student should

b~

given the opportunity to develop their own style and

rules through experimentation. Not only multigrade teaching, multiple shifts have
been introduced to increase enrolment and to reduce infrastructural cost. The other
important dimension of DPEP is to give adequate weightag_e on women's education
taking women as backward compared with male. The consideration has been to have
more educated women who can well be used as an internal resource of a family to
educate the children. The level ofbasic education for women will balance the fertility
rate whieh would ultimately help population control. Educated women in the developing democracy can be well used as potential resource in the productive system of
the society.
Needless to mention that District Primary Education Programme can not be
taken as a panacea to address multifaceted problems involved in universalising basic
education through state action. Despite limitations, our study has ample probes to
suggests that there has been changes in expanding education at the primary level after
the implementation ofDistrict Primary Education Programme. Even though the coverage of our present study is restricted, however, suggests that the administration of
DPEP and schooling system in West Bengal may well be ready for some radical reforms. The personnel involved in operationalizing the education programme has to be
sensitised and to be made more responsible to the cause ofuniversalising education.
The principal findings of the study may be, thus, summerised.
Enrolment of the students has been satisfactory and in some cases much higher
than the target set by the DPEP guideline. While retentivity of the children is not
satisfactory, the rate of drop-out is less than 8 per cent. Such a paradoxical situation
clearly indicate the non-reliability of information collected from the schools during
survey. Drop-out rate is within 8 per cent i.e., higher than the stipulation marked by
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the DPEP guideline where it is stipulated that efforts would be their to lower down
the drop-out tendency at least I 0 per cent. Despite inadequacy in infrastructural provisions. the stiJdent-school r<1tio in the district ofCooch Rehor h<1s heen sntisfactory.
On the other hand, student-teacher ratio in the district is far ti·om district related ratio
provided by the guideline ofOPEP. The LWEP intervention has created inth\structural
provision which is also far short of the target. There has been hardly any attempt to
improve the school environment and teaching learning materials which should be congenial to the local ethos. Students' perception of learning, teacher's perception on
teaching, guardians perception on both students· learning and as well as the perception of' the member of VEC have not been developed in such a manner from which
demand for generation of education could have been highlighted.
The District of Cooch Behar is having with 1806 Primary schools 564 child
learning centres which enroll altogether 378297 children that is nearly 88 per cent of
the child population (below the age group of 9 age) of the district. The status of
retention of the student at school, drop-out, quality of learning, applicahility of new
teaching learning materials and infh\-structural provisions at the school has been far
short oft he target. The trend in most of the blocks is either almost equal or far below
the quality. The reasons are many which include :
(a) there are accessless habitations only in two senses- one, the distance between the
two existing primary schools is such that there are children in two habitations who are
not getting schools within I kilo meter radius of their place of living; and two, there
are schools wllicll arc overcrowded having more than 80 children per class in an
average. The reason of such overcrowded schools. The reason of such overcrowded
schools is two-fold-one, absence of another school within

1
/2

to I kilo meter radius of

the school and the intrinsic quality of the school which attracts guardians to admit·
their children in the school. But the second reason does not constitute the reason for
the majority of such schools;
(b) there are certain serious weaknesses of the school system of the district- one high
1 L'IH:titioll

raiL', and two, low transition rate, the only redeeming feature is that drop-

out rate is within 8 per cent, stagnation is bigger a problem than wastage. But such
high rate of stagnation leads to big wastage. It. has been seen that there are certain
common trends in all the blocks ofthe district- transition rate from class I ranging in

"
;
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average between 50 per cent and 60 per cent, then from classes 11 to lll is the highest,
by and large ranging in an average between 80 percent and 90 per cent; and that from
Ill to IV is intemwdiate, by and large runging bet ween GO per cent and 70 per cent.
(c) There are many children who are though enrolled in schools do not attend classes
regularly. Average attendance rate, if extensive data could be collected, would perhaps have indicated much below 80 per cent. There are ample reasons for the low.
attendance rate but one of the results for this low attendance rate is weak internal
l'lliciency- high repetition-low transition. f-rom various parts nfthe district, particularly from most parts of many blocks a sizeable section of the families migrate from
the district seasonally for three to four months at least every year during which period
their children cannot attend schools;
(d) the survey results of the studies indicate very low achievements rate and serious
lack of acquisition of the fundamental competencies among the children;
(e) data do not indicate any significant numbers of child labourers in the district.
General experience does not agree this. One reason of the probable discrepancy might
he reservation among the guardians in supplying correct information about the lubouring
child. But the bigger problem than child labour is child work which cannot be ascertained hy any hard data;
(t) it reveals that the demand that has been generated in the district in the community

in general is largely the demand for enrolment only. ln ·enrolment whereas grossness
or 1he order of 12 per cent is causing concern enrolment not backed up be regulating
. ur attendance and low key general demand for quality education are the major areas
L";IIISillg !Ill' iliglll'S( l"llllCL'I"Il,

(g) VECs though have been active in most cases and realise the nature of the problem,
ascribe the problems almost invariably to poverty of the people. It has been possible in
many ways to convey to them meaningfully that poverty does not causes all the problems: it is actually demands for quality education and for learning gains of children
which have to be generated.
(h) ('en sus work, electoral works regarding inclusion and exclusion of voters before
Parliamentary, Assembly, Panchayat and MunicitJality election have been occurring in
every year and primary teachers have been deputed in those functions on an urgent
'5
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basis. As a result, primary schools who are already facing a short of class-teacher,
have been dragged into a big problem.
( i) Due to strategic decision of the State Government that the second language like
English that had been highjacked from primary classes for a period of nearly two
decades, has been re-instituted again. Accordingly, primary teachers those who have
already forgotten the suhject, may create the incongenialities at the class-room environment.
The State has so far undertaken a number of policy decisions and adopted
programme for achievement of total literacy and UEE, removal of disparity in enrolment, retention and achievement level as well as spread of education at the secondary,
higher secondary, and higher levels of education. Vocationalisation of education has
also received due importance in the government policy framework. But an attempt to
transform the education system on the part of the authorities requires attention on the
following areas :
i) Strengthening the planning process, with better mobilisation and more
effective utilisation of resource.
ii) Strengthening ofthe information base for decision-making.
iii) Strengthening and professionalisation of education administration.
· An analysis of the outcome of survey and data collected from different source
lead to the tasks that ought to be taken up by the state government. These tasks may
be enumerated as follows :
I. The achievements of the universalization of elementary education is dependent on
decentralised planning and management. As such, these process should be decentralised
as early as possible.
~

Itt vil'w lll' insullicient resources, tlte gllvemtnent 's elll>rt at achieving tlte goal of

liFE need be augmented by arranging involvement ofcommunity and non-governmental organizations.
; . Tltc emphasis should he on improved teacher competence and motivation through
in-service training to check high drop-out rate and improvement in the quality of
education. Tcacher-training institutes including· DIETs need to be strengthened for
tltis purpllse.
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4. Provision for regular and rec!Jrrent training of educational administrators need to
he made in the state: appropriate institutional arT<tn~I.emcnt for training of administrators at diflcrent levels has to be organised.
S. The policies with respect to the personnel of academic support organisations like

SCERT, DIETs, PTTls etc. should be reviewed in order to ensure appointment of
qualitied and competent persons in these organisations.
(J

A cornputcrised management information system should be established, in each and·

every district oft he state, to meet the requirements of educational administrators and
pl:rlllll'IS l·:acll plircc should he: lllilllllc:d hy duly

train~.:d

proll:ssionals in the: licld. Co-

ordination with DPEP will ensure reduction in government expenditure and cutting
down duplication of effort.
7. A group of strategies are required to make the programme of girls' education and

women literacy widespread and more effective. Higher priority has to be on education

ur the girl child to ensure literacy or the future generation.
One of the principal findings of our study is that primary school students of
the rural areas of the district of Coach Behar do well in comparison to their urban
counterpart. However, girls children in the rural areas have done much better scores
in mathematics and language subjects than that of their male counterparts. The reason
is obvious. The socio psychological frame presupposes that girls are much more sincere and discipline than that oftheir male counterpart. The had results ofthe school
childrc:n or the urban areas in the assessment test do not make any qualitative difference because children reading in the urban primary schools are mostly drawn from
nunilics of urban poor. The urban dwellers even the people ofthe economically lower
rung prefer not to send their children to the government aided primary schools but to
send them to privatised English language oriented primary schools. The attitude of
I'L'jl'L"t ion of urban people is so high that the primary schools in urban area have lost
their relevance in most of the cases. The parallel private schooling system has been
!Jutlr a cuncem and a hope: li.)J the l'uturc:. Both the: tc:acher and the school administrat inn of the Government aided primary schools have he en playing an indirect unfortunate mle in destroying whatever meagre fare Government Primary Schools could
displ'IISL'.
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Primary education through state resource support has never been student cenlr ic ur krtowledge-c<.:nlric. I! has always been alllninistratiun and tl!acher-centric. Thus,
in !he donor-recipient continuum, the children belonging to the poor classes arealways at the receiving end. Scholars like Professor Paramesh Achariya of Indian Institute of Management and Professor Amartya Sen have been of the view that lower the
social order higher is the disenchantment with school education due mainly to the
discriminatory treatment ofthe teachers to low born poor first generation learners. It
is a ntc! established by their study that backward class student unable to cope with
badly taught lesson either drop-out or are pushed out by the hostile attitude of the
teachers. The major deficiencies noted by these two eminent scholars are found even
in Cooch Behar despite tall-claims by the Government. It has been observed in our
study that poorest ofthe poor in remotest part ofthe district ofCooch Behar have not
been attracted in the primary school education movement sponsored by the state
through DPEP. The Kulaks or the land owning class, socially and politically advantageous groups have become the beneficiaries of primary_ education. Drop-out rate al- ·
though less in comparison to the state average cannot be ignored for the district of
Coach Behar. Most of the drop-outs are from poor families and girls drop-out are
much more higher than that of boys drop-out. Until and unless the fruits of land
reforms are percolated down to the poorest of the poor and Panchayats at the lowest
rung are properly committed to the cause of education and until the Panchayats are
empowered to thnt direction, universalisation of basic education would never transformed into a prudent reality. Over and above the perception of both teachers and
educational administration of the district on primary education at large has been the
.principal resistance to gear up primary education programme of the district. Social
hiatus between the teacher and students belonging to the poorest rung has also had a
telling effect on the student - teacher relationship. The primary school teachers in
West Bengal do no longer belong to poorest class and they have developed a kind of
hl'lid"system that the children belonging to socially disadvantaged community are less
rrlt~.:llrgetll ami multvatl!d than their upp~.:t cotllllllltlity cuuntct parts. lluwcvcr, our
study negates such a perception, the mid term assessment results have proved beyond
doubt that if the students belonging to socially disadvantaged community are taught
in a prnper manner, they can well compete their upper community counterparts. Thus,
it is suggested that taking given conditions into consideration if the educational administration and the teachers are geared up and disciplined with a commitment, the
i
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picture of primary education could have been a different story. The local Panchayat
leaders should play a vigilant role to bring system of primary education at the lowest
rung into order. There has been no doubt of tlw fact that elforts arc many hut li·uits
hl~l'nlllL'
!cJJIIS.

llliniJlllllll due tu st> many interrelated issues both in nwte1 ial und immaterial

In a nutshell, attitude towards primary education has to be reconstructed. The

social and psychological resistance of the society putting hindrances on the path of
expansion of primary education has to be uprooted by the efforts of continuous awareness programmes both for the teachers, students, parents and administrators assigned
with the responsibility to operationalise primary education at the grass-roots. The
principal bottlenecks which have been identilit:d during survey may be put as under:
a) In comparison to tlw high sdH>llls and Jr. lligh Sdwols,

~pproved

posts ofteachers

in primary schools have been bare minimum. While for six classes in high schools, 12
posts of teachers are approved in an average and while for four classes Jr. High Schools
6 posts are approved, for 4 classes primary schools 3 posts of approved teachers have
been found For some primary sdH>llls there is a <i'~> posts designated as an additional
post. Imbalanced student-teacher ratio in primmy education has been a concern which
\varrants attention of the policy makers.
h) Tlw niJTictJIIIIn of'primary sdliHlls is n:coJlllllended by West Bengal Primary School
Council. It has been recommended that for class I, students are exposed to study 2
(two) subjects- mother tongue and mathematics. The syllabus for mother language is
devoid of any complex sentence. For Mathematics, very simple sums of plus and
minus have been recommended. Such a weak syllabus simply corroborates the fact
that little attention has been paid to the curriculum stn1cture.
c) The working hours of primary school have been too short which is stipulated for
five hours i.e. II a.m. to 4 p.m. Such a stipulated working hour:s does not corroborate
the work culture of working eight hours per-day for the other service. Concerned
policy makers should pay immediate attention to enhance the working hours of the
teachers.
d) Thanks

1u

the Lcll-Fronl Government in view of its material support provided to

the primarv teachers. Primary teachers at present are paid 6,000 to 8,000 rupees per
month. Such a considerable good amount paid to the teacher is a praise-worthy task
Cnr the Gm-ernmcnt hut unl'ortunutdy, primary teachers; if not most of the teachers,

I
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ar~

not worthy to

h~

paid of such a good arnount. Keeping in

pa<..:~

with the enhance-

nwnt of salary, accountability has not been enhanced and job responsibility has not
been fixed. Such a hike in pay without responsibility has created a social and economic hiatus between the teacher and primary school student who are mostly living
below poverty line. Another important area is private tuition which in a large manner
has attracted attention of teachers and has become the cause of negligence in teaching in the sd10ols. Private tuition has been a t:ompulsion for the students. Parents who
are unable to pay private tuition fees are compelled to drop-out their students from
schools. Attention to this area is an important task for the decision maker.
e) Methods of teaching in primary school in most of the cases is full of errors. Inadequacy of qualified teachers and ill-conceived syllabus structure, weak examination
system, inadequate infrastructural facility, non-attractive teaching are some of the
weakest areas of primary education in our state.

f) Inadequacy of education of the educators and school administrators is also an important areas to be immediately called lor.
g) The multi-pronged structure of educntion nnd multi-functionnl ngencies of educa-

tion are to be made simple for proper administration of primary schools.
h) Panchayats at the rural level have not been playing a pro-active role for the expansion of education or for up-keeping of existing primary educational structure.
Despite the apparent concern for primary education of the policy planners and
decision makers since independence, universalisation of primary education has remained still a far cry. Much band-beatings have so far been made expressing tremendous t:oncern lor prirnary education both by the national and state level committees
and commissions, but little progress is seen observable in the field of primary education. The primary reasons behind this bleak situation is the inability to address the
issue of primary education in a serious manner. Both the centrally sponsored schemes
alltl state sponsored sche111es undertaken so far for expansion of education at the

primary level and different kinds oflitcracy schemes in the name of mission or movements have not been able to prove to be a success in totality. The obvious reasons are
lack of sincerity on the part oft he implementors. inadequate infra-structure to attract
the issue, inter-organisational and intra-organisational non-cooperation, multi-struc-

tural coordination problem, lack of commitment and motivation,

tremendou~

gap
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between donors and recipients, inadequate direction, political compulsions and such
utill:J lll:gativl: litcluJ sand f'urcl:s.
It is a CllJIIIIHlll sense arglllnent that educatiun, Constitutiunally speaking is n
subject under Concurrent List. The 73rd and 74th Amendment Acts have assigned
Panchayats and the Municipalities with the responsibilities of operationalising primary education in the rural and urban areas respectively. Both the central and state
Governments have been contributing to the field ofprirmiry education by occasionally
lmmching such major and minor schemes. However, these are essentially patchworks
never able to touch the crux oft he problems or education at the primary level. Untortunately. the local governments like the Panchayats, the Municipalities are not in a
position to perform seriously the role of catalysts tor spreading primary education
due to inadequacies in every tield. The local governments be it Panchayat or Municipality are administratively inefficient, technically inadequate and financially insolvent.
Thus they are not in a position to deliver goods. The paradox is that both the centre
and the state cannot touch the problem because of their physical hiatus with the
grassroots and the local governments are not in a position to provide good. ln such a
situation, a thorough overhauling of the situation has been the need of the hours.
Some scholars argued that in the given situation the district is the most viable
agency to foster primary education on the one hand and to make a linkage between
the centre and the state on the other. The district level primary education administrative structure as it exits right now in West Bengal need to be thoroughly re-structured
and moditied to avoid problems of multi-structuralism and multi-authorities to
operationalise primary education. Prevailing socio-economic and cultural issues of a
district have to be kept into considerations while making a district plan for primary
education. The possible resistances are to be identified and are to be addressed in a
proper manner so that complexities can be overcome. Not only the governmental
organisations at the district level need to be revitalised but also all the stake-holders of
tile primary educatiu11 arc to be sensitised ami re-activated for the total expansion of
primary education of a district. A simple well-knit development structure with clearcut authority, responsibility and accountability. Such a simplified organically linked
hierarchical structure can well provide necessary impetus to the expansion of higher
education. Political parties be it in power structure or not should have to play a positi\'l' sncial mle with emphasis on the primal)' education Our study has amply proved
.;;
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that the DPEP organisational structure has been an additional structure with or without relationship with the existing educational structure of the district for primary
education. The grey areas like weak coordination and cooperation arc the principal
1t.:~lslances LU opel auunaiJse IJI'LP al the grass roots. Willie adlllJIIJStenng District
l'1 i11101ry 1:.ducatinn Plll)-'.ranlllll:, P01nchayats arL' to he given adequate \veightagc simply because ofthe fact that they are the people's representative at the grass-roots. The
district level DPEP administrative structure should immediately be merged with the
existing Panchayati Raj structure of the district to avoid multi-structuralism and multifunctionalism. Concerned Act and Rules are to be framed and modified to accommodate the new organically linked structure for operationalisation of primary education
in the district. To be precise, DPEP cannot sustain in isolation with a different struclme and authority completely alien to the district even just few years hack The plausible administrative structure with detined function and authorities for operationalising
programmes of grass-root level primary education may be suggested.
There should be four tiers structure for operationalising primary education
programmes at the district. Tier-1 should be constituted by including Zilla Parishad.
The education and development committee oft he Zilla Pari shad should adequately be
e1npowcred to monitor the primary education programme. The District Project Oflin·r should be included in the colnlnittcc as the working secretary. the Karmadhaskya

or 1he education committee of the Zilla Pari shad should be the Secretary. The members of the education committee will be the automatic choice as members ofthe committee. The Sabhadhipati of the Zilla Parashid acts as Chairman of the committee.
Such education committee will make necessary Iinson with the state office and with
the other external funding agencies. The committee will formulate a component plan
1·ur education of the district which is to be duly approved by district level coordination
cnuncil where Sabhadhipati of Zilla Parishad is the Chairman
Tier-ll of the structure should include the Panchayat Sarniti. The Panchayat
Samiti level committee on education should be assigned with responsibility of expansion of primary education. The Karmadhaskya of the education sub committee of
l'a111.:ltayat Samiti will act as Secretary and Additional lnspectur ur Sub inspector of
Schools may he appointed as the working secretary, the members of the education
slth-cummittcc.:

or the

l'ancllayat Samiti arc the <iutomatic choice as members of the

cnt11111ittee. The Sahhapati ofPanchayat Samiti will act as President ofthe comn1ittee.
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The entire BLRC/CLRCs of existing DPEP structure should be merged with Pancllayat Samiti level education committee. Since the Panchayat Samiti is the viable
most structure in the three tier panchayati raj system, the education committees of
Panchayat Samiti should play the most pro-active role in the expansion of primary
education. Such education committee may well take help of the non-governmental.
organisations and other self-help groups

tooperationalis~.: til~.: ~.:Jucation

programmes.

Til·r-111 of such struct11rc should include the Gram Panchayat Tlw existing village

level committee should be merged with Panchayats. The Prodhan of the Panchayat
should be President of the committee. Three other elected representatives ofthe Gram
Panchayat may be included in the education committee at the Gram Panchayat level.
The Panchayat Samiti level education committee should send officials of education
administration to help and support the education committee at 3rd tier. Tier 4 includes
tl1c f\llouza (smallhallllet).

lnl~lct,

pr1111ary scllllols are situated

111 dilll:r~.:nt

mouzas of

( iram (village) Panchayat. Mouza level action committee for Primary Education should
be constituted with help and support of the government which will include the elected
representative of the mouza to the Gram Panchayat, members of different self-help
groups including women self-help groups, members of NGO working at the mouza
level, teachers representatives of primary schools at the mouza, representatives from
the guardians of students reading in primary school of the mouza. representatives of
Sdu1 Sik~·illil Killlllil:illl·lli (< "llild Fdlll"illillll l'lllgl illllllll') illld t\nganwadis

operating

at the mouzas.The suggested alternative administrative structure of District Primary
Education Programme may be presented in the next page.

The Suggested Altcr·mativc Administr·ntivc Str·uctur·e of DPEP nt the District LeveJ ·

···················································~
The District Level Coordination Committee,
headed by Sabhadhipati, Zilln Pnrishad

Tier- I
1 rmh·r Sl'l'rt'lury-

D.P.O.

•hlp ur
Kurmatlhaskya,
Edu. Cum. urzr

Tit·r·- II
t'1uh·r
l'n·•hl,·nhhlp ur

Rl J~C

Suhhupall,
Panchayat Samiti

Tier- III
Ollidals nl' Ellu.
·\dm. Sl'lll hy T-Il

VECs

L;nder
""'sitlenuhip or
Pnulhom, Grum

1\lembers uf
Graml'anchaYat

l'nn,·hn\'111

Tier- IV
Under

SSh:s •"'

PrL·~hh:ubhlp

Anuanwadls

ur

Elected :\I em her ur
the ;\luuza lu Gl'

Abbreviations used :

BLRC
CLRC ==
PS

District Primary Education Programme
District Project Officer
Zilla .Pari shad
Block Level Resource Centre
Circle Level Resource Centre
Panchayat Samiti

NC iO

Nt lll-govcrnmcnt Organisa I it 111

VEC

Village Education Committee
Sishu Siksha Karmasuchi
Uram Panchayat

DPEP
DPO

=

ZP

SSK
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Since the District Primary Education Programme is an action oriented, goal
oriented, people oriented mass development programme, it has to be viewed from an
integrated perspective. There is the urgent need of spatial, functional and structural
integration to make the programme effectively viable and successful. The existili~ .·
organisational structure of the District Primary Education Programme at the district
lcvd should immediately be merged with the suggested fl111ctionally linked and hierarchically structured 3-tier Panchayat system with an extended arm of mouza (small
hamlet) level action oriented committee on education. To provide the DPEP a shape
of a mass-level people oriented programme, participation and involvement ofpeople ·
at each organically linked tier of Panchayat system of the district has been extremely
important. The existing colleges the higher secondary schools and socially committe~ .· _..
voluntary organisations are to be made involved in the greater task of expanding
primary education at the district. Students of these higher institutions may best be
used as teacher-tutor during vacations. Volunteers of National Social Service Scheme·
uf the Colleges can also take active part in this process. A continuous awareness
programme has to be launched to make the people aware ofthe urgency of education
for sci f respect. sci f rei in nee nnd self sufficiency Such an alternative model of administrative structure directly linked with the Panchayat for operationalising District Primary Education Programme has been suggested in view ofthe fact that in West Bengal, the democratically elected Panchayat structure has been proved to be the most
viable political and soda! development agency which has been constitutionally
recognised and socio-politically legitimized. While some scholars would argue that
the existing Panchayat system have been so political and corrupt that it would have

_, .
>

been an impossibility for the Panchayat to deliver good to the society. To these scholars, non-government organisations, voluntary organisations and some reputed philanthropic social organisations like Ramkrislma Mission may be given the responsibility
to operationalise primary education programme of the district. Acceptance of such a
suggestion would sitttple 111ean the notl-ll!<.:ognition or the

r~.:ulity

or serving a huge

geography and people with basic education. Keeping reality into consideration, it may
be counter-argued that neither the existing non-govcrnnwnt organisations nor the
voluntary agencies, nor the reputed philanthropic social organisations do have the
capacity to operationlise DPEP in mass scale. These organisations may well be able to
develop education of a village or a cluster ofvilfages but never be able to perform the
holistic role what a programme like DPEP claims. Thus, it is suggested th~t th.f Pan-

--~
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chayats be moved accordingly to perform this holistic role of spreading educati9n
1il1 1 HI gil

d illc1 en! I ic1 s

Tilt~

lear of over pol i1ici sa 1ion of' P anchayat s can well be moni-

tored and controlled by <Ill honest political will ofthc political party in state power. At
the same time the possible corruption can well be resisted by the existing intra
organisational and inter-organisational control mechanism. Since Panchayats have been
treated to be the popular peoples government at the third stratum of Indian federation, this government at the grass-root has to be made more pro-active, vibrant and
people-friendly. Empowering the Panchayat through administrative decentralisation,
legislative and linancial devolution will

ultimat~.:ly

mean empowerment of people at

the grass-root. Such an empowered organisation would have been the best alternative
administrative structure for operationalising District Primary Education Programme
after replacing the existing DPEP organisational structure which is nothing but an
administrative adroit devoid of any social root.
Finally, a holistic approach can be taken for universalisation of elementary

~ducation. Most ofthe strategies and programme are being adopted and implemented
to address individual issues in respect of education at this stage. There is no doubt
that these elrorts have produced some results. But UEE is still a far cry. It is high time
that the all issues in respect of UEE should now be looked as a non-discrete whole
which will ensure universalisation in enrolment level and remove disparities of girls
and other social groups in all the above stated activities. The intensification of efforts
by functionaries and stake-holders at the all levels of the system with this holistic
approach is an urgent necessity to meet challenges of providing quality education to
all by the end oft he first decade ofthe new millennium. Solidarity is partly a matter of
political and moral commitment, but also a correlate of institutional arrangements,
and we must look at both. Our findings, preliminary as they are, point firmly to some
central issues that need to be addressed with some urgency for the delivery of educational administration in primary section in the DPEP districts of the country. All rivulets converge to form a river and so may happen while all tiny efforts are cascadingly
converged to make a grand course of endeavours towards new horizons.
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